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Social Scientists
Study Behavior

Directions: A social scientist wanted to
learn more about the behavior of boys
when they play baseball. One summer
day he observed a group of boys playing.
He took notes about their behavior. The
paragraph below is a part of the summary
of his notes. Underline the words that describe a behavior of the boys. Do not
underline words that describe any other
behavior.

P i

I wrote these notes on July 22. A group
of boys walked to the baseball field i n the
park. Each boy carried a baseball glove.
One boy dragged two bats behind him.
Two boys threw a ball back and forth as
they walked. One boy said, "Let Paul and
John choose." John waved his hand. " I ' l l
be first," he said. " I ' l l take Moses." Paul
pointed to a boy. John chose another.
Finally there were six boys on one side
and five on the other. John's team trotted
out onto the field. A boy on Paul's team
picked up a bat. The game began. The
pitcher threw the ball; the batter swung
and missed. Just then a dog trotted onto
the field. One boy yelled at the dog. He

stamped his feet to frighten the dog away.
The pitcher threw the ball again. The
batter hit i t and ran toward first base. A
boy stopped the ball and threw i t to the
first baseman, who caught i t and shouted,
"You're out!" The runner yelled, " I was
safe!" A boy on Paul's team ran to first
base. He hollered, "He was safe!" Two
boys sat down and talked. Three boys
walked to the pump and drank some
water. The other boys argued. Finally
one boy said, "Aw, let the big baby be
safe. Let's play." The pitcher muttered
something I couldn't hear. Then he walked
back to his position. The runner stood on
first base. The game began again.
1

Interaction
Directions: A l l the stories and pictures on
this page are samples of human behavior.
Some of the stories and pictures are about
interaction and some are not. Circle the
numbers of the stories and pictures that
are samples of interaction.
When Tommy thought about next
Saturday, he felt very happy. He
was going to go horseback-riding and he
loved to do that. He thought about the
big red-brown horse called "Indian,"
and how much f u n i t was to ride him up
over the hills in back of the airport. He
could hardly wait for Saturday to come.

A Sue whispered something to Debbie
"
and they both giggled.
Theresa looked at them with a frown,
and said angrily, "It's not very nice of you
to whisper i n front of me."
"Oh, Theresa, don't be mad at us," Sue
pleaded. "We're not saying anything
about you, it's just . . . a secret."
Theresa felt very left out of things and
wished they wouldn't keep secrets from
her.
When Debbie saw how unhappy Theresa
looked, she said, "We were just talking
about what we are getting you for your

birthday, silly. You wouldn't want us to
tell you that, would you?"
"Sure would!" Theresa said and they
all laughed.

Pam watched the others at Brian's
party. Kathy was trying to pin the
tail on the donkey and she'd almost
pinned i t on Brian's mother. Everyone
was having a good time. Then suddenly
Pam realized i t was her turn.
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Descriptions,
Inferences,
Value Judgments
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Directions: Read each sentence
carefully. Put a D in front of
each one that is a description.
Put an I in front of each one that
is an inference. Put a V in front
of each one that is a value judgment.

L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Margo is smiling.
Margo is holding the kitten.
The kitten feels warm to Margo.
Everyone should have a pet.
The picture was taken inside a
house.
The kitten is a birthday present
for Margo.
Margo likes kittens.
Margo's dress has a floral pattern.
Margo is barefoot.
Margo is sitting on a chair.

11. A person who likes pets is a
good person.
12. The kitten is about ten weeks
old.
13. There is a box on the floor.
14. Margo is about ten years old.
15. Margo is happy.
16. The kitten likes to be held.
17. The kitten is hungry.
18. It is wrong to tease kittens with
a stocking.
19. There is a rug on the floor.
20. A pet is a nuisance.
4
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The Art Project
OBSERVATION GUIDE

A. Directions: Check only those statements that describe behavior that you observed in the behavior specimen.
1. Tommy and Jimmy were working on art projects.
2. Tommy and Jimmy were building bridges.
3. Tommy and Jimmy were writing stories.
4. The rest of the class said that both projects were very
good.
5. The rest of the class said that Tommy's project was better
than Jimmy's.
6. The rest of the class said that Jimmy's project was better
than Tommy's.
7. Tommy stepped on Jimmy's project.
8. Tommy sat on Jimmy's project.
9. Tommy tore Jimmy's project.

B. Directions: Check only those statements that are inferences
you have made about what happened in the behavior specimen.
1. Tommy was angry when the rest of the class didn't like
his project as well as Jimmy's.
2. Tommy felt mean when the rest of the class didn't like
his project as well as Jimmy's.
3. Tommy didn't care what the rest of the class thought
about his project.
4. Jimmy was happy when the rest of the class thought his
project was better than Tommy's project.
5. Jimmy was surprised when the rest of the class thought
his project was betterthan Tommy's project.
6. Jimmy didn't care what the rest of the class thought
about his project.
7. It was an accident that Tommy tore Jimmy's project.
8. Tommy tore Jimmy's project on purpose.

C. This is a value

judgment:

"It was good for the rest of the class to say what they
thought about the two projects."

Do you agree with this value judgment?

Yes

No

Why, or why not?

D. This is another value

judgment:

"It was bad for Tommy to tear Jimmy's project."

Do you agree with this value judgment?
Why, or why not?

6
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Finding Reasons for Behavior
A. Directions: The statements in the boxes below describe some
behaviors. Beneath each statement is an inference about one
possible reason why the behavior happened as i t did. Make an
inference of your own about why each behavior might have
happened and write i t in the space provided.

1. Three children are sitting on a bench and putting on their
skates. Two of them get up and skate away, leaving the
third still sitting on the bench.
a) One reason why this behavior happened might be:
The two children who got up had finished putting their
skates on before the third child and were eager to begin
skating.
b) Another reason might be:

7

2. Tommy runs home after school.
a) One reason why this behavior happened might be:
Tommy was afraid he'd be late for his cub scout meeting.
6) Another reason might be:

3. Mary says to Suzy, "No, I won't go
to your birthday party."

4. Ed is playing with a toy truck.
Mark takes it away from him.

a) One reason w h y t h i s b e h a v i o r
happened might be:
Mary is angry at Suzy because Suzy
didn't come to her party last week.
6) Another reason might be:

a) One r e a s o n w h y t h i s b e h a v i o r
happened might be:
Mark had been playing with the truck
first and Ed took it away from him.
b) Another reason might be:

B. Directions: Below are two columns, listing reasons (causes)
and behaviors (effects). Match the two columns by writing the
correct number of the behavior (effect) i n the space before the
correct reason (cause).
Reasons

Behaviors

(Causes)

(Effects)

a) Danny's foot was sticking out i n
the aisle.

1. She ran home as fast as she could
through the dark streets.

b) Mother bought Maria a pretty
new sweater.

2. Everyone laughed loudly.

c) Sally was afraid of the dark.

3. Jimmy tripped and fell i n the aisle.

d) Dave stood up on his bike and
pedaled fast.

4. She kissed her mother.

e) Stanley told a funny story.

5. One of his pedals came off and he fell.
9

Pm Going to Tell Mother!

Bill was sitting at the table and working very hard on a jigsaw
puzzle. He had been working on i t for two hours. I t was almost
done. He felt very excited about finishing. Suddenly his sister
Mary came running into the room to show him a book she had received in the mail. She twirled around and around in her f u l l
skirt, saying, "The book finally came!" Mary's skirt brushed
against the table. SMASH! Down went the puzzle to the floor.
Bill became very angry and hit Mary. She ran out of the room
crying, "I'm going to tell Mother on you!"

10

A. Directions: Below are two columns, listing causes and effects.
Match the two columns by writing the correct number of the
effect in the space before the correct cause.
Causes

Effects

(Reasons)

(Behaviors)

a) The puzzle was almost finished.

1. Mary was happy.

b) Mary received a book.

2. Bill was excited about finishing the
puzzle.

c) Mary was happy.
3. Bill hit Mary.
d) Mary's skirt brushed against the
table.

4. Bill became angry.

e) The puzzle fell down.

5. Mary twirled around.

f ) Bill became angry.

6. The puzzle fell down.

B. Directions: Some of the sentences below are descriptions,
some are inferences, arid some are value judgments. In the
blank space in front of each sentence, write a D for description,
I for inference, or V for value judgment
1. Bill was angry at Mary.
2. Mary is Bill's sister.
3. Bill liked doing puzzles.
4. Bill is working on a puzzle.
5. Mary likes to read.

-

6. Bill is mean.
7. Mary's skirt hit the table.
8. Mary received a book.
9. Mary was acting silly.
10. Mother is going to get mad at Bill.
11

Who Goes There?

Directions:
Below are five sentences about Darlene's feelings while she is reading.
Three sentences are
descriptions
taken from the story, "Who Goes
There." Two sentences are inferences
that can be made about Darlene's
feelings, but are not actually described i n the story. Draw lines from
each description to the Description
circle. Draw lines from each inference
to the Inference circle.

1. a)

Darlene wished that her parents
hadn't left her and her brother alone.
DESCRIPTIO

b)

Darlene felt so frightened that she
was almost ready to cry.

c)

Darlene wanted to tell Tim how uneasy she felt.

d)

Darlene thought that Tim probably
wasn't frightened at all.

e)

Darlene thought that the night was
spooky.

INFERENCE

12
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2. The story doesn't describe Tim's feelings. Complete this sentence to make
an inference about Tim's feelings:

Tim might be feeling

3. Tim and Darlene let their dog into the
house even though they knew their
mother wouldn't approve. Make a
value judgment about this:

Explain why you made the value judgment you did.

a) I think Tim and Darlene were
wrong to let the dog in.
b) I think it was a good idea to let the
dog in.
13

4. The sentences below are descriptions
of what Tim and Darlene did when
they heard about the prison break.
Put these actions in chronological
order. That is, place a 1 next to the
thing that happened first, a 2 next to
the thing that happened second, and
so on.

7. How do you know that inference was
correct?

8. Some of the sentences below are
taken from "Who Goes There?" They
describe the end of the story. There
are also some inferences, not mentioned in the story, about how Tim
and Darlene might have been feeling.
Put a check
in the space in front
of the sentences that are descriptions
of the end of the story.

a) Darlene knocked her book on the
floor.
b) Tim went to lock the door.
c) Darlene cried out that the telephone wasn't working.
d) They sat very quietly listening to
the storm.
e) Darlene grabbed the telephone
from the hall table.

a) They distinctly heard footsteps coming up the sidewalk.
b) They were very frightened.
_c) The people at the door were
their parents.
_d) He unlocked the door and
threw it open.
_e) Tim and Darlene were very
relieved.
f ) Both of them broke into gales
of laughter.

5. What are the inferences that Tim and
Darlene make on page 26 when they
hear the noise again?
a)

b)

9. Check ( f ) one:
The story had a good ending.
The story had a bad ending.

c)

10. Why did you answer Question 9 the
way you did?

6. Which inference was correct?
a)

11. Check ( V ) one: My answer to Question 9 is

b)
description
inference
value judgment

0
14

Multiple Causation
Directions: Read the behavior specimen below. Then do the exercises that follow.
All summer George had wanted to dive
from the high diving board at the swimming pool. Each day as he rode his bicycle
to the pool, he said to himself, "This will
be the day." But each day he changed his
mind.
George's friend Davy had made the dive
many times and so had other boys he
knew. He wished he could dive like Davy.
Even two or three girls in his grade had
done it. George's father had said he hoped
George would go off the high board that
summer.
On the last day for swimming, George
knew he had to do it. He wouldn't have

another chance that summer. He wanted
to please his father, but he wanted to
prove to himself that he wasn't afraid
even more.
He walked to the ladder leading to the
high board and started to climb. Just
ahead of him was Fred, a boy he didn't
like. Fred looked down and said, "You're
not really going to dive, are you?"
George didn't say anything. He didn't
even look at Fred.
When his turn came, George hesitated.
But there were people behind him, waiting impatiently for him to go. He took a
deep breath and dived.
15

A. Write a sentence that describes George's behavior at the end of
the behavior specimen

B. Put a check (W) in the space before the sentences that describe
the causes for that behavior.
1. George rode his bicycle to the pool.
2. George wanted to please his father.
3- George wanted to prove to himself that he wasn't afraid,
.

4. The pool water was warm.
5. The lifeguard was watching him.
6. George wanted to prove to Fred that he wasn't afraid.
7. George wanted to keep up with his friend Davy.
8. He wouldn't have another chance that summer.
9. He couldn't climb down because there were people behind him.
10. He took a deep breath,

C. List the causes you consider to be inside causes by number.

D. List the causes you consider to be outside causes by number.

16

The Hopscotch Game
OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions: Fill in the circular process chart for the behavior
specimen you have just observed.
Circle 1. stands for causes inside of
Laurie at the beginning of the specimen.
Write in the causes inside Laurie that
bring about her later behavior.

Circle 3. stands for the way Laurie's behavior makes Nancy and Sue feel. Write
in the thoughts and feelings that are inside causes for Nancy and Sue's behavior.

Circle 2. stands for Laurie's behavior.
Write in Laurie's behavior toward Nancy
and Sue.

Circle 4. stands for Nancy and Sue's behavior. Write in the behavior that results
from their inside causes —their thoughts
and feelings —in Circle 3.

Inside Causes:
1. Laurie's Thoughts and Feelings

2. Laurie's

Behavior

4. Nancy and Sue's
Behavior
Inside Causes:
3. Nancy and Sue's
Thoughts and Feelings
17

Asking Questions
Directions: Fill in the blank spaces in each sentence with the
correct word or words.
1. A scientist collects—
tions about human behavior.

to answer his ques-

2. Scientists use special

of collecting facts

and ideas.
3. When a scientist asks a person questions directly, he is using
the

to obtain facts and ideas.

4. When a scientist gives people a list of questions in writing,
he is using the

to obtain facts and ideas.

5. When a scientist watches and records the behavior of people
to obtain facts and ideas, he is using
6. If a scientist makes a . statement about what might happen
in the future, he is making a
7.

are based on a great deal of
about human behavior.

8. Scientists do not allow

.

to influence their

statements about what might happen in the future.
9. Scientists make statements about the future to find out how
well they
10. Scientists use

,

, and

to check their statements about the future.
18

Making
Predictions
Directions: Read the story in the box
carefully. Then answer the questions
following the story by putting a check
(u*) in the space in front of the correct
answer.

4

How could it rain today? Danny looked out the window and
sighed. The sky hadn't cleared a bit. The newspaper said R A I N
TODAY. The weatherman on the radio said that the rain would
continue until morning.
Danny couldn't help being excited about the baseball game
tonight. He would be the pitcher. If their team won tonight,
they would go to the regional championships.
Oh, the rain will probably stop, Danny thought. We'll still
have the game.
19

1. Was Danny making a wish or making a prediction
the baseball game?

about

a) Danny was making a wish.
6) Danny was making a prediction.
2. Make a prediction about the weather on the basis of the facts
given you in the story. Do you think it will stop raining in
time for the game?
a) I predict that it will stop raining in time for the game.
b) I predict that it will not stop raining in time for the
game.
3. Explain your prediction by listing the facts that you learned
from the story

=

:

4. Describe an experience of your own that involved making
a guess about the future.

5. Was your guess a prediction or a wish? How do you know?

20

Reviewing

Put a check (u*) in the space in front
of the correct answer. What is Sue doing?

John looks miserable today, thought
Sue. I guess that toothache he had
yesterday is still bothering him.

describing
making an inference
making a value judgment
21

2.
The first time Sam saw Joe, Joe was
playing marbles and missed his shot.
Sam called Joe "Butterfingers."
Joe got so angry that Sam laughed at
him, and Joe shouted that Sam
should mind his own business. The.
next time they met, Sam laughed

when he saw Joe and Joe yelled,
"Shut up!" Now, every time they
meet, Sam laughs or chants "Butterfingers." Joe gets so mad that all he
can think of saying is "Shut up!" The
last time they met, Joe took a poke at
Sam.

Check (*"*) the words that best describe what is happening in the
story above
multiple causation

cause and effect

circular process

3. and 4.
Check (W) the words that best describe
the statement at left.

I can tell by the gray clouds that it's
going to rain all day long.

inference
description
value judgment
Circle the tools that the social scientist uses
eyes

microscope

pen

paper

X-ray machine

mind

ears

test tube

questionnaire

interview

Check O*) the words that best describe
what is happening in the story.

There was a large group on the playground. Five girls were playing jump
rope; four boys were shooting marbles; and seven boys and girls were
talking.

people observing
people interacting
people making inferences
22

6.
In the story below, decide what each sentence is: a description, an
inference, or a value judgment. Write the letters of all sentences
that are descriptions in the space in front of that word. Do the
same with all sentences that are inferences and those that are
value judgments.
description

inference

a. That man walking down the street
is the tallest man I've ever seen.
b. He must be at least seven feet tall!
c. He is wearing brown shoes and a
dark-blue suit. d. He probably has to
go to a special store to buy his
clothes, e. I'd hate to be that tall. f.
It would be so expensive to buy

—

value judgment

clothes that fit. g. But he is a very
strong-looking man. h. He walks as
if he were proud of being that tall.
i. I l l bet people really listen to him
when he has something to say. j.
Maybe it wouldn't be bad at all to be
that tall. k. I think Fd like to be as
tall as that man.

7.

The man who chased the boys off the
corner lot where they were playing
baseball is mean.

I

Check
the words that best describe
the statement at left,
inference
description
value judgment

Check (k*) the word or words that best
describe the statement at left.

There are five kinds of flowers in
Mrs. Jackson's garden. She has
planted roses, peonies, tulips, lilies,
and irises.

description
inference
value judgment
23

9.
Put a

ick

in the space in front of the correct answer.

T h e effect is

Six-year-old Jeanne was walking
home from day camp alone. A big dog
that she had never seen before suddenly appeared. Jeanne was afraid
of dogs. She stopped. Then she started
to cry and call for her mother.

a) Jeanne was afraid of the dog.
6) Jeanne started to cry and call for
her mother.
The starting cause is
a) A big dog appeared.
b) Jeanne was walking home from
day camp.
The in-between cause is
a) Jeanne was walking
alone.
b) Jeanne was afraid of
dogs.
24

Interviewing
OBSERVATION GUIDE

Parti
Directions: Your teacher will play the record with three interviews. Listen carefully. Then, write in the answers that were
given by each of the persons being interviewed.
1

Interview A

1. What are two reasons why boys and
girls your age do think it is important
to go to school?

Reason 1

2. What are two reasons why boys and
girls your age don't think it is important to go to school?

Reason 1

Reason 2

Ttensnn 9.

Interview 6

1. What are two reasons why boys and
girls your age do think it is important
to go to school?

Reason 1

2. What are two reasons why boys and
girls your age don't think it is important to go to school?

Reason 1

R*»n«nn 9

R^asnn 9.

Interview C

1. What are two reasons why boys and
girls your age do think it is important
to go to school?

Reason 2

2. What are two reasons why boys and
girls your age don't think it is important to go to school?

Rpasnn 1

25

Part I I
Directions: Use the scales below to rate each interviewer. The
rating scale is something like a report card. The lowest rating
is (1) and the highest is (5). If you think the first Interviewer, A,
did an excellent job, you would put your check
on or near (5).
If you think Interviewer A did very poorly or failed, you would put
your check
on or near the (1). A check on or near (3) means
you think the Interviewer did an average job. A check on or near
(2) means you rated him as below average but not failing. A check
on or near (4) means better than average, but not excellent.
1. How well did the interviewer explain the purpose of the
interview?
A.

/

(

'

/

'

B.

*

'

>

'

'

C.

/

/

/

*

*

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

2. Did the interviewer try to make the person being interviewed
feel relaxed and comfortable?
A.

f

(

'

*

/

B.

/

*

i

L

t

C.

L
(1)

L
(2)

L
(3)

*
(4)

*
(5)

3. How well did the interviewer succeed in getting meaningful
answers to his questions?
A.

I

I

/

(

/

B.

*

»

L

'

*

C.

*

'

*

'

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

*
(5)

4. Did the interviewer succeed in keeping his personal opinions
out of the interview?
A.

i

£

L

B.

(

(

L

C.

(
(1)

(
(2)

l
(3)

26
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/

t

(

f

l
(4)

,

(
(5)

Project A
INTERVIEW FORM

Interviewer
Class

Date

Introduction: We are trying to find out what students in this
class and other classes like and don't like about schoolwork. Your
name will not be used in our report, and we are not trying to
decide what is good or bad. We are just trying to get a scientific
record.
1. Which subject in school do you like the best?

2. Why do you like this subject?

3. Which subject in school do you like the least?

4. Why don't you like this subject?

27

Project A
CLASSROOM QUESTIONNAIRE

Your Name

Class
Date
1. When is schoolwork the most fun and interesting? (Check one)
When I work by myself
When I work in small groups with other students
When the whole class is working together

Why did you check the answer you did?

2. When do you get the most schoolwork done in class? (Check one)
When I work by myself
When I work in small groups with other students
When the whole class is working together
Why did you check the answer you did?

28

Summary Report for Project A
Your Name

Grade
Date_
1. Which two subjects do most students in your class like the
best?
a)

b)

What are the most common reasons why they like each?
a)

6)

2. Which two subjects do most students in your class like the
least?
a)

b)

What are the most common reasons why they don't like each
subject?
a)

6)

3. Do you think the information collected from the interviews
tells the way people in this class really feel about school subjects?
Why?

29

4. Fill in the chart below with the data from your class.
Alone

Small Groups

Total Class

Most fun and interesting
Most schooiwork done

5. What are the two most common reasons given for "Most fun
and interesting"?
Alone

Small Groups

Total Class

6. What are the two most common reasons given for "Most
schooiwork done"?
Alone

Small Groups

Total Class

30

Project B
A C T I V I T Y RATING QUESTIONNAIRE

School

Grade

Boy or Girl? (Circle one)

Directions: Read through all the activities
first. Then put a 1 next to the activity
that you like to do the most, a 2 before the
one you like next best, a 3 for the next, a
4 for next, and a 5 before the one you like
the least.

Listening to records
Going swimming
Reading mystery stories
Reading adventure stories
Watching television

r

•
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Summary Report for Project B
Grade

School
Name_

Date
Records
Rank

Boy

Girl

Swimming

Mysteries

Boy

Boy

Girl

Girl

Adventures
Boy

Girl

TV
Girl

Boy

1
©

2
3

OH

4
5
Total
Overall
Rank

Records
Rank

Boy

Girl

Swimming

Mysteries

Boy

Boy

Girl

Girl

Adventures
Boy

Girl

TV
Boy

Girl

1
2
HO

3

4
5
Total
Overall
Rank

1. Which activity received the most Is
from boys in your class?

Why do you think boys like this
activity best?

32

•vn.

•

1

mm

2. Which activity received the most Is
from girls in your class?

3. Do boys and girls like the same
things?
Yes

Why do you think girls like this
activity best?

Why?

33
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Classroom Observation Form for Project C
Observer

Class

Arrangement

of Class

Date

Period 1

Period 2

Period 3

Period 4

Period 5

Period 1

Period 2

Period 3

Period 4

Period S

1. Everybody doing same thing
together
2. Students working alone
3. Groups working together on
schoolwork
4. Groups working together but
not on schoolwork
5. Individuals working alone
but not on schoolwork

Notes:

Actions of Students
1. Listening
2. Noisy
3. Quiet
4. Taking part in discussion
5. Not paying attention
Notes:

34
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Project C
INTERVIEW FORM

Interviewer

Class
Date
Question 1: We are trying to find out how students in this class
and in other classes spend a day at school. Your name will not be
used in our report. We are not trying to decide what is good or
bad, but we want to get a scientific record. Now, please think back
to the beginning of the day and try to remember each thing you
did, who you did it with, and for how long.

Sequence

How long

Activity

First

Question 2: Was this a typical school day for you? Yes
If it was not typical, how was it different?

:

35

No

Who with

?

Project C
ABOUT TIME-CLASS QUESTIONNAIRE

Your Name

Class

Date

1. Put an M next to the two (2) things that you do the most in
school.
Doing schoolwork by myself
Doing schoolwork together with the whole class
Doing schoolwork in a group
Doing non-schoolwork things with others
Doing non-schoolwork things by myself
2. How would you compare yourself with other students in the
way you spent time today? Make a check
on the rating
scale below.
/

L

Spent much
more time on
schoolwork

Spent more
time on
schoolwork

Spent about
the same time
on schoolwork

L

j

Spent less
time on
schoolwork

Spent much
less time on
schoolwork

3. When is schoolwork the most fun and interesting? (Check one)
When I work by myself
When I work in a small group with other students
When the whole class is working together
Why did you check the answer that you did?

36

4. When do you get the most schooiwork done in class?
When I work by myself
When I work in a small group with other students
When the whole class is working together
Why did you check the answer that you did?

37

Summary Report for Project C
Your Name

Class

,

Date _

1. How do members of your class spend their schooltime? Fill in
the following blanks according to the data that your class has
collected and analyzed from each method.
Classroom
Observation

Individual
Interview

Individual
Questionnaire

Doing schoolwork alone
Doing schoolwork with the
whole class
Doing schoolwork with others
Which method do you think gives the
truest picture of the way your class
spends its time?

Why do you think so?

2. Fill in the chart below with the data from your class.
How Students Spent Time Today
Spent much
more time on
schoolwork

Spent more
time on
schoolwork

Spent about the
same time on
schoolwork

Write a descriptive statement about
these data.

Spent less
time on
schoolwork

Spent much
less time on
schoolwork

Make an inference from these data,

Make a value judgment about these data.
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Fingerprint Differences
Directions: Your teacher will show you how to make a copy of
your thumbprints. After you have practiced making prints on
notebook paper, make your own prints in the spaces provided.
Compare your prints with those of other members of the class.
Can you find someone in the class whose thumbprints are the
same as yours?

Directions: Look at the common kinds of fingerprint patterns
below. Can you find some of these patterns in your fingerprints?
A magnifying glass will be of help.
T Y P E S OF FINGERPRINT P A T T E R N S

n
§u
H1
LOOP

LOOP

C E N T R A L P O C K E T LOOP

PLAIN

WHORL

ACCIDENTAL

D O U B L E LOOP

1

PLAIN

TENTED

ARCH

ARCH

No Girls Alowed
Directions: Susan, Jennifer, Sam, Mike, and Billy are the main
characters in the story "No Girls Alowed." Fill in the correct
name or names of each person in the blank spaces provided.
1.

thinks that Jennifer acts too much like a boy.

2.

has brown hair.

3.

doesn't like cookies.

4.

never finishes anything.

5.

likes to tell people what to do.

6.

is the tallest.

7.

is a tomboy.

8.

is a carpenter.

9

,

, and

have a secret

club.
10.

is a sissy.

11.

lives next door to Susan.

12.

and

13.

and

14.

is smart.

15.

likes the girls more than Mike does.

16.

gets good grades.

17.

has red hair.

18.

!

think that the girls are creeps.
.

heard the boys whispering.

has long blond hair.

19.

is good at art.

20.

is the shortest.

21.

doesn't like girls.

22.

is a good speller.

23.

thinks that girls are snoopy.

24.

has black braids.

25.

isn't a very good speller.

26.

and

27.

is clumsy.

28.

has a freckled face.

29.

thinks that boys are dumb.

30.

likes to make cookies.

31.

couldn't build anything.

32.

likes to stay neat.

became members of the club.

3

Descriptions, Inferences, Value Judgments
Directions: Fill in the blanks below with the appropriate sentences from the preceding exercise.
1. Copy each sentence that is a description of Susan.

2. Copy each sentence that is an inference
about Jennifer.

3. Copy the sentence that is a value
judgment about Sam.
Copy the sentence that is a value
judgment made by Sam.

4. Copy each sentence that is a description of Mike.

5. Copy each sentence that is an inference
about Billy.

6. These sentences are value judgments that were made in the
story. Fill in the name or names of the proper characters in the
blank spaces.
thinks that Jennifer acts too much like a boy.
is clumsy.
thinks that girls are snoopy.
never finishes anything.
.

thinks that the boys are dumb.
and
is a sissy.
is a tomboy.

think that the girls are creeps.

1

i
Heredity and Environment
Directions: Read each of the following passages. Decide whether
the last sentence in each one is true or false. I f you think i t is
true, put a T in the space before the number of the sentence. I f
you think i t is false, do not put anything in the space.
1. "I'm sorry, Paul," said the teacher, "but you'll never learn to
play the cello. I know that your grandfather and your father
were good musicians, but one doesn't inherit musical ability."
2. My father comes from Spain and he speaks Spanish very well.
My mother was born in the United States and she speaks only
English. I can speak both Spanish and English. This shows
that I inherited one thing from my father and another from
my mother.
5

3. "Harry, get up and empty the garbage! What makes you so
lazy?" . . . 'That-s easy," said Harry. "I was born that way."
4. We in the United States believe that all men are created
equal. We grow up with the idea. It is part of our environ- ment.
5. "Carolyn," said her mother, "it's practically impossible to buy
shoes for you. You probably inherited your big feet from me."
6. "I know you were born with short legs. But let me tell you
something. If you'll just follow my daily exercises, you can
change that."
7. T m proud of you, Son. You're a natural-born tennis player."
8. You say "cah " I say "car." You say "idear " I say "idea." One
of us has to be wrong.
9. Just before I was born, my mother was scared half to death by
a terrible thunderstorm. It was almost a tornado. So you can
see why thunder frightens me. I was afraid of it before I was
born.
10. Grandfather said, "I don't like chicken and my father didn't
like chicken. My son, who is your father, doesn't like it either.
Do you like it?" . . . "No," said his grandson, "I don't. I was
born not liking it."
11. People who live in New England have a reputation for not
talking much and for being thrifty- This is true particularly
of people who live on farms and in small towns in New
England. Calvin Coolidge, the thirtieth president of the
United States, came from Vermont. He never said much and
he was thrifty. Like all New Englanders, he was born that
way.
12.

What are little boys made of?
Snips and snails and puppy dog tails;
That's what little boys are made of.
What are little girls made of?
Sugar and spice and everything nice;
That's what little girls are made of.
Amy agrees with the lines above. John disagrees. Amy is
right and John is wrong.

6

?

What Differences Are Important?
Directions: Look at the pictures and read the descriptions of the
eight children. Then fill in your answers to the questions below.
Don't think about your answers for long. The first answer you
think of is a good one to write down. Use only the first names of
the boys and girls in the pictures.
1. If you were having trouble with schoolwork, which one of
these boys and girls would you like to help you?

Why did you choose that person?

2. If you knew these boys and girls, which one would you like
to have as best friend?

<
52

Why did you choose that person?
—J

<

B

3. If you were on a baseball team, which one of these boys and
girls would you pick to be on your team?

Why did you pick that person?

Continued on page 10

7
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Wendy Scott
Fifth Grade

Dan Razur
Third Grade
He likes to play marbles and soccer.
He likes school a lot.
Teacher says he gets along wel
with all the other children.
He likes people who play fair.

S h e loves to d a n c e .
She thinks school is fun.
Teacher says s h e is a better

than

average student.
She like people who are humorous.

V

1

Walt Stout
S e c o n d Grade
He likes to play cowboys and Indians.
He doesn't like school, except for math.
Teacher says he's a very smart boy.
He likes people who like to have fun.

Mary Riess
Third Grade
S h e likes gardening.
S h e thinks school is great.
Teacher says she is an excellent stu
dent.
She likes people who like to read.

8

Sue Randall
First Grade
She likes playing with dolls.
She thinks school is fun.
Teacher thinks she is a nice girl.
She likes children who are friendly.

Joe Gonzalez
Sixth Grade
He likes to listen to popular music.
He thinks school is O.K.
Teacher says he sometimes c a u s e s
trouble in class, but he's a good
student.
He likes people who are smart.

9.

•

Dave Suell
Sixth Grade
He likes to play sports.
He thinks school is O.K.
Teacher says he has a good sense
of humor.
He likes people who like to do things
rather than sit around.

Kay Johnson
Fourth Grade
She likes to play baseball.
She thinks school is O.K.
Teacher says she can't sit still very
long.
S h e doesn't like people who are
sissies.

4. Which one of these boys and girls do you think your parents
would like best?

Why do you think your parents would like him or her?

Questionnaire Summary Sheet

Dan

Wendy

Mary

Walt

Help with
school work

Best friend

Baseball
team

Liked by
parents

10

Sue

Joe

Dave

Kay

Interviewing Dos and Don'ts
Directions: This exercise will help you to recall some of the
things you learned about interviewing in Unit 1. Below are examples of dos and don'ts for successful interviews. Put a check
in the space in front of the sentences that only describe
don'ts.
1. Always wear a smile.
2. State the questions exactly as they are written on your
schedule.
3. During the interview, be sure to tell the person what
your answers would be.
4. Explain in a friendly manner what the interview is all
about.
5. If you don't understand the answer given, go on to the
next question.
6. If you can't write fast enough, finish recording the
answers the next day or later.
7. Ask the person you are interviewing if he would be
willing to help you by answering a few questions.
8. If the person you are interviewing wants to talk about
something else, stop asking questions and listen.
9. When the person you are interviewing says he doesn't
know how to answer, help him by telling him how other
people have answered.
10. Ask the questions in the exact order listed on your interview schedule.
11. Record the answers to your questions exactly as they are
given.
12. If the answer is not clear, repeat the question. You
might say, "I'm sorry, I didn't understand you."
13. If you are interviewing sixth-grade boys, it's faster if one
sixth-grader answers for his friends, too.
14. When the interview is over, thank the person you have
been interviewing.

11

Discovering Differences i n Our Class
One way to discover differences is to
interview people. Another way is to
observe them. News reporters interview
people often because i t helps them discover how people think and feel. They
also observe people so that they can write
descriptions of them and of what they are
doing. Social scientists do this, too. Sometimes they just observe people and other
times they interview people to get information. Sometimes they do both.
Today, you will have an opportunity to
be observers and interviewers. The in-

terview schedule that follows has blank
spaces in which you can record the
answers given by the person you interviewed. There is another sheet in which
you can record your observations of the
person you interviewed.
After each person in your class has
been interviewed, you can examine all
the information collected to discover the
differences in your classroom. Social
scientists call this information data.
Interviewing and observing are methods
of collecting data.
12

Class Interview Guide

1. How old are you?
2. How many children are there in your family?
3. How many of the children in your family are older or younger
than you?
older

younger

4. What are the things you like to do best?

5. What are some of the things you don't like to do?

. 6. What kinds of games do you .like to play best?

7. What is one thing you can do very well? ~

13

8. Are most of the people you play with boys or girls?

boys

9. What do you do when you become angry with your friends?

10. What jobs are you usually expected to do at home?

11. What is your favorite food?
12. What is one of the things you like best in a friend?

13. Do your friends help you decide things?
14

yes

no

girls

14. Do you sometimes ask your friends, parents, or teachers for help?
friends

parents

teachers

15. What is the most important holiday in your family?

16. What is your favorite TV program?
17. What is one of the things you like best about adults?.

18. What is one thing you don't like about adults?

My Observations of the Interview
1. The person I am interviewing is a

3. The person I am interviewing has

boy

black hair

girl

brown hair

2. The person I am interviewing has

blond hair

brown eyes

red hair
4. The person I am interviewing is

blue eyes
hazel eyes

tall

green eyes

medium

gray eyes

-short

5. Other, observations of the person I interviewed:

15

The Differences Game
Directions: Your teacher will tell you how to play the Differences
Game. Don't attempt to play before you know what the rules are.

A. The sixth-grade classin Mrs. Boyd's room was lining up
for gym. Tim held back. Finally he decided not to go to gym
today. As his classmates were filing out the door, Tim
walked up to the teacher.
"May I be excused to see the nurse?" he asked.
1. Why did Tim ask to see the nurse?

2. Make a list of questions you will want to ask in order to
discover the reason.

3. What inference would you make to explain the reason?

16
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-

f

1
i

_

4. Tim had a good reason for asking to be excused from gym. Do
you agree? Make a check ( ) on the rating scale below.

/

'

/
Agree
completely

Agree

Disagree

5. Did you make a value judgment?
yes

no
17

'

Disagree
completely

B . Conrad let out a laugh which disturbed the entire class.
His teacher was trying to organize a new unit and she
spoke sharply to Conrad when he laughed.
"Conrad, go to the back of the room!" she said. "This
minute!"
Soon after Conrad slid into his new desk, a book fell to
the floor with a loud bang. Everyone looked at Conrad.
1. Why did Conrad make so much noise?

2. Make a list of questions you will want to ask in order to
discover the reason.

3. What inference would you make to explain the reason for
Conrad's behavior?

4. Conrad wanted to be the center of attention. Do you agree?
Make a check
on the rating scale below.

(

.

Agree
completely

f

<

Agree

Disagree

5. Did you make a value judgment?
yes

no
18

'
Disagree
completely

C. Everyone stood in position giving the Pledge of Allegiance except Judy. Judy stood in the back of the room with
her arms at her sides and her eyes staring straight ahead.
Some of the children kept looking out of the corner of their
eyes at her.

1. Why didn't Judy give the Pledge of Allegiance?

19

2. Make a list of questions you will want to ask in order to
discover the reason.

3. What inference would you make to explain the reason?

/
4. Everyone should salute the flag. Do you agree? Make a check
i f ) on the rating scale below.

>

Agree
completely

Agree

Disagree

5. Did you make a value judgment?
yes

no

20

Disagree
completely

The Committee Meeting
OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions: In the spaces below, record your observations of the
group you were assigned to observe.
1. Which game did the group you were observing want to
play?
2. Is this the game you would choose?
yes

no

3. Give three reasons why the group you were observing wanted
to play this game.
a ) _
6)

jr.

c)
4. Why was this an example of a group conflict?

<
£3
es.
to

5. Make a prediction about this behavior specimen. What game
do you think will be played at the class picnic?

HLU
h-

tz
CO

6. Why do you think so?

21

May We Watch the Late, Late T V Show?

OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions: In the spaces below, record your observations of the
group you were assigned to observe.
1. How did the conflict start?

2. Give three reasons why the group you were observing felt the
way they did.
a)
b)

.
.

.

c)
3. Why was this an example of a group conflict?

4. Make a prediction about this behavior specimen. Will Jack
and Laurie get to see the TV show?
yes

no

5. Why did you make that prediction?

22

Prejudgments
About Values

Directions: Describe two groups
of people or types of persons with
whom you haven't had much
contact but about whom you
have some ideas. Then write one
or more inferences and one or
more value judgments you have
made about the group or person.
Where do you think your inferences and value judgments
came from?

Example.
Group or type of persons: Arabs
Inferences: Arabs lose wars because they don't know how to fight.

Value Judgments: Arabs deserve to lose wars because they are stupid soldiers.

Where might this inference and this value judgment have come from? Older brother,
parents, grandparents,

other relatives, friends, cartoons in newspapers and

TV newsreels and news reporters
23

magazines,

1. Group or type of person:
Inferences:

Value Judgments:

Where might these inferences and value judgments have come from?

2. Group or type of person:
Inferences:

Value Judgments:

Where might these inferences and value judgments have come from?

24

The Boy with Green Hair
OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions: Your teacher will play the record about The Boy
with Green Hair." Listen carefully. In the spaces below, record
your answers to the questions.
ft

1. What is a stereotype?—

.

2. Why do Sam and Joe think Phil cannot play baseball?

3. What is one other example of a stereotype used to describe
Phil?

4. Which one of the boys —Sam or Joe —learned to treat Phil
as an individual?
and Joe had over Phil.

. Describe one argument that Sam

5. How do you think Joe will act the next time he meets a
green-haired person? Will he use a stereotype?

25

6. How dp you think Sam will act the next time he meets a
green-haired person? Will he use a stereotype?

7. How do you think Phil will act and feel if he goes to another
school where he is the only green-haired student?

8. Make a prediction. Do you think the boys will ask Phil to play
ball? Why?

9. Record one stereotype that you have used to describe a
certain group.

10. Where do we get our ideas that result in stereotypes?

26

Want Ads Ask for Differences
Directions: On the pages that follow are some advertisements
like those you might find in the help-wanted section of a newspaper. Some of the ads ask for people with inherited differences.
Some ask for people with differences that come from their
environment. Some ads show that the person who wrote the ad
was using a stereotype. Some ads don't show any stereotypes.
Use what you have learned in this unit to answer the questions.

2. What is the difference due to environment?

to mow lawns. Must
be in junior high school.
BOY W A N T E D

1. This ad asks for a person with three
differences. What is the inherited
difference?

3. This ad asks for a person from a
certain group. What words tell you?

27

4. Why does the ad ask for someone in
junior high school?

6. Do you think this is an example of a
stereotype? Tell why you think the
way you do.

5. Why does the ad ask for a boy?

for elderly lady. Must
enjoy music, taking walks, and playing cards. Prefer woman about 65
who doesn't smoke.
COMPANION

1

1. Why did the person who wrote this ad
ask for a woman who did not smoke?

^^^^

4

2. The person who wrote this ad prefers
women who don't smoke. What kinds
of value judgments might this person
make about women who do smoke?

I

r

3. The person who wrote this ad likes
music, taking walks, and playing
cards. Can you think of ways these
preferences might have been learned?

28

INSTRUCTOR

2. Do you think this is an example of a
stereotype? Tell why you think the
way you do.

1. Why does the ad ask for someone in
good physical condition?

3. What do you think the last sentence
means?

wanted for
day camp. Must be in good physical
condition. Experience preferred. An
Equal Opportunity Employer.
SWIMMING

2. Why are references asked for?

to do odd jobs
around the house. Must be able to do
gardening. References required.
HANDYMAN WANTED

3. Why doesn't the ad ask for a woman?
1. What environmental differences are
asked for in this ad?

4. Is a stereotype used?

29

W A N T E D to babysit for the
summer. Must know how to care for
small children. Do light housework.
GIRL

1. What is the inherited difference called
for in this ad?

2. What are the
ferences?

environmental dif-

3. Why doesn't the person ask for a boy to
help?
4. Is the person using a stereotype?

3. Why might the person who wrote this
ad have required the environmental
difference?

Must have
high school diploma. No experience
necessary. On-the-job training.
IBM COMPUTER TRAINEE.

1. What are the inherited differences
required in this ad?

2. What is the environmental difference
required by this ad?

4. Does this ad use a stereotype?
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What Causes Unfriendliness?
Julia
Julia was tired of standing in line. Why
doesn't the teacher open the door and let
us in? she wondered. The bell rang a long
time ago, and besides, it's cold outside.
Julia looked at Wendy, who was standing ahead of her in line. She was talking
to Dick. Why doesn't she turn around and
talk to me? Julia thought.
Dick and Wendy started to laugh. Julia
became angry. I bet they're laughing at
me, she told herself. They were probably
talking about me. I'll get even with them!
Finally the teacher opened the door
and the line started to move. Julia gave
Wendy a hard push. Wendy fell against
Dick and almost knocked him down.
Dick glared at Wendy. "What's the

matter with you!" he exclaimed.
"Julia pushed me," said Wendy.
"I did not," Julia said. "Caroline
pushed me and I couldn't help hitting
you."
"I did not!" Caroline protested. Several
children had seen what happened. "Liar!
Liar!" they cried, "Julia is a liar!"
The teacher came to see what was the
matter. "What's going on here?" she said.
Caroline's best friend, Martha, spoke
up. "Julia pushed Wendy. I saw her do it,
and now she's trying to blame it on
Caroline."
Julia began to cry. Nobody likes me,
she thought. I don't know why, but nobody likes me.
1

\

Circular Process—Julia
Directions: As you read the story about Julia, you probably
noticed that Julia's feelings, intentions, and actions formed a
circular process as she interacted with the other children. Fill
in the feelings, intentions, and actions of Julia and the other
children in the appropriate circles below.

Julia s
Intentions

Julia's
Feelings

Julia's Action

Children's Actions

Children's Feelings

Children's
Intentions

2

V

acts o

Why Do People Stay Friendly?
Letters Between Friends
DEAR MARY K A Y ,

Thanks for your letter. It sure was fun to read. I'm sort of bored,
because I haven't met anybody our age yet. I'll be glad to get back
home and see you.
What have you and the gang been doing? You said you have a
surprise for me. I can't wait to find out what it is.
Mary Kay, I told my mom about your fight with Hope. She
thinks that it wasn't fair not to tell Hope what you were saying
about her, especially after she heard you say her name.
I've been thinking about what she said and I think I agree. I
know how I'd feel if the same thing happened to me. I mean if I
came up all of a sudden and heard you saying my name, I'd want
to know what you were saying. If you told me that it was none of
my business, I'd get mad too.
3

I kind of feel sorry for Hope. She's such a poor sport, but we've
never told her that. We just don't play with her, and I guess she
must feel awful. I sure would. Maybe we should tell her why we
don't like to play with her. If we told her we can't stand the way
she whines when she doesn't get her way, maybe she'd stop doing
it. What do you think?
Oh, by the way, I found some terrific shells for our collection
the other day. They are shaped like little butterflies. We could
polish them, and use them to make some butterfly designs on the
walls of our bedrooms. Some of them would be great in your
scrapbook, too.
I'm lonesome. Writing helps though. See you when vacation is
over. Write soon.
Lots of love,
SALLY

DEAR SALLY,

I've thought a lot about what you said—about Hope, I mean. I
talked it over with Nancy and Joan, and we decided that you
are right, but we're all afraid to tell her. I don't know what
we're afraid of, except it does seem sort of cruel. If I can think of
a way to tell her before you come back, I will. If I can't, maybe
we could wait and do it together, since it was your idea in the first
place. Would that be O . K . with you?
Last Sunday a bunch of us went to the lake. My parents drove
us over. We took Joan's transistor and played it when we weren't
swimming. Some teen-agers came over and danced on the sand
for a while. It was fun watching them.
We sure do miss you. Your surprise is coming along. I hope you
like it. I'll give you a hint. It has something to do with the clubhouse. I bet you'll never guess.
Remember last summer, when it got so hot and we slept outside in our backyard? That was so much fun. We haven't slept
out once this year. It hasn't been that hot, I guess.
I'm glad you have fun reading my letters. I'll write one every
week until you come back home.
Lots of love,
from your Best Friend,
MARY K A Y

P.S.

That's great about the shells. I can hardly wait to see
them.
P.P.S. Have you met any other kids yet? I hope so.
4

Friendly Behavior
Directions: Read the statements below about the two letters.
These statements are examples of friendly behavior. The circles
are causes of friendly behavior. Draw a line from each behavior
to any of the circles which might be appropriate causes.
1. Mary Kay tells Sally she has a surprise for her.
CARING

2. Sally says the girls have been unfair to Hope.
3. Sally tells Mary Kay what her
mother said to do about Hope.

BEING
HONEST

HAVING
SAME
VALUES

4. Mary Kay agrees that they should do
something about Hope.
5. Mary Kay tells Sally that she misses
her.

EXPRESSING
FR ENDLY
FEELINGS

6. The girls have a clubhouse.
SHARING

7. Sally has found some new shells for
Mary Kay.
8. Sally enjoys reading Mary Kay's
letter.
9. Mary Kay hopes that Sally will find
new friends at the lake.
10. Mary Kay wishes that they could
sleep outside again.
5

TRUSTING

HAVING
SAME
INTERESTS

How Do You Know?

Directions: How do you know when a behavior is friendly or unfriendly? Below are descriptions of three behaviors. Read each
one carefully and answer the questions that follow it.
6

A. A doctor is giving a small child a shot. The child is
screaming and crying.

1. Do you think the child perceives the doctor's behavior as
friendly

——unfriendly

2. Why did you answer the way you did? What inference did you
make about the doctor's behavior?

3. The doctor's intentions are probably

friendly
unfriendly

4. Why did you answer the way you did? What inference did you
make about the doctor's intentions?

5. The doctor's feelings are probably

friendly
unfriendly

6. Why did you answer the way you did? What inference did you
make about the doctor's feelings?

7

B. Betty is advising her best friend, Sally, not to play with
the new girl in the neighborhood. Betty says that she is only
trying to help Sally, because the new girl is not very nice.
Besides, other children in the neighborhood will not like
Sally if she plays with the new girl. Sally doesn't know
whether Betty is being friendly or not.

1. Sally might infer that Betty's behavior toward her is friendly.
What are some reasons she might draw this inference?

2. On the other hand, Sally might think Betty's behavior is
unfriendly. What are some reasons she might think this?

3. Betty's intentions could be'

friendly
unfriendly

4. Why did you answer the way you did? What inference did you
make about Betty's intentions?

5. Betty's feelings could be

friendly .
unfriendly

6. Why did you answer the way you did? What inference did you
make about Betty's feelings?

8

C. A patrol boy has just reported a fifth-grader to the principal
for running across a busy street. The fifth-grader thinks that
the patrol boy is being unfriendly.
1. Do you think the patrol boy's feelings toward the fifth grader
are
friendly

unfriendly

2. Why did you answer the way you did? What inference did you
make about the patrol boy's feelings?

3. The patrol boy's intentions

are probably

friendly

unfriendly

4. Why did you answer the way you did? What inference did you
make about the patrol boy's intentions?

9

The Present — Feelings and Intentions
Directions: Read the following quotations from the story about
"The Present." Answer the questions by writing friendly or unfriendly in the blank spaces below. Then write your answers to
questions 9 and 10 in the space provided.
1. "The four-dollar one is just perfect for Mrs. Whitaker," said
Peggy. ". . . I'm glad I told everyone to bring a dollar."
Peggy's action

toward the teacher was

2. "I didn't bring any," Janet said.
Janet's intentions toward the teacher were
Peggy inferred that Janet's intentions toward the teacher
were
3. "Look," said Connie,". . . why don't just the three of us get
the case that costs two dollars and fifty cents?"
Connie's intentions toward everyone were
Connie's action was perceived by Peggy as
10

4. "We don't always have to do it your way," said Connie.
Connie's intentions toward Peggy were
Connie's action toward Peggy was
Connie's action was perceived by Peggy as
5. "Why don't we get her something different? . . ." said Ivy.
Ivy's intentions toward the teacher were
6. "You're right, Ivy," Peggy said. "Janet and Connie can go
fly a kite!"
Peggy's action was perceived by Janet and Connie as

Peggy's intentions toward Ivy were
7. Peggy and Ivy started walking in the direction of Klein's.
Ivy's intentions toward the teacher were
Ivy's action toward Peggy was
8. "Oh, it's not that important," said Connie.
Connie's intentions toward Janet were
Connie's action toward Janet was
9. What do you think will happen when Peggy and Ivy get to
Klein's?

10. Would the story have ended differently if Janet had admitted
she couldn't contribute a dollar?

11

The Marble Game
OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions: Answer the questions below about the two boys in
the behavior specimen you have just observed.
Alex 1

I

1. What does Alex want to do?—.
2. Does Alex have friendly or unfriendly feelings toward Jacky?
3. Does Alex have friendly or unfriendly intentions toward Jacky?
4. Are Alex's actions toward Jacky friendly or unfriendly?
5. It was wrong for Alex to trick Jacky. Do you agree?
Why, or why not?

Jacky I

-

'

1. Where did Jacky get the aggie that Alex admired?

.

2. Does Jacky have friendly or unfriendly feelings toward Alex? —
3. Does Jacky have friendly or unfriendly intentions toward Alex?
4. How does Jacky act toward Alex, friendly or unfriendly?
5. How would you feel if you were Jacky?

12

Come On,
You Guys, Don't!

Directions: Read the story below and
answer the question that follows.
Darn, I wish the kids had opened the
hydrant this morning, Ramon thought.
He watched the other kids running in
and out of the sprays of cool water. He
sat on the apartment stoop, all dressed
up, waiting for his mother to get home.
He was sweltering; she was late. They
must have kept her busy at the restaurant. Why did they have to go to his
aunt's tonight with the hydrant open?
It was really hot. He felt the dime in
his pocket and decided to go over to the
corner store for something to drink. The
big black fan at the store was only swirling more hot air around. Mr. StefFano
handed him the cherry soda he asked
for. Ramon went out and leaned against
the front of the store. He hoped for a
breeze. The kids near the fire hydrant
spied him.
"Come on in," Vince shouted.
"I can't now and you know it, Vince."

"Why not enjoy yourself, kid?" he dared.
" 'Cause I've got my good clothes on."
Vince turned and whispered to the
other boys, "Let's dunk him." They
laughed and started toward Ramon.
"Hey, Ramon, you don't have to change
your clothes," they yelled.
"Come on, you guys, don't," pleaded
Ramon.
Mr. StefFano looked out the window
and saw the boys heading for Ramon.
He knew that Mrs. Hernandez would be
upset if Ramon's clothes had to be
cleaned. She worked so hard for everything they had.

What do you think Mr. StefFano could do to help keep friendly
relations between Ramon and his mother?

13

The Broken Baseball Bat
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR PETE

Directions: Your teacher will play the record about the "Broken
Baseball Bat." Listen carefully. In the spaces below, record your
observations of Pete's behavior.
1. What is Pete doing in the beginning of the specimen?

2. What does Pete say when Fred suggests they ask the older
boys for help?

3. What does Pete ask Tom?

4. What does Pete do at the end?

5. How would you describe Pete's behavior toward the older boys?
/

/

/

/

Very
friendly

Friendly

Neutral

Unfriendly

/
Very
unfriendly

6. Tom deserved to be splashed. Do you agree with this value
judgment?
/

Agree
completely

'

L

/

Agree

Disagree

Disagree
completely
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The Broken Baseball Bat

OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR FRED

Directions: Your teacher will play the record about the "Broken
Baseball Bat." Listen carefully. In the spaces below, record
your observations of Fred's behavior.
1; What does Fred suggest as a way of mending the bat?

2. What does Fred suggest to Pete when he sees the two older
boys?
3. Why does Fred think the older boys will help?

4. What does Fred do after Pete has grabbed the bat and run?

5. How would you describe Fred's feelings toward the older boys
in the beginning?

L

/

Very
friendly

/

Friendly

'

Neutral

(

Unfriendly

Very
unfriendly

6. Tom deserved to be splashed. Do you agree with this value
judgment?
(
Agree
completely

(

(

Agree

Disagree
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'
Disagree
completely

The Broken Baseball Bat
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR TOM

Directions: Your teacher will play the record about the "Broken
Baseball Bat." Listen carefully. In the spaces below, record your
observations of Tom's behavior.
1. What does Tom say when Fred asks him for help?

2. Make an inference about why Tom is so unfriendly.

3. What does Tom do with Pete's bat?

4. What does Tom say to Fred at the end?

5. Tom deserved to be splashed. Do you agree with this value
judgment?
/

Agree
completely

'

/

Agree

Disagree

16

t
Disagree
completely

The Broken Baseball Bat
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR JIM

Directions: Your teacher will play the record about the "Broken
Baseball Bat." Listen carefully. In the spaces below, record your
observations of Jim's behavior.
1. What does Jim suggest to Tom at the very beginning?

2. What does Jim suggest to Tom after they have met the two
younger boys?

3. What does Jim tell Tom to do at the end?

4. How would you describe Jim's behavior toward the younger
boys?
'

/

Very
friendly

Friendly

/

/

f

Neutral

Unfriendly

Very
unfriendly

5. Jim should have told Tom to stop teasing the younger boys.
Do you agree with this value judgment?

*
Agree
completely

1

1

.Agree

Disagree
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*
Disagree
• completely

1

*

•
•

9.

I

•

•a

I

4

•

At

J'.

First Impressions
Directions: Answer the following questions after reading "Warm
or Cold?" in your Resource Book.

1. Dr. Kelly gave five clues about the
new teacher to each group of students.
Four clues were the same, but one
was different. Why did he give one
different clue to each class?
2. Which clue did Dr. Kelly think would
make the students feel more friendly
toward the teacher?
3. Some of the students had met the
substitute teacher before the experiment.

true
18

false

4. The students reported their impressions of the teacher in two ways.
What were they?

popular or unpopular

5. On the questionnaire, Dr. Kelly gave
different descriptions of the teacher.
Put a check ( V ) in the space in front
of the description where the clues
(warm or cold) made no difference.

funny or unfunny
high or low intelligence

6. Study the rating scale at right. Which
group, A or B, made each rating?
Label the points A or B.

Knows
his stuff

L

15

I

I

I

-I

Irritable

Why do you think these ratings are
almost alike?
~-

15

10

I

10
|

Good-natured

7. Study the rating scale below. Then
answer the question at right.

J

1 I **\

I

J

I

L

=1

Doesn't know
his stuff

8. Study the rating scale at right. Which
group, A or B, made each rating?
Label the points A or B.

• 1

10

5

I • > • I

l

I "I

|

15
"i

true

10. In the space at right, tell about your
impressions of someone you have met
for the first time. How did you decide
whether that person was friendly or
unfriendly? Were you right?

19

I

I |
Cruel

Kind

9. Students who expected a warm person liked the new teacher more than
students who expected a cold person.

I

false

Unfriendliness

Directions:
Look at the two
pictures and answer the questions.
Picture

1. Describe the interaction in Picture 1.

2. Make an inference about what the man is saying to the boy.

3. Make an inference about the boy's feelings.

20

1

4. Why did the boy do what he did in Picture 2?

5. Why does the older boy seem unfriendly?

Picture

2

6. The older boy is a bully.
yes
Why did you answer the way you did?

7. Is there any connection between the two pictures?
yes

If so, what?

no

8. Write as many causes as you can think of for the unfriendly
behavior in Picture 2.

21
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Going Fishing
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR BOB

Directions: You will observe Bob in the behavior specimen
"Going Fishing." Try to put yourself in Bob's shoes. Think about
how Bob feels. Think about why Bob acts the way he does. The
questions below will help you make your observation report.
Answer the questions when the specimen is over.
At the end of the specimen Bob goes away. This behavior is the
effect. You will report some of the causes for this effect.
Starting Causes

In-between Causes

1. At the beginning of the specimen, does
Bob feel friendly or unfriendly toward
the younger boys?

3. How does Bob feel about forgetting his
promise?

4. Make an inference about how Bob
feels toward himself.
2. What does Bob discover?

5. How does Bob act toward Tom?

BOB
Starting Causes

In-between Causes

Effect

1.

3.

6.

4.
2.
5.

-
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Going Fishing
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR TOM

Directions: You will observe Tom in the behavior specimen
"Going Fishing." Try to put yourself in Tom's shoes. Think about
how Tom feels. Think about why Tom acts the way he does. The
questions below will help you make your observation report.
Answer the questions when the specimen is over.
At the end of the specimen, Tom calls his brother names. This
behavior is the effect. You will report some of the causes for this
effect.
Starting Causes
1. At the beginning of the specimen,
what does Tom want to do?

4. How does Tom feel when he hears this?

5. How does Tom feel in front of Dick?

2. What does Tom expect from his
brother?

In-between Causes
3. What does Bob tell Tom?

6. How does Tom act toward his brother?

TOM
Starting Causes

In-between Causes

Effect

1.

3.

7.

2.

6.
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Going Fishing
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR DICK

Directions: You will observe Dick in the behavior specimen
"Going Fishing." Try to put yourself in Dick's shoes. Think about
how Dick feels. Think about why Dick acts the way he does. The
questions below will help you make your observation report.
Answer the questions when the specimen is over.
At the end of the specimen, Dick goes home. This behavior is the
effect. You will report some of the causes for this effect.
Starting Causes
1. What does Dick want to do?

4. How does Dick feel about not going
fishing?

2. What does Dick expect from Bob?
5. How does Dick feel toward Bob?

6. Make an inference about Dick's feelings then.

In-between Causes
3. What does Dick hear Bob say?

DICK
Starting Causes
1.

In-between Causes

7.

3.

4.
2.
5.

6

Effect

f
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How Social Scientists Work
Directions:
Answer the following questions about methods used
by social scientists.
1. Drs. Lewin, Lippitt, and White organized two boys clubs for
an experiment in group relations. What behavior, in particular, did the social scientists want to observe?

2. The social scientists took special care in selecting boys for
each of the clubs because they wanted boys on each team who
were:
(Put a check (J**) in the space in front of the best answer.)
leaders

followers

teasers

smart and energetic
25

all of them

3. The experiment lasted for a period of three months. Why did
the social scientists observe the boys' behavior so many
times?

4. Why did the social scientists use so many observers?

5. Different observers were assigned different observation tasks.
Here are some of the observations that were made by different
observers and a list of the observation tasks. Match the two
columns by writing the correct number of the task in the
space before the observation.
A. The boys seemed bored today. Maybe
they've had too much soap carving.
B. The groups aren't paying much attention to each other. Each group is absorbed in project work. Each acts as
though there were only one group in
the room.
C. George said, "Hey! You're going to
sweep us away, you idiot!" Frank said,
"You jerk, who needs you?" George
said, "If the leader were here, he'd get
you!"
D. The two groups are calling each other
names. They are beginning to act like
enemies. Bruce is picking up soap
shavings from the table. He throws
them at a boy from the other group,
who picks up a piece of wood and aims
at Bruce.
;

E . The boys seem to be taking out their
angry feelings toward the janitor by
fighting each other.
F. "Steve, can you tell me why you
wanted to destroy the sign?" "George,
why were you angry at the janitor?"
26

(1) Observation
by leader
(2) Interaction between
individuals in
groups
(3) Interaction between
groups
(4) Record of
conversation
(5) Interviews of individual members
(6) Inferences about
causes of behavior

6. Why did the social scientists ask the janitor to break one of
the projects and then call all of the projects a "bunch of junk"?

7. How did the boys express their feelings toward the janitor
while he was in the room?

8. How did the boys express their unfriendly feelings toward the
janitor after he left the room?

9. Why do you think the boys destroyed the sign?

10. Frustration can cause anger, and anger is a cause of unfriendly behavior.
Do you agree? Make a check (u*)

<_

L
Agree
completely

on the rating scale below.

Agree

Disagree
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/
Disagree
completely

Robbers' Cave Experiment
Directions: Answer the questions below after you have finished
reading "Robbers' Cave Experiment" in your Resource Book.

1. The social scientists set up the experiment so that unfriendly
behavior might result between the two groups. Put a check
(W) in the space in front of the sentences that tell something
about the experiment.
The two groups ate and slept together.
The two groups ate and slept apart.
The boys did not know each other before they came to
camp.
The boys knew each other well before they came to camp.
The Eagles were always on one team, and the Rattlers
always on another team.
Sometimes Eagles and Rattlers were on the same team.
28

2. Which phrases below describe the Rattlers and the Eagles
during the first part of the experiment? Put a check (*^) in
the space in front of the correct sentences.
Eagles liked other Eagles.
Eagles liked some Rattlers.
Rattlers liked other Rattlers.
Rattlers liked some Eagles.
3. Give three examples of unfriendly behavior between the
Rattlers and the Eagles.

4. The scientists had an idea that the boys would become more
friendly if they did more things together as one group. What
were two activities that the scientists planned?

5. The scientists arranged for both groups to have their meals
together in the mess hall. How did the two groups behave
when they had meals?

6. What was the second plan that the scientists used to make
the two groups become more friendly toward one another?

29

7. How did the two groups behave when they discovered
that the faucets were dry? Put a check ( J * * ) in the space in
front of the sentence that correctly describes their behavior.
Only Rattlers volunteered to find the trouble.
Only Eagles volunteered to find the trouble.
Some Eagles and some Rattlers volunteered to find the
trouble.
8. How did the two groups act after they had worked together
several times to solve common problems? Put a check (**") in
the space in front of the sentences that describe their behavior.
Some Rattlers and Eagles became friends.
Most Rattlers and Eagles became friends.
The two groups stopped fighting entirely.
The two groups discussed their experiences at camp.
The two groups sang songs together.
The groups entertained each other with skits.
All the boys exchanged addresses.
9. Which phrases below describe the Rattlers and the Eagles at
the end of the experiment? Put a check {t^) in the space in
front of the sentences that describe the behavior of the boys.
Eagles liked all other Eagles and some Rattlers.
Eagles liked all other Eagles and most Rattlers.
Rattlers liked all other Rattlers and some Eagles.
Rattlers liked all other Rattlers and most Eagles.
Most Rattlers and most Eagles liked each other.
10. During the experiment the two groups were kept in separate
camps. They interacted only when there was a game or contest. Do you think they would have become more friendly
toward each other if they had all been together in the same
camp? Tell why you think the way you do.
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Can You Guess?
Directions:
Pretend you are listening to two children talking.
Their mothers are visiting one another and have told the children
to play together. See if you can guess their age and tell which one
is a boy and which one is a girl.
Episode I——
F I R S T CHILD: Let's build roads. I've got a big shovel and some trucks we can
SECOND CHILD:
FIRST CHILD:
SECOND CHILD:
F I R S T CHILD:

SECOND CHILD:

use.
Oh, who wants to build roads? I'd rather play school. You can
be the child and I'll be the teacher.
That's a sissy game. I don't like it at all.
,-!\
Well, we could jump rope.
Y o u can't think of good games. Let's be astronauts. We'll explore space. We can pretend that our old rowboat in the backyard is a spaceship.
O.K., that sounds like fun.

1. Put a check
in the space beside the age you think these
children might be:
6 years old

8 years old

11 years old

16 years old

Why did you guess that age?

2. Put a check
each child.

in the space beside the correct answer for

A. The child who wants to build roads is a
Why did you answer the way you did?

boy

girl

B. The child who wants to play school is a

boy

girl

Why did you answer the way you did?

Directions:
I n this episode you will
read about a social scientist's interview with two children. He wants to
find out what things are important
to them. See if you can guess their
age and tell which one is a boy and
which one is a girl.

Episode II

SOCIAL SCIENTIST:
FIRST CHILD:

SOCIAL SCIENTIST:
SECOND CHILD:

SOCIAL SCIENTIST:
SECOND CHILD:

FIRST CHILD:

F

—

What things are important to you?
Well, let's see, my friends are important to me. And I like
new clothes. I like it when the seasons change, because my
mother buys me new clothes. Christmas is important too.
Last year I got a record player. I like Friday and Saturday
nights because I get to stay up until ten o'clock.
That's interesting—and what about you? Do you think
some things are more important than others?
Yeah, Little League is important to me. And so is my job.
I have a paper route. I like to swim and water ski. I can't
think of anything else.
HOW about school? Is that important to you?
NO!

I don't like school at all!

2

1. Put a check
in the space beside the age you think these
children might be.
6 years old

8 years old

11 years old

16 years old

Why did you guess that age?

2. Put a check (f*) on the line beside the correct answer for each
child.
A. The first child is a

boy

girl

Why did you answer the way you did?

B. The second child is a

boy

girl

Why did you answer the way you did?
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Directions: Read the telephone conversation between two children below. See if you can guess their age and tell which one is
a boy and which one is a girl.

Episode III —

(Telephone
FIRST
SECOND
FIRST
SECOND
FIRST

rings.)

CHILD:
CHILD:
CHILD:
CHILD:
CHILD:

SECOND CHILD:
F I R S T CHILD:
SECOND CHILD:
F I R S T CHILD:
SECOND CHILD:
F I R S T CHILD:
SECOND CHILD:
F I R S T CHILD:
SECOND CHILD:

Hello?
Hi! Hov/re you doing?
Terrible. My mom is mad at me.
Oh, why?
Oh, she's i n a bad mood, I guess. Nothing I ever do is right.
Know what I mean?
Yeah. (Long pause.) Suppose she'll let you go to the school
dance tomorrow night?
Oh, sure, she's not that mad. (Pause.) Have you got your
report for American history done yet?
Gosh, no—have you?
Yes, I did mine in study hall.
I had to finish mechanical drawing today in study hall. And
tonight I have to do three pages of geometry.
Boy, I'm glad I don't have to do that. I'm not very good in math.
My subjects are pretty easy this year. Sewing is a breeze.
Ugh! I'd flunk sewing for sure. (Laughter.)
Do you think your folks will let you have the car for the dance?
Yeah, I think so. Dad's pretty good about that. But I have to
buy the gas.

1. Put a check {u ) on the line beside the age you think these
children might be.
0

6 years old

8 years old

11 years old

Why did you guess that age?

4

16 years old

2. Put a check
child.

on the line beside the correct answer for each

A. The child whose mother is angry is a

boy

girl

Why did you answer the way you did?

B. The child who has to do three pages of geometry is a
boy

girl

Why did you answer the way you did?

Directions: These two children are talking on their way home
from school. They are in the same grade. See if you can guess
their age and tell whether they are boys or girls.

Episode IV
FIRST
SECOND
FIRST
SECOND

CHILD
CHILD
CHILD
CHILD

F I R S T CHILD:

SECOND CHILD:

Hi! Going to play baseball tonight?
Are they having a game?
Yeah, in about a half an hour.
But how do you know the big kids will let us play? Remember
what they said the last time.
Yeah, but some of the parents talked to them and they finally
let us. Besides, they need us tonight because several of the kids
are sick with the flu.
Oh. {Pause.) Gosh, I don't know. Mom says I have to clean my
room tonight because we were away over the weekend and I
didn't get a chance to do it then.
5

FIRST CHILD:
SECOND CHILD:
F I R S T CHILD:
SECOND CHILD:

FmsT

CHILD:
SECOND CHILD:

Why don't you ask her? I bet if you tell her everyone's going
to play baseball, she'll let you.
O.K., I'll ask her. Hey, guess what.
What?
My uncle just got back from Africa where he went big-gamehunting. He brought back a whole lot of pictures of the animals.
He's going to show them to us Friday night.
Gee, that's cool. Could I come over and see them too?
Sure.

1. Put a check ( V ) in the space beside the age you think these
children might be.
6 years

8 years

11 years

—

Why did you guess that age?

2. Put a check
child.

on the line beside the correct answer for each

A. The child whose Mom says that the bedroom must be
cleaned up is a

boy

girl

Why did you answer the way you did?

B. The child whose parents had talked to the big kids about
playing baseball is a

boy

Why did you answer the way you did?

6

girl

16 years

How Did I Grow?
INTERVIEW GUIDE

9

A. How old was I when I first
laughed?
sat up by myself?
crawled?
walked?
drank from a cup?
could dress myself?
could carry on a conversation?
could tie my shoes?
printed my name?
lost a tooth?
used a knife and fork?
skipped?
rode a bicycle?
roller-skated?
could tell time?
could make change?

Name
Class

Date

Introduction:
I n our social science class
we are trying to learn more about how
children grow and develop. Each one of
us is supposed to interview his parents
or guardians or other relatives to learn
more about his own growth. There are a
number of questions I would like to ask
you. I want to know at approximately
what age I could do the following things:
7

B. Interview Questions 1. When I was a baby, what was the first thing I could do for
myself?

2. When I was three years old, what were my favorite toys?

3. When I was five years old, what kinds of things did I enjoy
doing the most?

Directions:
Collect and record the ages given by your classmates
for the three questions below. Figure the average age for each
question. Then, fill in the summary sheet and compare your age
with the class average.
Class Summary Sheet
Ages of Classmates
1. Walked
2. Lost a tooth
3. Made change

8

Class
Average

Your
Age

How Did Sam Abbott Grow?
How did Sam Abbott grow and develop? The graph on page 11
is a "picture" of Sam's growth and development from the time he
was four years old until the time he was twelve. The vertical
lines, going up and down, represent Sam's chronological age, or
the number of years old he is. The horizontal lines, going straight
across, represent Sam's growth age. Growth age means how
Sam's total development compares with the development of
others of his same chronological age. Sometimes a person's
growth age is less than his chronological age; sometimes a
person's growth age is greater than his chronological age; sometimes a person's growth age and chronological age are the same.
The straight, diagonal line represents average growths of a large
group of people.
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A. Directions: Two measures of growth—height and reading—
have not been recorded on the graph at right. To record Sam's
height growth at age three, find the vertical line numbered three.
Now find the horizontal line numbered four. The intersection of
these lines shows that Sam was four years tall when he was three
years old. Make a dot on the points of intersection for all of Sam's
heights listed below. Then draw a line connecting these dots.
Then record Sam's reading ages in the same manner.

Chronological
Age
3 years
4 years
5 years
6 years
7 years
8 years
9 years
10 years
11 years

Height
4
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
13

years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years

4
1
8
1
6
10
10
9

B. Directions:
answer.

Age

months
month
months
month
months
months
months
months

Chronological
6
7
8
8
9
9
9
10
11

Age

Reading

years
years
years
years 10 months
years
years 5 months
years 7 months
years
years

7
8
10
14
14
15
14
14
17

years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years

Put a check ( i ^ ) in the space before the correct

1. When Samwas ten years old, what was his grip age?
six

years

twelve years

thirteen years

2. Compared with most other ten-year-olds, when Sam was ten
years old was he a better reader, a poorer reader, or a reader
with the same ability?
better reader

poorer reader

reader with the
same ability

3. When Sam was twelve years old, what was his carpal age?
almost ten

almost twelve

over fourteen

4. Between what ages did the greatest change take place in
Sam's reading age?
seven and
eight years

eight and
nine years

nine and
ten years

5. Which one of Sam's growth measurements is closest to the
average line?
weight

height
10

dental

Age
1 month
2 months
6 months

10
1
6
5

months
month
months
months

18
17
16
M.A.

15

Ca.A.

14
G.A.

13
12

7

D.A.

Z

10

8
in

I/)

R.A.-Reading Age
MA-Mental Age
C a A - C a r p a l Age
WA-Weight Age
HA-Height Age
DA-Dental Age
G A - G r i p Age

8

10

Sam Abbott s Chronological Age (Years)

11

11

12

13

14

Circular Process — Charlotte
A. Directions: As you read the story about Charlotte, you
probably noticed that Charlotte's feelings caused her to behave
in a certain way. Her actions then caused her mother to behave
in a certain way.
Below are two columns listing some causes and effects of the
interaction between Charlotte and her mother. Match the two
columns by writing the correct number of the effect in the space
before the correct cause.

Causes

Effects

a) Charlotte felt uncomfortable
because she was wet and cried.

1. Charlotte stopped crying,

b) Charlotte felt hungry and cried.'

2. Charlotte cried when she needed something.

c) Mother fed Charlotte.

3. Mother changed Charlotte's diapers.

d) Charlotte wanted to be picked
up and cried.

4. Mother fed Charlotte.

5. Mother picked Charlotte up and comforted her.

e) Charlotte expected to get what
she needed when she cried.
12

B . Directions:
A s you read the story about Charlotte, you
probably noticed that her behavior and what she learned from her
mother's behavior formed a circular process. F i l l i n Charlotte's
behavior and what she learned to expect in the appropriate circles below.

Charlotte s Behavior

What Does
Charlotte Learn?

3

Mother's
Behavior

13

mi

Mother's
Feelings

C . Directions:
Y o u can see that Charlotte's needs cause her to
behave in a certain way—because she is a baby, she cries. Her
crying causes her mother to be concerned about her and to do
something about her needs. Every time Charlotte's needs are
taken care of, she learns something. She learns that when she
cries because she needs something, someone will take care of her.
The circular process chart shows you this. Now answer the following two questions.

1. What kind of feelings will Charlotte begin to have toward the
people in her world? Make a check
on the rating scale
below.

'

>

Very
friendly

Friendly

/

Neutral

*

Unfriendly

f

Very
unfriendly

2. Charlotte's mother and father gave her so much attention that
she will become a spoiled baby.
Do you agree with this statement?

yes

no

Why?

3. What kind of person do you think Charlotte will become as she
grows and develops?
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Circular Process — Cliff
A. Directions: As you read the story about Cliff, you probably
noticed that Cliff's feelings caused him to behave in a certain
way. His presence at the orphanage then caused Mrs. Baldwin
and the nurses to behave in a certain way.
Below are two columns listing some causes and effects of the
interaction between Cliff, Mrs. Baldwin, and the nurses. Match •
the two columns by writing the correct number of the effect in
the space before the correct cause.
Causes

Effects

a) The orphanage was overcrowded.

1. Cliff was not picked up and held when
he cried.

6) Cliff was hungry and needed a
bottle.

2. Cliff was fed every four hours.
3. Cliff cried loudly and angrily.

c) The nurses had no time to comfort the babies.

4. Cliff learned not to expect to get what
he needed when he cried.

d) The nurses bathed and fed the
babies on a schedule.

5. Mrs. Baldwin didn't welcome Cliff.

c) Cliff often didn't get what he
needed when he cried.
15

B. Directions: As you read the story about Cliff, you probably
noticed that his behavior and what he learned from the people
in the orphanage formed a circular process. Fill in Cliff's behavior
and what he learned to expect i n the appropriate circles below.

Cliff's Behavior

What Does
Cliff Learn?

Mrs. Baldwin's
Feelings

Mrs. Baldwin's
Behavior

16

C. Directions: You can see that Cliff's needs cause him to behave
in a certain way—because he is a baby, he cries. His crying, however, doesn't always cause people to take care of him. His needs
are taken care of, but frequently not at the time when he needs
care. No one ever picks him up just to hold him, because the
orphanage is short of nurses. Every time that Cliff's needs are
not taken care of, he learns something. He learns that when he
cries because he needs something, very often no one will give him
what he wants. The circular process chart shows this. Now
answer the following two questions.

1. What kind of feelings will Cliff begin to have toward the
people i n his world? Make a check
) on the rating scale
below.
/

'

'

Very
friendly

Friendly

Neutral

1

Unfriendly

i
Very
unfriendly

2. I f Cliff were picked up more often and held, he might begin to
cry more often.
Do you agree with this statement?

yes

no

Why?

3. What kind of person do you think Cliff will become as he
grows and develops?

17

You're So Dumb
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR NICK

Directions: You will be observing Nick in the behavior specimen
"You're So Dumb." Try to put yourself in his shoes. Think about
how he feels. Think about why he acts the way he does. The questions below will help you make your observation report.

1. Why does Nick think that Blackie is dumb?

2. What does Nick say when Billy says he can't get the lock open?

3. Why does Nick think that Billy is dumb?

4. Is Billy dumb because he doesn't know how to open the gate?
Explain your answer.

5. Nick was right when he said that the dog was dumb because he hid under the bushes with the ball. Do you agree?
yes

no

Explain your answer.
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You're So Dumb
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR PHIL

Directions: You will be observing Phil in the behavior specimen
"You're So Dumb." Try to put yourself in his shoes. Think about
how he feels. Think about why he acts the way he does. The questions below will help you make your observation report.

1. What does Phil ask Nick about the gate?

2. Why do Nick and Phil make sure the gate is closed?

3. What does Nick tell Phil about Billy?.

4. Is Billy dumb because he doesn't know how to open the gate?
Explain your answer.

5. Nick was right when he said that the dog was dumb because
he hid under the bushes with the ball. Do you agree?
yes

no

Explain your answer.
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You're So Dumb

OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR BILLY

Directions: You will be observing Billy in the behavior specimen
"You're So Dumb." Try to put yourself in his shoes. Think about
how he feels. Think about why he acts the way he does. The questions below will help you make your observation report.

1. Why does Billy want to open the gate?

2. Why can't Billy open the gate?

3. What does Nick tell Billy about the lock?

4. Is Billy dumb because he doesn't know how to open the gate?
Explain your answer.

5. Nick was right when he said that the dog was dumb because
he hid under the bushes with the ball. Do you agree?
yes

no

Explain your answer.
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Surprise for Dinner
OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions: Answer the questions below about the behavior
specimen you have just observed.

1. What kind of surprise does Jill plan when her mother leaves?

2. Why do the peas burn?

3. What happens to the cube steaks?

4. Why does everything seem to go wrong for Jill?

5. What do you think Jill's father will say to her?

6. Do you think Jill will try to prepare dinner all by herself
again soon?

yes

no Why?

21

The Skating Party
OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions: Answer the questions below about the behavior
specimen you have just observed.
1. What does Mary learn about the party?

2. What does Phyllis say that puts Mary on the spot?

3. Why does Mary get so upset?

4. Does Phyllis expect too much of Mary?
Explain your answer.

5. What does Mary tell her mother?

6. Can Mary's mother do anything to help Mary?

7. What do you think Mary should do?

22

yes

no

Viki Takes Intelligence Tests
Directions: The questions on the following pages are based on the
story about V i k i , the chimpanzee, who was raised like a child by
Dr. and Mrs. Hayes. To answer the questions, you will have to
predict Viki's behavior in the various intelligence tests. How well
did she score when she was compared with children her age and
with another chimpanzee her age who was raised in a laboratory?
23

1. When Viki was eighteen months old, she was compared with
another chimpanzee who lived in a cage. Below is a list of the
skills that were used for comparing the two chimps. Put a
check (v*) in the space that describes your prediction about
Viki's scores on each skill.
A. Skill in playing with toys

C. Skill in making friends with people

Viki scored higher than the other
chimpanzee.
Viki scored lower than the other
chimpanzee.
Viki scored the same as the other
chimpanzee.

Viki scored higher than the other
chimpanzee.
Viki scored lower than the other
chimpanzee.
. Viki scored the same as the other
chimpanzee.
D, Skill in using faucets, switches,
and levers

B. Skill in performing gymnastics
Viki scored higher than the other
chimpanzee.
Viki scored lower than the other
chimpanzee.
Viki scored the same as the other
chimpanzee.

Viki scored higher than the other
chimpanzee.
Viki scored lower than the other
chimpanzee.
Viki scored the same as the other
chimpanzee.

2. When she was eighteen months old, how well do you think
Viki scored in comparison with a human child the same age?
Put a check {J^*) in the space that describes your prediction
about Viki's scores on each skill.

B. Skill in talking

A. Skill in performing gymnastics
Viki scored higher than children
her age.
Viki scored lower than children
her age.
Viki scored the same as children
her age.

i V i k i scored higher than children
her age.
Viki scored lower than children
her age.
Viki scored the same as children
her age.
24

C. Skill i n playing with toys
V i k i scored higher than children
her age.
V i k i scored lower than children
her age.
V i k i scored the same as children
her age.

D. Skill i n imitating actions
V i k i scored higher than children
her age.
V i k i scored lower than children
her age.
V i k i scored the same as children
her age.

E. Skill in dressing herself
V i k i scored higher than children
her age.
V i k i scored lower than children
her age.
V i k i scored the same as children
her age.

F. Skill in turning pages of a book
V i k i scored higher than children
her age.
V i k i scored lower than children
her age.
V i k i scored the same as children
her age.

. 3. When Viki was two and a half, she was rated on a social
maturity scale. This is a measuring tool that tests how well
children can care for themselves, how well they can get around
physically, and how well they can communicate with other
people. How do you think Viki did on this test in comparison
with children of the same age? Put a check {u*) in the space
that describes your prediction about Viki's score.
A. Skill in communicating with people
Viki scored higher than human children her age.
Viki scored lower than human children her age.
Viki scored the same as human children her age.
4. Viki was tested on two other skills. She was given a jigsaw
puzzle to do and she was given the task of buttoning something. She had never had any experience with either of these.
The first time the scientists gave Viki these tasks to do, she
failed them both. What do you think would happen if she were
given a week to practice doing these tasks? Put a check (*^) in
the space that describes your prediction about Viki's scores on
each skill.
A. Jigsaw puzzle
Viki would pass this test after she practiced for a week.
Viki would fail this test after she practiced for a week.
B. Buttoning
Viki would pass this test after she practiced for a week.
Viki would fail this test after she practiced for a week.
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5. When Viki was three years old, the Hayeses decided to compare
her abilities with those of three-year-old children and with
those of another three-year-old chimpanzee named Franz.
Franz had been living in a cage at a laboratory. All three tests
that Viki, Franz, and the children took were like puzzles.
In the first test, a piece of food (or a toy for the children) was
placed inside a long tunnel. To get it, one had to use a long
stick and poke it out. In a second test, a piece of food (or toy)
was placed inside a covered box. In the third test, a piece of
food (or toy) was placed inside a covered box that was tied with
a string. To get it, one had to remove the string with a tool.
The Hayeses first demonstrated the way to solve each of the
puzzles. Viki, Franz, and the children watched. How well did
they do?
Put a check (***) in one of the spaces below to show your
prediction for each question.
B. How well do you think Franz, the
caged chimp, did in comparison
with the children?

A. How well do you think Viki did in
comparison with the children?

'

Viki scored higher than
children her age.

the

Viki scored lower than
children her age.

the

Franz scored higher than the
children.
Franz scored lower than the
children.

Viki scored the same as the
children her age.

Franz scored the same as the
children.

C. How well do you think Viki did in
comparison with Franz?
Viki scored higher than Franz.
Viki scored lower than Franz.
Viki scored the same as Franz.
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What Have You Learned?
Directions: What have you learned about growth and development in this unit? Read the following statements and decide
which ones are true and which are false. Put a T in the space in
front of all true statements.

1. People go through several stages of development as
they grow up.
2. There are similarities and differences in the development of boys and girls.
3. Boys grow at the same rate as other boys the same
age.
28

4. Social scientists apply the term growth to all things
that change with age.
5. A baby who is hardly ever held, cuddled, or loved is
seriously hindered in his development.
6. Because intelligence is inherited, i t does not grow as
the child grows.
7. People stop developing when they are adults.
8. If you are taller than your friends at seven years old,
you'll always be taller than they are.
9. Once you have learned how to walk, you have no
further motor development.
10. A child's intelligence doesn't begin to develop until
he goes to school.
11. If a child's carpal growth is below the average for his
age, i t means he has a short neck.
12. Intelligence can be denned as the ability to solve
problems.
13. A boy or girl who does poorly in school always does
poorly in sports.
14. If you were able to walk sooner than most children
your age, that means you are smarter than they are.
15. Experience has little to do with intelligence.
16. Social development means learning not to fight.
17. If you can throw a baseball, you can catch one.
18. If you can do certain things that your younger brother
can't, that proves you are smarter than he is.
19. An intelligent person can solve any problem, regardless of his experience.
20. A boy or girl who does poorly in school will never be
able to do anything well.
29

21. If a child cannot understand language, his development is retarded.
22. Both heredity and environment influence intelligence.
23.

A l l children should be given the same intelligence
tests, regardless of their backgrounds.

24. As people grow older, they develop the skills they need
to solve the problems they encounter.
25. A n adult is always right in any expectation — high or
low —that he has for a child.
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Making Inferences
Directions: Two of the pictures on these pages are examples of a
person doing something alone. The other two pictures show
people together. Make inferences about the reasons these people
may have for doing what they are doing alone or with others.
List them in the space provided.

1

. •

2

1

i

85
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Jamie Alone
Directions: Answer the following questions after reading "Jamie
Alone" in your Resource Book.

1. Why is Jamie depressed in the beginning?

2. List three things that Jamie decided to do alone.

3. Jamie preferred to do things alone. Do you agree with this
statement?
yes
no
Why?

:

4. Jamie was unhappy because he was jealous of Pete and Al.
This statement is (check one)
description

inference

value judgment

5. Pete's old bike was beat-up. This statement is (check one)
description

inference

value judgment

6. Jamie shouldn't have lied about getting a new bike. This
statement is (check one)
description

inference

value judgment

7. Jamie's parents couldn't afford to buy him a bike because
they had just bought a new car. This statement is (check one)
description

inference

value judgment

8. Why didn't Jamie go with Pete to Ray Ballentine's?

5

9. Jamie spent six weeks alone because he wanted to be part of
a group. Do you agree with this statement?
yes
no
Why?

10. I f Jamie had used Pete's old bike i n the first place, he
wouldn't have been alone so much. Do you agree with this
statement?
yes
no
Why?

6

What Is a Group?
Directions: The paragraphs below tell something about groups.
Read each one and in your groups discuss the questions that
follow. Each group recorder can write down his group's finding
in the spaces below.
A. If you observe what is happening among the members of the
aquarium committee, you might discover something about
how groups grow and develop.
1. How did Phil, Rita, Ruth, and Bernie become members of
the group?
2. How do they seem to feel about being members?
3. Do you think they like the group? Why?

Group

Findings:

1

2.

3.
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B. In order to be a group, the members must share some of the
same interests and goals. There is something they all want
that brings them together. They have a group goal.
1. What is the group goal of the aquarium committee?
2. How do the individual members seem to feel about the
group goal?
3. Do some of the members have different individual goals?
4. Do you think individual goals might cause trouble in the
group?
Group

Findings:

1
2.
3.
4.

8

C. Every group has leaders and followers. Sometimes a member
is a leader, and another time he is a follower. Certain people
are more often leaders than followers.
1.
2.
3.
4.
Group

Is there a leader in the aquarium committee?
Is there more than one leader in this group?
Does this committee have leadership problems?
Who do you think will turn out to be the leader of the
group?
Findings:

1
2.

3.

4.

D. Members of groups play other roles, too. Some members are
supportive. They help each other and support each other's
ideas. Some members are idea people. They have good ideas
and offer them to the group. Sometimes a group member will
argue and disagree with what the other members want. He is
called a deviant. Some people are withdrawn and depend on
others. They don't offer ideas or speak very often. When they
speak, they usually agree quickly with what the group wants.
Write the names of the members of the aquarium committee
after the roles you think they are playing. Some members
might be playing more than one role, but at different times.
Choose your answers carefully.
Leader
Supporter

Dependent

Follower

Deviant

E . Some members of groups are more important than other
members. This means they have higher status. A leader
usually has higher status than other members.
1. Who has high status in this group?
2. Who has low status in this group?
3. Do you think these are the people who should have high
and low status in this group? Why?
Group Findings:
1
2

:

:

3.

F. When groups have work to dp, they need to find ways of
sharing it. This is called dividing the labor. Groups usually
divide the labor according to the skills and knowledge of
their members.
1. How does this group divide its labor?
2. Do you think that is the best way for the group to share
its work?
3. Why do you think so?
Group Findings:
1
2
3
10

Enter a New Member
OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions: Answer the questions below about the behavior
specimen you have just observed.
1. What is the group goal of Chippewa Cabin?

2. What is the first thing that William says to Sandy?

3. How does Sandy react to the group's goal?

4. What does William say when Sandy says he wants to find the
camp director?

5. William was right in telling Sandy about the cabin's goal right
at the beginning.
Do you agree with this value judgment?
yes
no
Explain your answer.

6. Sandy was right in saying that Chippewa Cabin was crazy to
want such a stupid award.
Do you agree with this value judgment?
yes
no
Explain your answer.

7. How should a group treat a new member?

8. How should a person act when he enters a new group?

11

Could This Happen?
Directions: Something that doesn't make sense happens in each
of these two stories about groups. Find the illogical part of the
story and underline it. Then write a new ending for each story.

The Talent Show Committee
Five students in the sixth grade met together after school every
day for a week. They had been chosen by their teacher to work out
a plan for the Spring Talent Show.
"Ellie, will you quit staring out the window a minute and
listen?" Bert, chairman of the committee, asked.
"Hmmm?" Ellie mumbled. She hadn't heard anything Bert had
said. She was thinking about camp.
Hank absentmindedly kicked the desk with his shoe. Then he
yawned.
"Quit yawning, Hank, or we'll never get our plans made,"
Bert said.
"Hmmm?" Hank said.
"Why don't we just forget the whole thing? We don't have a
plan anyway," Melvin said.
"Yeah, but who gets the blame if we don't turn something in?"
Bert asked. "We've just got to turn in some kind of plan."
"Hooray!" Ellie said. "Let's do it now. That's a great idea. This
is the best committee I've ever worked oh!"

What doesn't make sense? Write a new ending for the story.
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The Apple Tree

i

"Let's climb that one," yelled Bill.
"Think we can make it?" Pete asked.
"Sure . . . not afraid, are you?" Don
asked.
"Not if you aren't," dared Pete.
"Let's go, then!" B i l l yelled.
The three started to climb the old
apple tree that bordered two backyards.
"Hey, get out of my yard. That's
my apple tree you're climbing," Doris
shouted from her back porch. A n apple
whizzed by, narrowly missing her arm.
Doris heard three distinct voices laughing.
"Try and make us!" Don jeered.
Doris was furious. Since the boys
wouldn't let her play with them, she
certainly was not going to let them play
in her yard. Besides, most of the apple
tree was in her yard.
"We'd better get out of here," Pete said.
"Aw, don't be such a sissy. Are you
going to let a silly girl chase you away?"
"Yes!" Bill said. He scrambled down
from the tree and said, "Come on down,
you two. You know you shouldn't be there
in the first place. What's the matter with
you, anyway?"

What doesn't make sense? Write a new ending for the story.

13
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N Behavior of the First Leader
OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions: Your teacher will play the record about different
types of group leadership. Listen carefully. Then answer the
questions. Most answers can be recorded with a check (*^).
A. In working with the boys, the first
leader
1.

asks for their ideas
makes rules and gives orders
says they can do whatever
they want to do

2.

. explains things in the beginning
.explains things as they go
along
doesn't explain anything

3.

B. When the leader leaves, most of the
boys

helps the boys do things they
want to do
makes the boys do things his
way
doesn't take part in what the
boys are doing

1.

keep on working
stop working
keep on fooling around

2.

are proud of their work
are critical of their work
don't care about their work

3.

get mad at the stranger
get mad at each other
agree with the stranger

C. At the end of the meeting, most of the
boys
1.

save their work
break their work
. don't care about their work

2.

. help each other
. fight each other
. walk out without helping

3.

.want more clubs
want to quit the club
.don't think the club is any
good

4. How do you think the boys will feel
about the club?

/
Like it
very much

/

/

Like it

Don' t
care

/
Dislike
it

:

/
Dislike it
very much

5. How much do you think the boys
will get done in the club?

L

L

/

Many things

Some things

Few things

/
Nothing

6. Do you think the boys will learn any new things in the club? Why?
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Behavior of the Second Leader
OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions: Your teacher will play the record about different
types of group leadership. Listen carefully. Then answer the
questions. Most answers can be recorded with a check ( i ^ ) .
A. In working with the boys, the second
leader
1.

asks for their ideas
makes rules and gives orders
says they can do whatever
they want to do

2.

explains things in the beginning
explains things as they go
along
doesn't explain anything

3.

B. When the leader leaves, most of the
boys

helps the boys do things they
want to do
makes the boys do things his
way
doesn't take part in what the
boys are doing

1.

keep on working
stop working
keep on fooling around

2.

are proud of their work
are critical of their work
don't care about their work

3.

get mad at the stranger
get mad at each other
agree with the stranger

C. At the end of the meeting, most of the
boys
1.

. save their work
. break their work
. don't care about their work

2.

. help each other
. fight each other
. walk out without helping

3.

. want more clubs
. want to quit the club
.don't think the club is any
good

4. How do you think the boys will feel
about the club?
J
Like it
very much

Don't
care

Like it

Dislike
it

Dislike it
very much

.5. How much do you think the boys
will get done in the club?

'

Many things

'

Some things

1

Few things

Nothing

6. Do you think the boys will learn any new things in the club? Why?
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Behavior of the T h i r d Leader
OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions: Your teacher will play the record about different
types of group leadership. Listen carefully. Then answer the
questions. Most answers can be recorded with a check ( i ^ ) .
A. In working with the boys, the third
leader
1.

asks for their ideas
makes rules and gives orders
.says they can do whatever
they want to do

2.

. explains things in the beginning
explains things as they go
along
doesn't explain anything

3.

B. When the leader leaves, most of the
boys

helps the boys do things they
want to do
makes the boys do things his
way
doesn't take part in what the
boys are doing

1.

keep on working
stop working
keep on fooling around

2.

are proud of their work
are critical of their work
don't care about their work

3.

get mad at the stranger
get mad at each other
agree with the stranger

C. At the end of the meeting, most of the
boys
1.

. save their work
break their work
don't care about their work

2.

help each other
fight each other
. walk out without helping

3.

want more clubs
want to quit the club
don't think the club is any
good

4. How do you think the boys will feel
about the club?

L

Like it
very much

Don't
care

Like it

J
Dislike
it

Dislike it
very much

5. How much do you think the boys
will get done in the club?

'

Many things

'

Some things

'

Few things

'

Nothing

6. Do you think the boys will learn any new things in the club? Why?
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How the Boys Felt
Directions:
Here are some answers the boys who belonged to the
Secret Agents Club gave in their interviews with the social
scientists. Can you tell which leaders they are talking about?
Put a D for the democratic leader, A for the autocratic leader,
and L for the laissez faire leader in the appropriate space.

1. "He's a swell guy. I f you don't like things, you can decide what to do,' he told us."
I liked him best of all the leaders we had.

8
t
1

4
i
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2. "He'd stand around and tell us what to do. But he
wouldn't say much else."
"He was too strict. I didn't have much fun."
3. "He let us do a lot of things, but he wanted us to . . .
well, he was too bossy."
**We talked a lot about him on the way home and nobody liked him. i don't mean I didn't like him personally, but it's the way he leads us."
4. "He thinks of things just like we do and acts like he was
just one of us. He never did try to be boss."
"With him we'd start something and we'd finish it."
5. "I think he ought to make some rules."
"He didn't help us out at all."
6. "Sure I think he's all right. But we fool around too
much instead of being together."
"He didn't know anything about the club. He didn't
know about its ways. He didn't understand us boys at
all."
7. "He'd show us how to do things, but he didn't force
us to do it his way."
"If we could have a sixth grade club, I'd want him for
leader."
8. "He just sat there and let us do anything we wanted
"He wouldn't give me any ideas about what to do."

18

Choose the Leader
Directions: You have learned that autocratic, democratic, and
laissez faire leaders behave differently in the same situation.
What would each type of leader have done in the situations below? Which leader do you think would be most effective in each
case? Record your answers in the spaces provided.

1. Phil and Bob are fighting. They are brothers. Phil asks their
father to settle the argument.
a) If the boys' father were autocratic, how would he settle the
argument?

b) If the father were democratic,
argument?

how would he settle the

c) If the father were laissez faire, how would he settle the
argument?

d) Which type of behavior do you think is the most effective?
(check one)
autocratic

democratic

Why?

19

laissez faire

2. There is a small fire in a closet at school. Your teacher can act
in several different ways in order to empty the classroom.
a) If your teacher were autocratic, how would she act?

b) If your teacher were democratic, how would she act?

c) If your teacher were laissez faire, how would she act?

d) Which action do you think is the most effective? (check one)
autocratic

democratic

laissez faire

Why?

3. Your family wants to take a summer vacation, but nobody
wants to go to the same place. Your parents will make the
final decision.
a) If your parents were autocratic, how would they decide?

b) If your parents were democratic, how would they decide?

20

c) If your parents were laissez faire, how would they decide?

d) Which method of deciding do you think is the most effective? (check one)
autocratic

democratic

Why?

21

laissez faire

4. A company commander is leading his soldiers into battle. He
sees an ambush ahead and must protect the lives of his men.
a) If the captain were autocratic, how would he act to protect
his men?

b) If the captain were democratic, how would he act to protect
his men?

c) If the captain were laissez faire, how would he act to protect
his men?

d) Which type of action do you think is the most effective?
(check one)
autocratic

democratic

Why?

22

laissez faire

Can Y o u Find the Deviant?
Directions: Read the story below. Then answer the questions
that follow.

"I'm against this expressway," said David JafFe. "It will only
increase traffic and create more noise. Besides, how are the
children who live on the other side of the expressway going to
walk to school? We should vote against it. It'll be too noisy and
too dangerous." He pounded his fist.
Many people at the West Park meeting shook their heads.
Several raised their hands to speak. They were all there to
discuss the proposed expressway that would go through their
section of town.
"I'm in favor of the expressway," said Paul Marmor. "I'll be
able to get to work faster. I understand that the engineers have
included crosswalks in the design. There's also a provision for
fencing. I don't see how it can be dangerous."
"Danger, no," said Ben Erickson, "but I like West Park the way
it is —quiet! Not like the rest of the noisy city. We don't need an
expressway."
The heated discussion continued. The majority of the people
at the meeting wanted the new expressway. They argued with
David and Ben.
"Just because we get an expressway, the whole section isn't
going to change. Why stand in the way of progress?" asked
Bob Melzer.
The local businessmen, seated in the back of the room, were
talking among themselves. They nodded their heads in agree23

ment while Mark Jackson spoke: "More people from all over
town will come to buy from our stores if the trip is faster. Business will improve, and business is important!"
Tom Wardwell, who owned a motel, agreed. "More people
from all over the state will come through! Let's face it—people
make business, and business makes more money for the whole
community."
"A vote against this road is a vote against the whole town,"
said Jeff Goodman.
Others at the meeting made comments, directing them at Ben
and David. David seemed to be thinking it over.
Finally he said, "I can see where the expressway will attract
more business. It would be convenient, too. . . . Well, I guess as
long as it's safe, I'll vote for it."
Marion Levinson smiled. She, like others in the room, had
been in favor of the expressway but hadn't said anything.
Now she spoke: "I'm glad to see that we agree. Let's tell the
City Council that we want the expressway."
"Wait a second. Not everyone agrees," said Ben Erickson. Many
turned and looked at Ben. He shrugged slightly. He wasn't
going to change his mind. Another businessman tried to talk
him into agreeing, but gave up.
A letter approving the expressway was addressed to the City
Council. But Ben wouldn't sign it. He said that he'd write his
own letter.

1. David JafFe changed his mind during the meeting. He was
the (check one)
deviant

slider

mode

2. Marion Levinson agreed with the majority of people at the
meeting. She was the (check one)
deviant

slider

mode

3. Ben Erickson refused to sign the letter to the City Council.
He was the (check one)
deviant

slider
24 .

mode

4. Marion Levinson always agrees with the majority of a
group. This statement is (check one)
description

inference

value judgment

5. The new expressway will have crosswalks. This statement is
(check one)
description

inference

value judgment

6. David Jaffe changed his mind because people were staring
at him. This statement is (check one)
description

inference

value judgment

7. Some people wanted the expressway because they expected
business to improve. This statement is (check one)
description

inference

value judgment

8. Ben Erickson is against progress. Do you agree? Make a
check ( V ) on the rating scale below.

<
Agree
completely

t

(

Agree

Disagree

Why?
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/
Disagree
completely

9. Some people at the West Park meeting enjoyed getting together to talk things over. They wanted to continue to have
meetings like the one about the expressway. They thought
it would be better, however, if the meetings were smaller.
Then it would be easier to find a place to meet.

Which person do you think might not be asked to come to the
other meetings? (check one)
David Jafie

Marion Levinson

Ben Erickson

Why?

10. People of West Park decided to have a committee to plan
the meetings. The committee would choose things to discuss
that everybody would be interested in.

Which person do you think would be least likely to be on the
committee? (check one)
David JafFe

Marion Levinson

Why?
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Ben Erickson

Group Members
Directions: Read the two behavior specimens below and answer
the questions that follow.
B. Rob, Don, and Brenda are working
together on a project for the science
fair. Don wants to change the topic
for their project.
'Tlant growth is such a lousy topic.
Sound waves would be great," Don
suggested.
"But we decided on plant growth
and we're almost half finished," Rob
argued.
"But plant growth is so dumb,"
Don insisted.
Why didn't you say that before
when we were deciding?" Brenda
asked. "It's too late to change now.
Rob and I have our social studies to
do, too."
"Either change the topic, or I'm
going to work by myself," said Don.
"But, gosh, Don, you're not being
fair," Brenda wailed.
"Forget it, Brenda. Who needs him,
anyway?" Rob said.
Don worked by himself and won
first prize.

A. Betsy, Marie, and Arlene are planning a surprise party for Jenny. They
are arguing about whom to invite.
"Come on, Betsy, we don't want to
invite Carol FreehofF," Marie and
Karen urged.
"But Jenny would want her at the
party. They're really good friends at
scouts," Betsy said.
"But everybody will wonder why we
invited such a creep," Marie said.
"She's not a creep, she's just new.
Give her a chance," Betsy said.
"Well, O.K.," Marie said. "What do
you say, Arlene?"
"Yeah, all right, but if she's a
creep, remember, it wasn't my idea,"
said Arlene.

<r

1. Who was the deviant?

2. Why did the sliders change their
minds?

1. Who is the deviant in the group?

2. Why didn't Rob and Brenda change
their minds?

3. Carol FreehofF wouldn't want to
come to the party if she knew how
Arlene and Marie felt. Do you
agree?
Yes

No

Why?

3. A person shouldn't deviate from a
group in the middle of a project.
Yes
No
Why?
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Across

Down

1. Tools used by social scientists to
make discoveries about human behavior.
5. Comes after nine.
6. There is never just one right
questions about behavior.
9. Three strikes and you're

2. Not two much, or to much, but
much.
3.
what?
in a game of
4. Somebody has to be _
tag.
5.
or more persons form a group.

to

7. Groups have to learn how to
play together.
8. There are usually several
out in a behavior specimen.

12. A person who agrees with the majority in a group.
14. A person who carefully watches behavior.
28

and
to act

Across
15. A baseball team must have the
highest score to

Down
10. What social scientists study is

.

11. When a person decides a behavior is
good or bad, he is making a value

17. "
what you're told to do!" said
the autocratic leader.
18. The member of a group who takes
charge.

13. In order to test their ideas, scientists
usually must conduct an

20. The person in a group who at first
disagrees with the majority, but
later agrees.

16. When you try to guess the reason for
another person's behavior, you are
making an
.

21. All for one, one

19. When groups don't like a certain
member, they frequently leave him
out or
him.

24. Give

all.

liberty, or give me death.

25. Almost everyone wants to
some
group.
26. When two or more people behave toward one another, it is called
.

22. Competition in some groups is like
running a
.
23. "I
with all of you," said the
deviant.

28. Abbreviation of number.
to

27. When two teams have the same score
at the end of the game, it is called a

35. The member of a group who thinks
very differently from the others.

30. The first four letters of a word describing a leader who lets people do
as they please.

29. Some people prefer being
being with others.
32. A green light means

.
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behavior is studied in this unit.

36. When you make a guess about something that will happen in the future,
you are making a

33. Someone who belongs to a group is
called a
.

39. Role playing in a behavior specimen
is similar to acting a part in a

34. A group that likes to
a glee club.

44. When individual members feel free
to join in discussions and to help
make decisions, the group is

37. If a scientist wants to check his ideas
in ah experiment, he will
and retest them.

45. Each member of one boys club the
social scientists organized was called
a Secret
.

38. The Greek root word meaning "self."

is called

40. After the robbery, the crook was on
the from the police.

46. "Sink
swim" describes the attitude of a laissez faire leader.
47. The reverse of no.

41. Each year on your birthday, your
changes.

48. When you
someone and want to
help him, you have friendly intentions.

43. The boys were so hungry they almost
the plates.

49. Football and other
teams.

42. No is to false as

44. Same as 17. Across.

require two
29

is to true.

Tell a Story
Directions: How did this boy get into the barrels? What is he
doing, or about to do? Within your group, try to agree on the best
story about this picture.
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Jessica
OBSERVATION GUIDE I

Directions: Your teacher will play the first part of the record
about Jessica. Listen carefully. Then answer these questions.
1. Jessica sat in the living room with a forlorn expression.
This statement is
description

inference

value judgment

2. Jessica shouldn't have acted so sad just because she wanted to
attract her mother's attention. Do you agree?

(
Agree
completely

<
Agree

i
Disagree

/
Disagree
completely

3. It wasn't right for Timmy to take up so much of his mother's
time. This statement is
description

inference

value judgment

4. Jessica's mother enjoyed talking to her. This statement is
description

inference

value judgment

5. Pat didn't have many friends. This statement is
description

inference

value judgment

6. "Brains" are unpopular with classmates. Do you agree?

(
Agree
completely

(
Agree

(
Disagree

'
Disagree
completely

7. Jessica makes it sound as if she had no control over the things
that happened to her during the day. Do you think everything
happened just the way Jessica described it?

Jessica
OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions: Answer the questions below after you have read the
story about Jessica in your Resource Book, 'What Happened?"
1. Jessica made a choice during math class and her choice did
not please Miss Willis. What was Jessica's choice?

2. Why did Jessica say that Miss Willis didn't explain the math?

3. During gym class Jessica made a decision and the rest of the
girls agreed. How did she carry out her decision?

4. What would you have done if you were in Jessica's gym class?

5. Jessica could have gone to Diane Whitney's table in the
cafeteria. Why did she decide to wait for Pat?

6. Why did Jessica decide to stop in at Meyer's Drugstore for a
drink when she didn't have enough money?

7. Who made most of the decisions for Jessica?

8. Do you think Jessica realized that she made decisions?

What Decisions Do You Make?
INTERVIEW GUIDE

Name of Student

Class
Date.

A. Introduction: We are trying to learn more about the kinds of
decisions that kids our age make. We'd like to ask you several
questions about decisions you make yourself. Your name will
not be used and we are not trying to decide what is right or
wrong. We are trying to get a scientific record.
1. Dp you decide what clothes you are going to wear to school?
yes

no

Do you decide what clothes you are going to wear on the weekend?
yes

no

2. Do you decide what TV programs to watch between the hours
of 4 and 6 o'clock?
yes

no

What are your two favorite programs at that time?
1.
2.
3. Do you decide what you are going to buy with your own money?
yes
What two things do you usually buy?

no

.J

.

i
t

4ff

4. Do you decide what books or magazines you are going to read
for pleasure?
yes

no

What are your favorite kinds?
mystery

animal

adventure

science

comics
fiction

serials

other

5. Do you decide what radio stations to listen to?
What is your favorite station?

yes

no

B. Directions: Collect and record on a sheet of paper all the
data your classmates have collected by interviewing. Then
fill in the chart below with the data from the entire class.
Next, convert the numbers on the chart into percentages.

CLASS SUMMARY SHEET

Makes Own Decision

Number

Yes (%) Number No (%) Number Totai<(%)

School clothes
Weekend clothes
TV programs (4-6 p.m.)
Spending own money
Pleasure reading
Radio stations

C. Directions: Write the names of all the TV shows mentioned
as favorites in Question 2 on the blackboard or on a large
sheet of paper. Put a small check next to the name of a show
each time it is mentioned as a favorite. When the information
from all the interviews has been collected, enter the data on
the chart on the next page. The first show on the list is the one
that has been mentioned the greatest number of times. The
second is the one that has been mentioned the second-greatest
number of times. Similar charts can be made for the answers
to Questions 3, 4, and 5.
5

Class Summary Sheet

Favorite TV

Shows

No. of Times Mentioned

L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
6

Total Persons

Interviewed

The Mural Committee
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR HAZEL

Directions: When your teacher plays the record, you will observe
Hazel's behavior. Listen carefully. Then answer the questions.
1. Why doesn't Hazel enjoy being a member of the Mural Committee? Make an inference to explain your answer.

2. What did Hazel volunteer to draw?

3. What suggestion for the mural did Hazel make?

4. How did the committee react to Hazel's suggestion?

5. Hazel didn't help the group in making a decision about the
mural. Do you agree? Make a check on the rating scale.
/
Agree
completely

Agree

Disagree

Disagree
completely

6. Would Hazel have made a more valuable contribution if she
had been a member of a different committee? Why?

7. Would you have behaved in the same way Hazel did if you had
been a member of the Mural Committee?
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The Mural Committee
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR ART

Directions: When your teacher plays the record, you will observe
Art's behavior. Listen carefully. Then answer the questions.
1. Why doesn't Art enjoy being a member of the Mural Committee? Make an inference to explain your answer.

2. What did Art volunteer to draw?

3. What suggestion for the mural did Art make?

4. How did the committee react to Art's suggestion?

5. Art didn't help the group in making a decision about the
mural. Do you agree? Make a check on the rating scale.

L
Agree
completely

L

L

Agree

Disagree

1
Disagree
completely

6. Would Art have made a more valuable contribution if he had
been a member of a different committee? Why?

7. Would you have behaved in the same way Art did if you had
been a member of the Mural Committee?
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The Mural Committee
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR LOIS

Directions: When your teacher plays the record, you will observe
Lois' behavior. Listen carefully. Then answer the questions.

1. Does Lois enjoy being a member of the Mural Committee?
Make an inference to explain your answer.

2. What suggestions for the mural did Lois make?

3. How did the group react to Lois' suggestions?

4. Why did the committee finally decide on Lewis and Clark?

5. Lois helped the group in making a decision about the mural.
Do you agree? Make a check on the rating scale.

/

Agree
completely

/

Agree

'
Disagree

/

Disagree
completely

6. Would Lois have made as valuable a contribution if she had
been a member of a different committee? Why?

7. Would you have behaved in the same way Lois did if you had
been a member of the Mural Committee?

The Mural Committee
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR JEFF

Directions: When your teacher plays the record, you will observe
Jeff's behavior. Listen carefully. Then answer the questions.

1. Does Jeff enjoy being a member of the Mural Committee?
Make an inference to explain your answer.

2. What suggestion for the mural did Jeff make?

3. How did the group react to Jeff's suggestion?

4. Why did the committee finally decide on Lewis and Clark?

5. Jeff helped the group in making a decision about the mural.
Do you agree? Make a check on the rating scale.

(
Agree
completely

(

L

Agree

Disagree

I
Disagree
completely

6. Would Jeff have made as valuable a contribution if he had
been a member of a different committee? Why?

7. Would you have behaved in the same way Jeff did if you had
been a member of the Mural Committee?
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The Mural Committee
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR DOUG

Directions: When your teacher plays the record, you will observe
Doug's behavior. Listen carefully. Then answer the questions.
1. Does Doug enjoy being a member of the Mural Committee?
Make an inference to explain your answer.

2. What suggestion for the mural did Doug make?

3. How did the group react to Doug's suggestion?

4. Why did the committee finally decide on Lewis and Clark?

5. Doug helped the group in making a decision about the mural.
y Do you agree? Make a check on the rating scale.

'
Agree
completely

'

L

Agree

Disagree

I
Disagree
completely

6. Would Doug have made as valuable a contribution if he had
been a member of a different committee? Why?

7. Would you have behaved in the same way Doug did if you had
been a member of the Mural Committee?
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Different Kinds of Decisions
CLASSROOM QUESTIONNAIRE

A. Directions: This exercise has two parts. In the first part
you are asked to describe decisions that make you happy and
those that make you unhappy; those that are easy to make
and those that are hard to make. Finally, you are asked to
list some of the decisions you made but did not carry out.
Decisions That Make Me Happy
1.
2.
3.

.

Decisions That Make Me Unhappy
1.
2.
3.
Decisions That Are Easy to Make
1.
2.
3.

:
=

Decisions That Are Hard to Make
1.
2.

12

I

t

Decisions I Make and Don't Carry Out
1.
2.
3.
13

B. Directions: Select one decision from each category that you
listed in the first part of this exercise. Read the column headings below and enter the decisions in the correct column.

Decisions

Made by Others

1 Make Alone

1 Make with Others

Make Me Happy

Make Me Unhappy

Easy to Make

Hard to Make

Aren't Carried Out

1. What was the hardest decision that you ever had to make?

2. Why was that decision so hard for you to make?

3. Did the outcome of that decision make you happy or unhappy?
Why?
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Lingon's Lake with Danny and Gary
A. Directions: After reading the two versions of "Lingon's Lake'
in your Resource Book, answer the questions that follow.
1. How did Danny get to be chairman of his committee?

2. How did Gary get to be chairman of his committee?

15

-

.4

3. What was Warren's reaction to the suggestion that the
picnic be held at Lingon's Lake?

4. What was Bill's reaction to the suggestion that the picnic
be held at Lingon's Lake?

5. What other suggestions were made by Danny's committee?

6. What other suggestions were made by Gary's committee?

16

7. How did Danny s group reach its decision so promptly?
?

8. Why did it take Gary's group longer to reach a decision?

B. Directions: Make a check (>*) to indicate whether each statement is a description, an inference, or a value judgment.
Description

Value
Judgment

Inference

1. Danny was the kind of person who always
insisted on having his own way.
2. Gary asked the committee members for
their ideas and opinions.
3. Danny should have listened to Warren.

J

4. Linda's mother was very strict and didn't
allow her to go to very many places.
5. Danny figured that the Little League was
more important than the committee.

:

6. Danny's group didn't deserve to go to
Lingon's Lake.
7. Warren thought station wagons were
stupid.

_ -

8. Lingon's Lake had a haunted house.
9. Gary's group deserved to have their
picnic at Lingon's Lake.
10. If Danny had gone to see Mr. Morley in
the beginning, the class could have had
their picnic at Lingon's Lake, too.
17

C. Directions: Check the rating scales and explain why below.
1. Danny should have listened to Warren. Do you agree?
J
Agree
completely

Agree

Disagree

Disagree
completely

Why?
2. When you are chairman of a committee, the only sure way
to get things done is to do them all yourself. Do you agree?

(
Agree
completely

f

(

Agree

Disagree

/
Disagree
completely

Why?
3. When individual members of a committee help in making
a decision, they are more willing to do the work. Do you
agree?

L
Agree
completely

Agree

Disagree

Disagree
completely

Why?
4. If a committee has been selected to make a decision, the members should not seek outside help. Do you agree?

(
Agree
completely

(

L

Agree

Disagree

/
Disagree
completely

Why?
5. It's a waste of time for someone to make a list of all the
jobs that have to be done. Do you agree?

L
Agree
completely

f

(

Agree

Disagree

Why?
18

f
Disagree
completely

6. Without the cooperation of most members, the chairman
will have a difficult job getting anything done. Do you
agree?

L
Agree
completely

L

C

Agree

Disagree

I
Disagree
completely

Why?
7. When you are outnumbered, you should go along with
what the other members of a committee want to do. Do
you agree?

(
Agree
completely

f

L

Agree

Disagree

/
Disagree
completely

Why?
8. After a decision has been made by voting, it should not be
brought up again for discussion. Do you agree?

/

f

L

Agree
completely

Agree

Disagree

'
Disagree
completely

Why?
9. In a very successful committee or group, all the members
are in agreement with one another. Do you agree?

L
Agree
completely

L

L

Agree

Disagree

/
Disagree
completely

Why?
10. List as many reasons as you can to explain the success of
Gary's group in making a decision and carrying it out.
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Making a Poster
Directions: Answer these questions after reading the story.
1. Paul was able to carry out his decision to make a campaign
poster because he had the best slogan. Do you agree? Why?

2. Ricky was unable to carry out his decision to make a campaign
poster because he couldn't letter or draw. Do you agree? Why?

3. Both boys had good campaign slogans. Do you agree? Why?

4. When you decide to do something, it's a good idea to ask for
help if you can't do it yourself. Do you agree? Why?

5. Do you think Ricky will try again to make his poster when he
finishes playing baseball? Make a prediction and explain why.

6. Ricky's mother should have been there to give him more help
and encouragement while he worked. Do you agree? Why?
20

7. Success or failure in carrying out a decision is usually related
to four general areas. Each of these areas is labeled above the
bars below. Each boy's bar is numbered from 0 to 5. Rate Ricky
and Paul separately by shading the bars upward. For example,
if you think Paul Planned and Reasoned extremely well, you
would shade that bar all the way up to 5.

Planned and
Reasoned

Sought
Help When
Necessary

Considered
Alternatives

Wanted
to Do What
Was Decided
>•

— 5

5 —

IU

AC

4—

— 4

8
3 —

— 3

2 —

— 2

Ricky

Paul

Ricky

Paul

Ricky
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Paul

Ricky

Paul

What Are the Problems?
Directions: Read the behavior specimens; answer the questions.

1. Nancy was just not going to go to school today and that was
that. She was mad at her mother and she was mad at her
teacher. She was mad at everybody! So she decided to play
hooky. She was a little frightened, but she decided to do it anyway. She could take the bus downtown, go window-shopping
until the movies started, then come huine after school.
Make a prediction about Nancy's decision. Do you think she
will like the consequences of her action? Why?

2. The club that Marge belonged to was planning to put on a
puppet show to raise money. They were going to have refreshments for sale at the show, too. Every girl in the club had a
certain job to do. There were tickets to sell, food to buy,
costumes to make, scenery to paint, and many other things to
do. The girls were determined to make the puppet show a great
success.
Give two reasons why Marge's club will probably have a very
successful puppet show.

3. The waitress handed menus to Mr. and Mrs. Sims, Ralph, and
his sister Mary. Everybody was quiet as they studied the
dinner selections. Mary was the first: "I know what I want—a
hamburger with everything and French fries, too."
Ralph frowned as he read down the long list of good things
to eat. He just couldn't make up his mind because they all
sounded so good.
The waitress started to take the orders.
"Pot roast for Mrs. Sims," Ralph's father said, "and I'll have
the fried chicken. Well, Ralph, how about you?"
"Gosh, I don't know," Ralph said uncomfortably. He stared
22

at the menu intently. Seconds more went by.
"Come on, Ralph," his father said impatiently, "we can't
keep the waitress standing here all night. What'll it be?"
"I just don't know," Ralph said, more embarrassed than ever.
"Just bring him a hamburger and French fries," Mr. Sims
told the waitress.
I wish I'd ordered fried chicken, Ralph thought. Darn it, it's
too late now.
What do you think Ralph will do the next time he must choose
from a menu?

What was the effect of Ralph's inability to decide?
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4. Kathy walked through the park, kicking the fallen leaves
absentmindedly. She noticed something out of the corner of
her eye and stopped to see what it was. "Oh, my goodness,"
she said, "a tiny kitten."
She knelt down and touched the sleeping kitten. I wonder
who it belongs to? It seems so skinny, I wonder if it's hungry.
I should give it some milk.
"You're so cute," Kathy said, "maybe Mom will let me keep
you. Oh, I hope so."
Kathy walked home slowly with the kitten in her arms. She
needed time to think of what she could say to talk her mother
into letting her keep the kitten.
I know, Kathy thought—1*11 tell Mother that I can make a
bed for it in the basement. Then I'll promise to feed it. . . and
let it out. . . I'll promise to take care of everything.
Kathy opened the back door with one hand and called out to
her mother, "Hey, I'm home."
"I'm in the living room," her mother said. "Will you bring
the scissors when you come? I need them right now."
"I'll get them in a minute. I have something to show you
first," Kathy said. "Look —look what I found."
"Kathy, where in the world did you find that kitten? You
certainly don't expect to keep it, do you?" her mother asked.
"But, Mom," she wailed.
"You'll just have to give it back to whoever gave it to you,"
Mrs. Wing said.
."But, Mom, wait, I found it in the park. I'm sure it doesn't
belong to anyone. It's hungry, too. I can't just take it back to
the park and let it starve."
"Kathy, the kitten is very cute and I do feel sorry for it, but
I have enough work to do as it is right now," her mother
answered.
"But, Mother, you don't have to do anything. I'll take care
of it myself. I'll do everything for it and you won't even have to
tell me to do it," Kathy begged.
"Oh, Kathy," Mrs. Wing sighed. "I've heard all of that before. Remember what you said when we got Snowflake? Who
was supposed to take care of his cage?"
"But gee, Mom, I was only in the third grade then," Kathy
answered. "This time I really mean it."
"But Kathy, that kitten is a big responsibility. Are you sure
you want to take on that much?"
"Of course I do," Kathy answered.
"O.K., but it's your decision," her mother said in a tired
voice. "Now, please go and get me the scissors."
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Make a prediction about Kathy. Do you think she will come
home in the afternoons to take care of her kitten? Why?

Do you think Kathy's mother was right letting her have the
kitten? Why?
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Mother, Let Me Do It Myself!
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR BETTY

Directions: Answer these questions about the behavior specimen.

1. Why did Betty want to get up earlier in the morning?

2. How did Betty's mother react to her decision?

3. How did Betty go about getting an alarm clock?

4. What happened to Betty the next morning?

5. How determined was Betty to carry out her decision?
very determined
somewhat determined
not very determined
6. Why was Betty successful in carrying out her decision?

7. What other people were affected by Betty's decision?

8. It was easy for Betty to get up in the morning because she
knew she had to wake up her brother. Do you agree?

L
Agree
completely

L

L

Agree

Disagree
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,

/
Disagree
completely

Mother, Let Me Do It Myself!
OBSERVATION GUIDE FOR LUCY

Directions:

Answer these questions about the behavior specimen.

1. Why did Lucy want to get up earlier in the morning?

2. How did Lucy's mother react to her decision?

3. How did Lucy go about getting an alarm clock?

4. What happened to Lucy the next morning?

5. How determined was Lucy to carry out her decision?
very determined
somewhat determined
not very determined
6. Why was Lucy unsuccessful in carrying out her decision?

7. What other people were affected by Lucy's decision?

8. Lucy shouldn't have made a decision if she was not sure she
could carry it out. Do you agree?
(
Agree
completely

(

(

Agree

Disagree
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'
Disagree
completely

World
Decision Making
Directions: Select an item from the newspaper this week that describes a decision
made and carried out by one or more
persons. Then answer the questions below about the news item.
1. Describe the decision and the action.

2. Classify the decision.
4. Make a value judgment about it.
Decision made by one person
Decision made by a group
Other

It was a good thing the decision
was made.
It was a bad thing the decision
was made.
There are good and bad aspects
to the decision.

3. How many persons will the decision
affect?

5. Why was this decision made?
Only the decision makers
Many other people
Only a few people
Only people living in the United
States
Only people i n one foreign country
Many people i n many countries
all over the world
Other

I t seemed to be best thing for
many people.
It seemed to be the only thing
that would work.
The decision maker had no other
choice.
I can't honestly think of any reasons for this decision.
Other
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Solving Problems
Directions: When you were reading the story about Herb in your
. Resource Book, you might have thought of other ways to solve
his problem. Six alternatives are listed below. Rate each one by
using a scale of 1 through 6. The best solution, in your opinion,
would be rated 1, the second-best, 2, and so forth. Explain why
you think each solution is good or bad.

Alternatives

A. He decided to ask his parents to move to another part of town
where nobody knew him and where he could start all over
with a new group of kids.
This solution would be good or bad for Herb because

B. He realized that he was really afraid of the hill and decided to
practice oh another hill where no one would see him until he
got over being afraid.
This solution would be good or bad for Herb because

G. He realized that he was really afraid of the hill and decided to
ride home from school along a different route without a hill,
even though none of the other kids went that way.
This solution would be good or bad for Herb because

29

Alternatives

D. He decided to stop riding his bicycle to school and to tell the
other kids that it had been stolen.
This solution would be good or bad for Herb because

E . He decided that if he kept riding down the, hill with the other
kids they might get so used to seeing him tip over that they'd
stop teasing him.
This solution would be good or bad for Herb because

F . He decided to tell the other kids that he was afraid of the hill
and ask them to help him get over it.
This solution would be good or bad for Herb because
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Social Scientists Study Behavior
Directions: Answer the questions below to learn about Unit 7.
1. Cross out any item that is not about social science.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

observe
juMp
interv/ew
rUn a race
discuss Findings
ask qt/estions
waLk home
slEep

i)
J)
k)
I)
m)
n)
o)
p)

investigate behavior
Sing
collect data
review findings
dAnce
make predictions
eat luncff
aATalyze data

2. Write down capital letters of all items not crossed out.

3. What term do we use that means that one person is trying to
get another person to do something? To answer this question,
take the capital letters from Question 2 and unscramble them
to make a new word. Write the answer on the line below.

4. Put F in the space in front of each sentence that is not an
example of the answer to Question 3.
a) Five boys were practicing basketball shots and rebounds at a summer camp.
6) Jack, the tallest boy, jumped high and grabbed the rebound.
c) Bill tried to jump the way Jack did, because Jack
always got the ball.
d) Paul came down on Bill's foot when he landed after
his rebound shot.
e) Nobody ever landed on Jack's feet, because they knew
he'd really give it to them.
f ) If Jack's team wins tonight, they will play in the
championship game tomorrow.
g) Jack's team was practicing rebounds because the
coach had told them to.
h) Jack's team really wanted to be the champions because
their names would be engraved on the trophy.

k
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Influencing
OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions: Answer the questions about the behavior specimens.
A. Energy Meal Is the Greatest!

1. What did Allen's family just get?

2. What does David suggest to Allen?

3. Why does Allen follow David's suggestion?

4. Did Allen influence David?

yes

no

B. The Rush Hour

1. What did Mrs. Kaiser want Molly to do?

2. What is Molly's reaction?

3. What does Molly do?

4. Did Mrs. Kaiser influence Molly?

yes

no

J
C. The Big Question

D. There's a Dance Tonight!

1. What does K i t t y ask Myra?

1. What does Ned ask his father?

2. What does Kitty decide to do?

2. What is Mr. Ohlen's reaction?

3. I n what ways did Myra try to
influence Kitty?

3. What reasons does Ned use on his
father?

4. Did Myra influence Kitty?
yes

4. Did Ned influence Mr. Ohlen?
yes
no

no

What Would You Do?
Directions: On the following pages are descriptions of four
situations. In each situation the main character must decide
what form of influence to use. Pretend that you are the main
character. Decide what you would do. List your suggestions in
the spaces provided. Then identify the kinds of influence you
suggested — reward, threat, authority, expertness, or identity.
Finally, decide how successful you think that the main character
of the situation will be and mark the rating scale accordingly.

A. Situation: The swimming instructor wants to get all
the beginning swimmers to try to float during the swim
period. Some of the beginners are afraid of the water. ^
Others don't want to bother with floating. They want to
hurry and learn how to swim so that they can leave the
beginners class.

1. Suggest two things the swimming instructor might do to get
the beginners to float.
a)
6)

.

2. Identify the kinds of influence you suggested.
a)
b)
3. How successful do you think the swimming instructor will be
in getting everyone to float? Make a check
on the rating
scale below.

I
Successful

L
Somewhat
successful

5

/
Unsuccessful

B. Situation: Mrs. Taylor is a substitute teacher at Glenhaven School. The girls i n her cooking class are clowning
around and making a mess. The cookies must go into the
oven right away or they won't be done before the bell rings.
Mrs. Taylor wants the girls to stop clowning, finish the
lesson, and clean up.

1. Suggest two things that Mrs. Taylor might do to get the girls
to stop clowning and finish the lesson.
a)
b)

i
6

2. Identify the kinds of influence you suggested.
a)
6)

:

3. How successful do you think Mrs. Taylor will be in getting
all the girls to stop clowning and finish the lesson? Make a
check (u*) on the rating scale below.

L

L

Successful

Somewhat
successful

/
Unsuccessful

C. Situation: Ralph is running for treasurer of the Student
Council. He knows that it will be a hard job, but he thinks
he can do it well. He must convince his classmates to vote
for him.

1. Suggest two things that Ralph might do to get his classmates
to vote for him.
a)

«
2. Identify the kinds of influence you suggested.
a)

.

6)
3. How successful do you think Ralph will be in getting his
classmates to vote for him? Make a check {u*) on the rating
scale below.
Z
Successful

L
Somewhat
successful

/
Unsuccessful

D. Situation: Mr. Markey, the principal of Buckman School,
has a problem. This year only a few boys signed up for
Safety Patrol Club. A lot of boys think that being a "safety"
is too much work. Mr. Markey must get more boys for the
safety patrol.
1. Suggest two things that Mr. Markey might do to get more boys
for the safety patrol.
a)
b)
2. Identify the kinds of influence you suggested.
a)
b)
3. How successful do you think Mr. Markey will be in getting
enough boys for the safety patrol? Make a check (k*) on the
rating scale below.

L
Successful

L
Somewhat
successful

8

f
Unsuccessful

I Need a Dry Rag
OBSERVATION GUIDE I

Directions: Your teacher will play the first part of this record.
Listen carefully. Then complete your observation report.
1. Why doesn't Pat want to get the dry rag?

% Why doesn't Joe get it himself?

3. What does Joe say that makes Pat go to get the rag?

4. What does Pat have to say about Joe then?

5. Would the boys act the same if their parents were home? Why?

6. It was Joe's job so he shouldn't ask for help. Do you agree?
/
Agree
completely

/

/

Agree

Disagree

/
Disagree
completely

7. Pat was just lazy, that's all. Do you agree?

L
Agree
completely

L
Agree

L
Disagree

'
Disagree
completely

8. Make a prediction about Pat. What do you think he will do
the next time his older brother asks him to do something?

9. Identify the kind of influence that was used.

I Need a Dry Rag
OBSERVATION GUIDE II

Directions: Your teacher will play the second part of this record.
Listen carefully. Then complete your observation report.
1. Why doesn't Brian want to get the dry rag?

2. Why doesn't Jack get it himself?

3. What does Jack say that makes Brian go to get the rag?

4. What does Brian have to say about Jack then?

5. Would the boys act the same if their parents were home? Why?

6. Brian liked doing errands when he wasn't busy. Do you agree?
Z
Agree
completely

/.

/

Agree

/

Disagree

Disagree
completely

7. Jack always likes to give orders. Do you agree?
/
Agree
completely

f

(

Agree

Disagree

i
Disagree
completely

8. Make a prediction about Brian. What do you think he will do
the next time his older brother asks him to do something?

9. Identify the kind of influence that was used.
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I Need a Dry Rag
OBSERVATION GUIDE III

Directions: Your teacher will play the third part of this record.
Listen carefully. Then complete your observation report.
1. Why doesn't Eddie want to get the dry rag?

2. Why doesn't Allen get it himself?

3. What does Allen say that makes Eddie go to get the rag?

4. What does Eddie have to say about Allen then?

5. Would the boys act the same if their parents were home? Why?

6. Younger brothers should do as they're told. Do you agree?
/ _
Agree
completely

/

/

Agree

Disagree

/

Disagree
completely

7. Allen treated his younger brother fairly. Do you agree?
(
Agree
completely

(

(

Agree

Disagree

/

Disagree
completely

8. Make a prediction about Eddie. What do you think he will do
the next time his older brother asks him to do something?

9. Identify the kind of influence that was used.

11
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Influencers
in John's Morning

Directions: Answer the questions below
after reading this story.
1. Find one example in the story of an influence attempt based
on each of the five reasons for influence you have studied.
a)

Reward

b) Threat

c)

Authority

d)

Expertness

12

e)

Identity

Description

inference

Value
Judgment

2. John's mother calls him every morning.
3. John dressed himself quickly.
4. Zippy flakes taste very good.
5. John shouldn't run on the stairs.
6. The sports page is the only section of the
newspaper that John ever reads.
7. John's story was too sloppy to turn into
the paper without being recopied.
8. John likes to have chicken salad.
9. Greg Watson is tall and very strong.
10. Anyone who takes a football player's advice about pens is stupid.
11. John's cousin has never made a model.

.

12. Running in the halls is against the rules
at John's school.
13. Only dumb kids say "Can I" when they
should say "May I."
14. John shouldn't have started running
again just because Mr. Otis left.

__

15. John influenced Mrs. Comstock.
16. Can you find any unsuccessful influence attempts in this story?
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Do Children Influence Adults?
Directions: Read the behavior specimens; answer the questions.
But I'm Tired
Hank Raiford stretched out on his bed and propped his head up
with three pillows. He grabbed one of the magazines he had
brought upstairs with him and thumbed through it. Tiny, his
hamster, started making all kinds of noise in his cage. Hank
looked over and made a face. Why did I ever want a hamster, he
wondered. What a pain!
Mrs. Raiford came into the room with her arms f u l l of clean
clothes. "Hank, your desk is such a mess!" she said. "And look,
Tiny doesn't have any water. Have you fed him today?"
14

"No, not yet."
"What do you mean, not yet? It's almost bedtime."
"I know."
Mrs. Raiford frowned and finished putting the clothes away.
She picked up a few of the things on Hank's desk before starting
out the door.
"Hey, Mom, since you're going downstairs, will you get Tiny's
food?" Hank asked.
"I thought you were the one who was going to take care of him.
You're the one who wanted him so much—remember?" Mrs.
Raiford said.
"I know, but I'm tired." Hank said.
"Hank, I'm not the one who wanted the hamster, and I'm not
going to feed him. Tired or not tired, he's your responsibility,"
Mrs. Raiford replied.
"Oh, Mother, don't make such a big thing out of it. I'm only
asking you to do it this one time," Hank said.
"Hank, get up and get the food. How would you like to go all
day without food and water?" Mrs. Raiford asked.

1. What did Hank want his mother to do?

2. How did he try to influence her?

3. Mrs. Raiford should have brought Tiny's food upstairs. Do
you agree? Make a check
in the rating scale below.
(
Agree
completely

,

f
Agree

L
Otsagree

/
Disagree
completely

4. All Hank does is lounge around and read magazines. This
statement is
description

inference

value judgment.

5. Children shouldn't have pets because they never take care
of them. This statement is
i

.

description

inference
15

value judgment.

I

•
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What a Surprise!
Mrs. Harwich had a problem. She had to take Jeff to the doctor
for a checkup, but the only appointment she could get was late
in the afternoon. She knew that she wouldn't get home until
after six. Mr. Harwich had a meeting to attend at seven. She
thought for a moment. TV dinners were the only answer. Mr.
Harwich disliked them, but she decided that i t couldn't be helped.
She'd ask June to put them in at 5:30 p.m. She left the kitchen to
tell Jeff to get ready to go. June was i n the living room.
"Do you mind putting the turkey TV dinners in the oven at
five thirty, June?" Mrs. Harwich asked. "That way we can eat
as soon as I get back from the doctor's office. They're in the
freezer," she added.
" A l l right," June replied. She didn't sound very enthusiastic.
I wish she wouldn't make such a big task out of helping with a
few things, Mrs. Harwich thought. She sighed and checked to see
if Jeff was ready.
I t was 6:30 when Jeff and his mother returned. Mrs. Harwich
went directly to the kitchen. I t looked exactly as i t had before
she left. The oven door was closed and the counters were clean.
June was just finishing setting the table.
16

"How'd it go, June?" Mrs. Harwich asked.
"Fine. The TV dinners are almost ready," she answered.
"Good. Call your father. Jeff, go wash your hands. Til take the
food out," Mrs. Harwich said. She opened the door. What a
surprise! What she saw was a pan of golden-brown chicken and
baked potatoes covered with foil.
"How wonderful!" she exclaimed. "And the kitchen's so clean!
Such a nice surprise, June."
"And there's a salad in the refrigerator, Mother," June added.
"Oh, June!" Mrs. Harwich said. She hugged her daughter.
I know what I'll do, she thought. Tomorrow I'll cut out that
skirt pattern June wants to make. She won't be expecting anything like that.

1. What did Mrs. Harwich want June to do?

2. Which kind of influence did Mrs. Harwich have?
identity

authority

expertness

threat

3. June made dinner because her father didn't like T V dinners.
This statement is
description

inference

value judgment

4. Why did Mrs. Harwich decide to cut out June's pattern?

5. Is your answer to Question'4 an example of the circular
process?
Why?

.
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Reasons for Accepting Influence
CLASSROOM QUESTIONNAIRE

Directions: Do you always do what your classmates ask you to
do? Probably not. But aren't there certain students who are
usually able to influence you? What are these persons like?
What special qualities do they have? Listed below are 17 items
that children say are important reasons for influence. First read
all of them, then rank them in order of their importance to you.
Place a 1 in the space before the statement you think is the most
important quality, a 2 in the space before the statement you think
is the second most important, and so forth. You would put a 17 in
front of the least important quality.

a) Smart in school
6) Has good ideas about how to have fun
. c) Good at making things
. d) Good at games with running , and throwing
e) Knows how to fight
f ) Strong
g) Acts friendly
. h) A good person to do things with
. i)

Asks you to do things in a nice way

j)

Doesn't start fights and doesn't tease

. k) Knows how to act so people will like him
t)

Plays with you a lot

. m) Likes to do the same things you like to do
. n) Nice-looking
o) Has things you'd like to have
p) Gives you things
. q) Does things for you
18

Classroom Summary Sheet

.
.* . »
*
Most important Reasons for
Accepting Influence by Rank

B

°y

A b o u t
B o y s

Smart in school
Has good ideas about how to have fun
Good at making things
Good at games with running and throwing
Knows how to fight
Strong
Acts friendly
A good person to do things with
Asks you to do things in a nice way
Doesn't start fights and doesn't tease
Knows how to act so people will like him
Plays with you a lot
Likes to do the same things you like to do
Nice-looking
Has things you'd like to have
Gives you things
Does things for you
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Take Us to the Movies!
OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions:

Record your observations of the behavior specimens.

1. Read each statement and decide which behavior specimen it
represents. Write an L in the space before each statement
that refers to Libby and Kate. Write an M in the space before
each statement that refers to Marnie and Val.
e) Their mother had just finished
frosting a cake.
f ) "Hurry up and make lunch now
or we'll be late!"
g) "What times do the features
start?"
h) We've got to go right now!"
i) "The twelve forty-five is O.K.
with me."

a) "Is there anything we can do to
help you?"
b) "No, it's a beautiful day and you
should be outside playing."
c) "If you help me make lunch, you
certainly can go to the twelve
forty-five."
d) "Do you have the time to talk to
us now?"

t(

2 . Think about yourself for a minute and try to remember a time
when you tried to influence an adult to do something for you.
What happened? Answer the following questions about your
influence attempt by putting a T in the space before each
statement that is true about your own particular experience.

_ e) I was successful because I offered
to do something in return.
_/*) I was not successful because I
wanted something impossible.
~g) I had an alternative to use in case
one try was not successful.
_ h) I had to wait until the best time
to ask.

a) I used a plan in my influence
attempt.
b) I figured I'd be successful because
I'd been successful before.
c) I just figured that I'd be successful because I wanted to be.
d) I wasn't successful because I interrupted this person.
20

3. Now, describe the influence attempt you answered questions
about in Question 2. Was your attempt successful? Why?

4. You have observed Marnie and Val interacting with their
mother in a successful influence attempt. You may have
noticed that the thoughts and behavior of Mrs. Bennett, combined with those of her daughters, formed a circular process.
Because Marnie and Val were considerate of their mother,
she, in turn, considered their request. Fill in the circles below
with statements about the behavior of Mamie and Val and
the thoughts and behavior of Mrs. Bennett. The first circle
has been completed for you.

Thoughts Inside
Marnie^and Val
1 = Want to go to the movies.
2, Want to cooperate with
^ their mother, -~
3. Think of ways to offer help.
s

* Behavior
of Marnie and Val

Behavior
i
of Mrs. Bennett

thoughts
Inside:
Mrs. Bennett
s
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Who Wants to Shovel Sidewalks?
OBSERVATION GUIDE

V

Directions: Your teacher will play the
record. Listen carefully. Then answer the
questions that follow.

N.

el

p

1. Why was Billy i n such a hurry to get
home this particular day?

2. What did Billy's two neighbors ask
him to do for them?

V

3. What reward did the two men offer to
give to Billy?

4. Why was the one offer more powerful than the other?

5. Mr. Harris has a right to complain because Billy doesn't
always do a good job. Do you agree? Why?

6. Billy doesn't do anything for anyone unless he really likes the
person. Do you agree? Why?
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What I Think the Class Thinks
CLASSROOM QUESTIONNAIRE

Directions: In this exercise you are to decide what-.you think the
pupils in your class think about three statements. You are to decide what you think the class norms are. Choose the one sentence
that you believe best describes what the other pupils in the class
think about each statement. Place an X under the sentence.
When everyone has finished, record all the responses.

Almost
everyone
agrees

Many
agree

About
half
agree

Some
agree

Only
a few
agree

Many
agree

About
half
agree

Some
agree

Only
a few
agree

1. It is good to help other pupils with
their schoolwork except during tests.
2. Schoolwork is more often enjoyable
than not enjoyable.
3. Going to school part of each day during the summer is a good idea.

Total Responses in My Class
Almost
everyone
agrees

1. It is good to help other pupils with
their schoolwork except during tests.
2. Schoolwork is more often enjoyable
than not enjoyable.
3. Going to school part of each day during the summer is a good idea.
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What my class thinks the norms are can be shown on these scales.
1. I t is good to help other pupils with their schoolwork except
during tests.

L
Almost
everyone
agrees

L
Many
agree

.

L
About
half
agree

1

f

Some
agree

Only
a few
agree

2. Schoolwork is more often enjoyable than not enjoyable.

L
Almost
everyone
agrees

Many
agree

L

L

About
half
agree

Some
agree

I
Only
a few
agree

3. Going to school part of each day during the summer is a good
idea.

L
Almost
everyone
agrees

L
Many
agree

L
About
half
agree
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L
Some
agree

/
Only
a few
agree

What I Think I Think
CLASSROOM QUESTIONNAIRE

Directions: Place an X under the sentence that best describes
what you yourself think about the statements on the preceding
page. When everyone has finished, record the total responses.

Agree
almost
always

Agree
more than
disagree

Disagree
as often
as agree

Disagree
more often
than agree

Disagree
almost
always

1. It is good to help other pupils
with their schoolwork except
during tests.
2. Schoolwork is more often enjoyable than not enjoyable.
3. Going to school part of each
day during the summer is a
good idea.

- '.ik

Total Responses in My Class
Agree
almost
always

1. It is good to help other pupils
with their schoolwork except
during tests.
2. Schoolwork is more often enjoyable than not enjoyable.
3. Going to school part of each
day during the summer is a
good idea.
25

Agree
more than
disagree

Disagree
as often
as agree

Disagree
more often
than agree

Disagree
almost
always

What the class norms really are appear on the rating scales below.
1. It is good to help other pupils with their schoolwork except
during tests.
/

Almost
everyone
agrees

'

'

'

f

Many
agree

About
half
agree

Some
agree

Only
a few
agree

2. Schoolwork is more often enjoyable than not enjoyable.

L

I
Almost
everyone
agrees

L

Many
agree

L

About
half
agree

Some
agree

1
Only
a few
agree

3. Going to school part of . each day during the summer is a good
idea.

f

l

Almost
everyone
agrees

Many
agree

L

L

About
half
agree

Some
agree

I
Only
a few
agree

Compare what pupils thought the norms were with what they
really were on the rating scales below. Use an O to stand for
what pupils thought and an X to stand for what the norms really
were.
1. It is good to help other pupils with their schoolwork except
during tests.
i
Almost
everyone
agrees

i

i
Many
agree

i

'
About
half
agree

Some
agree

Only
a few
agree

2. Schoolwork is more often enjoyable than not enjoyable.

L

(

{

Almost
everyone
agrees

Many
agree

About
half
agree

L
Some
agree

/
Only
a few
agree

3. Going to school part of each day during the summer is a good
idea.

L
Almost
everyone
agrees

L
Many
agree

/

/

About
half
agree

Some
agree
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I
Only
a few
agree

\
\

Find the Picture
A. Directions: Read the statements below and decide which ones
are true and which are false. Put an F in the space in front of
the numbers of all false statements. If you think that the
statement is true, do not put anything at all in the spaces.

_ 1. Influence is the power to cause a particular behavior.
_ 2. Behavior caused by influence is almost always good.
_ 3. One type of influence is better than another.
_ 4. There are six or more kinds of influence.
_ 5. Expertness is one kind of influence.
_ 6. Identity means that one person wants to be like another
person, often because he admires him.
_ 7. The effects of identity as an influence usually do not last
long because the person influenced feels badly.
_ 8. Movie stars don't have much influence.
- 9. All influence attempts are successful.
_ 10. Young people almost never influence adults.
,11. Knowing how to fight is one of the more important
reasons for accepting influence.
_ 12. Sometimes individual members of a class don't agree
with a particular class norm.
- 13. Persons who are strong influencers usually "are able to
remain strong influencers.
_ 14. The term group ignorance refers to students with bad
grades who don't like to study.
27

15. To rank means to make a list of items beginning with
the most important and continuing to the least.
16. Smart students-are usually the most influential.
17. A norm is a standard the majority agrees with.
18. A person who has influence is often a friendly person.
19. Not many influence attempts occur at school.
20. A friendly person is usually well liked.
21. Group norms influence the behavior of individuals.
22. Sometimes your personal ideas differ from a group norm.
23. If you look up to a person, you are likely to put a halo on
him for that reason.
24. If you like a person a lot, you are likely to exaggerate his
good points.
25. Influence is a complicated interaction.
26. Offering money to someone to do something is one particular kind of influence.
27. Authorities exert strong influence on human behavior.
28. Sometimes the influencer in an interaction is not aware
that he is influencing anyone.
29. If you say one kind of influence is bad, you are making a
value judgment.
30. An expert is often influential.

B. Directions: Write down the numbers of all false statements
from the exercise above. Then, shade in all the spaces on the
opposite page that contain these numbers. What is the picture?
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What Do You Predict?
Directions: In the spaces below, read what Dan and his father
are thinking. What do you suppose will happen next? Write your
predictions in the blank circles or on a separate piece of paper.
Does the interaction between Dan and his father form a circle?

Dan's Thoughts

Father's Behavior
What will Dan's father do?

Dan has a math
assignment he just
doesn't understand and
it's due tomorrow! He's
embarrassed because it's just
like the problem he and his dad did
last night Dan thought he had
the idea but now he's having
trouble. He knows he has
to ask his Dad for help
again tonight.

Father's
Thoughts
Dan's father is
concerned about Dan's
trouble with math but he
wants to relax tonight. He
turns on the TV in time for his
favorite show, "Outdoor Living." He
gets his pipe and settles back to
watch. The new ice fishing
techniques are interesting.
He thinks how good it
is to relax now.

30

Dan's Behavior
What will Dan say to his
father?
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Overview
SRA's SOCIAL S C I E N C E LABORATORY UNITS offer many exciting
possibilities for teaching intermediate-grade social studies. Both
curriculum content and teaching methodology are new. A modified
laboratory approach is employed, that is, the classroom becomes a
laboratory for guided inquiries into the causes and effects of human
behavior. Seven units focus on relevant areas of social psychology.
The first presents the methodology used throughout.
All seven units are contained in the pupil Resource Book. Seven
individual Project Books correspond to the units in the Resource
Book. Four records are keyed to the Project Books and another
record contains teaching techniques. The Teacher's Guide and a
companion volume, The Teacher's Role in Social Science Investigation, contain all the information needed for successful implementation of the program. Although the program was designed for pupils
in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades, both third- and seventh-grade
pupils have used the units successfully.
The materials were developed by an interdisciplinary team of
social scientists and educators at the University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, under the direction of Ronald Lippitt, professor of psychology
and sociology, and Robert Fox, professor of education and director of
the University School. Both are senior staff members of the University's Institute for Social Research, Center for Research on the Utilization of Scientific Knowledge, where the development took place.
Lucille Schaible, educator and writer, served as project editor. John
Lohman and James Crowfoot, social psychologists, assisted with the
technical aspects as well as with the writing of the materials.
The first unit, Learning to Use Social Science, introduces children
to the work of social scientists. It presents the basic methodology
that is used in subsequent units. The units can be taught in any
sequence desired after Unit 1 has been completed.
Each of the other six units concentrates on a specific behavioral
situation. They are entitled Discovering Differences, Friendly and
Unfriendly Behavior, Being and Becoming, Individuals and Groups,
Deciding and Doing, and Influencing Each Other.

All seven units can be taught in one year as the social studies for
that year, or one or more units can be incorporated into the existing
social studies curriculum. From four to six weeks are required to
complete one unit. Individual units can also be taught over a two- to
three-year period in the order preferred, but one should always
begin with a review of Unit 1.
Major techniques of data collection—observation, interview, and
questionnaire — are presented in the first unit. Pupils learn to collect, record, and tabulate data about themselves, their classmates,
and others. They analyze the results of that data and present their
findings on simple charts and tables.
Introduced in the first unit and reinforced in subsequent units are
the important distinctions to be made about descriptions, inferences,
and value judgments in observations of behavior.
All units feature behavior specimens for observation by pupils.
Behavior specimens are nothing more than simulated examples of
human interaction. They serve much as does the controlled experiment in the physics or chemistry laboratory, that is, as a stimulus
for inquiry. Some are recorded and others are to be produced in the
classroom. Each is accompanied by an Observation Guide in the
Project Book for that unit. Analysis of behavior is recorded on causeand-effect charts or on circular process diagrams. Both are introduced in Unit 1.
Most projects will extend over several class periods, and each is
followed by a number of exercises that probe a student's ability to
apply his new learning.
Handling inquiry into the causes and effects of human behavior
can be a sizable challenge for teachers. That is why the authors
developed teacher training materials. A book, The Teacher's Role
in Social Science Investigation, and an accompanying record can
be used by a group or by an individual teacher. An index and scripts
of the record bands are included.
In the Teacher's Guide there are frequent, specific references to
the training materials. If a particular skill is called for in prepara1

Social Science Laboratory Units

tion of the lesson, the appropriate section is referred to. For example,
it might be necessary to divide the class into small groups for
observation of a behavior specimen. The page reference is given so
that the teacher has specific help at the time she needs it.
SRA's SOCIAL S C I E N C E LABORATORY UNITS provide many opportunities for pupils to explore behavioral topics with the objectivity of
scientists. They will collect, record, and tabulate data. They will
analyze the results of the data collected to make predictions. They
will then consider, within the framework of their own lives, the new
information they have gained.

Components of the Social Science
Laboratory Units
Social Science Resource Book. Expository materials with definitions
of scientific terms lay the groundwork for a particular inquiry
project. Illustrated stories and research reports adapted from
scientific journals are included. The Resource Book has readings for
all seven units and a glossary, totaling 282 pages.
Project Books. Seven books, one for each unit, contain Observation
Guides for the behavior specimens. Directions are given for all data
collection projects—by interview or questionnaire—and the proper
forms are included. Reinforcement and review exercises are interspersed. The first book has 38 pages and each of the others has
30 pages.
Records. Four 10-inch records (33% rpm) have band's that are keyed
to each of the units.
Teacher's Guide. Broad guidelines, detailed instructions, and helpful hints are given for each inquiry project. Briefing sheets for
student production of behavior specimens are included, and when a
record band is part of the lesson, the transcript also is included.
Teacher Training. Orientation and training for teaching the program are provided by The Teacher's Role in Social Science Investigation and a corresponding 10-inch record. Seven chapters cover the
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important aspects of the new curriculum. Materials can be used by
groups or by an individual teacher. The book is indexed and contains 152 pages.

Description of Units
Unit 1—Leaming to Use Social Science
Are social scientists like other scientists? How do they conduct
experiments? This unit presents some of the tools and methods the
social scientist uses. Children learn how to approach the study of
human behavior with the objectivity of scientists. This unit is a
prerequisite to the other units.
Unit 2—Discovering Differences
What are some ways that people are different? Are differences
important? Pupils identify biological and cultural differences between individuals and groups. They inquire into the causes and
effects of making prejudgments about differences. In this way they
discover how stereotypes develop.
Unit 3—Friendly and Unfriendly Behavior
What are some causes and effects of kindness or cruelty, acceptance or rejection? Students inquire into the feelings and intentions
underlying friendly and unfriendly behavior. This unit is intended
to help students understand in an objective manner these important
aspects of social interaction.
Unit 4—Being and Becoming
What does it mean to grow up? Are there different ways of
growing up? This unit gives the student an opportunity to study his
own growth and development. In the study, children recognize the
simultaneous demands of being one age and becoming another. How
interaction between heredity and environment influences development is explored.
Unit 5—Individuals and Groups
What is a group? How does it function? Children observe the
dynamics of group process. They also acknowledge the problems
encountered by an individual when he becomes a member of the
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group. Three types of group leadership (autocratic, democratic,
laissez faire) and three types of members (deviant, mode, slider) are
subjects for inquiry.
Unit 6—Deciding and Doing
How do we make decisions? Do we always carry them out?
Students observe some of the ways that individuals and groups
carry out their decisions. They attempt to establish the causes of
successful and unsuccessful outcomes. They discover the common
problems that people have with the decision-making process.
Unit 7—Influencing Each Other
How do we influence each other? Are there different kinds of
influence? Pupils examine the five bases of social power. They study
reasons for accepting influence and learn why some influence attempts are more successful than others. Group ignorance and the
halo effect are also topics for inquiry.

Uflit 1 Learning to Use Social Science
Introduction
Unit 1 is of course a prerequisite to the other six units because it
presents the methodology. It also helps the student develop an
understanding of social science concepts and prepares him for his
own investigations into human behavior.
Discoveries children make about behavior —their own and that of
others in their immediate world —constitute the program's major
objective. In order to make these discoveries, children should feel
free to express their ideas openly in the classroom without being
judged by the teacher or their peers.
When pupils adopt an attitude of inquiry, they will temporarily
abandon their personal ideas of what is good or bad, right or wrong
about behavior. They will become scientists and explorers. So will
the teacher. Then, and only then, will the classroom become a
laboratory in social science.
Children become acquainted with the social scientist and his work
by reading the first two selections in the Resource Book. They learn
that these scientists study the behavior of people by observing them.
The scientist tries to be objective about what he has observed. He
makes no judgments. He carefully records his observations on paper.
He does this over and over again at many different times. He describes what he has observed and he sometimes makes inferences
about why it happened.
He tries to establish the causes and effects of certain behavior.
He conducts experiments to test his theories. He makes predictions
about behavior after he has discovered a consistent pattern of causes
and effects.
Pupils will follow much the same procedure in their investigations.
In the classroom, the first step is an exposure to, or confrontation
by, a specimen of behavior that is puzzling. It could be an episode on
a record, a story in the Resource Book, or a behavior specimen that
is produced in the classroom.
Children are urged to ask questions about the phenomenon ob-

served. What actually happened? Why? Will it happen again that
way? Was it a good or bad thing for people to behave that way?
With the teacher's guidance, children eventually phrase questions
so that the answers can be learned through scientific investigation.
For example, one question from a pupil, "How come Bud always acts
so mean?" is transformed into the broad inquiry, "What causes
unfriendly behavior?"
Instruments for collecting data are provided in the Project Books
—observation guides, interview schedules, questionnaires. Pupils
can also develop their own materials. In some cases they.can turn to
their Resource Book to read how social scientists set up similar
experiments. Pupils organize, tabulate, and record the data they
have collected. They prepare simple charts and diagrams to show
what they've discovered. A discussion about findings follows.
At this point each pupil attempts to identify the values he holds
about the behavior investigated. Was it right or wrong? He is asked
to make a value judgment. These discussions are called value inquiries. They are an important feature of the program. Value
inquiry gives pupils a unique opportunity to learn about values held
by others—people who are similar to, and people who are different
from, themselves. Few questions about behavior can be answered in
absolute terms. Instead, such discussions should help to provide a
more realistic understanding of human relations.
As a final step, students attempt to make generalizations about
what they've discovered. They try to make predictions about behavior. For example, they might discover that frustration leads to
aggression; that is, when a person is constantly blocked from
reaching a goal, he tends to act in unfriendly ways.
Unit 1 is organized into nine lessons. Because there are a number
of activities in each, a lesson will take several class sessions to
complete.
Lessons are described in detail in the Teacher's Guide. Explicit
goals are stated. At the beginning of each lesson there is a chart
that shows the sequence of materials to be used. Each item is ex5
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plained in the body of the lesson in the same sequence. Relevant
material in the teacher training book, The Teacher's Role in Social
Science Investigation, is referred to wherever necessary.
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
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1-What Do Social Scientists Study?
2—How Do Social Scientists Observe Behavior?
3 - W h a t Are Causes and Effects in Human Behavior?
4—What Is the Circular Process?
5—How Do Social Scientists Ask Questions?
6 —How Do Social Scientists Conduct Interviews?
7—Data Collection Project A
8—Data Collection Project B
9—Data Collection Project C

Sequence of Materials Used in Unit 1
Resource Book
LESSON 1

Teacher's Quide

Project Book

1. Scientists Who Ask Questions
About People . . . pp. 1-2
2. Behavior... pp. 3-6

3. Social Scientists Study Behavior.. .
p. 1 (answers on p. 10)
4. Interaction . . .pp. 2-3 (answers on p. 10)
5. Record Band 1. Side 1 - What Are
Laboratory Units in Social Science?
. . . transcript on p. 11
Vocabulary words on p. 12

LESSON 2

6. What Is a Behavior Specimen? . . .
pp. 7 - 9
7. Three Ways to Use Observation
, . . pp.11-13
9. Behavior Specimen in Class The Art P r o j e c t . . . action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 15

8. Descriptions, Inferences, Value
Judgments . . . p. 4 (answers on p, 14)
10. The Art Project-Observation Quide
. . . pp. 5-6 (answers on p. 17)

Vocabulary words on p. 18

LESSON 3

11. Finding Reasons for Behavior... pp.
7 - 9 (answers on p. 19)
12. I'm Going to Tell Mother!... pp.
10-11 (answers on p. 20)
14. Who Goes T h e r e ? . . . pp. 12-14
(answers on p. 20)

13. Who Goes There? . . . pp. 15-20
15. Cause and E f f e c t . . . pp. 21-26
16. The New Neighbor... pp. 27-29

17. Multiple Causation . . . pp. 15-16
(answers on p. 21)

18. Multiple Causation . . . pp. 31-34
Vocabulary-words on p. 22

LESSON 4

19. Circular Process . . . pp. 35-36

20. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s The Hopscotch Game . . . action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 23

21. The Hopscotch Game-Observation
Guide . . . p. 17 (answers on p. 24)
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Resource Book
LESSON 5

Teacher's Guide

22. Special Ways of Asking
Questions... pp. 39-41
23. Asking Questions About the
Future .... pp. 43-44
25. How Social Scientists Test
Predictions... pp. 45-47

Project Book

24. Asking Questions . . . p. 18
(answers on p. 26)
26. Making Predictions . . . pp. 19-20
(answers on p. 27)

27. Reviewing . . . pp. 21-24
(answers on p. 27)
Vocabulary words on p. 27

LESSON 8

28. Record Band 2, Side 1 Interviewing . . . transcript on p. 29
29. Record Bands 1-3, Side 2 Intervlews A, B, C . . . transcript on p. 31
31. Record Band 4, Side 2 Scott and Debbie . . . transcript on p. 34

30. Interviewing—Observation Guide . . .
pp. 25- 26 (answers on p..32)

LESSON 7

32. project A-Data Collection . . .
explanation for teacher on p. 35

33. Interview Form for Project A ....
p. 27
34. Classroom Questionnaire for
Project A . . . p. 28
35. Summary Report for Project A . . .
pp. 29-30

LESSON 8

36. Project B-Data Collection . . .
explanation for teacher on p. 37

37. Activity Rating Questionnaire
for Project B . . . p. 31
38. Summary Report for Project B . . .
pp. 32-33

LESSON 9

39. Project C - D a t a Collection . . .
explanation for teacher on p. 39

40. Classroom Observation Form for
Project C - . . . p. 34
41. Interview Form for Project C . . .
p..35
42. Classroom Questionnaire About
time for Project C . . . pp. 36-37
43. Summary Report for Project C . . .
p. 38

LeSSOn 1

What Do Social Scientists Study?

Purpose of Lesson 1
• To show that human behavior is a subject for scientific study.
• To compare the work of social scientists with the work of
other scientists.
• To enumerate the tools used by social scientists.
• To introduce the importance of observation in studies of
behavior.
• To stress the importance of objectivity in observation.
• To illustrate how a social scientist would record his
observations.

Item 1
A discussion about science and what scientists do is recommended
as an introduction to the first story in the Resource Book, "Scientists Who Ask Questions About People." A number of the pupils
might offer suggestions as to what they think scientists do in different fields — biologists study plants and animals (living things);
physicists study atoms, molecules in matter, energy, and force;

geologists study the earth matter, and rocks and their structures;
chemists study substances, their composition and properties. A l l
scientists want to find out more about the world around them. There
is another kind of scientist who tries to find out more about the
world of people.
Read "Scientists Who Ask Questions About People"
on pages 1 -2 of the Resource Book.

Item 2
What does the scientist study about people? What are the special
ways the social scientist studies people? What is behavior? In this
session the emphasis changes from asking "Who are social scientists
and what do they do?" to saying "When you are studying social
science, you will be studying . . ." This will help to place the student in the role of the scientist as he studies the subject of social
science — behavior.
One of the common meanings of behave in our society is "to act in
an approved manner." I t is important that your pupils understand

Sequence of Materials Used in Lesson 1
Resource Book
LESSON 1

Teacher's Guide

1. Scientists Who Ask Questions
About People . . . pp. 1-2
2. Behavior . . . pp. 3 - 6

Project Book

3. Social Scientists Study Behavior .
p. 1 (answers on p. 10)
4. Interaction . . . pp. 2 - 3
(answers on p. 10)
5. Record Band 1, Side 1 - What Are
Laboratory Units in Social Science?
transcript on p. 11
Vocabulary words on p. 12
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that the behavior studied by social scientists is not about that!
Explain that the social scientist observes what people do in order
to learn more about human behavior, not to catch anyone doing
something wrong! The social scientist studies how people behave
toward one another.
He tries to understand how an individual—with identity, will,
desires, creativity, and the power to influence or change his environment—relates to other individuals with the same attributes.
The primary purpose of the scientist is to observe and record;
later he may predict or anticipate what might happen under given
circumstances in the light of his findings.
Read "Behavior*' on pages 3-6
of the Resource Book.

Item 3
A social scientist observing a group of boys playing baseball is
described in the first exercise in the Project Book for Unit 1. It is an
objective and factual account of the behavior of the boys. A discussion of the account and the answers would be in order. The answers
are the verbs and direct objects, but it doesn't make any difference if
the pupils underline more words. Answers are italicized below.
Answers
"I wrote these notes on July 22. A group
of boys walked to the baseball field in the
park. Each boy carried a baseball glove.
One boy dragged two bats behind him.
Two boys threw a ball back and forth as
they walked. One boy said, "Let Paul and
John choose." John waved his hand. "I'll
be first," he said. "I'll take Moses." Paul
pointed to a boy. John chose another.
Finally there were six boys on one side
and five on the other. John's team trotted
out onto the field. A boy on Paul's team
picked up a bat. The game began. The
pitcher threw the ball; the batter swung
and missed. Just then a dog trotted onto
the field. One boy yelled &t the dog. He
stamped his feet to frighten the dog away.
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The pitcher threw the ball again. The
batter hit it and ran toward first base. A
boy stopped the ball and threw it to the
first baseman, who caught it and shouted,
"You're out!" The runner yelled, "I was
safe!" A boy on Paul's team ran to first
base. He hollered, "He was safe!" Two
boys sat down and talked. Three boys
walked to the pump and drank some
water. The other boys argued. Finally
one boy said, "Aw, let the big baby be
safe. Let's play." The pitcher muttered
something I couldn't hear. Then he walked
back to his position. The runner stood on
first base. The game began again.
Do exercise "Social Scientists Study Behavior"
on page I of Project Book 1.

Item 4
Children should now begin to have a general idea of what it is
that social scientists study—the behavior of people. Most of human
behavior is interaction—people acting in relation to one another.
The next exercise contains both pictures and paragraphs that illustrate behavior. Pupils are asked to circle the numbers of the paragraphs and pictures that are samples of interaction. Answers are
below.
Answers
Photo 2, Paragraph 4, Photo 5
Do exercise "Interaction" on pages
2-3 of Project Book 1.

Lesson 1 - What Do Social Scientists Study?

Item 5
The first record band is a discussion between a boy and his father about social
science. It will serve as a review of the learnings so far, and it will also help to introduce
the very important distinctions between
descriptions, inferences, and value judgments. These three ways of making observations are presented in Lesson 2 and will be
reviewed subsequently, as well as in every
other unit. Their importance cannot be overestimated. There is no Project Book exercise
to accompany this record band, so a discussion about the record is in order. Did anyone
in this class discuss social science at home?
What did they talk about? The transcript of
the record is below.

What Are Laboratory Units?
NARRATOR: It's just about bedtime for Jim,
but he's still Bitting at the kitchen table
doing his homework. His mother and
father have been watching television in
the living room. His father walks into the
kitchen.
FATHER: Hey, isn't it about time you went
to bed?
J I M : Yeah, pretty soon. I'm trying to finish
my homework.
FATHER: What have you been working on?
JIM: Oh, the usual stuff.
FATHER: Like what?
J I M : Like arithmetic and spelling and—
FATHER: What's this, a new book? What are
laboratory units in social science?
JIM: Oh, it's our new social science book.
FATHER: Social science? You mean like social studies —history and geography?

J I M : No, not exactly.
FATHER: Well, what exactly?
JIM: It's mainly about behavior.
FATHER: Behavior?

J I M : Yeah, how people act.
FATHER: Well, how do people act?
JIM: In a lot of ways, I guess. So far we've
just learned about descriptions, inferences,
and value judgments. And . . . Oh, yeah,
about studying behavior scientifically.
FATHER: Studying behavior scientifically?
Doesn't sound like anything we learned in
school. What's it all about?
J I M : Well, we're not very far into it yet . . .
but today we read a story about a boy
named Brian. He seemed like a dope, but
I guess he really was all right. Anyway, he
forgot to bring his lunch to school. At noon
Bill, one of his friends, asked, "Where's
your lunch, Brian?" Brian said, "I forgot
it. I got up too late." "Well," Bill said,
"Have some of mine." But Brian, well,
here it was lunchtime and all, but, what
do you think he said?
F A T H E R (laughing): I don't know. I know
what I'd say-but what did he say?
J I M : Well, he must've been starving—but
he said, "No thanks, I'm not hungry." See
what I mean, he was sort of a dope.
FATHER: Did everyone think he was dopey?
J I M : NO, a couple of people in the class
thought it was all right. They thought
maybe he was too proud or something.
One guy said that it was Brian's business
what he did, anyway.
FATHER: Then what happened?
JIM: Nothing. I mean, that was the end of
the story.
FATHER: Some story.
J I M : Well, the big thing was, we were sup-

posed to describe what happened.
FATHER: That seems simple enough.
J I M : Yeah, but the funny thing was everybody got to talking about whether Brian
was stupid or not and how he should have
taken some of Bill's lunch and how he
probably hurt Bill's feelings, and —
FATHER: SO what's wrong with that?
J I M : Nothing. Except nobody described anything.
FATHER: SO?

J I M : Everybody was making value judgments right off the bat.
FATHER: Making what?
J I M : Value judgments—deciding whether
behavior is good or bad.
FATHER: But is that wrong? I mean, you do
have to learn to make decisions about
things.
JIM: No, it's not wrong. It's just that first
you should describe behavior— think
about what caused it. Then, after you've
described behavior and thought about
causes, you can make value judgments if
you want to. What I mean is, you can't
start off making value judgments if you're
going to be scientific about behavior.
FATHER: But, value judgments are O.K.,
then? (Pause.) That is, if they're made at
the right time?
J I M : Sure they are. These social scientists
we read about—they say people make
value judgments all the time. That's O.K.
But you've gotta know what you're doing.
FATHER: I S that a value judgment?
JIM: What?
FATHER: What you just said —you've gotta
know what you're doing.
JIM: I suppose it is a value judgment about
the scientific method.
11
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FATHER: It sounds like this social science
stuff could teach you to think more clearly.
JIM: Yeah, I guess that's really what it's
all about. That's what they want us to
learn.
FATHER: O . K . , scientist. Now how about
finishing up your homework and hitting
the sack.
Play Record Band 1, Side 1 "What Are Laboratory Units
in Social Science?"

Vocabulary
BEHAVIOR—Human action that can be
studied.
INTERACTION — Behavior of two or more persons in.relation to one another.
OBSERVATION—The process of looking and
listening to examine behavior.
SOCIAL SCIENCE—The study of human be. havior.
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LeSSOn 2

How Do Social Scientists Observe Behavior?

Purpose of Lesson 2
• To explain the meaning and function of a behavior specimen and
role playing.
• To demonstrate different ways of making observations —descriptions, inferences, value judgments.
• To produce a behavior specimen in class for observation.

Item 6
Behavior specimens —examples of typical human interaction —
play an important part in the SOCIAL SCIENCE LABORATORY UNITS.
They serve as a stimulus for inquiry and provide opportunity for
pupils to make observations.
Behavior specimens are of three types —recorded, read, and produced in the classroom by some pupils for the rest of the class to
observe. Pupils who take part in the behavior specimens produced
in class are called role players. (Eventually your pupils will be able
to create their own specimens of behavior to illustrate a particular
kind of interaction.)

Direct the class to read the story in the Resource Book that explains the function of behavior specimens and role playing. Then
instruct them to do some simple kinds of role playing at their desks
— eating ice-cream cones, an ear of sweet corn, or a lollipop, for
example.
Appoint pairs of students to demonstrate interaction by roleplaying such activities as a phone conversation, an imaginary game
of ping-pong, a game of cards, or catch.
Instruct the rest of the class to observe each role play and then
describe only what he saw. This will provide some introduction to
the important business of recording observations accurately.
Read "What Is a Behavior Specimen?" on pages
of the Resource Book.

7-9

Item 7
Pupils are about to learn the very important distinctions that
social scientists make when they report their observations of behavior. They are descriptions, inferences, and value judgments.

Sequence of Materials Used in Lesson 2
esource
LESSON 2

feacher s Guide

6. What Is a Behavior Specimen? .
pp. 7 - 9
7 Three Ways to Use Observation
. . . pp. 11-13
9. Behavior Specimen in ClassThe Art Project . . . action,
players, briefing sheets on
p. 15

Project Book

8. Descriptions, Inferences. Value
Judgments . . . p. 4 (answers on p. 14)
10. The Art Project-Observation Guide
. . . pp. 5-6 (answers on p. 17)

Vocabulary words on p 18
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Stress the fact that the scientist constantly strives for objectivity.
When he records his observations about a specific behavioral interaction, he reports (describes) only the facts. He does not make inferences about the reasons why people behaved in the way they did.
He does not label a behavior as good or bad. He accurately describes
what happened. (You might want to refer pupils back to the first
exercise in Project Book 1-"Social Scientists Study Behavior,"
page 1. This is an excellent example of a social scientist's observation record of a group of boys playing baseball. You might ask pupils
if they can find any inferences or value judgments in the exercise.
There are none.)
That is not to say, however, that social scientists never make
inferences. They dp. After a social scientist has collected many observation reports about a similar behavior, he will want to guess
why it happened. He supposes or guesses the reasons the people
behaved as they did. When a social scientist supposes or guesses
something about his observations, he is making an inference.
Social scientists try hard to be objective even when they are making inferences about behavior. They rarely make value judgments,
that is, label a behavior as good or bad, right or wrong.
Value judgments are important distinctions for children to make,
however. They are encouraged to do so, in fact, as a basis for learning more about human behavior. The trick is knowing the difference
between value judgments, inferences, and descriptions. Pupils
will practice making these distinctions many times throughout the
program.
When you have completed the reading assignment, divide the
class into small groups. Select one student in each group to choose
a behavior to role-play for his group, such as eating an ice-cream
cone, peeling a banana, sharpening a pencil, or chewing celery.
After a behavior has been role-played, ask the rest of the group
to make statements about it and then decide what kind of a statement was made each time —a description, an inference, or a value
judgment.
Another way to reinforce these concepts is to ask children to bring
in pictures or comic strips from newspapers and magazines that
illustrate human interaction. Then ask the class to make statements about the behavior in the pictures by first describing it, then
making an inference about the reasons for it and, finally, making
a value judgment.
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Read"Three Ways to Use Observation"
on pages 11-13 of the Resource Book.

Item 8
An exercise in Project Book 1, page 4, "Descriptions, Inferences,
and Value Judgments," will provide practice in making distinctions
about statements that refer to a photograph. Read over the exercise before doing it in class.
;

Answers
D

D
I

V
D
T
I
D
D
D
V
I
P
I
I
I
I
V
D
V

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Margo is smiling.
Margo is holding the kitten.
The kitten feels warm to Margo.
Everyone should have a pet.
The picture was taken inside a house.
The kitten is a birthday present for Margo.
Margo likes kittens.
Margo's dress has a floral pattern.
Margo is barefoot.
Margo is sitting on a chair.
A person who likes pets is a good person.
The kitten is about ten weeks old.
There is a box on the floor.
Margo is about ten years old.
Margo is happy.
The kitten likes to be held.
The kitten is hungry .
It is wrong to tease kittens with a stocking.
There is a rug on the floor.
A pet is a nuisance.

Go over each of the twenty statements in the exercise with the
class to make sure that no one is confused about the answers. Ask
the class to explain why the particular statement is a description
(because it accurately describes what the picture shows); why the
statement is an inference (because it is a guess about.the behavior);
why the statement is a value judgment (because it labels a behavior
as good or bad, right or wrong, proper or improper).
Children might be confused about the statements that are inferences (Nos. 3,6,7,12,14,15,16,17). In each case, these statements
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are inferences because they do not describe the girl in the picture
but are guesses about her and the kitten. For example, one supposes
or guesses that the kitten feels warm to Margo; one supposes or
guesses that the kitten was a birthday present, that Margo likes
kittens, that the kitten is ten weeks old, and that Margo is ten years
old. Margo seems happy, but it is not a fact; we just suppose so. We
infer that the kitten likes to be held and that it is.hungry. We are
not describing facts; we are making inferences.
The value judgments are Nos. 4,11,18,20. Children will probably
have little difficulty recognizing these statements.
Do exercise "Descriptions, Inferences, Value
on page 4 of Project Book 1.

Judgments"

Item 9
"The Art Project" is the first behavior
specimen to be produced in the classroom.
It is a sample of unfriendly behavior that is
hoped will become a stimulus for inquiry.
One boy intentionally rips another boy's
poster. What happened? Why did it happen?
Should anyone have acted differently? Many
questions will arise with your guidance.
There is nothing complicated about having children produce behavior specimens in
the classroom. They are simple examples of
human interaction. A specimen is not a play,
because the children do not memorize lines.
They pretend to be someone else and act out
the behavior in their own words.
Pretending to be someone else is part of
the natural play of children and can be
easily incorporated into the learning process. Children will enjoy themselves and
learn at the same time. A behavior specimen
also provides an opportunity for the class to
observe and interpret their observations of
the same behavior.
The action and briefing materials for "The
Art Project" are below. Go over these materials by yourself carefully. Also study the
Observation Guide on pages 5-6 of Project
Book 1. Make sure that you are aware of all
the important aspects. For example, it is
essential that the observers understand that
Jimmy is a good artist and that he tears
Tommy's paper because the class thinks it
is better than his. You will want to stress
these aspects during your briefing of the
players.
Visualize where the action can best take
place. Decide whether you will have to
move any of the chairs or tables in your
room. This will eliminate confusion at the
15
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time of the actual production. Make name
tags and use them, even during rehearsal, to
differentiate between the role and the student playing the role. Finally, decide which
students you want to play the roles. For the
first specimen, choose students who are influential with their peers. It will help to
ensure the success of this first role play. Be
careful not to typecast. For example, never
put the class bully into the bully's role.
Check to see that none of the characters
have names like any children in your class
who have similar personalities.
Begin your briefing session by telling the
role players the story about Jimmy and
Tommy. It is the Action section of the briefing materials. Have each player read the
briefing sheet for his role. (You may want to
make one copy of the briefing sheets to give
to each role player.) Ask each player what
the important aspects of his role are. If a role
player does not grasp something, go over it
with him.
To get the best results, it may be necessary to . explain the causes and effects of the
behavioral episode in greater detail than
described in the briefing sheets. Remind the
students that they are to act out their parts
in their own words. They are not to memorize lines.
Rehearse the specimen at least once. It is
simpler for the students to use imaginary
props in these productions. For example, if
a real piece of paper were used for the poster,
it might not tear properly. Imaginary props
occasionally require additional dialogue.
Jimmy will have to say something to indicate to the class that Tommy has torn his
poster. As the students rehearse, intervene
whenever necessary to keep the action mov-
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ing and the dialogue realistic.
Before presenting the behavior specimen, review its purposes with your class.
The specimen provides a sample of behavior for observation. Ask the class to
discuss the three types of observation they
have studied —description, inference, and
value judgment.
During the presentation your role will be
much as it was during the rehearsal. You
may intervene if necessary. Since this is the
first specimen, it may actually become necessary for you to stop the action and, after a
few suggestions, start over again. You will
want to stop as soon as the significant action
has taken place.
Be sure to debrief the characters at the
conclusion of the session.

Behavior Specimen The Art Project
Characters
TOMMY
JIMMY

A student to represent the other members
of the class
Setting
A classroom
Action
Tommy and Jimmy, two classmates, are
working on art projects. They have volunteered to make exhibits for a Parents' Night
at school. Everyone in the class thinks
Tommy is a very good artist. But as the two
boys work on their projects, the class decides
that Jimmy's project is the better. They tell

the boys that Jimmy's project is better than
Tommy's.
Jimmy, however, is having trouble drawing one part. He asks Tommy if he will help
him with it. Tommy comes over and looks at
Jimmy's work. He leans down on the desk
where Jimmy is working and rests his hands
on the paper. He takes a close look at Jimmy's work. When he stands up, he tears
Jimmy's project with his elbow and ruins it.

Briefing Sheets
TOMMY

You have volunteered to make an art
project for Parents' Night. You think you
are a good artist, and you know that most of
your classmates think you are good too.
Everyone in the class wants the exhibits to
be the best possible.
You are not very close friends with Jimmy.
You know that he is also working on a project, but you don't think he is very good in
art. You are surprised when your classmates
say Jimmy's project is better than yours.
You feel mean then and you want to get
even with him. When he asks you for help,
you go over and iook at his project. You lean
on his project with your elbow. When you
stand up, you deliberately tear Jimmy's
project with your elbow.
JIMMY

You have volunteered to make an art
project for Parents' Night. You have many
ideas for the project, but you don't think you
are very good at artwork. Everybody in the
class wants these exhibits to be the best
possible.
You know that Tommy is also working on

LesBon 2 — How Do Social Scientists Observe Behavior?

an art project, and you think that his project
will be very good. You are surprised and
happy when your classmates think that your
project is better than his.
You are, however, having trouble with
one part of the project. You ask Tommy
for help.
STUDENT W H O REPRESENTS
O T H E R STUDENTS IN T H E CLASS

You will ask the observers to pretend
that you are most of the other students in
Jimmy and Tommy's class. You will make
a value judgment about the projects by saying something like this: "Jimmy, your project is better than Tommy's."
Present "The Art Project"

Item 10
Because your students haven't observed
behavior specimens before, it would be a
good idea to conduct a class discussion before they fill in their Observation Guides.
Ask for a description of what happened
first (Jimmy and Tommy were working on
posters). If there is still some confusion as
to what a description is, review its definition. A description is the giving of factual,
accurate information about an object, an
event, or a person. Ask for a description of
what Tommy did to Jimmy's project (he
tore it).
If the class doesn't seem to be having any
difficulty making descriptions, test their
comprehension by making a statement that
is not a description: Tommy was angry when
the rest of the class didn't like his project as
much as Jimmy's. Ask if this statement is a
description.
It is hoped the students will recognize that

this statement is an inference, a guess about
how Tommy felt. Ask someone to make an
inference about why Tommy tore Jimmy's
poster: Pupils might answer, "Tommy tore
the poster on purpose," or "Tommy didn't
mean to tear the poster."
If there are no questions, make a statement that is a value judgment: Tommy
shouldn't have cared what the class thought
of his project. Ask the class if this statement
is an inference. It isn't, because it is a value
judgment: an opinion about whether a behavior is good or bad, right or wrong, proper
or improper. The students should now be
ready to fill in their Observation Guides.
Have them work individually on Parts A,
B, and C . Remind the class observers that
they can interview the role players later on
to find out if their inferences were correct.
Discuss these answers with the class.
Answers
A - 1 , 6 , 9 ; B - 1 , 2, 5,8
C —Opinions about value judgments will
vary. There are no right or wrong answers.
A value inquiry discussion should be held.
A discussion about values should play an
important part in each lesson. These discussions are a must as a follow-up to a behavior
specimen produced in the classroom and
after reading stories in the Resource Book
or Project Books. Value discussions provide
genuine opportunities for your pupils to
clarify some of their own values and to gain
insight into the values held by others.
The most important goal for the teacher is
to achieve an open-minded atmosphere
where ideas are exchanged freely. This is
not easy, but it is absolutely essential to the
scientific study of behavior. If the children
feel that their values are being judged
t

rather than explored, or if they are being rewarded or punished for having the "right"
or "wrong" ideas, the entire activity is a
failure.
This does not mean that the teacher
should act as a neutral agent during value
discussions. Her role is that of an effective
leader and manager. She attempts to help
each child become aware of his own values
and to gain some understanding of the reasons he holds those values. Pupils must also
see that other people might have quite different values.
The teacher can then explain that this is a
country where people can have many different ideas about what is good or bad. Some of
our parents believe one thing and some be?
lieye another. The same thing goes for our
friends. Learning about values others hold
sometimes helps us to think about our own
values and why we believe- them. Frequently, value inquiry can be initiated by
posing these questions: "Do you wish that
this behavior specimen had ended differently? Do you think anyone in the story
should have behaved differently? How?
Why?"
Of course, discussions about values are
not without difficulties. Thereare a number
of traps that the teacher should become
aware of in order to handle them smoothly
in the classroom. For example, when pupils
turn to her as the final authority and arbiter, she can reply, "We're not trying to decide how which is the right value or even the
better value. People have different ideas
about what's right and what's wrong. We
are merely examining some of these values
and trying to learn why some people hold
them."
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When a student insists that his parents
are the absolute authority ("My dad says I
have to fight my own battles"), the teacher
can reply, "Why do you think your parents
have that value?" She can also conjecture
that this value might not be held by all parents: different parents have different values.
When the majority of pupils tries to pressure deviants to accept one of their values,
the teacher can say, "Social scientists have
discovered that when the majority stops
listening to what the minority thinks, the
group often makes a poorer decision. It's important to listen to everyone's ideas."
Teachers should consider this required
reading: "Conducting Value Inquiry in
Class," pages 21-37 in The Teacher's Role
in Social Science Investigation:
It would be a good idea to divide your class
into groups so that they can answer and discuss Question D: "It was bad for Tommy to
tear Jimmy's project. Do you agree with this
value judgment? Why?" This also affords an
excellent opportunity for value inquiry.
Students will compare their observations
and check the reliability by noting where
the most and the least agreements were in
their groups. They might see that their own
values sometimes directly affect their observations. This would be an important
learning!
There are a number of opportunities for
small-group work in the units. Base your
group design on information you have heretofore gathered about your students. Who
are the leaders? Who are the least influential? Which students would make reliable
group recorders? Which children are unable
to work independently? Teachers who have
had little experience in working with class-
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room groups will want to read "Organizing
Groups for Laboratory Learning," Chapter 6
of The Teacher's Role in Social Science Investigation, pages 92-123. The section entitled "Six Steps to Success," pages 100-107,
is particularly important.
After you have divided your class into
groups, decide on the most convenient locations. Keeping the groups separate will reduce talking and confusion. If the furniture
must be moved, make sure all is quiet before
starting any work.
Give explicit directions to all the students
before they break up into their groups. Each
pupil should know what he is expected to do.
Designate one student from each group to be
the recorder for his group's discussion. The
recorder should be told to tally the number
of yes and no answers given to the question
in his group.
After the groups have had sufficient time
for discussion and the recorders have finished, reassemble the class as a whole. Ask
individual recorders to report the number of
yes and no answers given in their groups.
Tabulate the answers on the blackboard or
have a student tally them.
You will probably discover that neither
value judgment is selected by more pupils.
Now discuss the values. Ask pupils why they
answered as they did.
Do "The Art Project-Observation
Guide"
on pages 5-6 of Project Book 2.

Vocabulary
BEHAVIOR S P E C I M E N — A sample of human

interaction that can be studied.
DESCRIPTION-The giving of factual, accurate information about an object, an
event, or a person, using words.

I N F E R E N C E — A supposing or guessing about
a behavior.
OBSERVATION G U I D E — A list of behaviors to
observe in a behavior specimen.
ROLE — A behavior that is acted out.
R O L E PLAYING—Acting as one believes a

certain person would act in a behavior
specimen.
V A L U E — A standard by which a person decides whether a behavior is good or bad,
right or wrong, proper or improper.
VALUE

JUDGMENT—An

opinion

about

whether a behavior is good or bad, right
or wrong, proper or improper.

LeSSOn 3

What Are Causes and Effects in Human Behavior?

Purpose of Lesson 3
• To provide additional practice in making distinctions between
descriptions, inferences, and value judgments.
• To introduce the concept that a behavior is an effect with reasons
or causes. Some causes are inside a person, others are outside.
Causes are identified as starting causes and in-between causes.
• To analyze a behavior specimen in terms of cause and effect.
• To demonstrate that most behavior has many causes.

Item 11
Practice in recognizing descriptions, inferences, and value judgments is provided in the next two Project Book exercises, "Finding
Reasons for Behavior" and "I'm Going to Tell Mother!" In the first,
children are given practice in making inferences about a behavior.
In each of the four examples in A, a behavior is described in a box
and one inference (reason) is made about it. Pupils are asked to give
another reason, that is, to make an inference. There are no right or
wrong answers, but be careful that pupils don't sneak in a value

judgment when they are supposed to be making inferences about
why the behavior happened.
Suggested Answers
1. b) Another reason might be that the two girls didn't like the
third, or the girls might have been playing a trick on the third,
and so forth.
2. b) Another reason might be that he was afraid of an older boy
who was a bully, or his mother told him to be home early, or he
wanted to see a show on TV, and so forth.
3. b) Another reason might be that Mary won't go to the party because her mother has been waiting for a long time to take her
to a special doctor for her hay fever, or Mary won't go to the birthday party because Suzy refuses to invite Mary's best friend, and
so forth.
4. b) Another reason might be that Mark sees that Ed's truck is
going to roll into the street, or the truck belongs to Mark and Ed
took it without asking, and so forth.

Sequence of Materials Used in Lesson 3
Teacher's Guide

Resource Book

11. Finding Reasons for Behavior. . .
7 - 9 (answers on p. 19)
12. I'm Going to Tell Mother! . . . pp.
10-11 (answers on p. 20)
14. Who Goes There? . . . pp. 12- 14
(answers on p 20)

LESSON 3

13 Who Goes There? .

pp. 15-20

15 Cause and Effect . . pp. 21 -26
16. The New N e i g h b o r . . . pp. 27-29
18 Multiple Causation

pp 31-34

Project Book

17 Multiple Causation
(answers on p. 21)

pp. 15-16

Vocabulary words on p. 22
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In Part B of this exercise pupils are asked to match columns listing reasons (causes) and behaviors (effects). They are being introduced to cause-effect analysis of behavior. The learning should be
that an effect —a behavior —must have had.a cause. What was the
cause (reason) of the effect (behavior)? Pupils should have little
difficulty with this exercise.
Answers
3, 4, 1, 5, 2
Do "Finding Reasons for Behavior"
on pages 7-9 of Project Book 1.

Item 12
The exercise "I'm Going to Tell Mother!" has two parts. The first
part is a matching column exercise similar to the one that pupils
just completed. A behavior is the effect for which a cause must be
found. Pupils read the behavior specimen in the box and then do
the matching columns. In part B, pupils are asked to label statements as descriptions, inferences, or value judgments.
Answers
A - 2 ; 1, 5, 6, 4, 3; B - I , D, I, D, I, V, D, D, V, I
Do "Tm Going to Tell Mother!" on pages
of Project Book 1.

Answers
1. (a) is a description; (b) is an inference not actually described
in the story; (c) is a description; (d) is an inference not actually
described in the story; (e) is a description.
2. An inference, more or less correct, is that Tim is probably scared.
3. Opinions about value judgments will vary. There-are no right
or wrong answers. You may want to discuss the different answers your pupils gave as reasons later.
4. 2, 1, 4, 5, 3
5. Inferences made are that (a) a man is dragging his foot back and
forth; (b) the noise is made by a branch; (c) the noise is made
by a bush.
6. The correct inference is (b); the noise is made by a branch.
7. The inference was correct because when the door opened, they
heard the noise distinctly and realized that it was made by
a branch.
8. (a), (d), ( f )
9. Opinions about value judgments will vary. There are no right
or wrong answers.
10. This question is the same as Question 9. Conduct a class discussion to discover the different reasons for checking one or the
other statements in 9.
11. Value judgment.

10-11

Do exercise "Who Goes There?" on
pages 12-14 of Project Book 1.

Item 13

Item 15

You may want to read the story "Who Goes There?" to your class,
or have one of the more skillful readers read it aloud. To get the full
effect of suspense, the story should be read from beginning to end
without interruption. There are a number of exercises in the Project
Book that are based on the story. No new concepts are introduced.

The expository material in the Resource Book, "Cause and Effect," will introduce your pupils to these important concepts as they
refer to human behavior. Teachers should also read this material.
The photographs and diagrams included will make your job of explanation easier.
When you discuss the concept of cause and effect in human behavior, try to make the following points:

Read "Who Goes There?" on pages 15-20 of
the Resource Book.

Item 14
The exercises based on the suspense story will afford additional
practice in making distinctions between descriptions, inferences,
and value judgments. Answers are below.
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a) Remind the children that the social scientist uses cause and
effect to explain behavior. The social scientist wants to know
what is happening and why it is happening.
b) The behavior itself is what happened or the effect Why the behavior happened is the cause or causes.

Lesson 3 —What Are Causes and Effects in Human

Behavior?

c) Some causes are easy to observe because you can see them and
hear them. These are called outside causes.
d) Some causes cannot be observed but they are no less important.
They are called inside causes because they're inside a person.
They include thoughts, feelings, intentions, needs, likes, dislikes, desires, attitudes, values, expectations, and so forth. Sometimes these are more important causes than those that can be
observed.
e) Inside causes must be inferred because they can't be observed.
Your pupils have learned the meaning of inferences —guesses
about behavior. Social scientists must often make inferences
about the causes of behavior. Sometimes they are easy and sometimes they are difficult.
f ) Pupils will be able to check the accuracy of their inferences in
the behavior specimens produced in c l a B S by interviewing the
role players.
Read "Cause and Effect" on pages 21-26
of the Resource Book.

Item 16
There are two other causes that pupils will learn to identifystarting and in-between. They are explained in a diagram at the conclusion of the story "The New Neighbor." Starting and in-between
causes are ways of plotting or identifying the chronological order
of the events that take place in a particular behavior specimen.
Starting causes can be either inside or outside. In the story, both
starting causes are, inside causes and both in-between causes are
outside causes. These could have been just the opposite. Cindy was
afraid of strangers (inside) and her fear caused her to pretend she
didn't see Sandra (outside), resulting in the effect of Sandra's thinking Cindy is a snob.
Sandra thinks that Cindy is a snob (inside) and her thought
causes her to ignore Cindy (outside), resulting.in the effect of Cindy's
thinking that Sandra isn't friendly.
For a general discussion on this important subject, read "Analyzing Data from Observation," beginning on page 69 of The Teacher's
Role in Social Science Investigation.
Read "The New Neighbor" on
pages 27-29 of the Resource Book.

Item 17
In this Project Book exercise, the pupils will read a short behavior
episode and be asked to describe the effect (George's behavior at the
end) and to identify the causes that led up to his behavior. The last
two questions ask pupils to decide whether the causes were inside
or outside. Answers are below.
You may wish to refer to this exercise as an example of multiple
causation when you discuss the next reading assignment, also called
"Multiple Causation." The learning for pupils is simply that most
behavior is the result of many causes, not just the one or two they've
observed thus far.
Answers
A-George dived from the high diving board; B - 2 , 3, 7, 8, 9;
C - 2 , 3, 7 ; D - 8 , 9
Do "Multiple Causation" on pages 15-16
of Project Book 1.

Item 18
The reading selection emphasizes the fact that most behavior is
the result of many (multiple) causes, rarely just one or two. Behavior
often has a complicated chain of causes. The important learning for
pupils is that all the causes must be present to produce a certain
effect. If one of the causes were different, or if one of the causes were
not present, the effect (behavior) would be different.
A short behavior specimen to read, "The Carnival," illustrates the
concept of multiple causation. At the conclusion of the story, pupils
are asked to count the number of causes to explain Dottie's behavior
(trying a second time to break'all three balloons).
A diagram is also included at the end of the story. Ask pupils to
decide how many causes are inside or outside. (The only outside
cause on the diagram is "The man with the mustache held out three
more darts.") Then ask pupils to name other outside causes that
were probably working on Dottie. Pupils might suggest that Katie
egged her on or that her sister nodded her approval. Both of these
could be classified as outside causes.
The story ends in this way: "You will see that if any one of them
(the causes) had not been acting on Dottie, she might have behaved
differently. All are necessary to explain why Dottie tried a second
time to break the balloons;"
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Read "Multiple Causation" on pages 31-34
of the Resource Book.

Vocabulary
C A U S E — T h e reason for something happening.
C A U S E , I N - B E T W E E N — A n effect that becomes a cause in a series
of causes.
C A U S E , INSIDE—A cause that cannot be observed but must be supposed (inferred).
C A U S E , O U T S I D E — A cause that can be observed.
C A U S E , STARTING—The first cause in a series of causes and effects
that describes a behavior.
E F F E C T — A result, the behavior, in a series of causes and effects.
MULTIPLE CAUSATION—A description of one effect (behavior) that
had many causes.
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LeSSOn 4

What Is the Circular Process?

Purpose of L e s s o n 4

Item 20

• To show how a pattern of causes and effects between people can
become fixed in a circular pattern.
• To give pupils practice in identifying the circular process.

This behavior specimen "The Hopscotch
Game" demonstrates the circular process.
The exercise that accompanies it is reproduced here. The action and briefing materials are below. When you brief the
children, tell each player to be sure to act
out all the thoughts, feelings, and behavior
included in his role. This is important because the exercise is based on full participation. Instruct the class observers to look for
the development of the circular process.
Select your pupils for the role playing. Rehearse the behavior specimen at least once
before producing it for the class to observe.
It is important that you read "How to
Produce Behavior Specimens for Study" in
The Teacher's Role in Social Science Investigation. These selections are especially
helpful: "Steps to Take," pages 43-47; "Major Points of the Rehearsal," pages 48-49;
"Keep the Action Going," pages 52-53;
"Debriefing the Players," page 54; and "Tips
for the Teacher," pages 55-56.

Item 19
This entire lesson concentrates on defining and helping pupils
recognize the circular nature of certain behavioral interactions —a
pattern of causes and effects that repeats itself over and over again,
around and around in a fixed course. The circular process is a common type of human interaction, perhaps unfortunately sometimes.
What happens in a circular process? Read the selection along with
the class, beginning on page 35 of the Resource Book. Pupils should
be able to understand this material easily.
"The Visitor" is a short behavior specimen that illustrates the
circular process. Neither Gary nor Aunt Lily stopped to consider
what the other person might be thinking. Aunt Lily was tired and
asked Gary to be quiet, which caused Gary to feel resentful and
make even more noise, which caused Aunt Lily to think Gary was
rude and noisy and should go outside and play, which caused Gary
to be resentful . . . around and around!
Read "Circular Process" on pages
of the Resource Book.

35-38

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 4

LESSON 4

R e s o u r c e Book

Teacher's Guide

Project Book

19 Circular P r o c e s s . . . pp. 35-38

20. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s T h e Hopscotch G a m e . . . Action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 23

21. T h e Hopscotch G a m e - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guide . . . p. 17 (answers on p. 24)

.
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Answers

Behavior Specimen —
The Hopscotch Game
Characters

Inside Causes:
1. Laurie's Thoughts
and Feelings

NANCY, a fourth-grade girl

S U E , Nancy's friend, a fourth grader
LAURIE, Nancy's younger sister who is in
the first grade.
Wants to play.
Is impatient.

2. Laurie's Behavior

F e e l s left out.

Become angry at Laurie.

B e c o m e s angry.

Think s h e is a pest.

Throws stones.

Scold Laurie.

4. Nancy and Sue's
Behavior

Run away to avoid hi

Inside Causes:
Nancy and Sue's
Thoughts and Feelings
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Setting
The sidewalk outside Nancy and Laurie's
house.
Action
Nancy and Sue are playing a game of
hopscotch on the sidewalk in front of Nancy's
house. Nancy's little sister Laurie is watching them. She asks if she may play too.
Nancy tells her that she may play when
they're through with their game. The older
girls go on playing. The waiting seems endless to Laurie. She asks if she may play right
away. Nancy becomes annoyed and tells
Laurie that their game is not over yet.
Laurie is hurt. She becomes angry. She
picks up a handful of small stones and
deliberately throws them on the hopscotch
game. Now the older girls are angry. They
scold Laurie, and Nancy tells her to go away.
Laurie runs into the house crying.
The next day Nancy and Sue are playing
hopscotch again in front of Nancy's house.
Laurie comes out on the front steps. Sue sees
her and says in a loud whisper, "Here comes
trouble. Let's go over to my house." The two
older girls pick up their hopscotch stones
and run across the street. Laurie watches
them, kicks hard at a clump of dirt, and runs
around to the back of her house so that no
one will see her crying.

Lesson 4-What Is the Circular Process?

Briefing Sheets
LAURIE

You are a first-grader. You think that
your older sister Nancy has wonderful ideas
for games. You want very much to be included in the hopscotch game with Nancy
and Sue, so you ask if you may play. They
tell you to wait until they finish the game
they are playing. You don't want to just sit
there and watch them play. You feel left out.
You ask if you may play right away. Your
sister says that the game is not over yet.
You think to yourself that Nancy doesn't
want to play with you. You wonder how
she'd like it if she had to wait all morning to
play. You think the older girls don't like
you. You become angry and pick up a handful of stones and throw them on their hopscotch game. The next day you come out on
the front steps. Nancy and Sue are playing
nearby. The minute they see you, Sue says
something and they run away. You watch
them, kick hard at a clump of dirt, and run
to the back of the house crying. You don't
want them to see you cry.
NANCY

You are a fourth-grader. You and Sue are
good friends. She lives right across the
street. You like to play games together.
Sometimes you think your little sister is. a
pest, because she wants to tag along and be
included in all your games. But usually you
are nice to Laurie.
You are playing hopscotch with Sue.
When Laurie asks if she may play,-you tell
her to wait until you and Sue finish your
game. You aren't trying to be mean to her:
You just want to finish your game with Sue

first. When Laurie asks again, you get annoyed. You tell her you have not finished
yet. When Laurie throws pebbles on your
game, you become very angry. You scold
Laurie and tell her to go away. You don't
like to have your game ruined, and you are
embarrassed that you have a little sister
who acts like a brat in front of your friend.
When Sue sees your sister the next day, she
says, "Here comes trouble. Let's go over to
my house." You run away with her.
SUE

You and Nancy are good friends. You are
very angry when Laurie interrupts your
game. You think she's a pest. You scold her.
You're glad that Nancy tells her to go away.
When you see Laurie coming the next day
you say, "Here comes trouble. Let's go over
to my house." You run away with Nancy,
leaving Laurie behind.
Present "The Hopscotch Game."

Item 21
Your students may find the circular
process chart too difficult to fill in without
your help. If so, discuss their observations
with them, summarizing them yourself and
explaining which items should be included
on the chart. For example, you might ask
the class what Laurie did. Then ask them
how Nancy and Sue felt when Laurie threw
the pebbles. After the chart has been filled
in, ask your students what they think will
happen the next time Nancy and Sue see
Laurie.
After the students have observed the
behavior specimen and filled in the Observation Guide, you might ask them
whether they liked the way the specimen

ended. Should any of the characters have
acted differently? In order to answer these
questions, your students will have to make
value judgments. This value discussion is an
important adjunct to all of the behavior
specimens.
Read "Conducting Value Inquiry in
Class," Chapter 2 in The Teacher's Role in
Social Science Investigation, pages 21-37.
These selections are especially important:
"A Value Discussion in Class," pages 29-32;
"Practice in Conducting Value Inquiry,"
pages 32-33; "Handling Trap Situations,"
pages 33-34; and "Some Traps to Avoid,"
pages 34-35.
Now divide the class into three or four
groups. Instruct each group to decide how
they would change the behavior' specimen
to make it have a happy ending. There are
many possibilities.
Examples of suggested changes: (a) The
older girls could include Laurie in their
game before they finish it. (b) The older
girls could suggest something for Laurie to
do while she waits, (c) The older girls could
hurry their game so that Laurie could play
sooner, (d) Laurie might become interested
in something else on her own initiative.
Now have the class fill in the circular
process chart, using their observations of
the behavior specimen with the happy
ending. Conduct another value inquiry.
Begin this inquiry with such questions as
these: "Why was this ending happier?
Which of these two endings is better? Why?"
Do "The Hopscotch Game —
Observation Guide" on
page 17 of Project Book 1.
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LeSSOn 5

How Do Social Scientists Ask Questions?

Purpose of L e s s o n 5
• To introduce the interview and questionnaire as methods of
collecting information about behavior.
• To illustrate how social scientists make and test their predictions
about behavior.
• To review previous concepts.

neither wishful thinking nor wild guesses. Their predictions are
based on facts they have collected in their past investigations about
similar kinds of behavior. Even so, they always check their predictions to find out how well they understand behavior.
Read "Asking Questions About the Future" on
pages 43-44 of the Resource Book.

Item 24

Item 22
The material presented in this reading selection briefly describes
two additional methods of collecting information about behavior.
The first, of course, is direct observation. The others are the questionnaire (a list of written questions with space for answers) and the
interview (directly asking a person questions and writing down the
answers). Pupils will use both in their data collection projects.
Read "Special Ways of Asking Questions" on
pages 39-41 of the Resource Book.

Item 23
Social scientists make special kinds of guesses about how people
will behave in a given situation. Scientific guesses are given a
special name-predictions. Predictions made by social scientists are

This Project Book exercise is based on the foregoing material
about the special ways scientists ask questions and make predictions. Make sure pupils fill in the correct word or words. The completed sentences will serve as excellent review material.
Answers
1. A scientist collects information to answer his questions about
human behavior.
2. Scientists use special methods of collecting facts and ideas.
3. When a scientist asks a person questions directly, he is using
the interview to obtain facts and ideas.
4. When a scientist gives people a list of questions in writing, he is
using the questionnaire to obtain facts and ideas.

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 5
Project Book

R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 5

22. Special Ways of Asking
Questions . . . pp 3 9 - 4 1
23. Asking Questions About the
Future . . . pp. 4 3 - 4 4
25. How Social Scientists Test
Predictions . . . pp. 4 5 - 4 7
Vocabulary words on p. 27
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24. Asking Questions . . . p. 18
(answers on p. 26)
26. Making Predictions . . . pp. 1 9 - 2 0
(answers on p. 27)
27. Reviewing . . . pp. 21 - 24
(answers on p. 27)

Lesson 5-How Do Social Scientists Ask Questions?

5. When a scientist watches and records the behavior of people to
obtain facts and ideas, he is using observation.
6. If a scientist makes a statement about what might happen in
the future, he is making a prediction.
7. Predictions are based on a great deal of information about human
behavior.
8. Scientists do not allow wishes to influence their statements
about what might happen in the future.
9. Scientists make statements about the future tofindout how well
they understand behavior.
10. Scientists use observation, interviews, and questionnaires to
check their statements about the future.
Do "Asking Questions" on page 18
of Project Book 1.

Item 25

on the radio said that the rain would continue until morning. The
sky hadn't cleared a bit.
4. Conduct a class discussion or divide the children into groups to
discuss their own experiences in making guesses about the future.
5. Make sure they understand that a social scientist's way of
guessing is based on information collected, not wishes.
Do "Making Predictions"
on pages 19-20 of Project Book 1.

Item 27
This section is intended as a review of the concepts introduced
thus far. It is .important that pupils learn thecorrect answers for
any questions they missed. You will want to read Chapter 7 of The
Teacher's Role in Social Science Investigation for more information
about evaluation guidelines, beginning on page 124.

This reading presents a case history of a social science experiment
and also tests a prediction about methods. "How Social Scientists
Test Predictions" should be read aloud if you have slow or very
young readers, or if you think the concepts are too advanced.
There is an excellent opportunity for the class to make a prediction about which method—the interview or the questionnaire —will
provide more accurate information on page 46. Stop the reading and
ask for a show of hands:
Devote time to discussing the findings of the scientists that are
given in the box on page 47. Discuss this question: "Do you think the
scientists were correct when they inferred that some people said
they 'didn't know' how they were going to vote because they didn't
want to appear selfish?"

Answers
1. making an inference
2. circular process
3: inference
4. eyes, mind, ears, pen, paper, questionnaire, interview
5. people interacting
6. a, c, g are descriptions; b, d, f h, i are inferences; e,j, k are value
judgments.
7. value judgment
8. description
9. The effect: (b) Jeanne started to cry and call for her mother; (a)
a big dog appeared. The in-between cause: (b) Jeanne was afraid
of dogs.

Read "How Social Scientists Test Predictions"
on pages 45-47 of the Resource Book.

Do "Reviewing" on pages 21 -24
of Project Book 1.

Item 26
This exercise provides pupils with an opportunity to apply the
learnings they have gained about social science methods.

Vocabulary
DATA C O L L E C T I O N - T h e gathering of information.
INTERVIEW — A way to gain information by asking questions using

one's voice and writing down the answers.
Answers
1. a) Danny was making a prediction.
2. b) I predict that it will not stop raining in time for the game.
3. The facts are that the paper said "Rain today." The weatherman

PREDICTION — A statement about the future based on facts and ex-

perience.
QUESTIONNAIRE — A way to gain information by having people re-

spond to written questions.
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LeSSOn 6

How Do Social Scientists Conduct Interviews?

Purpose of Lesson 6
• To demonstrate dos and don'ts of successful interviews.
• To provide additional practice in making
observations.

feature three children interviewing three
other children. They have varying degrees
of success. An Observation Guide that asks
specific questions about the three interviews
is on pages 25-26 of Project Book 1.

Item 28
This record band demonstrates the good
points of conducting an interview to collect
information about behavior. Transcript is
below. The recording can serve as review in
subsequent units when an interview is
assigned for a data collection project.
The interviewer on the recording is
Margaret Rossello and the person she is
interviewing is Johnny, a fourth-grader in
her school.
No exercise in the Project Book accompanies the recording, so it would be advisable to go over the interviewing pointers
listed below. The next three record bands

Interviewing Dos and Don'ts
a) Introduce yourself and greet the person
in a friendly manner.
b) Carefully explain the purpose of your
interview and give examples of the kinds
of questions you are going to ask.
c) Put the person being interviewed at ease
by explaining that no one will know how
he or she answered the questions. Names
are not important and will not be used.
d) Tell the person being interviewed that
his answers are important. The interviewer can say that he is trying to find

e)

f)

g)

h)

out what a number of people think about
a certain subject, and that each person's
answers are important.
Before starting the question asking, ask
the person being interviewed if he understands everything you've said so far. I f
possible, answers his questions then.
An interviewer should try to remain
neutral during the interview. He should
neither agree nor disagree with the answers given him. He makes no comments
at all, except to thank the respondent.
Sometimes the interviewer will find it
difficult to understand an answer that
has been given. He must then probe for
the correct meaning or restate the question in a slightly different way in order
to obtain a clearer answer.
A t the conclusion the interviewer will
want to thank the respondent for taking
the time to answer the questions.

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 6
e s o u r c e Book
LESSON 6

T e a c h e r ' s Guide
28. R e c o r d B a n d 2. Side 1 I n t e r v i e w i n g . . . transcript
on p. 29
29. R e c o r d B a n d 1 - 3 , S i d e 2 Interviews A, B. C . . .
t r a n s c r i p t o n p. 31
3 1 . R e c o r d B a n d 4, Side 2 S c o t t a n d Debbie . . . t r a n s c r i p t
o n p. 34
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Project Book

30. I n t e r v i e w i n g - O b s e r v a t i o n G u i d e
pp. 2 5 - 2 6 (answers o n p. 32)
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Interviewing
NARRATOR: You've probably seen news reporters on television. Sometimes they ask
people questions about things that are
happening in the. world. In a way, social
scientists are reporters too. They ask
people questions about what they think or
feel, what ideas they have, and what they
like or don't like.
You all know that the social scientist
tries to find out why people behave the
way they do. He can learn a great deal by
observing the way people behave. But to
truly understand what he has observed,
he often has to make inferences about the
people he observes—how they are feeling
and what they are thinking.
Then he can go one step further. He can
check out his inferences by asking the
people he has observed how they felt and
what they were thinking about. He can
interview them. Interviewing is one of the
methods that social scientists use to check
inferences and predictions and to collect
many kindsof information. Before I say
anything more, let's listen to an interview
between Margaret Rossello and Johnny, a
fourth-grader in Margaret's school.
MARGARET: Hi, Johnny! You can sit right

over here.
JOHNNY: O.K.
MARGARET: Johnny, I wonder if you can

help me out. My name is Margaret Rossello, and I'm in Mrs. Keating's class.
We're studying social science and we want
to find out why kids your age think it's
important to go to school. And there's
something else, too. We want to know why
they don't think it's important to go to

school. Bet you've got a lot of ideas about
that.
JOHNNY: Yeah. Some, anyway.
MARGARET: Oh, and just so you'll know—
. we're asking, a lot of kids these same
questions, and we aren't writing down
anybody's name. Nobody'll know what
you said; nobody'll know which answers
are yours. So you don't have to worry
about what you say —there aren't any
right or wrong answers. You just tell me
what you think. Any questions?

gusted.) You have to just sit there and be
quiet.
MARGARET: Well, I guess that's all I need to
know, John. Thanks a lot for letting me
know what you think. You've really
helped me out.
NARRATOR: Now that you've had a chance to
listen to the interview, let's go into it in
detail. Remember how it started? let's
listen.

JOHNNY: Nope.

JOHNNY: O.K.
MARGARET: Johnny, I wonder if you can

MARGARET: O.K. Here's the first question.
(Pause.) What do you think are two big
reasons why boys and.girls your age think
it's important to go to school?
JOHNNY: Umm . . . I guess so they can

learn a lot. And because it's fun.
MARGARET: Fun? How do you mean fun,

John?
JOHNNY: Oh . . . you get

to do lots of

things, like go play on the playground and
do arithmetic.
MARGARET: O.K. Now here's the

second

question. What do you think are two
reasons why kids your age don't think it's
important to go to school?
JOHNNY: That's kinda hard. You mean like
when they don't like school?
MARGARET: That's right.
JOHNNY: Well, one thing—you've got to do

spelling.
MARGARET: What do you mean?
JOHNNY: Oh, you know. Sometimes

you

have to do a lot of spelling, and that's hard.
MARGARET: 0:K. Can you think of another

reason?
JOHNNY: Yeah. Because you can't run
around all the time. (Sounds a little dis-

MARGARET: Hi, Johnny! You can sit right

over here.
help me out. My name is Margaret Rossello, and I'm in Mrs. Keating's class.
We're studying social science and we want
to find out why kids your age think it's
important to go to school. And there's
something else, too. We want to know why
they don't think it's important to go to
school. Bet you've got a lot of ideas about
that.
JOHNNY: Yeah. Some, anyway.
NARRATOR: Margaret did two

important

things when she first started out. She
introduced herself and she explained to
Johnny what she wanted to do. It was a
good beginning, because it helped Johnny
to know exactly what to expect. An interview, like all other human interactions, is
a relationship between people. But until
the interviewer explains what the relationship is going to be like, the person
being interviewed doesn't know what to
expect.
Margaret's attitude —the way she acted
toward Johnny —that was important, too.
She wanted him to answer the questions.
So, what did she do to get him to co-
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operate? She acted friendly. She asked for
his help. She told him she thought he had
lots of ideas. And she wanted him to know
that his ideas were important to her. Let's
listen to a little more of the interview.
MARGARET: . . . . we're asking a lot of kids
these same questions, and we aren't writing down anybody's name. Nobody'll know
what you said; nobody'll know which
answers are yours. So you don't have to
worry about what you say —there aren't
any right or wrong answers. You just tell
me what you think. Any questions?
JOHNNY: Nope.

NARRATOR: Margaret explained to Johnny
that nobody would know which answers
were his. She made it clear that the study
her class was making was aimed at finding out what a lot of fourthrgraders really
thought about school. And she made it
clear that it didn't matter which answers
were Johnny's. She promised that she
wouldn't tell anyone what he said so that
Johnny would be honest and say how he
really felt.
Margaret also asked Johnny if he had
any questions. She gave him a chance to
ask what the interview was all about, or
what he was supposed to do. She was prepared to answer his questions as best she
could. If he'd had questions that could be
answered later, she would have asked him
to save them until the end of the interview.
But Johnny had no questions, so she
went right ahead with the interview.
MARGARET: O.K. Here's the first question.
(Pause:) What do you think are two big
reasons why boys and girls your age think
it's important to go to school?
JOHNNY: Umm . . . I guess so they can
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learn a lot. And because it's fun.
MARGARET: Fun? How do you mean fun,

John?
JOHNNY: Oh . . . you

get

to

do lots of

things, like play on the playground and do
arithmetic.
NARRATOR: Johnny gave two answers. He
said school was important because you
can learn a lot and because it's fun. But
Margaret couldn't tell from his answer
what he meant by "fun," so she asked,
"How do you mean fun, John?" Johnny
answered that fun meant playing on the
playground and doing arithmetic.
When Margaret asked Johnny what he
meant when he said school was fun, she
was asking a probe question. Probe questions are questions like "What do you
mean by that?" or "Can you tell me more
about that?" Once she was sure what
Johnny meant, Margaret went on to the
second question.
MARGARET: O.K. Now here's the

second

question. What do you think are two reasons why kids your age don't think it's
important to go to school?
JOHNNY: That's kinda hard. You mean like
when they don't like school?
MARGARET: That's right.

NARRATOR: Sometimes when a person is
being interviewed, he doesn't understand
the question the first time, or he isn't sure
what it means. In this case Johnny put the
question into his own words —he interpreted the question in the way it was
meant. If he hadn't been able to do that,
Margaret would have had to repeat the
question, saying it in a different way. The
important thing is that if the interviewer
asks the question in a different way, he

must be sure it means the same thing that
it meant when he asked it the first time —
exactly the same question, just in different words.
Let's listen again and go on to the end of
the interview. Do you think Johnny understands the question? Also, can you
hear a probe question?
MARGARET: O.K. Now here's the

second

question. What do you think are two reasons why kids your age don't think it's
important to go to school?
JOHNNY: That's kinda hard. You mean like
when they don't, like school?
MARGARET: That's right.

JOHNNY: Well, one thing —you've got to do
spelling.
MARGARET: What do you mean?
JOHNNY: Oh, you know. Sometimes

you

have to do a lot of spelling, and that's hard.
MARGARET: O.K. Can you think of another

reason?
JOHNNY: Yeah. Because you can't run
around all the time. (Sounds a little disgusted.) You have to just sit there and be
quiet.
MARGARET: Well, I guess that's all I need
to know, John. Thanks a lot for letting me
know what you think. You've really
helped me out.
NARRATOR: Did you hear a probe question?
Margaret asked one when Johnny said he
didn't like school much when he had to do
spelling. Notice that when Margaret asked
her probe question, she didn't give any
answers or value judgments. She didn't
say, "Do you mean you don't like spells
ing?" or "Gee, I like spelling, how come
you don't?" If she had, Johnny might not
have said what he really meant-that he
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didn't think school was important when
you had to do spelling, because it was hard
for him to do.
When the interview was over, Margaret
thanked Johnny for his help.
Play Record Band 2 Side 1 "Interviewing"
t

Item 29
Three different interviews conducted by
children have been recorded. Each band
represents a student interview, labeled A,
B, or C. Transcripts are below. Pupils will
be asked detailed questions about each of
the three interviews. They will also be asked
to rate the three interviewers on an attitude
scale. These questions appear in Project
Book 1, "Interviewing —Observation Guide,"
pages 25-26.
You may find it necessary to play the
record bands more than once if pupils have
difficulty with their Observation Guides.

please answer these questions?
ANITA: Gee, it's nice. Can I have it? Please?
INTERVIEWER: Heck, no. It's my ring and I

like it top. Tell you what though—you can
wear it till I finish asking these questions. O.K.?
ANITA: Yeah, O.K.
INTERVIEWER: What are two reasons why

kids your age think it's important to go
to school?
ANITA: Because their mother makes them.
INTERVIEWER: Why else?

ANITA: I don't know why else.
INTERVIEWER: Do you like school, like reading or doing maps?

INTERVIEWER: What are two reasons you

ANITA: Huh . . . uh . . . no.

INTERVIEWER: Well, Hike reading, don't you?
ANITA (unenthusiastically):
Well . . . it's
all right, I guess.
INTERVIEWER: Well, how about recess? Don't
you like to go out on the playground?
ANITA: Yeah, that's it. I like recess.
(Laughs.)
INTERVIEWER: O.K., good. Now I've got one

;

Interview A
INTERVIEWER: Hello, Anita.
ANITA (softly): Hi.
INTERVIEWER: My name is Amy

Blodgett.

I'm in Miss Markum's class. We're trying
to find out why kids your, age think it's
important to go to school . . . and why
they don't think it's important. . . .
We're asking lots of kids the same questions, but we're not using anybodys name
. . . so no one will know what, you've
said. Just say what you think.
ANITA: Gee, that's a pretty ring you have.
Can I see it?
INTERVIEWER: Well .

. O.K. But, will you

here? Walt, I'm supposed to ask you kids
some questions for social science class.
We're trying to collect a whole bunch of
answers to the,same questions. What are
two reasons you think it's important to
go to school?
WALT: Why are you asking me questions
like this?
INTERVIEWER: Well, because we're trying to
get scientific answers. We need your
help. So please answer the first question.
WALT: I don't remember it.

more question to ask. What are two reasons why you don't think it's important to
go to school?
ANITA (quickly): Because you have to answer questions.
INTERVIEWER: You mean you don't like to
raise your hand to answer questions your
teacher asks?
ANITA: Yeah. I get nervous. I'm sick of these
dumb questions. Here's your old ring
back. I'm leaving.

Interview B
INTERVIEWER: Hi, Walt! Want to sit right

think it's important to go to school?
WALT: Uhh.. . . (long pause) I don't know.
Well . . . maybe because you get to read
funny stories sometimes. Hey, are you in
Mrs. Peterson's class?
INTERVIEWER: NO. What do you mean funny
stories?
WALT: Those stories in the reading labs:
INTERVIEWER: Good. Can you think of an-

other reason?
WALT: Why are you asking me all these
questions?
INTERVIEWER: Because we really want to
know what kids like you think.
WALT: What do you think?
INTERVIEWER: Somebody already asked me
these questions and I gave my answers.
So c'mon and give me your answers.
WALT: Will you tell me your answers?
INTERVIEWER: Yeah, if you want to know
I'll tell you afterward. But right now I
want to know what you think. So what's
another reason why it's important to go
to school?
WALT: Well, because someday I want to go
to college and become an engineer.
INTERVIEWER: Good. Now here's the last
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question. What are two important reasons you don't think it's important to go
to school?
WALT: I just told you why I thought it was
important.
INTERVIEWER: Right, but we want the other
side of the story, too. Are there some
things about school you don't like?
WALT: Yeah, there's too. much homework.
And we have to sit inside all the time and
I like to play baseball.
INTERVIEWER: O.K. Thanks a lot. Now if

you want me to, I'll tell you the reasons
I gave. . . .

Interview C
ANDY: Hey, c'mere a minute, will ya?
SUZANNE: Who? Me?
ANDY: Yeah, you.
SUZANNE: Why?

ANDY: I want to ask you some questions.
Boy, it sure is hot in here, isn't it?
SUZANNE: Yeah. I wish I could go swimming.
ANDY: Me too. Well, answer these questions first, will ya?
SUZANNE: What questions?

ANDY: About why you like or don't like
school.
SUZANNE: What if I don't want to answer?
ANDY: Heck, you don't have to answer any
question you don't want to. We're asking
lots offifth-gradersthese questions. You're
a fifth-grader, aren't you?
SUZANNE: Yeah, and I can give you one

answer right now.
ANDY: What?
SUZANNE: It's too hot.
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ANDY: So . . . ? Well, what's
reason you don't like school?

another

SUZANNE: I dunno.
ANDY: AW, c'mon. Everybody's got reasons.

You must like school, then. (With
belief.)

dis-

SUZANNE: Well . . . ah . . . uh . . .

ANDY: O.K., well, here's an easier question.
Why do you like school?
SUZANNE: That's tough. Gosh, I don't know.
ANDY: Well, can't you even think of one
reason?
SUZANNE: Well, it's lots of fun sometimes.
ANDY:, What else?
SUZANNE: Because you've gotta.
ANDY: Yeah . . . well, thanks.
Play Record Bands
1,2,3,
Side 2-"Interviews A, B, C."

Item 30
Precise answers are not necessary as long
as pupils paraphrase what was said on the
recording.
Answers
Interview A
1. What are two reasons why boys and girls
your age do think it is important to go to
school?
Reason 1 — Their mother makes them.
Reason 2—Recess.
2. What are two reasons why boys and girls
your age don't think it is important to go
to school?
Reason 1 — You have to answer questions.
Reason 2 — Can't think of another

reason.

Interview B
1. What are two reasons why boys and girls

your age do think it is important to go to
school?
Reason 1 — You get to read funny stories
sometimes.
Reason 2—1 want to go to college and become an engineer.
2. What are two reasons why boys and girls
your age don't think it's important to go
to school?
Reason 1 — There's too much homework.
Reason 2 — We have to sit inside all the
time, and I like to play baseball.
Interview C
1. What are two reasons why boys and girls
your age do think it is important to go to
school?
Reason 1 — Well, its lots of fun sometimes.
Reason 2—Because you gotta.
2. What are two reasons why boys and girls
your age don't think it is important to go
to school?
Reason 1 — I f s too hot to go to school.
Reason 2—Can't think of another reason.
Part II of the Observation Guide is a series
of attitude scales for rating the different
interviewers.
This is the first time pupils are asked to
mark an attitude scale. The activity, however, is repeated throughout the units.
Attitude scales provide a simple way of
measuring the strength of the individual's
opinion about a stated behavior.
You can think of the five divisions as
marks on a numerical scale. Each slash
represents an increment of 25 —the first
slash is zero and the last one is 100. The only
reason for giving numerical values is to
make it easier to tabulate the answers
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given by individual pupils. How often a
teacher wants to tabulate answers given on
attitude scales is up to her.
At first it will be easier to ask for a rougher
measurement, for example a show of hands
in response to "How many agree more than
disagree?" and "How many disagree more
than agree?"
Because this is the pupils' first exposure
to attitude scales, directions are detailed.
The second part of the Observation Guiile is
duplicated here.
Do "Interviewing—Observation
Guide"
on pages 25-26 of Project Book 1.

Answers—Part II
1. How well did the interviewer explain the purpose of the interview?
A

/

R

/

/

/

(4)

(5)

c.
(1)

(2)

(3)

2. Did the interviewer try to make the person being interviewed feel relaxed and comfortable?
A

/

R

/

r.

i

/

/

/

/

/

^/
/

/

/

/

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

3. How well did the interviewer succeed in getting meaningful answers
to his questions?
A.

r

r
r

(1)

(2)

*
(3)

/

/

I

t

(4)

(5)

4. Did the interviewer succeed in keeping his personal opinions out of the
interview?
A

f

R

/

r

/

(1)

r
*
(2)

j>
/
(3)

i

/

(4)

(5)
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Item 31

Scott and Debbie
NARRATOR: Scott and Debbie are twins.
Scott is in one fifth-grade class in school,
Debbie is in the other. Both classes are
studying social science, and Debbie wants
to compare notes, as they often do.
D E B B I E (coming into the room where Scott
is doing homework): Hey, Scott, did.you
have that thing in social science today
about behavior—you know, description
and stuff?
SCOTT: Ah, come on, Debbie, can't you see
I'm busy?
DEBBIE: Yes, but I need some help—darn
it —I think I know what descriptions are,
but I just can't get the difference between
inferences and value judgments.
SCOTT: It's easy—an inference is what you
suppose about something that's happening.
DEBBIE: But . . . aren't you describing if
you do that?
SCOTT: Debbie, a description describes
exactly what's happening—not what you
suppose about what's happening.
DEBBIE: Well O.K., but what's a value
judgment?
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make a value judgment when
you say whether you think what's happening is good or bad. For instance, what
would you do if I were to hit you right now?
DEBBIE: I'd hit you back, stupid.
SCOTT: I don't think you would. I'm going to
infer from what I know about you—and
predict from past experience —that you
would run yelling to Mom. What would
you tell her?
DEBBIE: I'd scream and I'd yell and I'd tell
her you hit me for no reason at all.
SCOTT: Well, if you told her I hit you, that
would be a description of the facts —and
"for no reason at all" would be an inference. You'd be inferring I had no reason,
but this time you'd be wrong. Because if
I hit you, you can bet your life I'd have a
reason.
DEBBIE
(she gets the distinction): Oh!
(Pause.) What would the reason be?
SCOTT: Coming in here and bothering me
when I'm trying to do my homework.
DEBBIE: Well, that's not a very nice way for
you to treat me, Mr. Smarty —and I know
what that is—it's a value judgment. I'm
judging you —so!
SCOTT: O.K., but you know the difference
now, don't you?
SCOTT: Y O U

Your pupils will enjoy listening to the
short record band about Scott and Debbie,
the twins, and their discussion of descriptions, inferences, and value judgments. The
transcript is below. There are no new concepts introduced, nor is there a Project Book
exercise. You may wish to discuss the conversations that pupils have had about their
social science class outside of school.

DEBBIE:

Yes.

thank me and quit bothering me
-O.K.?
DEBBIE: O.K. Thanks, Scott, even if you
weren't very nice about it.
SCOTT: SO

Play Record Band No. 4,
Side 2-"Scott and Debbie."

LeSSOn 7

Project A - D a t a Collection

Purpose of L e s s o n 7
• To provide pupils with an opportunity to conduct a complete data
collection project.
• To give pupils experience in conducting interviews.
• To give pupils practice in tabulating answers and making summary reports.

Item 32
The purpose of this data collection project and the two that follow
is to provide pupils with an opportunity to collect and analyze
data about classroom behavior. All three are concerned with much
the same questions. Project A is the simplest and will not require as
much time to complete as B and C. One or more of these projects will
add greatly to pupils' understanding of the social scientist's tools
and methods. It is up to the teacher to decide how many data collection projects she wants to undertake.
The projects also increase in difficulty from A to C. Project A
involves an interview and a questionnaire. Project B contains a
ranking scale and a questionnaire. Pupils are asked to make predictions based on sex differences and compare their predictions with
the actual data collected. Project C contains all three methods of
obtaining information about classroom behavior —observation, interview, and questionnaire.
Teachers will discover that a review of "Questions and Question-

naires," Chapter 5, pages 74-92 in The Teacher's Role in Social
Science Investigation will be helpful.

Item 33
Project A has three parts. The first is an interview that pupils
can conduct with each other, or they can interview pupils in other
classrooms i f that is convenient for the teacher. The interview has
four questions that are easy to answer:
L.
2.
3.
4.

Which subject in school do you like best?
Why do you like this subject?
Which subject in school do you like least?
Why don't you like this subject?

If your students plan to interview pupils in other classrooms, it
might be a good idea to appoint interview teams of two. One person
in each pair can read the questions while the other writes down the
answers.
Otherwise, divide the class into pairs so that one member interviews the other and then the interviewer is interviewed. The
procedure doesn't really matter as long as pupils get practice in
interviewing.
Do "Interview Form for Project A" on page 27
of Project Book 1.

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 7
R e s o u r c e Book
LESSON 7

Teacher's Guide

Project Book

32.

33. Interview Form for Project A .
P- 27
34. C l a s s r o o m Questionnaire for
Project A . . . p. 28.
35. Summary Report for Project A
pp. 2 9 - 30

Project A - D a t a Collection . . .
explanation for teacher on p. 35
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Item 34
The second part of Project A is the questionnaire. Instruct all
pupils to answer the questions in the Project Book at the same time.
There are two questions with a choice of answers:
1. When is school work most fun and interesting? (Check one)
When I work by myself
When I work in small groups with other students
When the whole class is working together
Why did you check the answer , you did?
2. When do you get the most schoolwork done in class? (Check one)
When I work by myself
When I work in small groups with other students
When the whole class in working together
Why did you check the answer you did?
Do "Classroom Questionnaire for Project A"
on page 28 of Project Book 1.
Item 35
The third part of Project A is the summary of the data collected
from the interview and the questionnaire. There are a number of
ways that a teacher can elect to do the summary. The only criterion
is the involvement of as many pupils as possible in one or more of
the steps. Review "Analyzing Data from Questionnaires," beginning
on page 81 of The Teacher's Role in Social Science Investigation.
The first question in the Summary Report is a composite of the
data collected in the Interview for Project A. You might want to
tabulate the answers on the blackboard or on a large sheet of paper
like this:
Favorite
Subject
Math
Spelling
Reading
English
Social Science
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Least Liked
Subject

It will be simple to make a mark each time you read off the name
of the subject and ask the class interviewers if the person they interviewed selected math as a favorite, or least liked subject by raising
their hands.
After you have totaled the two favorite subjects of the class, enter
them in Question 1 on the Summary Report.
Selecting the most common reasons for liking or disliking a subject is not as simple. First, it might be necessary to lump the reasons
under some broad categories. For example, one answer might be
"Reading is my favorite subject because the stories are exciting."
The coded reason would be "exciting." Another answer that you
might hear in different versions is " I like math because it's easy to
do." The code would be "easy."
If you find that the answers are too difficult to tabulate, go on to
the second question and tabulate the number of children selecting
as "least liked" each of the subjects mentioned. Then instruct the
class to enter the totals in their Project Book. Reasons given for
dislike might be easier to tabulate—hard or difficult, too much
homework, and so forth.
The third question asks, "Do you think the information collected
from the interviews tells the way people in this class really feel
about school subjects?" The question seeks to establish the validity
of the questions and the reliability of the answers. The question is
one that can be discussed by the class as a whole.
The fourth question summarizes the answers from the questionnaires. Answers can be entered and totaled on this chart:
Alone

Small Groups Total Class

Most fun and interesting
Most schoolwork done
The fifth question asks for the two most common reasons given for
"fun and interesting" and the sixth asks for the two most common
reasons given for "most schoolwork done."
Do "Summary Report for Project A"
on pages 29-30 of Project Book 1.

LeSSOn 8

Project B - D a t a Collection
Reading adventure stories
Watching television

Purpose of L e s s o n 8
• To provide pupils with an opportunity to use a ranking scale
questionnaire.
• To give pupils practice in making predictions.
• To give pupils practice in tabulating and analyzing data for summary reports.

Item 36
This project will give pupils a chance to rank their favorite activities and to make a prediction about how boys and girls will answer
the same question. Later they'll compare their predictions with the
actual data collected.

Item 37
Ask all pupils to fill out the first part by themselves:
Directions: Read through all the activities first. Then put a 1
next to the activity that you like to do the most; a 2
before the one you like next best; a 3 before the third
best; a 4 before the next best; and a 5 before the fifth
best.
Listening to records
Going swimming
Reading mystery stories

Do "Activity Rating Questionnaire" on page 31
of Project Book 1.

Item 38
After the class has completed the ranking, divide the pupils into
small groups of girls only and boys only. Ask the boys to make predictions about activities they think will interest the girls most. Ask
the girls to predict the activities that will interest the boys most.
Have each group rank-order the five most interesting activities for
boys and girls.
It might be a good idea to appoint a chairman for each group. Tell
him to make sure that everyone has had a voice in making the predictions. One member of each group should record his group's prediction on the first table on page 32 of Project Book 1.
The second table on that page is identical to the first. After the
data have been tabulated from the Activity Rating Questionnaire
all class members filled out, enter them in the actual Summary
Report. Refer to "Data from Ranking Questions," beginning on page
83 of The Teacher's Role in Social Science Investigation.
Tabulating the data from the questionnaires is an activity class
members can work on at different times. They'll need to work with

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 8
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 8

Teacher's Guide

Project Boo

36. Project B - D a t a Collection
explanation for teacher on p 37

37. Activity Rating Questionnaire
for Project B
p. 31
38. Summary Report for Project B
pp. 3 2 - 3 3
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all the questionnaires at the same time. Use the same groups or
different groups, and ask each group to record ranks for one activity.
One member of each group should serve as the recorder. For example, take all the questionnaires and have one or two pupils look for
the ranks given to "Listening to records." One gives the information
from the questionnaire to the recorder, making sure that he specifies
whether it was filled out by a boy or a girl. The recorder enters that
information on his chart, the second one on page 32 of Project Book 1.
Another group can record answers to "Swimming."
When the groups have finished, the recorders should report the
results to the class. The data from the entire class can then be recorded on the blackboard. Make sure that the totals are designated
as boy or girl.
Pupils should then enjoy discussing the answers given to these
three questions:
1. Which activity received the most Is from boys in your class?
Why do you think boys like this activity best?
2. Which activity received the most Is from girls in your class?
Why do you think girls like this activity best?
3. Do boys and girls like the same things?
yes
no
Why?
The questions are designed to encourage students to think about
the causes for the results they have obtained. You might want to
have your students discuss whether any of the reasons they gave for
their predictions are causes. Perhaps one or more of their theories
will be supported by the data. Suggestions might be then offered as
to what additional information would have to be collected to test
the theories.
Similarities and differences between boys and girls will be topics
studied in greater depth in Units 2 and 4. Explain that many of the
differences between boys and girls are a matter of degree. Be sure to
point out that some boys prefer activities more often preferred by
girls and vice versa. Pupils should be careful not to confuse their
own values with interpretations of the data.
There are a number of generalizations that scientists make in
their study of sex differences. For example, many sex differences
(such as activity preferences) are learned from parents and other
adults who have certain expectations about what boys and girls
should do. The children's peer group encourages, supports, or rein38

forces these norms about activities appropriate for boys or girls.
There is always a wide range of individual differences in activity
preferences. Individual differences in ability and aptitude also influence the preference for one activity over another.
Do "Summary Report for Project B"
on pages 32-33 of Project Book 1.

LeSSOn 9

Project C - D a t a Collection

Purpose of L e s s o n 9
• To provide pupils with an opportunity to use and compare three
methods of collecting data.
• To give pupils practice in organizing, tabulating, and summarizing the data they collected.

Item 39

58-73 in The Teacher's Role in Social Science Investigation. You
will need to select a team of able students to observe and record
their observations on the forms provided. On them, they can check
the correct box for observation of five different class periods or for
just one or two periods.
Observations of the classroom will be made in these categories:

The final data collection project, C, will take more time to complete and greater sophistication on the part of the students. It is not
recommended if pupils have had difficulty in completing either Project A or Project B.
For advanced students within a class or for advanced classes,
however, Project C should prove interesting and enlightening.
Behavior in the classroom is the subject for study and the students
will be collecting data about themselves in three ways. Project C
uses an observation report, an interview form, and a class questionnaire. The forms are in Project Book 1.

Item 40
The Observation Form is the first part of Project C. Look it over
carefully. Also review "Observation —Techniques and Skills," pages

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Everybody doing the same thing together
Students working alone
Groups working together on schoolwork
Groups working together, but not on schoolwork
Individuals working alone, but not on schoolwork

These observations about pupils will be made at the same time:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Listening
Noisy
Quiet
Taking part in discussion
Not paying attention

The observers can record their observations by making a check or,
if they want to collect more specific data, they can use these sym-

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 9
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 9

Teacher's Guide

Project Book

39. Project C - D a t a Collection . . .
explanation for teacher on p. 39

40. Classroom Observation Form for
Project C . . . p. 34
41. Interview Form for Project C . . .
p. 35
42. Classroom Questionnaire About
Time for Project C . . . pp. 3 6 - 3 7
43. Summary Report for Project C . . .
p. 38
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bols instead:
A—almost all students
S —some students
F —few students
Their observations should not disrupt the class if the pupils know
in advance the procedures they are to follow.
Observers will conduct their observations for two-minute intervals only. It's up to the teacher to decide how many different periods
she wishes the observers to report on. Agree beforehand with the
observers on some signal that will start and finish each observation
period. Observers will complete their reports in their own seats.
It might be a good idea to have a practice session the day before
the actual observation. Observers can compare notes and discuss
disagreements at that time.
Observers should make their observations independently, and no
more than three or four pupils should observe at one time.
Do "Classroom Observation Form for Project
C" on page 34 of Project Book 1.

Item 41
The second part of Project C is an interview. A sample of pupils
should be selected to be interviewed. The sample should be chosen at
random —for example, every fourth child on the class list. The interviewers can be selected at random or in whatever way the teacher
wishes.
Interviews should be conducted during the last class period or
right after school on the same day studied by the observation team.
Interviewers will say to respondents, "We are trying to find out
how students in this class spend their time during the school day.
Please think back to the beginning of today and try to remember the
first thing you did, who did you do it with, and for how long?" This
question can be repeated as often as five times, depending on the
ability of the interviewer and the cooperation of the respondents.
Make sure the interviewers understand that the purpose of the
interview is to answer the broad question, "How do pupils spend
time during the school day —working as a class, as individuals, or
in groups?"
40

The information collected will be analyzed in terms of these three
categories:
1. Everybody doing same thing together
2. Students working alone
3. Groups working together on schoolwork
Direct the interviewers to probe for answers if a respondent has
not given enough information about an activity to classify it in one
of the categories.
Interviewers should use notebook paper to record their answers.
They can copy the information in their Project Book later.
The second question on the interview form seeks to establish the
validity of the data collected: "Was this a typical school day for you?
If it was not typical, how was it different?"
Answers to this question need not be tabulated. If a large number
of pupils answer no, it would be a good idea to schedule another set
of interviews for another day.
Do "Interview Form for Project C"
on page 35 of Project Book 1.
Item 42
A questionnaire that asks for much the same information the
observers observed and the interviewers asked about is the final
example of data collection in Project C. Pupils are trying to answer the same question: "How do pupils spend time at school?"
Students are also trying to ascertain the most reliable method
of collecting information about this question—observation, interview, or questionnaire.
Questionnaires should be answered by every member of the class.
Instruct the pupils to fill in the information during the last class
period.
The teacher will need to appoint a team of pupils to tabulate .and
analyze the information yielded by the questionnaires. Each question must be dealt with separately. The analysis forms that follow
will facilitate data analysis.
Each question must be handled separately, as follows:
1. What two things do you do most in school? The number of people
who marked each category with M (Most) should be counted and
recorded. Each item can then be rank-ordered—the category

Lesson 9—Data Collection Project C

with the highest number of M's ranks first and the category with
the lowest number of M's ranks fifth.
2. How would you compare yourself with other students in the way
you spent time today? The number of responses in each of the five
categories should be tallied and recorded.
3. When is schoolwork the most fun and interesting? The number of
responses for each of the three categories should be tallied and
recorded together with reasons given for each kind of response.
4. When do you get the most schoolwork done in class? The number
of responses for each of the three categories should be tallied and
recorded together with reasons given for each kind of response.

Most Fun and Interesting
ALONE.
Reasons:

GROUPS
Reasons: _

Questionnaire Analysis Form
Number

Rank

Doing schoolwork by myself

WHOLE CLASS

Doing schoolwork with the
whole class

Reasons:

Doing schoolwork in a group
Doing nonschoolwork things
with others
Doing; nonschoolwork things
by myself

How Students Spent Time Today
Spent much
more time on
schoolwork

Spent more
time on
schoolwork

Spent about
same time on
schoolwork

Spent less
time on
schoolwork

Spent much
less time on
schoolwork
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Most Schoolwork Done
ALONE
Reasons:

questionnaire that was administered to every pupil? All of these will
make good discussion questions.
Which method provides the truest picture of the way your class
spends its time?
Classroom
Observation

Individual
Interview

Individual
Questionnaire

Doing schoolwork alone

GROUPS
Reasons: _

WHOLE CLASS
Reasons:

Do "Class Questionnaire About Time for Project C"
on pages 36-37 of Project Book 1.
Item 43
The Summary Report will give the pupils an opportunity to compare and evaluate the effectiveness of each of the three methods
used to obtain information about the way pupils spend their time in
school —working alone, with the entire class, or with others in a
group.
Enter the final data from each method on the blackboard. It would
be a good idea to use these symbols to express the information
collected:
A —almost all students
S —some students
F —few students
Are there discrepancies on the table? Did the observers have
information different from that of the interviewers? How about the
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Doing schoolwork with the
whole class

Doing Bchoolwork with others

This question should open up a number of possibilities for class
discussion or discussion in small groups. Group leaders can report
back to the class after answering the question among themselves.
The second table on the Summary Report represents a composite
of answers to the second question on the class questionnaire: "How
would you compare yourself with other students in the way you
spent time today?"
Ask the pupils to write a descriptive statement about the table
that summarizes the ways in which they spent their time. They can
try to guess why the data are as they are and make an inference.
Finally, was this a good or bad way of spending time? Pupils are
asked to make a value judgment. Discussion of these three ways to
interpret the data should prove lively.
Do "Summary Report for
Project C" on page 38 of Project Book 1.

Unit 2

Discovering Differences

Introduction
This unit will help your pupils become aware of the great variety
of differences that exists among people. Differences are treated in a
number of ways. In broad terms, they are classified as those that are
inherited and those that are learned from the environment. Pupils
are given practice making the distinction. They thus learn that
differences are natural, often desirable, and always to be expected.
Children further realize that they, as well as others, have definite
likes and dislikes about certain differences. These include size, sex,
age, religion, color, interests, skills, and values.
Pupils then learn how likes and dislikes are formed from the
social scientist's viewpoint. They begin to understand how as very
young children, perhaps even as infants, they developed preferences
by imitating important people in their environment. They discover
other ways that preferences develop through frustration, embarrassment, and making generalizations from a single experience.
What differences arise because of membership in different
groups? Pupils inquire into the nature of groups. They discover that
group opinions, attitudes, and values often influence the individual
member.
Children discover how some of these preferences and prejudgments lead to prejudice. That is, they realize that some people make
value judgments about the behavior of individuals and groups with
little or no evidence. These people use stereotypes to justify their
behavior toward an individual. They are often the same people
who become prejudiced simply because another person or group
is different.
Your pupils will observe an actual stereotype when they listen to

the recorded story "The Boy with Green Hair." The recording is
about Phil, a boy with green hair, and his experiences at a new
school. Pupils are asked to make a prediction about the story's conclusion. There is no ending other than what your pupils predict.
The Differences Game gives children practice in making prejudgments about behavior. While playing the game, they come to
realize that prejudgments and stereotypes are frequently unfair.
Several data collection projects are contained in this unit's
Project Book. Pupils will interview each other to discover differences. They will answer a questionnaire. Then the data collected
will be analyzed and presented in summary. A discussion about
values follows.
Many opportunities are provided for value inquiry throughout
the unit. Pupils have ample time in which to explore their own
values and their bases.
Unit 2 is organized into six lessons. Because each contains a number of activities, a lesson will take several class sessions to complete.
Lessons are described in detail in the Teacher's Guide. Explicit
goals are stated. At the beginning of each lesson there is a chart that
shows the sequence of materials to be used. Each item is explained
in the body of the lesson in the same sequence. Relevant material in
the teacher training book, The Teacher's Role in Social Science
Investigation, is referred to wherever necessary.
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

1—What Makes People Different?
2-How Does the Environment Cause Differences?
3—What Are Some Differences in Our Class?
4-Where Do We Get Our Likes and Dislikes?
6 — How Does Group Membership Cause Differences?
6—How Do We Behave Toward People Who Are Different?
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Sequence of Materials Used in Unit 2
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 1

Teacher's Guide

1. What Makes People Different? . . .
2. Fingerprint Differences . . . p. 1
4. No Girls Alowed . . . pp. 2 - 3 (Answers on

pp. 49-51
3. No Girls Alowed . . . pp. 5 3 - 5 9

Vocabulary words on p. 47

LESSON 2

Project Book

P- 46)
5. Descriptions, Inferences. Value
Judgments . . . p. 4 (answers on p. 47)

8: Heredity and E n v i r o n m e n t . . . pp. 5 - 6
(answers on p. 49)
9. What Differences Are Important? . . .
pp. 7 - 1 0

6. Six Y e a r s of Silence . . . pp. 6 1 - 6 4
7. We S e e the S a m e Things, Differently . .. .
pp. 6 5 - 6 8
10. S q u a s h Makes Me Sickl . . . pp. 6 9 - 7 4

11. Interviewing Dos and Don'ts . . . p. 11
(answers on p. 50)
12. Discovering Differences in Our C l a s s . . .
pp. 1 2 - 1 5

LESSON 3

LESSON 4

13. Where Do We Get Likes and Dislikes? . . .
pp. 7 5 - 8 0

14. Instructions and Briefing Sheets
for the Differences G a m e . . . on p. 52

15. The Differences G a m e . . . pp. 1 6 - 2 0
(answers, on p. 54)

LESSON 5

16, What Is a G r o u p ? . . . pp. 8 1 - 8 2

17. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s - T h e
Committee Meeting . . . action, players,

18. The Committee Meeting-Observation
Guide . . . p. 21 (answers on p. 59)

and briefing sheets on p. 56
19. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s - M a y We
Watch the Late, Late TV S h o w ? , ...
action, players, briefing sheets on p. 59

20. May We Watch the Late. Late TV
S h o w ? - O b s e r v a t i o n Guide . . . p. 22
(answers on p. 61)

22. Record Bands 1. 2. 3, 4, Side 1 - T h e Boy
with Green H a i r . . . transcript on p. 64

21. Prejudgments About Values . . .
pp. 2 3 - 24
23. The Boy with Green H a i r - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guide . . . pp. 2 5 - 2 6 (answers on p. 66)
25. Want Ads Ask for Differences . . .
pp. 2 7 - 3 0 (answers on p. 67)

LESSON 6

24. Stereotypes . . . pp. 8 3 - 8 7

LeSSOn 1

What Makes People Different?

Purpose of L e s s o n 1
• To show that heredity and environment are two of the factors
responsible for making people different.
• To demonstrate that most differences are learned from the
environment.
• To emphasize the importance of the interaction between heredity
and environment in determining what is learned.

inherited from forebears and what is learned from the environment.
People are different because they have different environments —
they live in different places and have different people around them.
They also learn different things from their environment. They have
different values as well.
What makes people different is a complicated study. Heredity
contributes something, but scientists are not sure how much. The
environment and what one learns from it contribute a great deal to
the differences between people.

Item 1
Two things that cause differences between people —heredity and
environment —are introduced and explained in the first reading
selection.
Differences that are inherited cannot be changed. People are
different, then, because they are born that way. They have inherited certain differences, from their parents and grandparents.
Some of these differences are height, hair color, length of legs, color
of eyes, size of mouth, and shape of nose and ears.
Ask the pupils to think of as many differences as they can that are
inherited and list them on the blackboard. In this way the teacher
will be able to clear up any confusion that might exist about what is

Read "What Makes People Different?" on
pages 49-51 of the Resource Book.

Item 2
This activity, making fingerprints, is a dramatic way of demonstrating inherited biological differences. Divide the children by rows
and supply each with an ink pad. Ask them to make their thumbprints by pressing thumbs first on the ink pad and then on a sheet of
white paper for practice. When they've learned how to get a clear
print, have them make prints in their Project Books.
Divide the pupils into groups and let them compare their prints.
Ask if any two pupils have the same thumbprints. Then ask the

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 1

LESSON 1

1. What Makes People Different? . . .
pp. 49 51
3. No Girls Alowed . . . pp. 5 3 - 5 9

Vocabulary words on p. 47

2. Fingerprint Differences . . . p. 1;
4. No Girls Alowed . . . pp. 2 - 3
(answers on p. 46)
5. Descriptions. Inferences. Value
Judgments . . p. 4 (answers on p. 47)
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class i f anyone has any ideas about why fingerprints are used in
crime detection. Let the pupils use a magnifying glass to study their
prints to see i f they can find one of the more common fingerprint
patterns that are shown in the Project Book.
Ask the pupils where they think these differences came from.
What caused the lines in our thumbs to be different from the lines
in others' thumbs? Hopefully, one will say, "We were born that way."
Do "Fingerprint Differences" on page 1
of Project Book 2.
Item 3
The story "No Girls Alowed" provides many examples of how
children are different from one another. Pupils will be asked
questions about these differences in two exercises that follow in the
Project Book. Differences between these children are caused by
heredity and environment. Most of the story is in dialogue, and you
might decide to have your pupils read aloud the different parts—
Susan, Jennifer, Mike, Billy, and Sam.
Implicit in the story, of course, are differences between boys and
girls at this age. The boys want nothing to do with the girls; hence
the sign "No Girls Alowed:" Other differences are implied in the
story. In American society, for example, girls usually wear dresses,
not blue jeans. Girls are also expected to learn how to cook and to
enjoy it. Boys, on the other hand, build things and do more physically
tiring activities.
Differences in skills and abilities are also given. Sam reads well,
Mike is the carpenter, Jennifer is good at art, and Susan makes good
cookies. Differences in values are brought out also. Jennifer wants to
be the tomboy and Susan values the feminine role.
Read "No Girls Alowed" on pages
53-59 of the Resource Book.
Item 4
This exercise is based on the story "No Girls Alowed." Answers
are below. The statements describe something that is different about
each of the five characters—Susan, Jennifer, Mike, Sam, Billy.
There could be additional reinforcement of differences caused by
heredity or environment by using this list of statements and asking
the pupils to decide the origin of the differences.
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Answers
1. Susan thinks that Jennifer acts too much like a boy.
2. Sam has brown hair.
3. Billy doesn't like cookies.
4. Mike never finishes anything.
5. Billy likes to tell people what to do.
6. Sam is the tallest.
7. Jennifer is a tomboy.
8. Mike is a carpenter.
9. Billy, Sam, and Mike have a secret club.
10. Susan is a sissy.
11. Billy lives next door to Susan.
12. Billy and Mike think that the girls are creeps.
13. Susan and Jennifer heard the boys whispering.
14. Sam is smart.
15. Sam likes the girls more than Mike does.
16. Jennifer gets good grades.
17. Mike has red hair.
18. Susan has long blond hair.
19. Jennifer is good at art.
20. Billy is the shortest.
21. Billy doesn't like girls.
22. Jennifer is a good speller.
23. Sam thinks that girls are snoopy.
24. Jennifer has black braids.
25. Mike isn't a very good speller.
26. Susan and Jennifer became members of the club.
27. Sam is clumsy.
28. Mike has a freckled face.
29. Jennifer thinks that boys are dumb.
30. Susan likes to make cookies.
31. Sam couldn't build anything.
32. Susan likes to stay neat.
Do "No Girls Alowed" on pages 2-3 of Project Book 2.
Item 5
This exercise is also based on the story "No Girls Alowed." Answers are below. It points out the differences between the children
in the story and also provides a review of three ways to classify observations about behavior —description, inference, value judgment.

Lesson 1—What Makes People Different?

Pupils are asked to study the list of statements about Susan,
Jennifer, Mike, Billy, and Sam taken from the preceding exercise
and copy the appropriate statement in the blanks provided. Pupils
may need to refer to the story, especially to check inferences.
Answers
1. Copy each sentence that is a description of Susan.
Susan likes.to make cookies.
Susan has long blond hair:
2. Copy each sentence that is an inference about Jennifer.
Jennifer is a good speller.
Jennifer gets good grades.
3. Copy each sentence that is a value judgment about Sam.
Copy each sentence that is a value judgment made by Sam.
Sam is clumsy.
Sam thinks that girls are, snoopy.

Mike never finishes anything.
Jennifer thinks that boys are dumb.
Billy and Mike think that the girls are creeps.
Susan is a sissy.
Jennifer is a tomboy.
Do "Descriptions, Inferences, Value Judgments"
on page 4 of Project Book 2.
Vocabulary
DESCRIPTION—The giving of factual, accurate information about an
object, an event, or a person, using words.
ENVIRONMENT—All the objects, events, and persons that surround a
person in his daily life.
HEREDITY—A group of characteristics received at birth from parents
and other forebears.
INFERENCE—A supposing or guessing about a behavior.
VALUE—A standard by which a person decides whether a behavior
is good or bad, right or wrong, proper or improper.
VALUE JUDGMENT—An opinion about whether a behavior is, good or
bad, right or wrong, proper or improper.

4. Copy each sentence that is a description of Mike.
Mike has a freckled face.
Mike has red hair.
Mike isn't a very good speller.
5. Copy each sentence that is an inference about Billy.
Billy
Billy
Billy
Billy

is the shortest.
doesn't like girls.
doesn't like cookies.
likes to tell people what to do.

6. These sentences are value judgments that were made in the
story. Fill in the name or names of the proper characters in the
blank spaces.
Susan thinks that Jennifer acts too much like a boy.
Sam is clumsy.
Sam thinks that girls are snoopy.
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LeSSOn 2

How Does the Environment Cause Differences?

Purpose of Lesson 2
• To discover how differences result from the interaction between
heredity and environment.
• To learn how differences result because people learn different
things from the same environment.
• To demonstrate that people have feelings about differences, both
reasonable and unreasonable.
• To show that likes and dislikes develop at an early age.

Item 6
Some of your pupils may react with shock to the story about
Isabelle, wondering how such a thing could happen. Why were
Isabelle and her mother living in a dark room, isolated from the
world? Explain to the pupils that the case of Isabelle is extremely
rare. Explain that the people who kept Isabelle and her mother
isolated did not know any better way to cope with the situation.
On the brighter side is the fact that Isabelle was taken to the
hospital and given tender, loving care by the staff, and Dr. Mason
especially. She deserves much of the credit for Isabelle's rehabilitation.
More to the point is what the case history shows —that both

environment and heredity played important roles. Isabelle could
not have learned without inherited intelligence; yet it was the new
environment that made her learning possible.
Read "Six Years of Silence" on pages
61-64 of the Resource Book.

Item 7
As the title suggests, people have different ways of looking at the
same thing. One's experiences and what one learns from them
cause many differences between people. What you are born with,
your experiences, and what you learn from those experiences make
you and all other persons unique. No two people are alike. Thank
goodness!
Pupils will enjoy reading "The Blind Men and the Elephant."
Each man "saw" the elephant as something different —a wall, a
spear, a snake, a tree, a fan, a rope. If you think your class might
have difficulty with some of the words, read the poem aloud.
Read "We See the Same Things Differently" on
pages 65-68 of the Resource Book.

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 2
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 2
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6. Six Years of Silence . . . pp. 61 64
7 We See the Same Things Differently
pp 65-68

10 Squash Makes Me Sick!
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Project Book

pp 69-74

8 Heredity and Environment . . . pp 5- 6
(answers on p. 49)
9 What Differences Are Important?
pp. 7-10
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Item 8
This exercise gives pupils an opportunity to use what they have
learned about heredity and environment. Answers are below. Tell
the class to read each statement very carefully before marking it.
Answers
Only statements 1, 4, and 5 should be marked with T.
Do "Heredity and Environment' on
pages 5-6 of Project Book 2.
Item 9
This project explores the pupils' feelings and preferences about
differences — inherited and learned. It is in the form of a questionnaire. Eight children, each distinctly different, are pictured on pages
8-9 of Project Book 2. Accompanying each is a descriptive caption.
Ask the pupils to study the pictures and read the captions. Then
they can turn back to page 7 and answer the questions.
Make sure the pupils understand that there are no right or wrong
answers. They should answer the questions exactly as they wish.
The questions are designed to bring out the students' preferences
and the reasons for their preferences. You'll notice that the criterion
for selection is clear on some questions and not so clear on the othera
The purpose is to demonstrate that people sometimes have clear
reasons for their preferences and at other times their reasons are
not clear at all.
Here are the questions:
1. If you were having trouble with schoolwork, which one of these
boys and girls would you like to help you? Why did you choose
that person?
2. If you knew these boys and girls, which one would you like to
have as best friend? Why did you choose that person?
3. If you were on a baseball team, which one of these boys and
girls would you pick .to be on your team? Why did you pick that
person?
4. Which one of these boys and girls do you think your parents
would like best? Why do, you think your parents would like
him or her?

by a show of hands how many chose Dan to help with schoolwork,
how many chose Wendy, and so forth. When the data from the class
have been tabulated on the board, students can copy them.
Engage the class in a discussion about the reasons for their
preferences. Select any category and ask pupils why they chose a
certain one of the eight children rather than the others. Write some
of their reasons on the board and discuss the origin of the reason.
Hopefully, pupils will learn that some of the reasons people give
for preferences are rational and some are not rational.
Do "What Differences Are Important?" on pages
7-10 of Project Book 2.
Item 10
This reading selection is about two experiments conducted by
social scientists on the development of food preferences in young
children. The material shows how children form strong likes and
dislikes for certain foods by imitating the behavior of important
adults or other children who are older. This reading should help to
prepare pupils for understanding how preferences become values
and how values affect behavior.
The selections will also serve to emphasize the scientific procedures used in behavioral experiments. Social scientists attempt
to control all factors except the one under study. They repeat their
experiments over and over again to make sure the results are
similar. Then they report the significantfindingsand make predictions about future events. They test again to see if their predictions
were correct.
Read "Squash Makes Me Sick!" on pages
69-74 of the Resource Book.

Copy the headings on the board from the Questionnaire Summary
Sheet on page 10 of Project Book 2. Then ask the children to answer
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LeSSOn 3

What Are Some Differences in Our Class?

Purpose of Lesson 3

Item 12

• To illustrate the many differences between people.
• To collect data about differences between classmates.
• To obtain practice in interviewing.

To make sure that each pupil has a chance to conduct an interview, divide the class in half. Assign one half to interview and the
other half to respond, and then have them switch roles. Reassign
pairs so that interviewers are not responding to the person they
interviewed first.
Typical questions: "How many children are there in your family?"
"What kinds of games do you like to play best?" "What do you do
when you become angry with your friends?"
The interview schedule lists eighteen questions. The teacher may
elect to reduce that number if pupils have demonstrated their
inability to sustain an interviewing session or if time is limited.
Questions to be omitted should probably be those with openended answers.
On page 15 the interviewer is asked to record some observations
of the person being interviewed —sex, hair and eye color, height.
When all your students have been interviewed, the class will be
ready to work with the data. Counting and categorizing might prove
difficult for some students. If that is the case, it might be a good idea
to assign a small group of brighter students to carry out this activity.

Item 11
A data collection project has been designed to help your students
discover the many differences that exist within their own classroom
and to encourage them to discuss these differences without embarrassment. None of the questions is objectionable or overly personal.
Interviewing is the major method used to collect information about
differences between classmates. It is augmented by observation.
A review of interviewing skills can be given by referring to the
material and listening to the records in Unit 1.
Another review is the exercise in the Project Book. See answers
below.

Answers
Statements 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 13 describe interviewing don'ts.
Do "Interviewing Dos and Don'ts" on page 11
of Project Book 2.

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 3
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Lesson 3-What Are Some Differences in Our Class?

They can make their report later.
Ask the groups to make a list of answers to each question:
Work
What kind of work do you do at home?

No. Kids

dishes
garbage
make bed

After the answers have been tabulated, write some of the conclusions on the board and leave them there for several days. For
example, the teacher might write down something like this:
10 out of 35 pupils in this class play the piano well.
20 out of the 35 pupils in this class say that
is their favorite TV program.
5 out of 35 pupils say they do not have jobs to do at home.
Do "Discovering Differences in Our Class" on
pages 12-15 of Project Book 2.

LeSSOn

4

Where Do We Get Our Likes and Dislikes?

Purpose of Lesson 4

Item 14

• To discover the influence that parents and other adults, brothers
and sisters, and friends the same age have in shaping our preferences.
• To show other ways likes and dislikes are formed at an early age.
• To play the Differences Game.

Your pupils will enjoy playing the Differences Game. Students practice making
inferences to discover the causes of a puzzling behavior. The game will prove beyond doubt that people often jump to
incorrect conclusions and make inferences
based on little or no information.
The game consists of three short behavior
specimens. Each describes a discrepant or
puzzling behavior, but gives no causal explanation. For example, in the first Behavior
Specimen (A on page 16, Project Book 2)
Tim decides not to go to gym and asks to see
the nurse. Why did he ask to see the nurse?
Was he sick? The story doesn't answer these
questions. That is part of the game.
Information needed to answer this kind of
question is given a student role player called
the Resource Person. He is to keep the additional information secret from the class.
He is allowed only to answer questions from

Item 13
The purpose of this reading selection is to help children learn how
preferences, values, and prejudices develop, and what effects they
have on behavior. By learning how they are formed, pupils are
encouraged to become cautious in making generalizations and value
judgments without evidence.
Write the headings that are given in italics in the Resource Book
selection on the board, and ask the pupils to give examples of
experiences in their own lives that fit one or more of these categories.
Or, have them do this activity in groups —each could take one heading and decide on the best experience and explain or role-play it in
front of the class.
Read "Where Do We Get Our Likes and Dislikes?"
on pages 75-80 of the Resource Book.

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 4
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 4
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14. Instructions and Briefing Sheets
for the Differences G a m e . . on p. 52

15. The Differences Game
(answers on p. 54)

13 Where Do We Get Our Likes and
Dislikes?
. . pp. 7 5 - 8 0
. pp 1 6 - 2 0

Lesson 4 —Where Do We Get Our Likes and Dislikes?

the class with "Yes," "No," or "I don't know."
The object of the game is to make the correct
inference about the cause of the behavior.
The first person to do this wins. Each specimen has a surprise answer and it is doubtful
that pupils will guess it right away.
It is important that you choose a student
who is able to think quickly and play by the
rules as the Resource Person. Duplicate the
briefing sheets and give each Resource
Person a copy. Before the game, practice
with him, asking him the kinds of questions
he can expect from the other students. It
may be necessary to help him during the
game if he has trouble answering questions.
Students may also need your help phrasing
questions answerable by yes or no. The
students' questioning may get off the track.
When this happens, you will have to ask a
pertinent question.

Item 15
Ask the students to read Behavior Specimen A, then direct their attention to the
questions. Question 1 should pinpoint the
discrepant behavior: Why did Tim ask to see
the nurse? The answer pupils give to
Question 1 is a guess. They need more information than that given in the story to
answer the question correctly. That is the
game. Introduce the person selected to play
the role of the Resource Person. Tell the
others that this person has the information
they need to win. But, he can answer questions only with "Yes," "No," or "I don't
know." He refuses to give additional information.

The game can be played by the whole class
or with the class divided into groups. It will
be helpful to review "Organizing Groups for
Laboratory Learning" in The Teacher's Role
in Social Science Investigation,
pages
92-123. However, Behavior Specimen A
should probably be played with the class as
a whole so that you can listen to all the questions and offer suggestions or hints when
necessary. After Behavior Specimen A, the
students should be able to proceed by themselves in smaller groups. Give each group
the next behavior specimen, B, to read, and
assign a Resource Person for it. Instruct the
groups to play the game as they did before.
The first group arriving at the correct inference is the winner.

The pupils should list the questions they
want to ask the Resource Person. That list
is Question 2. When the students have
completed their lists, start the questioning.
One student might ask the Resource Person
if the reason Tim asked to see the nurse was
that he was sick. The answer would be no.
"Did he hate, gym?" "No." "Was he in
trouble with the coach?" "I don't know." "Did
he forget to bring his gym suit?" "No/' At
this point the teacher might ask a pertinent
question to get the questioning back on the
right track. "Was there some reason why
Tim didn't want to stay in gym class?" "Yes."
"Was Tim's gym class co-ed?" "Yes." "Did
this have something to do with Tim's wanting to get out of gym?" "Yes." "Does he like
girls?" "Yes." "Were they going to dance in
class?" "Yes." "Does Tim like to dance?"
"No." "Is Tim shorter than most of the girls?"
"Yes."

You will probably want to circulate
among these groups and give direction or
ask questions when necessary.

At this point the student may guess the
correct inference asked for in Question 3:
Tim asked to see the nurse because he wanted

to be excused from co-ed gym —that is, excused from dancing with girls who were
taller than he. The first person to make this
inference wins.
Question 4 is a value judgment accompanied by an attitude scale. This is an
opportunity for a value inquiry discussion.
Read "Conducting Value Inquiry in Class"
in The Teacher's Role in Social Science
Investigation, pages 21-37. Pupils must
take a stand on the statement, "Tim had a
good reason for asking to be excused from
gym."
If your students do not remember how to
mark attitude scales, give them these directions: "Use the scale to indicate your
opinion. If you disagree completely with the
statement, put a check
on or near
'Disagree completely' at the far right end of
the scale. If you disagree, but not completely,
put a check on or near 'Disagree.' If you
completely agree with the statement, put a
check on or near 'Agree completely' at the
far left end of the scale. If you agree, but not
completely, put a check on or near 'Agree.'
If you neither agree nor disagree with the
statement, put a check in the middle of the
scale."
A discussion about the way in which the
pupils marked their scales is in order. How
many agreed .with the statement for the
most part? How many disagreed? You could
tabulate the answers for the whole class, but
it might prove more interesting to tabulate
the boys' and the girls' answers separately.
You may find that there are differences in
the opinions cited by the two sexes. You
would want to discuss why these differences
occurred. Ask the class what they think
they learned about differences.
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Briefing Sheet for Resource Person
Behavior Specimen A

Briefing Sheet for Resource
Person —Specimen B

The sixth-graders in Mrs. Boyd's class
were lining up for gym class. The girls were
excited. Today was social dance day. Some
of the boys were glad too, but Tim hung back
from his classmates, trying to think of a
way he could be excused. He liked regular
gym and he was a pretty good athlete, but
he dreaded "social dance." He was shorter
than most of the girls in his class, and when
he danced with those girls, he felt about two
feet tall. Finally, as they were filing out the
door, Tim decided not to go. He walked up
to Mrs. Boyd. "May I be excused to see the
nurse?" he asked. "I'm feeling very sick."

Conrad was bored. He had been drawing
cartoons all morning. Finally, when his
laughter disturbed the entire class, Mrs.
Nickerson told him to go to the back of the
room. Conrad picked up his books and
walked to his new seat. He looked down at
his books and wondered why he had bothered to pick them up. He didn't read very
well. In fact, he thought to himself, I don't
know how to read anything. As he gave his
books a discouraged push away from him,
one fell to the floor with a loud BANG.
Conrad didn't look up, but he knew the
whole class probably was looking at him.

Behavior Specimen B

Behavior Specimen C

The directions for this specimen are the
same as for A. Ask the students to read the
short behavior specimen in their Project
Book. Then direct their attention to the
questions: Question 1 should pinpoint the
discrepant behavior: Why did Conrad make
so much noise? The Resource Person has the
additional information and answers questions with a "Yes," "No," or "I don't know."
The first person to infer that Gonrad was
bored because he couldn't read wins.
Question 4 is a value judgment accompanied by an attitude scale. This is an opportunity for another value inquiry discussion.
Pupils must take a stand on the statement,
"Conrad wanted to be the center of attention." The students should use the scale to
indicate their opinions.
Lead a discussion about the way in which
pupils marked their scales. For the most
part, how many agreed? Disagreed?
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The directions for this specimen are the
same as for A. Ask the students to read the
short behavior specimen in their Project
Books. Then direct their attention to the
questions. Question 1 should pinpoint the
discrepant behavior: Why didn't Judy give
the Pledge of Allegiance? The Resource
Person has the additional information and
answers questions with "Yes," "No," or "I
don't know." The first person to infer that
Judy did not pledge allegiance because she
is not a citizen of the United States wins.
Question 4 is a value judgment accompanied by an attitude scale. This is an opportunity for another value inquiry discussion.
Pupils must take a stand on the statement,
"Everyone should salute the flag." The students should use the scale to indicate their
opinion.
Lead a discussion about the way in
which pupils marked their scales. For the

most part, how many agreed? How many
disagreed?

Briefing Sheet for Resource Person
Behavior Specimen C
Class had begun. All the children stood
ready for the Pledge of Allegiance to the
flag. All except Judy. Judy stood in the
back of the room with her arms at her side.
She stared straight ahead. The others began to recite the pledge, but Judy kept her
arms at her side and didn't say a word. She
was not a citizen of the United States. She
was British. She lived in the United States
because her father was employed in the
British embassy.
If your class enjoyed playing the Differences Game, you might want to duplicate
the two additional behavior specimens below and play them in the same way.

D. Maria is a new girl in class. She
has been assigned to work with the
group painting the class mural. When
one of the girls hands her a brush to
paint with, Maria takes it and all the
other brushes on the table and runs to
the sink to wash them.

1. Why did Maria run to the sink?
2. Make a list of questions you will want to
ask in order to discover the reason for this
difference.
3. What inference would you make to explain the reason?

Lesson 4 - W h e r e Do We Get Our Likes and Dislikes?

4. Maria shouldn't have tried so hard to
please the group. Do you agree? Make a
check (***) on the rating scale below.

L
Agree
completely

L
Agree

L
Disagree

/.

E . Six of the girls in Eileen's neighborhood had formed a sewing club called
the Slender Six. Eileen was new in the
neighborhood. She wanted to be friends
with the girls and join their club. But
she decided not to ask to join.

Disagree
completely

5. Did you make a value judgment?
Question 1 should pinpoint the discrepant
behavior: Why did Maria run to the sink?
The first person to infer that Maria couldn't
speak English well and thought the girl
wanted her to clean the brush wins.

Briefing Sheet for Resource Person
Behavior Specimen D
The teacher introduced Maria Gonzales
to the class and assigned her to the mural
committee. This was Maria's first day at this
school. She looked at her new classmates;
they looked at her. Maria wanted to be
friends with these children, but she could
not speak English very well. Her family had
just moved to the United States. Maria
watched the group painting the mural. One
of the girls asked Maria if she would like to
paint with her brush. Maria thought that
the girl asked her to clean the brush. She!
picked up that brush and the rest of the
brushes and ran over to the sink to wash
them.

pleased with the name they had selected,
the "Slender Six." Eileen was new in their
neighborhood. She heard them talking about
the club and wished she could join, but she
didn't know how to sew. She decided not to
ask to join.
Play "The Differences Game"
on pages 16-20 of Project Book 2.

1. Why didn't Eileen ask to join the club?
2. Make a list of the questions you will want
to ask in order to discover the reason.
3. What inference would you make to explain the reason?
4. Eileen had a good reason for not asking to
join the club. Do you agree? Make a check
(*"*) on the rating scale below.

I
Agree
completely

L
Agree

/
Disagree

/
Disagree
completely

5. Did you make a value judgment?
Question 1 should pinpoint the discrepant
behavior. Why didn't Eileen ask to join the
club? The first person to infer that Eileen
didn't ask to join the Slender Six because she
didn't know how to sew wins.

Briefing Sheet for Resource Person
Behavior Specimen E
Six girls from the same neighborhood
walked into class, chattering about their
new club. It was a sewing club and they were
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LeSSOn 5

How Does Group Membership Cause Differences?

Purpose of Lesson 5

Item 17

• To learn that members of a group tend to think the same way
about some things.
• To illustrate how group norms influence the ability of different
groups to get along with each other.
• To discover the influence of group attitudes and values on individual members.

"The Committee Meeting" is the first
behavior specimen to be produced in the
classroom for Unit 2. It illustrates the effects
of sex differences on behavior. Review the
procedure given in the Teacher's Guide for
Unit 1, Items 9, 10, 20, and 21. Also read
"How to Produce Behavior Specimens for
Study" in The Teachers Role in Social
Science Investigation, pages 38-57.
The behavior specimen is about a class
committee made up of an equal number of
boys and girls who can't decide on the game
to play at the class picnic —football or kickball. Why do they disagree so much? Is their
argument an example of group conflict?
Does the argument have anything to do
with sex differences? Will the committee be
able to decide on a game? Many similar

Item 16
This lesson focuses on differences between groups and the conflicts that arise between them. Pupils learn that there are many
different kinds of groups and that most people are members of
several groups at the same time.
They also learn that members of groups tend to think and feel
alike about some things. There are often group opinions, attitudes,
and values that influence individual members.
Read "What Is a Group?" on pages 81-82
of the Resource Book.

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 5
R e s o u r c e Book
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17. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s The Committee Meeting . . . action,
players, and briefing sheets on p. 56

18. The Committee M e e t i n g - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guide . . . p. 21 (answers on p. 59)

19. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s May We Watch the Late, Late TV S h o w ? .
action, players briefing sheets on p. 59

20 May We Watch the Late. Late TV
S h o w ? - O b s e r v a t i o n Guide . . . p. 22
(answers on p. 61)

16. What Is a Group? . . . pp. 81 82

Lesson 5—How Does Group Membership Cause Differences?

questions should arise from the behavior
role-played in class.
The action and briefing materials for "The
Committee Meeting" are below. Go over the
materials carefully. Study the Observation
Guide on page 21 of Project Book 2. You
will need to divide the class in two sections
for the observation. Assign one half to observe the girls on the committee, and the
other half to observe the boys.
The role of the Invisible Group is important, but might be difficult for the pupils to
understand. Because boys and girls are
different sexes, they think differently about
some things, for example, what game to
play at the class picnic. Girls prefer doing
things other girls like to do and boys prefer
boy things. The Invisible Groups represent
these different points of view.
The student who plays the role of an
Invisible Group is not part of the committee.
The girl who represents the Invisible Group
of Girls speaks only to the girls on the
committee. She supplies the reasons most
girls prefer kickball to football. The boy who
represents the Invisible Group of Boys
speaks only to the boys on the committee.
He does the same thing for football. These
conversations must be heard by the class,
because they reveal the effects of these
differences.
The committee should meet at a table so
that the two groups face each other and the
Invisible Groups are standing directly behind them. Visualize where the action can
best take place. Make name tags and use
them, even during rehearsal. Finally, decide which students you want to play the
roles.
Begin your briefing session by telling the

role players the story. Duplicate, if possible,
the briefing sheet for each role. Explain the
role of the Invisible Groups. After each role
player has read his briefing sheet, ask what
the important aspects of his role are. If he
doesn't grasp something, go over it with him.
To get the best results, it may be necessary to explain the behavior specimen in
greater detail than the briefing sheets contain. Remind the students that they are to
act out their parts in their own words. They
are not to memorize lines.
Rehearse the specimen at least once. As
the students rehearse, intervene when necessary to keep the role players' actions realistic or to improve the timing.
Before presenting the behavior specimen,
ask the class to discuss the three types of
observation they have studied.
During the presentation, your role will be
much as it was during the rehearsal. You
may need to intervene.
You will want to stop the specimen right
after the significant action has taken place.
Be sure to debrief the characters at the conclusion of the session.
Divide the class in half. Assign each half,
to observe one group. First you will have to
explain the role of the Invisible Groups to
the class, so that they will understand these
unusual name tags.

Behavior Specimen
The Committee Meeting
Characters
2 sixth-grade girls who are members of
the Gamps nrtrnmiftpp

2 sixth-grade boys who are members of
the Games Committee
1 girl who represents an Invisible Group
of Girls
1 boy who represents an Invisible Group
of Boys
Setting
The school library. Two girls are seated on
one side of the library table. The girl who
represents the Invisible Group of Girls sits
directly behind them. The two boys are
seated on the other side of the table. The boy
who represents the Invisible Group of Boys
sits behind them. The Invisible Groups
should be identified either by name tags or
by an introduction to the class.
Action
The sixth grade is planning a picnic. Two
boys and two girls are responsible for planning the games. As they begin their discussion, it becomes obvious that the girls want
to play kickball and the boys want to play
touch football. They start to argue.
As they are arguing, the Invisible Group
of Girls talks to the girls on the committee,
giving them reasons why kickball is the better game to play. The girls repeat these reasons to the boys. Meanwhile the Invisible
Group of Boys is talking to the boys, giving
them reasons why football is the better
game to play. The boys repeat these reasons to the girls. The argument continues
this way until a decision or an impasse is
reached.
It is important for the students who are
observing the behavior specimen to be able
to hear how the Invisible Groups influence
their committee members and the discus57
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sions between
themselves.

the committee

members

Briefing Sheets
T H E Two GIRLS ON T H E GAMES COMMITTEE

You are eleven or twelve and in the sixth
grade in school. Your grade is planning a
picnic. Your teacher has selected you to be
on the Games Committee. Two boys are
also on this committee. You are to plan the
games that your classmates will play at the
picnic. The four of you have decided that you
want one big game that everyone can play.
Then, no one will be left with nothing to do.
AB you discuss what game to play, you decide that it would be fun to play kickball.
The boys want to play touch football. You
argue with the boys.
Most girls are influenced by the fact that
they are girls. The girl who is sitting directly behind you represents an Invisible
Group of Girls. That means that she isn't
really there except as an influence. The
girl is playing the part of the invisible group
in order to show those watching the behavior specimen that your wish to play kickball
is influenced by the fact that you are a girl.
After you have told the boys you want to
play kickball, turn to your Invisible Group
girl and ask her for some good reasons that
will help you win the argument. The Invisible Group will give you some reasons. Repeat these reasons to the boys. They will be
doing the same thing with their Invisible
Group. Whenever you run out of reasons,
turn to your Invisible Group for help.
T H E INVISIBLE GROUP OF GIRLS

The sixth grade is planning a picnic. The
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teacher has selected two girls and two boys
to be on the Games Committee. They have to
plan the games to play at the picnic. They
have decided they want one big game that
everyone can play. In that way no one will
be left out. The girls want to play kickball
and the boys want to play football.
You are called the Invisible Group of Girls
because you are not actually on the committee. Since most girls usually think like girls,
you represent all sixth-grade girls. Your job
is to be the unseen influence on the two girls
who are on the committee. You sit directly
behind them. When they run out of reasons
for wanting to play kickball instead of football, you will give them some reasons. You
speak only to the girls. You never talk to the
boys. The girls will repeat what you say to
the boys. You are doing this to show the
class observers that girls usually think like
girls.
Here are some of the reasons you can give
the girls on the committee for playing
kickball:
1. Kickball is not as rough as football.
2. We wouldn't get our clothes torn.
3. No one would get hurt.
4. It's more fun.
5. The rules are not as complicated.
6. It's easier to play.
T H E TWO BOYS ON T H E G A M E S COMMITTEE

You are eleven or twelve and in the sixth
grade in school. Your grade is planning a
picnic. Your teacher has selected you to be
on the Games Committee. Two girls are also
on the committee. You are to plan the games
that your classmates will play at the picnic.
The four of you have decided that you want
one big game that everyone can play. Then

no one will be left with nothing to do. As you
discuss what game to play, you decide that it
would be fun to play touch football. The girls
want to play kickball. You argue with the
girls.
Most boys are influenced by the fact that
they are boys. The boy who is sitting directly
behind you represents an Invisible Group
of Boys. That means that he isn't really
there except as an influence. The boy is playing the part of the invisible group in order
to show those watching the behavior specimen that your wish to play football is influenced by the fact that you are a boy. Boys
tend to think alike about some things.
After you have told the girls that you
want to play football and they have argued
that they want to play kickball, turn to your
Invisible Group and ask him for some good
reasons that will help you win the argument. The Invisible Group will give you
some reasons. Repeat these reasons to the
girls. They will be doing the same thing with
their Invisible Group. Whenever you run
out of reasons, turn to your Invisible Group
for help.
T H E INVISIBLE GROUP OF BOYS

The sixth grade is planning a picnic. The
teacher has selected two girls and two boys
to be on the Games Committee. They have to
plan the games to play at the picnic. They
have decided they want one big game that
everyone can play. Then no one will be left
out. The girls want to play kickball and the
boys want to play football.
You are called the Invisible Group of Boys
because you are not actually on the committee. Since most boys usually think like boys,
you represent all sixth-grade boys. Your job
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is to be the unseen influence on the two boys
on the committee. You sit directly behind
them. When they run out of reasons for
wanting to play football instead of kickball,
you will give them some reasons. You speak
only to the boys. You never talk to the girls.
The boys will repeat what you say to the
girls. You are doing this to show the class
observers that boys usually think like boys.
Here are some of the reasons you can give
the boys on the committee for playing touch
football:
1. It's not rough because it's not tackle
football.
2. No one will get hurt.
3. Kickball is a sissy game.
4. There's lots of action in touch football.
5. Touch football takes skill. That makes
it more fun.
PresenCThe

Committee Meeting."

Item 18
Direct the class to All in their Observation
Guides for "The Committee Meeting." Suggested answers are given below.
Answers
1. Which game did the group you were
observing want to play?
kickball or football
2. Is this the game you would choose?
answers vary
3. Give three reasons why the group you
were observing wanted to play this game.
Girls' Reasons
a) Kickball is not as rough as football.
b) We wouldn't get our clothes torn.
c) No one would get hurt.
d) It's more fun.

e) The rules are not so complicated.
f ) It's easier to play.
Boys' Reasons
a) It's not rough because it's not tackle
football.
b) No one will get hurt.
c) Kickball is a sissy game.
d) There's lots of action in touch football.
e) Touch football takes skill. That makes
it more fun.
4. Why was this an example of a group
conflict?
The conflict began because the girls as a
group preferred kickball and the boys as
a group preferred football.
5. Make a prediction about this behavior
specimen. What game do you think will
be played at the class picnic?
Have the students indicate, by a show of
hands, how many think the class will
play kickball at the picnic and how
many think they will play football. Do
most of the boys predict football? If so,
discuss why.
6. Why do you think so?
Discuss the students' reasons.
Do"The Committee
MeetingObservation Guide" on page 21
of Project Book 2.

Item 19
"May We Watch the Late, Late T V Show?"
is a behavior specimen that illustrates the
effects of age differences on behavior. Review
the procedure in the Teacher's Guide for
Unit 1, Items 9, 10, 20, and 21. Also read
"How to Produce Behavior Specimens for
Study" in The Teacher's Role in Social
Science Investigation, pages 38-57.

This behavior specimen is about a family
argument. The children want to watch a TV
program that starts at 10 P.M. Their parents
say that they must go to bed. Why do they
disagree? Is the argument an example of
group conflict? Does the conflict have anything to do with age differences? Will the
children be able to watch the program?
Many similar questions should arise from
the behavior role-played in class.
The action and briefing materials for
"May We Watch the Late, Late TV Show?"
are below. Read the materials carefully.
Look over the Observation Guide on page 22
of Project Book 2. You will need to divide the
class in half for the observation. Assign one
half to observe the children and the other
half to observe the parents.
The roles of the Invisible Groups—Parents and Children—are important, but
might be difficult for pupils to understand.
Because children and parents are different
ages, they think differently about some
things-such as what time children should
go to bed. Most children have one point of
view, while most parents have another. The
Invisible Groups represent a composite of
the two points of view.
The student who plays the role of either
Invisible Group is not part of the family. The
person acting as the Invisible Group of Children speaks only to the children. He supplies
the reasons why the children should be.able
to watch the program. The student who
plays the role of the Invisible Group of Parents speaks only to the parents. He also supplies reasons. These conversations must be
heard by the class, because they reveal the
effects of these differences.
The role players should sit so that the par59
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ents are facing the children and the Invisible Group players are behind each group.
Visualize where the action can best take
place. Make name tags and use them, even
during rehearsal. Finally, decide which students you want to play the roles.
Begin your briefing session by telling the
role players the story. Duplicate, if possible,
the briefing sheet for each role. Explain the
role of the Invisible Groups. After each role
player has read his briefing sheet, ask what
the important aspects of his role are. If
he doesn't grasp something, go over it
with him.
Remind the students that they are to act
out their parts in their own words. They are
not to memorize lines.
Rehearse the specimen at least once. As
the students rehearse, intervene when necessary to keep the role players' actions realistic or to improve the timing.
Before presenting the behavior specimen,
ask the class to discuss the three types of
observation they have studied.
During the presentation your role will be
much as it was during the rehearsal. You
may need to intervene.
You will want to stop the specimen right
after the significant action has taken place.
Be sure to debrief the characters at the conclusion of the session.
Divide the class in half. Assign each half
to observe one group. First you will have to
explain the role of the Invisible Groups to
the class so that they will understand these
unusual name tags.
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Behavior Specimen—May We
Watch the Late, Late TV Show?
Characters
MR. and MRS. APPLEBY, parents
J A C K APPLEBY, twelve years old

observing the behavior specimen to be able
to hear how the Invisible Groups influence
the discussion between the children and
parents.

Briefing Sheets

PAULA APPLEBY, ten years old

1 student who represents the Invisible
Group of Children
1 student who represents the Invisible
Group of Parents
Setting
The Appleby living room in front of the
TV set. Children are seated on one side and
parents are on the other. The character who
represents the Invisible Group of Children
sits directly behind the children. The character who represents the Invisible Group of
Parents sits directly behind the parents. The
Invisible Groups should be identified either
by name tag or by an introduction to the
class.
Action
Jack and Paula tell their parents they
want to watch a special news program on
TV. Their parents tell them it is ten o'clock
and time for bed. They start to argue.
As they are arguing, the Invisible Group
of Children talks to the children, giving
them reasons why it would be good to stay
up and watch the program. Meanwhile the
Invisible Group of Parents is talking to the
parents, giving them reasons why the children should go to bed. The parents repeat
these reasons to the children.
The action continues long enough for both
sides to express their points of view. Then it
is stopped for discussion.
It is important for the students who are

J A C K and

PAULA

Jack, you are twelve years old. Paula, you
are ten. There is going to be a special news
program on TV tonight at ten o'clock. You
want to see it. You tell your parents you
want to watch the special program. Your
parents say no. They tell you that at ten
o'clock you must go to bed. You try to persuade them to change their minds. An argument begins.
The character sitting directly behind you
represents the Invisible Group of Children.
He or she represents the children's point of
view. In real life he or she wouldn't be there,
but would be only an influence inside you.
The character is playing this part in order
to show the observers how children think
alike about some things because they are
children. The boy or girl representing the
Invisible Group of Children will help you
decide what to say to your parents. He or
she speaks only to you, never to your
parents. You will talk to this boy or girl and
then repeat the reasons to your parents.
INVISIBLE GROUP OF CHILDREN

Jack and Paula Appleby want to stay up
past their bedtime and watch a special news
program on TV. Their parents have said
that they cannot watch the program because they have to go to bed. An argument
begins.
You represent the children's point of view.
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You can be seen only by Jack and Paula and
the observers. That is why you are called
the Invisible Group of Children. Your job
is to be the influence of all children on Jack
and Paula as they try to persuade their parents to let them stay up. You sit directly
behind the children and help by giving them
reasons why they should be allowed to see
the program. You talk only to Jack and
Paula, never to the parents.
Here are some of the reasons you might
give Jack and Paula:
1. All the other kids are going to watch
the program.
2. It's a special news program about the
problems of big cities.
3. We won't be tired.
4. We'll feel stupid if we have to tell our
friends we didn't see the program.
5. We'll go to bed early tomorrow night.
6. We'll discuss the program during current events tomorrow.
7. We're being treated like babies.
MR. and MRS. A P P L E B Y

You have two children, Jack, age twelve,
and Paula, age ten. You think it is important for them to get their sleep at night.
When they ask if they can stay up and
watch a news program that begins at ten
o'clock, you say no. You tell them that they
must go to bed. When they try to persuade
you to let them stay up, you give them
reasons why they should not. An argument
begins.
The character sitting directly behind you
represents the Invisible Group of Parents.
He or she represents the parents' point of
view. In real life he or she wouldn't be
there, but would be only an influence in-

side you. The character is playing the part
in order to show the observers how parents
think alike about some things because they
are parents. The representative of the Invisible Group of Parents will help you decide what to say to your children. He or
she speaks only to you, never to your children. You will talk to the representative
and then repeat the reasons to your children.
INVISIBLE GROUP OF PARENTS

Jack and Paula Appleby want to stay up
past their bedtime and watch a special
news program. Their parents have said
that they cannot watch the program because they have to go to bed. An argument
begins.
You represent the parents' point of view.
You can be seen only by Mr. and Mrs. Appleby and the observers. That is why you
are called the Invisible Group of Parents.
Your job is to be the influence of all parents upon Mr. and Mrs. Appleby as they
explain to their children why they must go
to bed. You sit directly behind Mr. and
Mrs. Appleby. Help them by giving them
reasons why the children must go to bed.
You talk only to Mr. and Mrs. Appleby,
never to the children.
Here are some of the reasons you might
give Mr. and Mrs. Appleby.
1. The children will be tired in the
morning.
2. They'll be too tired to do their homework tomorrow night.
3. It isn't good for them.
4. They know they have to go to bed at
ten o'clock.

5. If you allowed it tonight, they'd want
to stay up every night.
6. Most of the other children's parents
will make them go to bed too.
7. The teacher shouldn't expect them to
watch such a late program.
Present "May We Watch
the Late, Late TV Show?"

Item 20
Direct the class to fill in their Observation Guides for "May We Watch the Late,
Late TV Show?"
Answers
1. How did the conflict start?
The children wanted to watch a TV
show that started at. 10 P.M. Their parents said that they had to go to bed.
2. Give three reasons why the group you
were observing felt the way they did.
Children's Reasons
a) All of the other kids are going to
watch the program.
6) It's a special news program about the
problems of big cities.
c) We won't be tired.
d) Just this once.
e) We'll feel stupid if we have to tell
our friends we didn't see the program.
f ) We'll go to bed early tomorrow night.
g) We'll discuss the program during current events tomorrow.
h) We're being treated like babies.
Parents' Reasons
a) The children will be tired in the
morning.
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b) They'll be too tired to do their homework tomorrow night.
c) It isn't good for them.
d) They know they have to go to bed at
10 o'clock.
e) If we allowed it tonight, they'd want
to stay up every night.
f ) Most of the other children's parents
will make them go to bed.
g) The teacher shouldn't expect them to
watch such a late program.
3. Why is this an example of a group
conflict?
The conflict began because the parents
and children belonged to different age
groups and had different viewpoints.
4. Make a prediction about this behavior
specimen. Will Jack and Laurie get to
see the TV show?
Have the students indicate, by a show of
hands, how many think the children will
be able to watch the TV show and how
many think they will not be able to watch.
Discuss their predictions.
5. Why did you make that prediction?
Discuss the students' reasons.
Do "May We Watch the Late, Late
TV Show?-Observation
Guide"
on page 22 of Project Book 2.
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LeSSOn 6

How Do We Behave Toward People Who Are Different?

Purpose of L e s s o n 6
• To learn what feelings we have about people who are different.
• To see how these feelings affect our behavior.
• To become aware of the difference between prejudgments and
prejudice.
• To discover how and why stereotypes develop.

Item 21
By now it should be clear to your pupils that a great variety of
differences exists between individuals and between groups. Differences are natural and to be expected.
So why is it that some people dislike others just for being different?
Where do people get likes and dislikes anyway? Review with the
class the material presented in the Resource Book on pages 75-80.
Remind them that likes and dislikes develop at a very early age.
They are formed by imitating parents and other adults; by imitating
older boys and girls, brothers, and sisters; by imitating friends and
others who are the same age; by generalizing from one experience;
by feeling uncomfortable; and by being frustrated.
After learning how dislikes develop, one should be more cautious
in making value judgments based on little evidence.
This Project Book exercise illustrates how people express likes

and dislikes about people and groups they have not interacted with.
The exercise should be done with the class as a whole.
Pupils are asked to name two groups of people or types of people
with whom they've had little or no contact. Then they are asked to
make an inference about the differences between the groups and to
make a value judgment. Finally, they are asked to tell where they
think their inferences and value judgments came from.
An example is given —Arabs. "Arabs lose wars because they don't
know how to fight" is the inference, and "Arabs deserve to lose wars
because they are stupid soldiers" is the value judgment. The origin
of these ideas may have been one's family or friends, newspapers,
TV, or some other source.
It is very important for the teacher to remain neutral during any
discussion of prejudgments or prejudices. Hopefully, pupils will
eventually become cautious in making judgments about people or
groups they hardly know.
Ask this: "How many think they have discovered a prejudgment
that might also be a prejudice?"
Do "Prejudgments About Values" on pages
23-24 of Project Book 2.

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 6
R e s o u r c e Book

Teacher's Guide

LESSON 6

Project Book

21. Prejudgments About Values . . .
pp. 2 3 - 2 4
22. Record Bands 1. 2. 3. and 4. Side 1
The Boy with Green Hair . . .
transcript on p. 64
24. Stereotypes . . . pp. 8 3 - 8 7

23. The Boy with Green H a i r - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guide . . . pp. 2 5 - 2 6 (answers on p 66)
25. Want Ads Ask for Differences .
pp. 2 7 - 3 0 (answers on p. 67)
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Item 22
The recording that accompanies Unit 2 is
concerned with how and why stereotypes
develop. An ingenious difference—green
hair—is the basis„for the stereotype. Four
record bands concern Phil, a boy with green
hair, and his first experiences in a new
school. A number of unrelated and unpleasant connotations are made about Phil
by other children solely on the basis of the
color of his hair.
The way the story develops is highly
provocative. Teachers will want to read the
scripts that follow or listen to the record
before playing it in class.

The Boy with Green Hair-Band 1
NARRATOR: You've been learning about all
the ways in which people are different
from one another. You already know that
there are many differences. If we thought
and thought and thought we could begin a
list now and keep listing different things
until the sun goes down—and then we
could begin our list again in the morning.
Each one of us is unique.
Now we're going to talk about a makebelieve difference that I'm sure none of
you have talked about—we're going to
talk about people with green hair. Have
you ever seen anyone with green hair?
The people we're going to talk about were
born with green hair. Just close your eyes
for a minute—think of your best friend,
your brother, your sister, your mother, or
your father. How would they look with
green hair? It would be different, wouldn't
64

it? This is a story about a boy named Phil.
He has green hair. Phil and his family
have just moved into a new town and he's
going to a new school. Let's hear the beginning of the story.
SAM: Hi, Joe. Bring your lunch today?
JOE: Yeah. You too?
SAM: Uh-huh. Wanta eat together?
JOE: Sure, Sam, I'll eat with you.
SAM: Hey, did you hear that we're gonna
have a new boy in our room?
JOE: No—say, that's neat. Maybe he can
play on our Little League team, and take
over first base. We need a first baseman
since Bill left. We lost the last, game because we needed an extra guy.
SAM: Well, I don't know. I don't know if we
can count on this guy to play baseball. I
don't think he's the type. I mean, I'll bet
he's never even played . . . well . . .
he's just not like the rest of us guys.
JOE: YOU kidding? What kind of guy's never
played baseball? Do you know him?
What's he like?
SAM: He's got green hair.
JOE (startled): Green —a green-haired kid
in our school? What's he doing here? I
thought those kids had schools of their
own.
SAM: Yeah, well he is here. And I don't
think he'd be much use on the team. I
don't think he'd want to play. He probably doesn't know how.
JOE: Yeah, you're right. He probably
doesn't.
NARRATOR: That's the beginning of our
story. Before we go any further, let's
take a look at the situation. Sam and Joe
are inferring that because the new boy is
different—because he has green hair—he

cannot play baseball. This kind of inference about someone is called a stereotype. Sam and Joe are stereotyping the
boy with the green hair. A stereotype is
an exaggerated belief about a certain
person because of the group he belongs
to. Phil belongs to the group of people
with green hair. One belief that Sam and
Joe have about green-haired people is
that they cannot play baseball. People
use group stereotypes to justify their
behavior toward individuals. Sam and
Joe believe that Phil cannot play ball. To
their way of thinking, this makes it all
right for them not to like him. It's the
things they believe about people with
green hair that make them feel the way
they do toward Phil. Before we go on,
you and your teacher can discuss stereotyping some more.

The Boy with Green Hair—Band 2
NARRATOR: O.K. Let's go back to our story.
We're now in the classroom. The bell has
not yet rung. Phil, the boy with green
hair, is sitting by himself. Let's listen to
some of the conversation in the classroom.
SAM (softly): Hey, Joe, You know Bill had
the locker next to mine before he left.
Guess who's using it now?
J O E : NO kidding. What're you going to do?
SAM: I guess I'd better get a lock for it. We
never had to have them before, but
things are different now. I'll bet Miss
Jones'll tell us all to get locks.
NARRATOR: Sam has just used another stereotype. What is it? Keep it in mind until
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we stop the record again. Let's listen to
more of the story. School has just
started. Miss Jones greets her class.
MISS JONES: Good morning. Let's start the
day with a free-discussion session. But
first I'd like to introduce you to Phil, the
new boy in our room. Will you tell us
what school you went to before, Phil?
PHIL: I went to Shorewood School.
Miss JONES: Well, we're all glad to have
you with us. Welcome, Phil, and I'm sure
you'll be very happy here. Now . . . Joe,
would you like to be the discussion
leader?
JOE: O.K. We had a ball game last night.
Played the Cardinals. But we lost 8 to 5.
NARRATOR: After several of the children
have taken turns talking, Miss Jones
introduces the math lesson for the day.
She is concerned about the children
learning their fractions, so she's setting
up a fraction game. She has chosen four
team captains and, in turn, asked them
to choose their team members. Phil is
the last to be chosen. Someone in the
class, speaking quietly so that' only the
person next to him hears, says, "Phil's
not going to help any." Here is another
stereotype. What is the stereotype?
The children play the fraction game.
No one in the class has done very well.
Phil has missed two out .of three turns.
Miss Jones suggests that they all get
busy and practice reducing fractions. She
says they'll have a short quiz on them
the next day.
Next on the agenda is the reading period. The class is divided into reading
groups. The first group is the best reading group, the second is the average

group, and the third is the reading group
that needs a lot of help. Joe is in the first
reading group. Sam is in the third.
Miss Jones calls Phil to her desk,
where they hold a quiet conversation.
Miss JONES: Phil, I'll put you in the second
reading group until we see how well you
do. Is that O.K. with you?
PHIL: Sure. That's fine.
NARRATOR: While Phil is talking to Miss
Jones, Sam whispers to Joe.
SAM (whispering): Bet he ends up in the
low group, too.
NARRATOR: After the reading groups are
finished, Miss Jones says:
Miss JONES: All right—recess time. Joe,
may I talk to you before you go outside?
(sounds of class filing out of room) I was
wondering if you'd considered asking Phil
to join your baseball team. I think he
might like that.
JOE: NO. I don't think so.
Miss JONES: Why not?
JOE (sounding embarrassed): Well . . .
you know . . .
MISS JONES: Why don't you think it over?
NARRATOR: During recess, Joe and Sam are
talking.
JOE: Funny thing, you know, when Miss
Jones wanted to talk to me?
SAM: Yeah? What did she want?
JOE: She wanted to know if we'd asked the
new kid to join our team.
SAM: NO kidding! Wonder why she did
that?
NARRATOR: In this classroom session we've
heard three more stereotypes being used.
We'll stop the record for the time being
so . you'll have time to discuss these stereotypes with your teacher.

The Boy with Green Hair-Band 3
NARRATOR: Let's return to our story now.
It's after school on the same day. Sam is
walking home by himself. Phil is walking in the same direction, and he too is
alone. He calls out to Sam.
PHIL: Hi, Sam. You live this way too? I'll
walk with you.
SAM (hesitant): Well, O.K.
PHIL: Too bad about that game last night.
I heard those Cardinals have a pretty
good team. They won the championship
last year, didn't they?
SAM: Sure did —and I hope they don't win
it again this year.
PHIL: It'd be great if you could win it this
year. You still need a first baseman?
SAM: Yeah. I hope we find one. Say, you
sound like you know something about
baseball. Do you think maybe . . .
PHIL: Yeah?

SAM: Ah, never mind. Here's my house.
See you tomorrow. (Pause.)
PHIL: Ah, nuts. (Pause. Door slams.) Hi,
Mom, I'm home.
MOTHER: Hi, Phil. How was the first day at
school?
PHIL: O.K. I found out a bunch of guys in
my class belong to a Little.League team.
MOTHER: That sounds like fun. Will you be
joining the team?
PHIL: I don't know. Nobody asked me.
NARRATOR: Let's stop the story again and
think about Phil. How do you think he
feels after his first day at the new
school? Kind of scary at first, isn't it? I'll
bet all of you have some good guesses
about the way Phil must be feeling.
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The Boy with Green Hair-Band 4
NARRATOR: Back to the story again. It's the
next morning. Sam and Joe meet on
their way to school again.
SAM: Hi, Joe. Guess what. I walked home
with Phil yesterday. He does know something about baseball.
JOE (sarcastically): Yeah, sure, I bet. . . .
Listen, my dad says those guys with green
hair aren't good for anything—and he
says they sure don't know baseball. They
don't know which end of the bat is up.
SAM: Well, he knew how good the Cardinals were. I think we should try him out.
Let's see if he can play or not. There's
nothing to lose by giving him a tryout.
JOE: Well, it sure didn't take you long! I
don't want to play baseball with a greenhaired kid!
SAM: Well, I don't know. Maybe you're
right. But we sure need someone for first
base. We've got to win this year . . . get
the championship.
JOE: Well, I don't want that guy. He'd just
cause trouble. I don't know why he
moved here anyway. He just gets things
all messed up.
PHIL (from a distance); Hey, Sam and Joe,
wait for me!
JOE: Oh, no!
PHIL: Hear about the game, last night? The
Cardinals lost. That means our team has
a chance for first place again.
SAM: Hey, that's neat. That ties it up
again.
JOE: Did you practice reducing fractions
last night? Miss Jones'll probably give us
a quiz first thing.
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PHIL: I practiced them, all right. But I
have real trouble finding the lowest
common denominators of the big fractions. I'm going to run ahead to school to
study them some more. See you later.
JOE (contemptuously): Big fractions! Anybody who knows anything knows those.
SAM: I'm not so sure. TheyVe not so easy.
JOE: Yeah, but who ever runs ahead to
study? Bet he doesn't do so hot on the
quiz, anyway. Smart guy. Pushing in all
the time.
SAM: He was just being nice. He wants to
make friends—didn't I tell you he knew
something about baseball? I think we
should give him a tryout. I'm going to
ask the other guys.
JOE: Oh, great. Listen, I bet he was making it all up about the Cardinals. I'll bet
he's a liar. And that reminds me—did
you get your lock yet?
SAM: NO. I don't think Miss Jones is going
to tell anybody to get any locks. Look,
I've got to study for that quiz too. I think
I'll get Phil to give me some hard fractions and see if I can reduce them. See
you later.
Play Record Bands 1,2,3, and 4, Side 1 —
"The Boy with Green Hair."

Item 23
After you have listened to all four bands,
you will want to discuss parts of the story in
class. You might need to play the record
bands several times if children seem perplexed. Then instruct the pupils to fill in
their Observation Guides. Answers are below. The first four questions ask for factual
information that was presented on the recording. The remaining questions require

pupils to make predictions about how Phil
will make out in the future.
There are no right or wrong answers to
Questions 5-10. However, the teacher will
definitely want to discuss answers given.
The story has no real ending—only what's in
the minds of your pupils.
Answers
1. A stereotype is a fixed belief about the
characteristics of a group. These beliefs
are applied to individual members of that
group, whether or not they fit.
2. Green-haired people can't play baseball a stereotype.
3. Green-haired people take things that
don't belong to them. Green-haired people aren't good at math. Green-haired
people are poor readers.
4. Sam. Sam and Joe argued about whether
Phil should be given a chance to try out
for the baseball team. They also argued
about a math problem and they argued
about locks for the lockers.
Do "The Boy with Green Hair—Observation
Guide" on pages 25-26 of Project Book 2.
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Item 24
The reading selection should tie together all the material presented so far about prejudgments, prejudices, and stereotypes. An
experiment conducted by Eugene Hartley demonstrated how some
college students had prejudices about all foreigners. It should prove
illuminating.
Read "Stereotypes" on pages 83-87
of the Resource Book.

Item 25
This exercise was designed to help pupils distinguish between
inherited and learned differences. It contains fictitious want ads
that might appear in help-wanted sections of newspapers. Suggested
answers are below. Few questions have only one correct answer.
Included in some of the ads are examples of stereotypes.
Answers
1. Boy —sex is inherited.
2. The experience of mowing lawns is the environmental difference.
3. "Must be in junior high school."
4. The job might require too much responsibility for a younger boy.
5. In this country, boys, not girls, are expected to do physically
hard jobs. Girls are, often considered the weaker sex.
6. Answers will vary. It could be considered a stereotype because it
implies that only boys can do physically exhausting work.
1. Suggested answers are that the elderly lady is allergic to smoke;
is afraid of fire; just gave up smoking; hates dirty ashtrays.
2. Suggested answers are that ladies don't smoke, a lady who
smokes will drink, and so forth.
3. Suggested answers are that the woman went to many concerts as
a child; she lived in the city and had no need of a car; she often
watched her parents play bridge.

to use his hands fixing things and how to be a gardener, both
from his environment.
2. Suggested answers are that references are asked to check experience, honesty, or reliability.
3. In this country, women usually are hired to do work inside the
home. The more rugged jobs are for men.
4. A stereotype is not used in the ad.
1. Girl—sex is inherited.
2. The experiences of babysitting and doing housework are environmental differences.
3. Because girls will eventually become mothers, they are expected
to do women's work—caring for children and housework.
4. Answers will vary. It could be considered a stereotype because it
implies that only girls take care of young children and do housework.
1. There are none.
2. A high school diploma is required.
3. Suggested answers are that the company thinks that high school
graduates are easier to train and that skills learned in high
school are important for this job.
4. Answers will vary. It could be considered a stereotype because it
implies that only high school graduates can handle on-the-job
training for computers.
Do "Want-Ads Ask for Differences"
on pages 27-30 of Project Book 2.

1. Swimming and handling children both require stamina.
2. Answers will vary.
3. The employer will not refuse to hire a qualified person because of
race, sex, religion, color, or national background.
1. Suggested answers are that the person must have learned how
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Unit 3

Friendly and Unfriendly Behavior

Introduction
This unit explores the causes and effects of friendliness and unfriendliness. The behavior is treated in three ways—as interactions
between individuals, between individuals and the group, and between groups. Love and hatred, inclusion and exclusion, acceptance
and rejection are crucial experiences in the lives of children. All are
treated matter-of-factly, as examples of human behavior.
An important objective is to show children how to investigate the
different aspects of this behavior scientifically. It is essential for the
teacher to help pupils recognize that friendliness may not always
be the best or most appropriate behavior, any more than unfriendliness is always inappropriate. This can be a difficult hurdle.
What are the different aspects of friendly and unfriendly behavior? Children learn to identify the various parts as feelings and
intentions inside a person, his actions, and the way these actions are
interpreted by another person. It doesn't take long for pupils to
realize how complicated this behavior can be. That, in itself, is an
important learning.
The pupils will observe a behavior specimen where one person
had friendly feelings and intentions, but somehow his actions
turned out differently. They will observe another that shows a
person whose actions appear friendly but, in effect, that person was
being friendly only to further unfriendly intentions. Other examples
are less complicated—for example, the circular processes of friendliness or unfriendliness.

More subtle aspects of this behavior are also included. The pupils
observe a person who is ambivalent and feels friendly and unfriendly simultaneously. They learn how one*s expectations about
another person's behavior exert a powerful influence on the ultimate
interaction.
The unit touches on various causes of hostility including sibling
rivalry, frustration, disappointment, and transference. Many of the
reading selections are adaptations of important research papers.
Unit 3 is organized into five lessons. Because each contains a
number of activities, a lesson will take several class sessions to
complete.
Lessons are described in detail in the Teacher's Guide. Explicit
goals are stated. At the beginning of each lesson there is a chart that
shows the sequence of materials to be used. Each item is explained
in the body of the lesson in the same sequence. Relevant material
in the teacher-training book, The Teacher's Role in Social Science
Investigation, is referred to wherever necessary.

Lesson 1 - What Do We Know About Friendliness?
Lesson 2 —How Can You Tell the Difference Between Friendly
and Unfriendly Behavior?
Lesson 3 — What Causes Unfriendly Actions?
Lesson 4-What Causes Unfriendliness Between Individuals
and Groups?
Lesson 5 —What Causes Unfriendliness Between Groups?
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Sequence of Materials Used in Unit 3

Resource Book
LESSON

1

Teacher's Guide

Project Book

1. Friend|y and Unfriendly Behavior . . .
pp. 8 9 - 9 3
2. Friendly or Unfriendly? . . .
pp. 9 5 - 9 7
3. What C a u s e s Unfriendliness? . . .
P 1
Circular P r o c e s s - J u l i a . . .
p. 2 (answers on p. 74)
4. Why Do People Stay Friendly? . . .
pp. 3 - 4
Friendly Behavior . . .
(answers on p. 75)

p. 5

Vocabulary words on p. 75

LESSON 2

5. How Do Y o u K n o w ? . . . pp. 6 - 9
(answers on p. 76)
7. The P r e s e n t - F e e l i n g s and

6. The P r e s e n t - F e e l i n g s and
Intentions . . . pp. 9 9 - 1 0 0

Intentions . . . pp.
(answers on p. 77)

8. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s The Marble G a m e . . . action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 78

10-11

9. T h e Marble G a m e - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guide . . . p. 12 (answers on p. 79)

10. O n c e Burned, Twice Shy . . .
pp. 1 0 1 - 4
11. C o m e O n , You Guys, Don't! . . .
p. 13
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Resource Book
LESSON 3

14. Warm or C o l d ? . . .

pp.

Teacher's Guide

Project Book

12. Record Band 1..Side 2 - T h e
Broken Baseball Bat . . .
transcript on p. 81

13. The Broken Baseball. B a t - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guides for Pete, Fred, Tom, Jim . . .
pp. 1 4 - 1 7 (answers on p. 82)

105-9

15. First Impressions . . .
(answers on p. 83)

pp.

18-19

16. Record Band 2, Side 2 - T h e Intruder . . .
transcript on p. 84
17. Unfriendliness . . .
(answers on p. 86)

LESSON 4

20-21

18. The Hill C l u b . . . pp. 1 1 1 - 1 4
19- Behavior Specimen in C l a s s Going Fishing . ... action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 88.

LESSON 5

pp.

21. Unfriendliness off Target . . .
pp. 1 1 5 - 2 0
23. Robbers' Cave Experiment . . .
pp. 1 2 1 - 7

20. Going F i s h i n g - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guides for Bob, Tom, Dick . . .
pp. 2 2 - 2 4 (answers on'p. 90)

22. How Social Scientists Work . . .
pp. 2 5 - 27 (answers oh p. 92)
24. Robbers' C a v e Experiment . . .
pp. 2 8 - 30 (answers on p. 93)

LeSSOn 1

What Do We Know About Friendliness?

Purpose of Lesson 1
• To motivate students to explore this behavior with objectivity.
• To demonstrate that friendliness is not always appropriate.
• To identify the three parts of the behavior-feelings, intentions,
actions.

Item 1
The first objective is to clear up any confusion or hesitation that
pupils might have about the idea of studying a topic like friendliness
scientifically.
You could say something like this: "Contrary to what many think,

friendliness is not always the best or most appropriate behavior,
any more than unfriendliness is always bad and inappropriate. Both
are legitimate subjects for the social scientist to study, because he
wants to learn about human behavior.
"Almost everyone has an intuitive notion about what constitutes
friendliness. Yet few people realize the different aspects involved;
these are the feelings and intentions behind a person's actions.
Equally important is the way in which another person perceives
that behavior. It might be different from what the first person
intended. For example, one person may have friendly feelings and
intentions that are the inside causes for his actions. But another

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 1

—

LESSON 1

R e s o u r c e Book

T e a c h e r ' s Guide

Protect Book

1. Friendly and Unfriendly Behavior
pp. 8 9 - 9 3
2. Friendly or Unfriendly?
pp. 9 5 - 9 7
3

What Causes Unfriendliness

7

P- 1
Circular p r o c e s s - J u l i a
p. 2 (answers on p. 74)
4. Why Do People Stay Friendly?
pp. 3 - 4
Friendly Behavior
(answers on p. 75)
Vocabulary words on p 75
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person may interpret his behavior as the opposite of what was
intended. This kind of interaction can become quite complicated.
One person can feel unfriendly and have unfriendly intentions, but
act in a friendly way. Another can have both friendly feelings and
intentions, but behave in a way that's considered unfriendly."
Three short behavior specimens are contained in the first reading
selection. They illustrate some of the dimensions discussed above.
The questions that appear at the conclusion of each episode should
foster a lively class discussion.
The children should be encouraged to make value judgments
about these behaviors. You can initiate these by asking the pupils,
"Did you like the way the story ended? Why? Was the behavior of
the characters good or bad? Why?" The purpose of value inquiry is
to provide the student with an opportunity to discuss his own values
openly and share them with others. Allow each child to express his
values. Avoid stating your position or taking sides. Review "Conducting Value Inquiry in Class" in The Teacher's Role in Social
Science Investigation, pages 21-37.
In the first reading selection, "Don't Be Mean to My Dog," the
situation is one in which many people would consider unfriendly
behavior fully justified, even appropriate. The episode should help
pupils see that unfriendliness as a behavior is not always out of
order.
In the second, friendliness prevails and is so perceived. In a way,
it contains the beginnings of a circular process based on friendliness.
In "The Bully," the appropriateness of George's friendliness
toward Bud is questionable. Was it really right, under the circumstances, for George to invite Bud to have a root beer with him? Was
his friendliness a good thing?
Read "Friendly and Unfriendly Behavior"
on pages 89-93 of the Resource Book.

Ask the pupils to describe an experience they have had that shows
how a friendly action was misinterpreted or perceived as unfriendly.
Ask them for other examples of friendly actions and unfriendly
actions. Ask them to bring newspapers or magazines with illustrations of unfriendly behavior.
Conduct a class discussion around these or similar questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How do people show friendly or unfriendly feelings?
How does one know when a behavior is friendly or unfriendly?
What are some effects of friendliness? unfriendliness?
Can unfriendly behavior be changed to friendly behavior?
Is it possible to feel friendly and unfriendly at the same time?
Why do some people remain either friendly or unfriendly
toward one another?

Make sure the pupils understand that there are no clear-cut
answers to these questions. Each person must decide for himself.
Read "Friendly or Unfriendly?" on
pages 95-97 of the Resource Book.

Item 3
The pupils will read the short behavior specimen about Julia in
their Project Book and then fill in a circular process chart based on
the story. The chart is reproduced on the next page.
The story about Julia illustrates one important point: Unfriendly
behavior can be inappropriate because it does not achieve a constructive goal. Julia wants to be liked by others, but her behavior
destroys any chance for friendly relations. Her unfriendliness causes
others to act unfriendly, which causes Julia to feel hurt, so that she
acts unfriendly. It becomes a vicious circle.
Ask the class to make suggestions that would help Julia change
her behavior to encourage .boys and girls to like her.

Item 2
The second reading selection attempts to define and illustrate the
various aspects of the friendly-unfriendly behavioral phenomenon.
Feelings, intentions, actions, and perception are all involved. What
one person perceives about another's behavior becomes one cause for
his own actions. Discrepancies often occur between the feelings,
intentions, and action of one person or group and the way in which
others perceive the action.

Do "What Causes Unfriendliness?"
and"Circular
Process—Julia" on pages 1-2 of Project Book 3.

Item 4
In this exercise friendliness prevails in much the same way that
unfriendliness did in the previous story. Ask the pupils to read the
two letters in "Why Do People Stay Friendly?" The two girls are
good friends and will continue to be. What are the causes of this
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Julia's intentions

(She h a s unfriendly inten
tions toward the other
children)
Julia's feelings

Julia's action

(She feels unfriendly,
has hurt feelings)

(She acts unfriendly,
p u s h e s Wendy)

Children's actions

Children's feelings

(They act unfriendly, call
Julia a liar)

(They feel unfriendly,
are angry at Julia)

Children s intentions

(They have unfriendly
intentions toward Julia)
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friendly interaction? Instruct the pupils to do the exercise based
on the letters. Suggested answers are below. Ask them if they think
this illustrates another circular process. Ask them if they have other
suggestions to make as to the causes of friendliness.
Suggested Answers
1. Expressing friendly feelings
2. Being honest
3. Being honest
4. Having same values
5. Expressing friendly feelings
6. Having same interests
7. Sharing
8. Caring
9. Trusting
10. Having same interests
Do "Why Do People Stay Friendly?" and
"Friendly Behavior" on pages. 3-5 of Project Book 3.

Vocabulary
F E E L I N G S —Inside causes for friendly or unfriendly actions.
INSIDE CAUSES—Causes that cannot be observed but must

be sup-

posed.
INTENTIONS—Inside plans.

P E R C E P T I O N — A n individual's understanding of what he observes
about the behavior of others.

Lesson

2

How Can You Tell the Difference Between Friendly
and Unfriendly Behavior?

Purpose of L e s s o n 2
• To indicate that actions don't always express feelings and intentions clearly.
• To show that unfriendly intentions can be causes of friendly
actions and vice versa.
• To demonstrate the difficulty in deciding whether or not an
action is friendly.
• To learn that avoidance sustains unfriendliness.

three examples in the exercise and subtle problems in each example.
In the first, a young boy perceives the doctor's action of giving him a
shot as unfriendly. But what about the doctor's feelings and intentions? In the second, a girl is understandably perplexed when her
best friend warns her not to play with the new girl. Were those
feelings and intentions friendly or unfriendly? The girl is not sure.
In the third, a patrol boy reports another boy who ran across a busy
street. The boy who broke the rule thinks the patrol boy was acting
unfriendly. Was he?

Item 5
This exercise provides practice in labeling the three aspects of
friendly or unfriendly behavior and thereby demonstrates the
difficulty in deciding whether or not an action is friendly. There are

Suggested Answers
A. 1. The child perceives the doctor's behavior as unfriendly.
2. The doctor was giving the shot to help, not hurt, the child.

Sequence of Materials Used in Lesson 2
R e s o u r c e Book

i a c h e r ' s Guide

ESSON 2

Project Book

5

6 The P r e s e n t - F e e l i n g s and
Intentions . . pp. 99 100
Behavior Specimen in C l a s s The Marble G a m e . . . action,
players, briefing sheets on
p. 78

How Do You K n o w ? . . . pp. 6 - p
(answers on p. 76)
7. T h e P r e s e n t - F e e l i n g s and
Intentions . . pp 10-11
(answers on p. 77)
9. The Marble G a m e - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guide
. p. 12 (answers on p. 79)

10. Once Burned. Twice Shy . . .
pp. 1 0 1 - 4
11. C o m e On. You Guys. Don't'
p 13
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3. The doctor's intentions are probably friendly.
4. The doctors (or all doctors) have firm intentions to inoculate
as many children as possible so that they will be protected
from crippling, painful, disabling diseases.
5. The doctor's feelings are probably friendly.
6. He is a children's doctor. He has a son of his own the same age.
He smiled and was gentle and explained the purpose for
giving the shot.
B. 1. Sally might think that Betty's action is friendly because
Betty is trying to protect her. Betty doesn't want Sally to be
disliked by the other children in the neighborhood.
2. Sally might think Betty is being unfriendly because she wants
to be the new girl's only friend. Her behavior could seem
unfriendly because she hasn't given the new girl a chance to
make friends with Sally or anyone else.
3. Betty's intentions could be friendly or unfriendly.
4. The inference could be made that Betty really had friendly
intentions, that is, intentions to protect Sally. Or her intentions could have been unfriendly; she didn't want Sally to
have another friend.
5. Betty's feelings could be considered friendly because she
wanted to help her friend, or they could be considered unfriendly because she wanted to hurt Sally.
6: Inferences follow the same line of reasoning as described
above.
C. 1. Either answer is plausible.
2. If friendly, the patrol boy wanted to make sure the fifthgrader was not hit by a car. If unfriendly, he didn't like him
and wanted to get even by reporting him.
3. Either answer is plausible.
4. Inferences follow the same line of reasoning as described
above.
Do "How Do You Know?" on
pages 6-9 of Project Book 3.

Item 6
In this story a rather complicated network of feelings, intentions,
and actions are at work. The story concerns four girls—Peggy,
Janet, Connie, and Ivy—who have agreed to buy their teacher a

going-away present. The girls meet in the park to pool their money
- a dollar each-and buy the present. Janet hasn't brought any
money because she can't afford to, but she doesn't want to admit it.
Instead, she says that she doesn't want to contribute, Peggy is upset
by Janet's action. When Connie tries to smooth things over, Peggy
accuses her of siding with Janet.
At this point Ivy, who has been quietly watching and listening,
sides with Peggy. She wants to keep her dollar and spend it on
herself. After some sharp words, Ivy and Peggy walk away from the
other two girls. Ivy is delighted with this development. Now she can
spend her dollar on a new headband.
An exercise in the Project Book asks pupils to label the various
feelings and intentions involved.
Read "The Present" on pages 99-100
of the Resource Book.

Item 7
After the pupils have completed the exercise based on "The Present," a value inquiry is in order. Questions 9 and 10 should pave the
way for such a discussion. A discussion about "The Present" that
will prove valuable is on page 32 of The Teacher's Role in Social
Science Investigation. It is the transcript of Record Band 3.
Answers
1. Friendly
2. Friendly, unfriendly
3. Friendly, unfriendly
4. Unfriendly, unfriendly, unfriendly
5. Unfriendly
6. Unfriendly, friendly
7. Unfriendly, friendly
8. Friendly, unfriendly
9. No correct answer
10. Here is a good opportunity to discuss the various values represented by the characters and their actions in the story.
Do "The Present—Feelings and Intentions"
on pages 10-11 of Project Book 3.
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Item 8
T h e Marble Game" is the first behavior
specimen to be produced in the classroom. It
illustrates how an unfriendly intention—or
inside plan—was the cause of a person's
acting in what appeared to be a friendly
manner. Friendly behavior doesn't always
connote friendly feelings and intentions is
the learning. Review the procedure given in
the Teacher's Guide for Unit 1, Items 9,10,
20, and 21. Also read "How to Produce Behavior Specimens for Study," in The Teacher's Role in Social Science Investigation,
pages 38-57.
The behavior specimen is about Alex, a
very good marble player who uses his skill
to take advantage of another boy. Jacky, a
less skillful player, has a number of pretty
marbles Alex wants. In order to get Jacky to
play with him so that he can get the marbles, Alex tricks him by acting very friendly.
Alex has unfriendly intentions. He wants to
beat Jacky and get his marbles.
The action and briefing materials for "The
Marble Game" are below. Go over them
carefully. Study the Observation Guide on
page 12 of Project Book 3.
Visualize where the action can best take
place. Make name tags and use them, even
during the rehearsal. Finally, decide which
students you want to play the roles.
Begin your briefing session by telling the
role players the story. Duplicate, if possible, the briefing sheet for each role. You
will want to tell the role players that they
must be sure to act out all the feelings,
intentions, and actions contained in their
roles. This is important because the Observation Guide is based on these aspects. For
example, Alex must tell his friend Ted that
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he doesn't know Jacky well enough to like
or dislike him. After each role player has
read his briefing sheet, ask him the important aspects of his role. If he doesn't understand something, go over it with him.
To get the best results, it may be necessary to explain the behavior specimen in
greater detail than is described in the briefing sheets. Remind the students that they
are to act out their parts in their own words.
They are not to memorize lines.
Rehearse the specimen at least once. Use
imaginary props-in this case, for marbles.
This eliminates accidentally dropping marbles on the floor. As the students rehearse,
intervene when necessary to keep the role
players' actions realistic or to improve the
timing.
Before presenting the behavior specimen,
ask the class to discuss the three types of
observation they have studied. You will
also want to review feelings, intentions,
and actions.
During the presentation your role will be
much as it was during the rehearsal. You
may need to intervene. You will want to
stop the specimen right after the significant action has taken place.
Be sure to debrief the characters at the
conclusion of the session.

Behavior S p e c i m e n - T h e Marble
Game
Characters
A L E X , a good marble player
JACKY, a boy who is not a very good
player, but who has many pretty marbles
TED, a friend of Alex

Setting
On the way to school.
Action
Alex and Ted are on their way to school.
Ted tells Alex about a classmate, Jacky,
who has many pretty marbles. Alex assures Ted that he is going to take Jacky's
marbles away from him. When Ted asks
Alex how he is going to do it, Alex tells
him to wait and see.
As the two boys come to the corner
where Jacky lives, they spy him walking
down the block. Alex yells "Hi!" and waits
for him. Jacky returns Alex's greeting and
joins the boys. Alex asks him if he's got
any marbles. Jacky puts his hand into his
pocket and pulls out some beauties.
Alex notices one marble in particular, an
aggie, and asks Jacky where he got it.
Jacky says that he got it from Bobby
Fisher.
Alex tells Jacky that he must be pretty
good, because Bobby's a great player.
Jacky says that he was just lucky. Alex
lies and says Bobby beat him the last time
they played. Then he changes the subject
to math. After the boys discuss last night's
homework, Alex switches the subject back
to marbles. He asks Jacky if he'd like to
play a game at recess. When Jacky agrees,
Alex winks at Ted.

Briefing Sheets
ALEX

You are a very good marble
you like to win. You not only
ning a game, you also like to
marbles. If anyone in the class

player and
enjoy winwin pretty
has better
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marbles than you, you really enjoy playing
the game and taking away his marbles.
You are walking to school with your
friend Ted, who lives nearby. As you walk,
Ted tells you about the great marbles a
classmate, Jacky, has. You know that you
are a much better player than Jacky and
that this is a great chance to get some
more marbles. You don't know Jacky very
well and you don't usually play with him.
You don't like or dislike him. When you
see him coming up the street, you yell "Hi!"
and wait for him The only reason you bother
to talk to him is to arrange a game of marbles. You ask him if he's got any marbles.
When you see his marbles, you ask him
where he got the aggie. When he says that
he got it from Bobby Fisher, you lie and say
that you lost to him the last time you played.
You do this so that Jacky won't think you're
as good a player as he is. You change the
subject to math, then you go back to marbles
and ask Jacky if he'd like to play a game at
recess. When he says yes, you look over
at Ted.
TED

You like Alex. You live near him and
walk to school with him a lot. You know
he is a good marble player. You tell him
about some marbles that a classmate,
Jacky, has. You think Alex can beat Jacky,
but you're not sure Jacky will play Alex
because Alex is such a good player. You
don't know Jacky very well. He is not a
friend of yours; When Alex says he is going
to take Jacky's marbles away, you ask him
how he is going to do it.

JACKY

You go to the same school as Alex and
Ted, but don't know either of them very
well. You are pleased when Alex speaks to
you. When he asks if you have any marbles, you show him those in your pocket.
When he asks where you got the aggie, you
tell him you won it from Bobby Fisher.
When he asks if you want to have a marble game at recess, you are pleased. You
would like to be friends with him.
Present "The Marble Game" in class.

Item 9
Direct the class to fill in their Observation Guides. Remind pupils that they may
interview the role players to check their
inferences.
S uggested A nswers

JACKY

1. Where did Jacky get the aggie that Alex
admired?
He won it from Bobby Fisher.
2. Does Jacky have friendly or unfriendly
feelings toward Alex?
Friendly
3. Does Jacky have friendly or unfriendly
intentions toward Alex?
Friendly
4. How does Jacky act toward
friendly or unfriendly?

Alex-

Friendly
5. How would you feel if you were Jacky?
Discuss student reaction to this question.

ALEX

1. What does Alex want to do?
He wants to take away. Jacky's

Here is an opportunity for value discussion.

marbles.

Do "The Marble Game—Observation
Guide" on page 12 of Project Book 3.

2. Does Alex have friendly or unfriendly
feelings toward Jacky?
Neither
3. Does Alex have friendly or unfriendly
intentions toward Jacky?
Unfriendly
4. Are Alex's actions toward Jacky friendly
or unfriendly?
Friendly
5. It was wrong for Alex to trick Jacky. Do
you agree? Why, or why not?
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Item 10
The title of this reading selection tells something about the contents. The story, however, is not as much concerned with a boy who
is overly shy as it is with a commonplace experience in human behavior—avoidance. Avoidance occurs when one person stays away
from (avoids) another because he thinks that person caused him
some kind of pain. Never wanting to see or talk to the other person
becomes a shield that continues to keep the two apart. Avoidance
sustains unfriendliness. People who are more than normally afraid
of being hurt will go to great lengths to avoid a repetition or recollection of a painful experience.
There is no exercise in the Project Book, but a discussion in class
could be meaningful. For example, you could ask the pupils to suggest some kinds of interactions that might change this type of unfriendliness.
Some of the boys in your class who have had differences possibly
became good friends after they had a fight. But what if these boys
had avoided one another? Interaction is no cure-all for unfriendly
behavior. Sometimes it leads to a positive change and sometimes it
does not. But it does provide an opportunity to become friendly.
Read "Once Burned, Twice Shy" on
pages 101-4 of the Resource Book.

Item 11
The pupils will read a short behavior specimen in the Project Book
and either write in an answer or discuss the solution to the problem
in class. Ramon is torn between two desires: He wants to get wet and
he doesn't want to, at the same time. Because he can't join the boys
and run through the water, they taunt him and threaten to throw
him in the water anyway.
The question to be resolved is how Mr. Steffano, the man who runs
the corner store, could help Ramon without antagonizing the boys
or his mother.
This might be an ideal time to divide your classroom into groups
to discuss several solutions to Ramon's problem. Later, the person
who has been designated the reporter can give the group opinion to
the whole class.
There are no easy answers and certainly no right or wrong solutions. It will eventually become a question of values: Which value
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does each group or individual hold as most important—keeping
clean, not damaging clothes, or being a member of the gang?
Do "Come On, You Guys, Don't!" on
page 13 of Project Book 3.

LeSSOn 3

What Causes Unfriendly Actions?

Purpose of L e s s o n 3
• To show common conflicts between people
that cause unfriendliness.
• To show how one's expectations of another's behavior influence perception.
• To observe the phenomena of sibling
rivalry and transference as causes of
unfriendly actions.

Item 12
The pupils will listen to a recording that
demonstrates unfriendliness between older
and younger boys. Observation Guides accompany the recording. The transcript is
below. Two young boys, Pete and Fred, are
attempting to mend a broken baseball bat.
Suddenly Fred notices two older boys walking down the street, one of whom is a friend
of his brother's. He suggests to Pete that

they ask the boys for help. Since Pete's older
brother never helps him, he figures (correctly) that these boys won't either. Fred's
brother doesn't bully him, so he expects to
get help. He is disappointed.
Four Observation Guides, one for each of
the characters, are contained in Project
Book 3. You might have to play the recording more than once so that class observers
can clearly distinguish the voice of the
character they've been asked to observe.
You can do this activity as a class or in
groups.

The Broken Baseball Bat
NARRATOR: It is after four o'clock on a Saturday afternoon in early spring. It has

been raining all day. The sun is out now,
but there are still puddles in the street.
Pete, a fourth-grader, is sitting on his
front steps trying to fix a broken baseball bat. Fred, Pete's friend and classmate, is coming up the street toward
Pete's house.
FRED: Hi, Pete, want to play ball?
PETE: Yeah, great-if I can get this bat
fixed.
FRED: What's the matter with it?
PETE: It's cracked almost in two.
FRED: Let me look at it. (Pause.) If we
could get it to stay like this it might
work. Got anything we could tape it
with?
PETE: We've got some electrical tape in the
kitchen drawer. No one's home now, but
I don't think dad would mind if we used

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 3
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 3

14 Warm or C o l d ? . .

T e a c h e r ' s Guide

Project Book

12 Record Band 1. Side 2 - T h e
Broken Baseball Bat . .
transcript on p 81

13. The Broken Baseball B a t - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guides for Pete. Fred. Tom, Jim . . .
pp 14 17 (answers on p. 82)

pp 105 9

15. First Impressions . .
(answers on p. 83)

pp 1 8 - 1 9

16 Record Band 2. Side 2 - T h e
Intruder . . transcript on p 84
17 Unfriendliness
pp. 20-21
(answers on p. 86)
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it. You glue it and Til go get the tape.
(Sound of door closing.)
FRED: Let's see . . . if I put the glue here
and here . . . (Sound of door closing
again as Pete returns.)
P E T E : I've got the tape.
FRED: And I've got the glue on the bat.

Here. You hold it and I'll wrap the tape
around it. (Pause.) Aw, it won't work!
P E T E : You hold it and let me try.

FRED: The tape's getting all tangled up.
It'll never work.
NARRATOR: The two boys continue to work,
unsuccessfully, at trying to put the bat
back together. Just at this time down the
street, two older boys, Jim and Tom, are
meeting in front of Tom's house.
J I M : Hi, Tom. Let's go over to the playground and get some practice in, now
that it's stopped raining.
TOM: I don't know, Jim. We're going to eat
at five-thirty. I guess there's time,
though, if we hurry.
J I M : Joe's already gone over with a bat. I
told him we'd be there right away. Let's go.
TOM: O.K. Here, let's play catch on the way.
(Pause.)
NARRATOR: The two boys* start down the
street, throwing the ball back and forth.
FRED: Hey, here come some big kids. Let's
ask them to help us. You know 'em,
don't ya?
P E T E : Sure—he's Tom Evans. But they
won't help.
FRED: Bet they would. Tom's in my brother's sixth-grade class. They're friends.
I'm going to ask him.
P E T E : It's no use asking big kids. They
won't help.
FRED: We don't want to sit here all day
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trying to fix this. My brother could do it
in a minute. I bet if we hold the bat,
they can tape it so it'll stay. I'm going to
ask them. Hi, Tom. Say, will you help us
fix our bat? We can't get it together
right.
TOM: What's the matter with you little
guys? Can't you do anything? You sure
made a mess out of that tape. Can't you
even fix a baby bat like that?
JIM: Come on, Tom. We've got to go.
TOM: Hold it, Jim. Look how they're trying
to mend this bat. Say, shrimp, does your
father know you took his insulation
tape? You've wasted a whole roll of it. I
never saw such a mess. What a bunch of
birdbrains! And how are you going to use
the bat when you do get it fixed? It'll
never hold!
P E T E : It will too!

JIM: Come on, Tom. We won't have any
time to practice.
TOM (grabbing the bat): Hey, Jim, look at
what they're trying to play ball with.
Look at that. It doesn't even weigh anything. Some bat!
P E T E : Give it back to me!
TOM: Try to get it.
JIM: Don't bother with these little kids.
They aren't worth it.
TOM: Come on, shrimp, let's see you reach
the bat. I'll bet you can't get it even if
you jump . . . See, I don't even have to
hold it up high. Here it is, behind my
back. Try to get it now.
J I M : Come on, Tom. Let's go.
TOM: 0. K., I'll take this bat along.
FRED: You give it here!
NARRATOR: Pete sneaks up in back of Tom
and grabs the bat.

FRED: Attaboy, Pete. You've got it. Run!
TOM: Come back here, you — !
FRED: Run, Pete. I'll fix him!

NARRATOR: Fred gets between Tom and
Pete. Pete is running up the steps with
the bat. As Tom comes up to him, Fred
stamps with all his might in a puddle
and splashes him. Then Fred runs up the
steps too, and the two younger boys both
run into the house.
TOM: You little shrimp! You got me all
wet! I'll get you!
J I M : Hey, Tom, why do you bother with
little kids? They're a waste of time.
TOM (shouting):
Just you wait! I'll get
even with you for this!
P E T E : Gee, Fred, that was great, the way
you stamped in the puddle and splashed
him. I told you they wouldn't help.
Play Record Band 1, Side 2-"The
Baseball Bat"

Broken

Item 13
Divide the class into four teams and assign one Observation Guide to each team.
Suggested

Answers

PETE

1. He is trying to fix his broken baseball
bat.
2. "It's no use asking big kids. They won't
help."
3. He asks Tom to give him his bat.
4. He sneaks up behind Tom, grabs the
bat, runs into his house.
5. Answers vary. It could be inferred that
Pete's feelings, intentions, and actions
toward the older boys are unfriendly.
6. Discuss after pupils have marked their
scales.

Lesson 3 - W h a t Causes Unfriendly Actions?
FRED

Item 14

1. He suggests electrical tape.
2. "Hey, here come some big kids. Let's
ask them to help us."
3. Fred thinks the older boys will help
because his brother helps him.
4. Fred stamps his foot in a puddle and
splashes Tom.
5. Answers vary. It could be inferred that
Fred's feelings, intentions, and actions
are friendly.
6. Discuss.

This interesting experiment conducted by Harold Kelly and
adapted for children has to do with expectations and how they
influence behavior. In general, it shows how the clues people pick
up about a person before they get to know that person can influence their expectations of what he will be like. It further points
out that these expectations often influence feelings of friendliness
or unfriendliness toward a person. That person reacts too. If we
are told that a person we've not met is cold and unfriendly, we
might act in an unfriendly way toward him. It is not difficult to
see that the new person might react to this unfriendliness by acting equally unfriendly.

TOM

In this experiment Dr. Kelly gave identical clues to two classes
of college students about a substitute teacher they had not met.
Later he asked the students to rate the substitute in a number of
ways. Group A was given one different clue about the teacher —
he was a warm, friendly person. Group B's different clue was that
the teacher was a cold, unfriendly person.
If the selection is too difficult for your pupils to read silently,
read it to them, or have one or more of your better readers read it
aloud.

1. "What's the matter with you little guys?
Can't you do anything? You sure made
a mess of the tape. Can't you even fix a
baby bat like that?"
2. It could be inferred that Tom himself
has an older brother who constantly
teases and belittles him. So Tom bullies
kids younger than he is.
3. He grabs the bat and holds it up high,
then puts it behind his back.
4. "I'll get you for this!"
5. Discuss.
JIM

1. "Let's go over to the playground and get
some practice now that it's stopped raining."
2. "Come on, Tom, we've got to go."
3. "Hey, Tom, why do you bother with little
kids? They're just a waste of time."
4. Jim's behavior was neither friendly nor
unfriendly; he is in an almost neutral
position.
5. Discuss.
Do "The Broken Baseball
Bat-Observation
Guides for Pete, Fred, Tom, Jim" on
pages 14-17 of Project Book 3.

Read "Warm or Cold?" on pages
of the Resource Book.

105-09

Item 15
This exercise is based on the Kelly experiment about
expectations —"Warm or Cold?" Pupils are asked to make decisions based on what was learned in the reading and apply the
learning to the questions in the exercise.
Suggested Answers
1. Dr. Kelly wanted to determine the influence one different clue
(friendly, warm or unfriendly, cold) would have on the students' impressions of a teacher they did not know.
2. Warm
3. False—none had met the substitute before.
4. Each student wrote a description of the teacher; each student
also filled out a rating scale on a questionnaire.
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5. The clues "warm" and "cold" made no difference in the
description — high intelligence or low intelligence.
6.
5
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The ratings are very close because whether or not a person
"knows his stuff" is, like intelligence, unrelated to warm or cold,
friendly or unfriendly.
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9. True
10. This question can be assigned as homework or a special group
project.
Do "First Impressions" on pages 18-19
of Project Book 3.
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Item 16
This recording concerns sibling rivalry
and transference. The transcript is below,
but there' is no accompanying Observation
Guide. It is neither necessary nor advisable,
however, for the teacher to use psychological
terms in discussing the behavior. Most pupils will readily recognize the interaction
and the causes of it. For example, they will
recognize that Dave doesn't like the new boy,
Marv, because he reminds Dave of his
younger brother Butch. Most will be able to
see that Dave transfers his unfriendly feelings about his younger brother to unfriendly
behavior toward Marv. The experience is-a
common one. Why is Dave angry at his
younger brother in the first place? He thinks
his mother is spoiling him, letting him get
away with thingB she never let Dave do.
You might say this to your class: "Social
scientists have discovered that there are
times when an older child feels that the
younger one is taking more than his share
of their parents' time and attention. This
causes the older child to have angry feelings toward the younger one, even though
he doesn't always know why."
The recording has suspense and plenty of
action. At the conclusion, the narrator poses
the significant question, "Who was the intruder in this story? Why do you think so?"
The pupils can answer that question in
one of two ways. The majority will probably conclude that Marv was the intruder
because he was a new boy and Dave and
Mark were already best friends. Dave, in
any case, considered Marv the intruder. On
the other hand, some perceptive child
might suggest that Butch was the real intruder because he always ran to his mother

Lesaon 3—What Causes Unfriendly Actions?

when Dave criticized him, and because
Dave transferred his unfriendly feelings
about Butch to Marv.

The

Intruder

NARRATOR: Butch watched his brother
Dave sprint past the house. I bet he'll
break the world record someday, he
thought. Butch, who was only five,
adored Dave. It was great to have an
older brother who was the fastest runner
in the sixth grade. Butch watched as
Dave pushed the hair out of his face. He
wished he could wear his hair long like
Dave's, instead of having a prickly old
crew cut. After four times around the
block, Dave headed up the front stairs.
BUTCH: Hi, Dave. Who'd you beat today?
DAVE: I didn't even run today, you pest.
BUTCH: Don't call me that.
DAVE: Why not? It's the truth, isn't it?
Stop whining. Where's Mom?
BUTCH: Next door.
DAVE: If anybody's looking for me, I'll be
upstairs.
BUTCH: Can I come, too, Dave? (Sound of
door closing.)
DAVE: No! You are such a pest! Scram.
MRS. B E L L : Dave, why are you always
picking on Butch? Act your age! Come
here, Butch;
D A V E (mumbling under his breath): It's
your fault. You baby him all the time. No
wonder he's such a pest!
NARRATOR: Dave changed his clothes,
grabbed his mitt, and went back downstairs. When he walked into the kitchen,
he saw Butch sitting at the table eating

potato chips. Mrs. Bell was stirring
something on the stove.
DAVE: Why does Butch get to eat so close
to dinner? Boy, do you spoil him!
B U T C H (loudly): MOTHER!
MRS. B E L L : Give me that bag! David, I
can't understand why you are always
starting trouble. If you wanted a few
potato chips, why didn't you ask Butch to
hand you the bag?
DAVE: Always my fault, huh? Butch, you
stink!

DAVE: In that case, you don't need me. I'm
leaving.
NARRATOR: The next morning Dave was
unusually quiet as he got ready for
school. He left Butch alone and didn't
answer his mother's "How are you this
morning?" He even forgot to ask his dad
for his allowance. He sighed with relief
when he opened the door and saw Mark
standing there as usual. They walked
two blocks in silence. Finally Mark
spoke.

B U T C H : NO, I don't!

MARK: I told Marv we'd stop for him this
morning.
DAVE: Go ahead and stop for him. I'm not
going to.
MARK: I don't understand you, Dave. I like
the guy. What's he ever done to you.
Give him a chance. I think you'll like
him.
DAVE: Don't hold your breath. I'll never
like that pest. What a sissy.
MARK: He's not a sissy. He's tough. I understand he was the fastest runner at his
old school. Maybe he could even beat
you. Anyway, he's lots of fun.
D A V E (furiously): I'll race him anytime,
and beat him, too.
MARK: Here's his house, Dave. He lives in
the Reardon estate. Pretty nice, huh?

NARRATOR: Dave went out the back door
and across the alley to Mark's house.
They were best friends. Mark sat on the
back steps pounding a baseball into his
catcher's mitt.
MARK: What kept you so long?
DAVE: Oh, my brother is such a spoiled
brat, I can't believe it.
MARK: Yeah, I know what you mean. Hey,
how do you like the new kid at school? I
asked him to come over tonight if he can.
D A V E (mumbling): What new kid?
MARK: You know, Marv something-brother.
D A V E (disgusted): Oh, him. I can't stand
him. He reminds me of Butch.
MARK (laughing):
He does have the same
kind of a crew cut. He's a good guy,
though. He just lives three blocks away.
Hey, here,he comes now.
D A V E (sarcastically): What are you doing
here?
MARV: Well, I was just walking by.
DAVE: Yeah, well keep walking.
MARV (questioningly): Why?
MARK: What's the matter with you, Dave?
I asked Marv to. come over.

D A V E : See ya around.

MARK: I thought you said you'd race him.
DAVE: Sure, I said race, not walk with
him. You set the race up, since he's your
friend. Bye.
NARRATOR: At recess the two boys stopped
Dave outside the school building.
MARV: I hear you want to race.
DAVE: Yeah, if you think you can handle
it.
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BOYS' VOICES: He's pretty fast, Dave.
Hey, a race, you guys.
Hey, everybody over here, they're
gonna race.
DAVE: O.K., let's go, Marv.
MARK: On your mark, get set, go!
Go, Marv!/Go, Dave!/Run,
Dave, he's ahead of you. Faster, Dave./
Keep it up, Marv./Faster, faster! You'll
catch him, Dave. YOU WON, DAVE!
Great going!/Boy, are you fast!/Nice
race, Marv. You really gave him a run
for his money.

BOYS' VOICES:

MARV: Great going, Dave. You've got me
beat. Great race, huh, Mark?
MARK: Yeah, but another time you might
beat him.
DAVE (under his breath): Sure he will. Just
let him try it.
NARRATOR: Who was the intruder in this
story? Why do you think so?
Play Record Band 2,
Side 2-"The Intruder."

Item 17
Pupils should be able to apply some of the things they learned
while listening to the previous recording to answering the questions
in this exercise. Dave transferred his unfriendly feelings to a third
person because he couldn't get away with taking out his unfriendly
feelings on his little brother.
There are two photos at the top of the pages. In Photo 1 a man
appears to be scolding a boy because he has walked across his lawn
when the sign clearly states K E E P OFF THE GRASS. The boy looks
sullen. In the second picture the same boy is shown again. But he
seems to have transferred his angry feelings to a youngster (who
could also be his brother) on a tricycle who is also trespassing. He
pushes the boy off his tricycle.
Suggested Answers
1. A man is pointing to a sign in the yard that says KEEP OFF THE
GRASS to a boy who is pursing his lips, holding a football, and
looking down at the ground.
2. The man is probably asking the boy if he can read the sign and,
if so, why he walked on the grass.
3. The boy might feel resentful at being scolded because all he was
doing was retrieving his football. Yet, he doesn't want to show
his unfriendliness or act it out. He is afraid to.
4. The boy might have seen the younger boy — it could be his brother
— ride his trike on the grass and he might have yelled at the child
and given him a shove that made him fall.
5. The older boy seems unfriendly because he still has unfriendly
feelings that he couldn't express before.
6. This question should open a lively discussion about values, as
the statement is a value judgment. Let each pupil express his
opinion or divide the class into groups for a discussion.
7. The answer is yes, and hopefully it will be quite clear that there
is indeed a connection between the two pictures. The boy transferred his unfriendly feelings toward the man to the younger
child. In a way, he was repeating the unfair treatment he thought
he had received.
8. The child could have provoked the boy; the child could have
tripped him accidentally; the child was a pest.
Do "Unfriendliness" on
pages 20-21 of Project Book 3.
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What Causes Unfriendliness
Between Individuals and Groups?

Purpose of L e s s o n 4
• To introduce the idea of either multiple loyalty or ambivalence
as a cause of unfriendly behavior.
• To show how disappointment and unfulfilled expectations lead to
unfriendly feelings and intentions.

Item 18
This story about a secret club demonstrates the friendly and unfriendly feelings, intentions, and actions that occur in the interaction between members of the group and an individual who does
not belong. It also introduces the phenomenon of ambivalence —feeling friendly and unfriendly simultaneously.
Instruct the class to read the story silently or have several of your
better readers read sections aloud, or read it aloud yourself. The following questions can be discussed by the class as a whole or the class
can be divided into groups for discussion. One pupil from each group
can report to the class later.
a) Is Sue being unfriendly toward Mary Ellen when she tells her
she can't be a member of the club? (Most children, but not all
by any means, will probably answer the question affirmatively.
It is perfectly acceptable to disagree, however.)

b) What is causing Sue's behavior toward Mary Ellen? (The rules
of the club state that you have to live on the Hill to become a
member.)
c) How does Sue feel about what is happening? (Sue is ambivalent—the rules of the club and her own liking for Mary Ellen
confuse her. Her loyalties are divided. She explains this to
Mary Ellen when she says that she is sorry about the club, but
that she didn't make the rules.)
d) How does Mary Ellen feel about what is happening? (She is
hurt and angry. Her feelings toward Mary Ellen and the club
can definitely be described as unfriendly.)
e) Is Mary Ellen being unfriendly by deciding to have a club of
her own? (Your students may differ in their opinions. It could
be inferred that Mary Ellen has both friendly and unfriendly
intentions in her efforts to organize a new club.)
P What were Mary Ellen's feelings and intentions toward Sue
after the Money for Fun Club got started? (It could be inferred
that Mary Ellen felt friendly and unfriendly at the same time.
She still wanted to be friends with Sue but she also wanted to
punish her.)
g) How do you think the story will end? Will Sue quit the Hill
Club and join the Money for Fun Club? These questions and

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 4
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 4

18. The Hill Club .

T e a c h e r ' s Guide

Project Book

19. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s Going Fishing . . . action,
players, briefing sheets on p. 88

20. Going F i s h i n g - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guides for Bob. T o m . Dick,
pp. 2 2 - 2 4 (answers on p. 90)

. pp. 1 1 1 - 1 4
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others appear at the conclusion of the story. Ask each pupil
to make a prediction about Sue and Mary Ellen then predict
whether the two clubs will become more friendly or less
friendly.
Read "The Hill Club" on pages
of the Resource Book.

111-14

Item 19
"Going Fishing" is a behavior specimen
that illustrates common causes of unfriendly behavior —disappointment, unfulfilled expectations, and embarrassment. It
might be a good idea to review the procedure for classroom productions in the
Teacher's Guide for Unit 1, Items 9, 10, 20,
and 21. Also review "How to Produce Behavior Specimens for Study" in The Teacher's Role in Social Science
Investigation,
pages 38-57.
The behavior specimen is about a fishing
jaunt. Tom and Dick are looking forward to
an afternoon of fishing that Bob, Tom's
older brother, promised them. But Bob
completely forgets that he's promised to
take them. Furthermore, he can't, because
he has a new job. The broken promise
causes the unfriendly behavior. Did Bob
have unfriendly feelings toward Tom? Did
he intentionally forget his promise? How
did Tom feel? Did he react in an unfriendly
way? Was Bob sorry? Many similar questions should arise for discussion.
The action and briefing materials for
"Going Fishing" are below. Read the materials carefully. Look over the Observation
Guides on pages 22-24 of Project Book 3.
You may want to divide your class into
groups for observation of this behavior
specimen. Review "Organizing Groups for
Laboratory Learning" in The Teacher's Role
in Social Science Investigation, pages 92123.
Next, visualize where the action can best
take place. Make name tags and use them,
even during the rehearsal. Finally, decide
which students you want to play the roles.
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Begin your briefing session by telling the
role players the story. Duplicate, if possible, the briefing sheet for each role. You
will want to tell the role players that they
must be sure to act out the feelings, intentions, and behaviors of the characters in
the order that they appear on their briefing
sheets. For example, Bob should appear
disappointed in himself about forgetting
his promise, and then become angry with
Tom. This is important, because the exercise is based on cause and effect.
To get the best results, it may be necessary to explain the behavior specimen in
greater detail than is described in the briefing sheets. Remind the students that they
are to act out their parts in their own words.
They are not to memorize lines.
Rehearse the specimen at least once. Use
imaginary props —in this case, for tin cans,
worms, and fishing gear. As the students
rehearse, intervene when necessary to keep
the role players' actions realistic or to improve the timing.
Before presenting the behavior specimen,
ask the class to discuss the three types of
observation they have studied. Ask the
students to read their Observation Guides
before presenting the behavior specimen so
that they will know what to look for.

Behavior Specimen —
Going Fishing
Characters
TOM, age nine
BOB, Tom's older brother, age seventeen
DICK, Tom's friend

Setting
Tom's backyard on the back steps.
Action
Tom and Dick plan to go fishing. Bob,
Tom's older brother, has promised to take
them to the inlet this afternoon at about
four thirty, before the tide turns. The turn
of the tide is the best time to be at the inlet. The fish really bite then.
Dick asked his mother to pack sandwiches for a picnic supper. He has come
over to Tom's to help dig worms before
they go. Dick tells Tom about the sandwiches.
Tom offers Dick an extra fishing pole
that his family has. The two boys take a
tin can and begin to dig for worms. Dick
tells Tom that he wishes he had a big
brother like Bob who would take him
places:
They hurry to get everything together so
they'll be ready to go when Bob comes
home to get them. They want to be able to
leave right away, so that they won't miss
the tide. After gathering up all of their
equipment, they sit on the back steps and
wait for Bob.
Bob walks up along the back walk. He
sees the boys and greets them in a friendly
way. This is the first afternoon of Bob's
new job at Howie's filling station. He has
to be there in five minutes. He has completely forgotten about his promise to take
the younger boys to the inlet. When they
remind him that it's about time to leave,
Bob remembers his promise. He says he's
awfully sorry, but he forgot all about it. He
tells the boys about his new job. He explains that he has to leave for the station.

The two younger boys are very disappointed. Tom feels awful because he had
promised Dick, and because Dick's mother
went to the trouble of making sandwiches.
He is also embarrassed. He feels that Bob
has let him down. He tells Bob that he just
has to take them, that he can't break his
promise.
Bob is angry at himself for forgetting,
but he tells Tom that he isn't breaking a
promise, that.he just forgot.
Tom won't listen. He tells Bob that it's a
dirty trick. Bob gets angry because Tom
won't understand. He asks Tom which is
more important, keeping a job or taking a
couple of kids to the inlet. He's sorry, but
he has to go to the filling station. Bob
leaves with Tom yelling after him about
what a crummy, rotten deal it is.
Dick is disappointed. He says something
about how they'd better eat the picnic
lunch now. Then he goes home.

Briefing Sheets
TOM

You are nine years old. Your good friend
Dick is nine too. You're in the same class
in school, and you're also neighbors. It was
your idea to go fishing. Dick is very excited
about it. You know more about fishing
than he does. You have the fishing poles,
and your brother is going to take both of
you. It makes you feel good that you can
take Dick fishing. Besides, you like to fish.
The inlet fishing is much better than the
fishing anywhere else. The fish bite best
when the tide changes. If you wait until
after the tide changes, the fish won't bite
nearly as well.
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You like your older brother Bob a lot.
You are proud of Bob's old car. You are
proud that your brother can drive and that
he will take you places. You sometimes
pester him, but he usually is glad to be
able to do things for you.
You and Dick dig up the worms. You
give Dick your family's extra fishing pole.
You gather up all of your equipment and
wait for Bob on the back steps.
When Bob forgets, you are put into an
awful position with Dick. You are angry.
You tell Bob that he has to take you.
When he refuses, you call him names.
DICK

You are nine and a neighbor of Tom's.
The two of you are good friends. You don't
know too much about fishing, but you've
been looking forward to it ever since Tom
suggested the trip. Tom has the poles. His
brother Bob is going to drive you out to the
inlet. You are envious. You wish that you
had a big brother to take you places.
You have asked your mother to make
sandwiches for both of you so that you can
contribute something. You are glad that
she made a great picnic, including deviled
eggs. Besides getting your mother to make
the supper, you bragged to your younger
brother and sister. You told them that Bob
was taking you in his own car and what a
great time it would be. You dig worms
with Tom, gather up your equipment, and
sit on the back steps of Tom's house waiting for Bob.
When Bob says he can't take you and
Tom, you are disappointed. You are angry
at Bob, but try to hide your feelings. You
think he's pretty lousy, but you don't say
90

anything about it. You do say something to
Tom about how you'd better eat the picnic
lunch now. Then you go home.
BOB

You are seventeen. You have a very good
relationship with your little brother Tom,
who is nine. There are times when he is
something of a nuisance. Sometimes in the
past, when you've been busy, you wished
you didn't have to bother with him. But
the two of you usually get along well. You
like the idea that you have a younger
brother who looks up to you. Sometimes
you say yes to his requests without really
thinking about them, particularly when
they involve something in the future. It's a
way of getting him to stop pestering you.
But at the time your promise is made, you
really do mean to do what you say.
When you discover that you have forgotten your promise to take Tom to the inlet,
you are disappointed in yourself. You
hadn't meant to disappoint him and you feel
badly about it. But you are in a jam. You
have to go to work. You're late as it is.
This is a job you've wanted for a long time.
You have to make good at it. Both the job
and the money mean a lot to you. When
Tom presses you about forgetting, you get
defensive and angry with him for not understanding your predicament. This gives
you a chance to direct the anger you feel at
yourself toward Tom.
Present "Going Fishing."

Item 20
Before your students attempt to fill in
their Observation Guides, you will undoubtedly want to review the concepts of

cause and effect. A cause is the reason that
something happens. What happens is the
effect. An effect often has more than one
cause. When this is the case, an effect is
said to have multiple causation. Causes
that lie between the starting cause and the
effect are called in-between causes. The
Observation Guides for "Going Fishing"
are based on multiple causation.
Suggested

Answers

BOB

Starting Causes
1. At the beginning of the specimen, does
Bob feel friendly or unfriendly toward
the younger boys?
Friendly
2. What does Bob discover?
He has forgotten his promise. He must
go to work.
In-between Causes
3. How does Bob feel about forgetting his
promise?
He is sorry and

embarrassed.

4. Make an inference about how Bob feels
toward himself.
He is angry with himself.
5. How does Bob act toward Tom?
He gets mad at Tom.
Effect
6. Goes to work.
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TOM

In-between Causes
3. What does Dick hear Bob say?

Starting Causes
1. At the beginning of the specimen, what
does Tom want to do?
He wants to go fishing.
2. What does Tom expect from his brother?
He expects Bob to take them fishing.

Bob says that he can't take them because
he must go to work.
4. How does Dick feel about not going
fishing?
He is

disappointed.

5: How does Dick feel toward Bob?
In-between Causes
3. What does Bob tell Tom?
He tells him that he can't go fishing because he must go to work.
4. How does Tom feel when he hears this?
He is

disappointed.

5. How does Tom feel in front of Dick?
He feels

embarrassed.

6. How does Tom act toward his brother?
He gets angry at Bob.
Effect
7. Calls Bob names.
DICK

Starting

Causes

1. What does Dick want to do?
He wants to go fishing.
2. What does Dick expect from Bob?
He expects Bob to take them fishing.

He feels angry toward Bob.
6. Make an inference about Dick's feelings
then..
He tries to hide his feelings of disappointment and anger.
Effect
7. Goes home.
Do "Going Fishing—Observation
Guides
for Bob, Tom, Dick" on pages 22-24
of Project Book 3.

LeSSOn 5

What Causes Unfriendliness Between Groups?
Item 22

Purpose of L e s s o n 5
• To inquire into the causes and effects of unfriendly behavior between groups.
• To learn how constant competition leads to unfriendly feelings,
intentions, and actions.
• To discover how unfriendliness can be changed to friendliness.
• To study the methods used by social scientists in their investigations of behavior.

Item 21
This selection provides pupils with an opportunity to learn more
about the methods used by social scientists. The reading is based on
an experiment conducted by Dr. Ronald Lippitt, one of the authors
of this program, Dr. Kurt Lewin, and Dr. Ralph White. Pupils will
also observe the causes and effects of unfriendliness between
groups as an example of transference.
A soap war began almost spontaneously between two boys clubs
after the janitor left the room in which the clubs were having a
meeting. The experiment showed that groups often misplace the
hostility they feel toward one person or thing —in this case, the
janitor-and fight one another instead.
Read " Unfriendliness off Target" on pages
of the Resource Book.

115-20

This exercise is based on the methods used by the social scientists detailed in "Unfriendliness off Target."
Suggested Answers
1. The scientists wanted to observe how groups express their unfriendly feelings.
2. The scientists took special care in selecting boys for the clubs
because they wanted boys in each club who were leaders, followers, teasers, smart, and energetic — all of the above.
3. The experiment lasted for three months. This gave scientists
ample time to observe and compare observations.
4. The scientists used different observers as a means of collecting
as much data as possible and also for serving as a check on the
reliability of the observations.
5. 1, 3, 4, 2, 6, 5 —If pupils are confused about some of these answers, remind them they must visualize the notebooks and
records that were kept during the experiment. Each scientist
was given something different to observe. For example, in "F,"
the questions "Steve, can you tell me why you wanted to destroy
the sign?" and "George, why were you angry at the janitor?"
were asked by a scientist as he interviewed each of the boys
after the war.
6. The scientists wanted to find out what the groups would do if

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 5
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 5
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21. Unfriendliness off Target
pp. 1 1 5 - 2 0
23 Robbers' Cave Experiment
pp. 1 2 1 - 2 7

T e a c h e r ' s Guide

Project Book

22. How Social Scientists Work
pp. 2 5 - 2 7 (answers on p. 92)
24. Robbers' Cave Experiment . .
pp. 2 8 - 3 0 (answers on p 93)
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the janitor kept making fun of them until they became angry.
7. The boys called the janitor names while he was in the room.
8. They called each other names, threw soap, fought, destroyed
their sign.
9. The boys destroyed the sign because they couldn't fully express
their anger toward the janitor; they enjoyed the activity of destruction; they were bored.
10. The last statement, "Frustration can cause anger, and anger
is a cause of unfriendly behavior," is given to stimulate a discussion of the entire experiment. Ask the pupils to provide
examples from their own lives of frustration that made them
feel angry and act unfriendly.
Do "How Social Scientists Work"
on pages 25-27 of Project Book 3.

Item 23
The Robbers' Gave Experiment is a fascinating study of the
causes and effects of unfriendliness between two groups of boys
who were pitted against each other in a number of contests. The
constant competition was a major cause of the unfriendliness. The
experiment is famous because the scientists were able to change
the mutual hatred to friendliness by devising superordinate goals.
They devised schemes whereby both groups had to work together
to solve a problem that was exceedingly important to both. Neither could do it alone. The boys forgot about their hatred as they
worked together to reach a common goal.
Either read aloud or have pupils read silently to the bottom of
page 125. Ask for suggestions of activities that the scientists
might plan to create better feeling between the Rattlers and the
Eagles. Ask pupils who have been to summer camp whether the
camp was divided up into teams that regularly competed against
each other. Were the teams unfriendly toward each other?
Finish the story and assign the accompanying exercise.
Read "Robbers' Cave Experiment" on pages 121 -27
of the Resource Book.

Item 24
This exercise underscores the major points of the experiment in
group behavior conducted at Robbers! Cave State Park.

Suggested Answers
1. "The two groups ate and slept apart. The boys did not know each
other before they came to camp. The Eagles were always on one
team and the Rattlers always on another." This was how the
scientists generated so much unfriendliness between the two
groups.
2. During the first part of the experiment, each group was tightly
knit Eagles liked other Eagles and Rattlers liked other Rattlers.
3. Examples of unfriendly behavior between Rattlers and Eagles:
they called each other names; one Eagle threw a Rattler mitt
into the creek; Eagles burned the Rattler flag; Rattlers destroyed the Eagle flag; Rattlers raided the Eagle cabin and stole
the prizes; Eagles raided the Rattler cabin.
4. Activities included a movie both groups watched in the mess
hall; a fireworks display; having meals together.
5. They continued to behave in unfriendly ways. Each group
kept to itself. The groups had "garbage" fights at mealtime.
6. This is the key to the experiment. The scientists arranged to
have certain things break down (food truck, water supply) so
that the boys would have to work together to repair them.
Neither group could do it alone.
7. Some Eagles and some Rattlers volunteered to find the trouble
when the groups discovered that the faucets were dry.
8. Some Rattlers and Eagles became friends after the two groups
had worked together several times in solving important problems. The two groups discussed their experiences at camp, the
two groups sang songs together, and the two groups entertained
each other with skits.
9. At the end of the experiment, Eagles liked all other Eagles
and some Rattlers. Rattlers liked all other Rattlers and some
Eagles.
10. Discuss this question in class or divide the class into groups
and ask each group to discuss it. Assign one person in each
group to make a report to the class later. It is likely that the
two groups would have behaved in much the same way, even
if they were all in the same camp.
Do "Robbers' Cave Experiment*
on pages 28-30 of Project Book 3.
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Unit 4

Being and Becoming

Introduction
This unit explores the various aspects of growth associated with
developmental psychology. Pupils learn to recognize the different
stages of development that all people experience while growing into
adulthood. They discover how closely the different parts —physical,
mental, emotional, social —are related to each other. They also learn
that development is a highly individual process. Each person develops at his own rate, which might be above or below the average.
Teachers will want to emphasize that.
How do children grow? First, pupils collect information about
their own growth by interviewing parents and other relatives. Ways
in which scientists measure growth and development are then
presented. Graphs and charts are included to show how boys and
girls develop in different ways at different ages.
Students learn that a person has many ages in addition to the
number of years he has lived. Scientists call these height, weight,
carpal, grip, mental, and reading ages. A child learns that he can be
twelve years old, fourteen years tall, ten years strong, and nine
years heavy. Scientists measure these things because they want to
know more about human behavior.
How much does environment contribute? The powerful influence
exerted by one's environment is emphasized in several ways.
Children read stories about two infants, Charlotte and Cliff, and
are asked to make predictions about the kinds of adults they will
become. The two environments are in sharp contrast, as is the
environment in which mountain children live when compared with
that of most city or suburban children. Pupils read of an experiment conducted among children living in isolated communities in
Virginia's Blue Ridge Mountains. These children had little or no

schooling. Pupils are asked to predict how well they would score on
intelligence tests.
Another lesson deals with the importance of language. It traces
the development of human language from the coos and babbles of a
baby to the complete, correct sentences of a child. Pupils will enjoy
reading about Viki, the chimpanzee, who was brought up like a
human child. Psychologists attempted to teach the chimp to speak.
A number of behavior specimens to be produced in the classroom
deal with the problems that children experience in being one age
while becoming another. Pupils also observe the causes and effects
of high and low expectations on behavior. Ample opportunities for
value inquiry are included.
Unit 4 is organized into six lessons. Because there are a number
of activities in each, a lesson will take several class sessions to
complete.
Lessons are described in detail in the Teacher's Guide. Explicit
goals are stated. At the beginning of each lesson there is a chart that
shows the sequence of materials to be used. Each item is explained
in the body of the lesson in the same sequence. Relevant material in
the teacher training book, The Teacher's Role in Social Science
Investigation, is referred to wherever necessary.
Lesson 1 — What Does Being and Becoming Mean?
Lesson 2—How Do Social Scientists Measure Growth and Development?
Lesson 3 — How Does Environment Affect Development?
Lesson 4 —What Factors Influence the Development of Intelligence?
Lesson 5 —How Is Growth Related to Language Development?
Lesson 6 —What Problems Are Associated with Growing Up?
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Sequence of Materials Used in Unit 4
Resource Book
LESSON 1

LESSON 2

LESSON 3

1. Being and Becoming . . .

pp. 1 2 9 - 3 0

4. Growth and Development. . .
pp. 1 3 1 - 3 9

6. Charlotte . . .
8. Cliff . . .

LESSON 4

Teacher's Guide

2. Can You G u e s s ? . . . pp. 1-6
(answers on p. 97)
3. How Did 1 G r o w ? . . . pp: 7 - 8

Vocabulary words on p. 100

pp. 141-44

11. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s You're S o Dumb . . . action, players,
briefing sheets on.p. 105
13. Behavior Specimen in Class Surprise for Dinner . . . action, players.
briefing sheets on p. 107
15. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s The Skating Party . . . action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 109.

LESSON S

5. How Did,Sam Abbott G r o w ? . . .
pp. 9 - 1 1 (answers on p. 100)

7. Circular P r o c e s s - C h a r l o t t e . . .
pp. 1 2 - 1 4 (answers on p. 101)
9. Circular P r o c e s s - C l i f f . . .
pp: 1 5 - 1 7 (answers on p. 102)

pp. 1 4 5 - 4 8

10. I n t e l l i g e n c e - C a n It Be Tested? . . .
' pp. 149-54

Project Book

17. V i k i - C h i m p and Child . . .
pp. 155-61

12. You're S o D u m b - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guides for Nick, Phil. Billy . . .
pp. 1 8 - 2 0 (answers on p. 106)
14. Surprise for D i n n e r - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guide . . . . p. 21 (answers on p. 109)
16. The Skating P a r t y - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guide . . . p. 22 (answers on p. 110)

18. Viki Takes Intelligence Tests . . .
pp. 2 3 - 2 7 (answers on p. 112)
19. Record Band .1, Side 1 - T h e
Development of Language . . .
transcript on p. 113

LESSON 6

20. E x p e c t a t i o n s - T h e S c i e n c e R e p o r t . . .
pp. 1 6 3 - 6 5

21. Record Band 2. Side 1 Thi5 Is My Problem . . .
transcript on p; 116

22. What Have You Learned? . . .
pp. 2 8 - 3 0 (answers on p. 117)

LeSSOn 1

What Does Being and Becoming Mean?

Purpose of L e s s o n 1

Item 2

• To become aware of the continuing process of change that marks
growth and development.
• To illustrate differences between boys and girls at different ages.
• To collect data about one's own growth.

This exercise is designed to show pupils that children act differently at different ages. Boys and girls have different interests.
Pupils are asked to guess the age and sex of the people talking in
four short dialogues, and to support their answers.

Item 1

Suggested Answers
Episode I
1. Six years old. They are playing together because boys and girls
that age often play together.
2. A. Boy. Boys usually like to build roads because road building
is a man's occupation.
B. Girl. Girls often think of teachers as being feminine, and so
identify with them.
Episode II
1. Eleven years old. Girls are very interested in clothes at this
age, while boys are very interested in sports. Boys begin to
earn money by having jobs like paper routes. It's also typical
of boys and girls of this age to say they don't like school.
2. A. Girl. Girls like clothes, girl friends, record players, staying
up late.
B. Boy. Boys are especially interested in sports. Paper routes
are jobs open to boys this age.

The short reading selection that opens the unit poses the question,
how can a person be and become at the same time? The answer is,
of course, that one is always changing. For children, such change is
the developmental process of growing from an infant into a child, a
child into an adolescent, an adolescent into a young adult, and so on.
You might want to say this: "Being simply means that you are at a
certain stage, right this minute, in your development from a child
into an adult, while becoming means that you are constantly
changing. You are in one stage of developing into an adult, but parts
of you are reaching out for the next stage."
It is important to stress that every individual's development pattern in unique. He might be behind the average in some ways and
ahead in others. Every person develops at his own rate and in his
own way.
Read "Being and Becoming" on pages
of the Resource Book.

129-30

S e q u e n c e of Materials Used in L e s s o n 1
T e a c h e r ' s Guide

R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 1

1 Being and Becoming

Project Book

pp. 129-30
2 Can You G u e s s ?
(answers on p. 97)
3 How Did I G r o w ?

pp

1-6

pp. 7 - 8
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Episode III
1. Sixteen years old. Boys enjoy having long telephone conversations with their girl friends. They are discussing subjects that
are generally considered high school subjects.
2. A. Girl. Teen-agers often rebel against their parents. Rebellion is part of the growth process.
B. Boy. He asked the girl to a dance; he is borrowing the car, so
he must be old enough to drive (sixteen is the age in some
states). Boys rarely elect a course like sewing, while mechanical drawing is seldom taken by girls.
Episode IV
1. Eight years old. "Big kids" are children one or two years older.
These children wouldn't be able to play baseball if they were
much younger.
2. A. "Boy or girl" is correct, because both are expected to clean
up their rooms at that age.
B. "Boy or girl" is correct, for the same reasons as above.
Do "Can You Guess?" on pages 1-6
of Project Book 4.

Item 3
This interview and data collection project gives pupils an opportunity to investigate their own growth and development. Instruct
them to choose one or more persons to interview—those who are
most likely to have information about the pupils' early years.
It might also be advisable to review various pointers about interviewing. Refer pupils to the material in Unit 1. You might want to
play the record bands about interviewing: Side 1, Band 2, and
Band i , 2, and 3 of Side 2 of the record for Unit 1. A list of interviewing dos and don'ts is given with Item 28 in Unit 2 of the Teacher's Guide.
Your pupils will have an interesting time collecting data about
themselves. In the first part of the project, they will ask parents or
guardians or other relatives, "How old was I when I first laughed?
sat up by myself?crawled? walked?" and so forth.
Your pupils might be able to remember some of the items themselves, such as when they first rode a bicycle, roller-skated, printed
their name.
You will notice that the second part of this project is a summary
sheet for the class. Three items are listed on the chart as possibilities
98

—"walked" "lost a tooth," "made change." It's up to the class to
decide how many others to tabulate.
After every child has reported his age for each category, compute
the class average. It can be posted on the board. Then ask pupils to
enter the averages in their Project Books and compare their age
with the class average.
Part B has three additional questions for interviewers to ask:
"What was the first thing I could do for myself as a baby? What
were my favorite toys at three years old? What did I like to do most
when I was five years old?" These are ideal for discussion in groups
should you decide to make this a group activity.
Do "How Did I Grow?" on pages 7-8
of Project Book 4.

Lesson

2

How Do Social Scientists
Measure Growth and Development?

Purpose of L e s s o n 2
• To show the similarities and differences in the way people develop.
• To learn about the ways social scientists measure growth.

Item 4
This reading selection requires special handling to avoid drawing
attention to pupils who deviate from norms in such ways as being
overweight, tall (girls), short (boys), or poor in language arts, math
skills, and so forth. Stress the fact that there is no such thing as an
average child who grows in a completely predictable pattern.
The children should be told (they will read it as well) that children
grow —change with age —in a number of ways. Each way measures
one kind of growth. Growth is another way of saying age. Chronological age is the easiest way to measure growth. Pupils also will
learn about the other ways they grow and reach different ages:
height, weight, dental, carpal, grip, mental, and reading.
Social scientists are interested in knowing more about all the
ways in which children grow. They collect many facts about the
various ways from hundreds and hundreds of children. They compare the information they have gathered and then compute averages.

With averages, scientists can compare individuals with groups.
Pupils are given charts showing height ages for 100 girls and 100
boys. They are also given graphs of two children that feature their
growth ages from the time they were six until they were twelve
years old. The graphs are a dramatic way of showing the erratic
nature of growth. Children develop in different ways at different
ages. That is the important point.
Read "Growth and Development" on pages
131-39 of the Resource Book.

Item 5
This exercise should help to reinforce the concepts introduced in
the reading selection. Children experience a number of ways of
growing in their development into adults.
The exercise is about a fictitious boy named Sam Abbott. His
growth and development, together with his chronological age, have
been plotted on a graph. The diagonal line represents average
growths of a large group of people. Two measures of growth — height
and reading —have not been plotted in the Project Book. They are
reproduced on the graph here.

S e q u e n c e of Materials Used in L e s s o n 2
l e s o u r c e Book
LESSON 2

4. Growth and Development
pp. 1 3 1 - 3 9

T e a c h e r ' s Guide

Vocabulary words on p. 100

Project Book

5. How Did Sam Abbott G r o w ? .
pp. 9 - 11 (answers on p 100)
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Pupils are asked to plot the various data
on the graph. Then, by making points at the
proper intersections, they draw a line connecting the dots. If this is too difficult an
assignment, reproduce the lines for height
and reading age on the board.
In the second part of the exercise, questions are asked about Sam Abbott's growth.
Answers
B. 1. 12 yrs.; 2. better reader; 3. over 14;
4. 8 and 9 yrs.; 5. dental
Do "How Did Sam Abbott Grow ? " on
pages 9-11 of Project Book 4.

Vocabulary
ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT—A way of measur-

ing growth based on the knowledge and
skill a person manifests in relation to
others in school.
CARPAL AGE — A way of measuring growth
based on formation of wrist bones.
DENTAL ACE — A way to measure growth
based on the development of a person's
teeth in relation to other people's teeth.
GRIP AGE —A way of measuring growth by
the strength of a person's hand and his
ability to grasp objects in relation to other
people's strength and ability.
MOTOR CONTROL—A person's ability to make
his muscles do what he wants them to do.
READING AGE —A way to measure growth
based on a person's ability to read in relation to other people's ability.

18

17

16
W.A.
15

-Ca.A
14

z

H.A.
13

12

11

10

8

R.A. -reading age
M.A. -mental age
Ca.A.-carpal age
W.A. -weight age
H.A. -height age
D.A. -dental age
G.A. -grip age

6

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT—A way to measure

growth based on a person's relations with
others.
WEIGHT AGE —A way to measure growth
based on a person's weight.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Chronological Age

100
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LeSSOn 3

How Does Environment Affect Development?

Purpose of L e s s o n 3

Item 7

• To demonstrate the powerful influence
exerted by environment.
• To show that an infant's early experiences
form a circular process.

This exercise has three parts. The first is a
matching column, the second is a circular
process chart, and the third brings up values
connected with the story. The chart has been
reproduced here with answers for your convenience. Suggested answers for the other
two parts are as follows:

Item 6
This story and the one that follows it
attempt to demonstrate the powerful influence the environment exerts on a newborn infant. His environment —everything
and everyone that he comes into contact
with —gives him an idea of what to expect
from the world. Sometimes he learns it is
peopled with individuals who love him and
want to take care of his needs. He may learn,
on the other hand, that it is a hostile place.
In either case, the infant responds to love or
the lack of it in predictable ways. Both are
illustrated by exercises in the Project Book.
Read "Charlotte" on pages 141-44 of
the Resource Book.

Answers
A. 3, 4, 1, 5, 2
B. The chart has been reproduced.
C. 1. After pupils have marked their scales,
reiterate how important an influence
Charlotte's family was. The attitude
scale should be marked on or near
"friendly" and "very friendly."
2. This statement, a value judgment, is
included for the purpose of stimulating a discussion about values.
There are no right or wrong answers.
3. A prediction is asked for, and again
there are no right or wrong answers.

Charlotte, however, will probably
grow up into a pleasant, friendly girl
because of her environment.
Do "Circular Process-Charlotte" on
pages 12-14 of Project Book 4.

Item 8
Cliff's arrival into the world was not a
happy event for anyone. No one wanted him.
His mother abandoned him on the steps of
an overcrowded orphanage on a chilly,
wintry morning. His environment was a cold
and cruel one in every respect. What will he
learn to expect from the world as he grows
and develops into an adult?
This story is accompanied by an exercise
similar to the one about Charlotte.
Read "Cliff" on pages 145-48 of
the Resource Book.

Item 9
This exercise also has three parts. The
circular process chart has been reproduced

S e q u e n c e of Materials Used in L e s s o n 3
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 3

6. Charlotte
8 Cliff

T e a c h e r ' s Guide

pp. 141-44

pp. 1 4 5 - 4 8

Project Book

7. Circular P r o c e s s - C h a r l o t t e
pp. 1 2 - 14 (answers on p. 101)
9. Circular P r o c e s s - C l i f f
pp. 1 5 - 1 7 (answers on p. 102)
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with answers. Suggested answers for the
others are given below.

CLIFFs
BEHAVIOR
1. Needs to be f e d ; cries.
2. Wants to be picked up
for c o m f o r t ; cries.
3. Needs diapers changed;
cries.
WHAT D O E S
CLIFF LEARN?
1. That people
if he cries.
2. That people
usually take
needs when

do not care
will not
care of his
he cries.

MRS.
BALDWINS
BEHAVIOR

1. Complains about having
another mouth to feed.
2. Arranges for Cliff to be
fed on schedule.
3. Gives Cliff clothing and
v|
a crib.
4. Doesn't give Cliff any
special attention.
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2.
MRS.
BALDWINS
FEELINGS

1. Doesn't want to be re*
sponsible for Cliff.
2. Doesn't want to be i n volved w i t h Cliff.
3. Doesn't want to feel
sorry for Cliff.

Answers
A. 5, 3, 1, 2, 4
B. The chart has been reproduced on p. 103.
C. 1. It would be hard to imagine anyone
marking his scale near anything but
"unfriendly" or "very unfriendly."
2. This statement is designed to provoke
response from pupils; hopefully they
will answer the question with NO!
3. A prediction is asked for; while there
is no correct answer, it can be presumed that Cliff is going to have a
hard time in the world and that he
might react to others he meets with
hostility.
Do "Circular Process — Cliff" on pages 15-17
of Project Book 4.

Lesson 3 —How Does Environment Affect Development?

CHARLOTTE'S
BEHAVIOR
Is hungry and needs
to be f e d ; cries.
Has gas and needs tc
be b u r p e d ; cries.
Wants to be picked
up for c o m f o r t ; cries.
Needs a diaper
c h a n g e d ; cries.
MOTHER'S F E E L I N G S

WHAT D O E S
CHARLOTTE LEARN?

Feels concern for
Charlotte.
2. Wants to take care of
Charlotte's needs.
3. Wants to comfort
Charlotte.

1. That people care if
she cries.
2. That people will take
care of her needs
w h e n she cries.

3.
MOTHER'S BEHAVIOR
1.
2.
3.
4.

Feeds Charlotte.
Burps Charlotte.
Picks Charlotte up.
Changes Charlotte's
diaper.
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LeSSOn 4

What Factors Influence the Development of Intelligence?

Purpose of Lesson 4
• To define intelligence as the ability to solve problems and to
benefit from experience.
• To identify factors that determine the development of intelligence
such as age, experience, skill, language.
• To recognize that intelligence usually grows as the child develops.

Item 10
The opening paragraphs of the reading selection should help explain the nature of experience as a determinant of intelligence. How
could anyone draw a picture of a zebu if he had never seen or heard
of one? (The zebu is pictured at the top of page 151. A sloth is
pictured below it. Zebus are Asiatic oxen used mainly for draft,
sometimes for milk or meat. The animal pictured on page 150 is an
aardvark.)

The material is based on a study conducted by Mandel Sherman
and Cora B. Key among isolated communities in Virginia's Blue
Ridge Mountains, a short distance from Washington, D . C They
attempted to determine the effects of isolation on intelligence. Four
communities were chosen, each one isolated to a greater or lesser
degree. School was an infrequent or nonexistent experience in all
four.
The findings indicated that the children who lived in the most
isolated communities made the lowest scores on the tests. The point
is clear —everyone is born with some intelligence, but how that
intelligence is stimulated and realized depends greatly on the
environment.
Read "Intelligence-Can It Be Tested?"
on pages 149-54 of the Resource Book.

Sequence of Materials Used in Lesson 4
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 4
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10. I n t e l l i g e n c e - C a n It Be T e s t e d
pp. 1 4 9 - 5 4

T e a c h e r ' s Guide

Project Book

11. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s You're S o Dumb . . action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 105
13. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s Surprise for D i n n e r . . . action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 107

12. You're S o D u m b - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guides for Nick. Phil. Billy . . .
pp. 1 8 - 2 0 (answers on p. 106)
14 Surprise for Dinner —Observation
Guide . . . p. 21 (answers on p 109)

15

16. The Skating P a r t y - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guide . . . p 22 (answers on p. 110)

7

Behavior Specimen in C l a s s The Skating Party
. . action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 109
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Item 11
"You're So Dumb" is the first behavior
specimen to be produced in Unit 4. It illustrates the fact that a younger child cannot
be expected to know how to do the things
that an older child does. He has neither
the skill nor the intelligence at this stage
of his development; however, this does not
mean the younger child is dumb.
You may want to review the procedure
for classroom management given in the
Teacher's Guide for Unit 1, Items 9,10, 20,
and 21. Also read "How to Produce Behavior Specimens for Study" in The Teachers Role in Social Science Investigation,
pages 38-57.
The behavior specimen is about Nick and
Phil, two boys who are trying to play catch
in Nick's yard. The boys have locked the
gate so that Blackie, Nick's dog, can't bother
them. (The lock is new and a different kind.)
Nick tells Phil that Blackie is a dumb dog.
Blackie likes to get the ball, then run under
a bush to hide so they can't get it.
When Billy, Nick's younger brother, tries
to open the gate, he can't because the lock
is confusing to him. Nick says that Billy is
really a dumb kid.
Is Billy dumb? Is Blackie dumb? The action and briefing materials appear below.
Go over the materials carefully and also
study the Observation Guides on pages 18
— 20 of Project Book 4. You will want to
divide the class into three groups for the
observation tasks. Have each group observe
one of the boys in the behavior specimen.
Visualize where the action can best take
place. Make name tags and use them, even
during rehearsal. Finally, decide which
students you want to play the roles.

Begin your briefing session by telling the
role players the story. Duplicate, if possible, the briefing sheet for each role. You
will want to tell the role players to be sure
to include all of the action specified in
their briefing sheets. For example, Phil
must ask Nick if it is a new lock. This is
important because the Observation Guide
is based on facts like this one. After each
role player has read his briefing sheet, ask
him what the important aspects of His role
are. If he doesn't grasp something, go over,
it with him.
To get the best results, it may be necessary to explain the behavior specimen in
greater detail than is described in the
briefing sheets. Remind the students that
they are to act out their parts in their own
words. They are not to memorize lines.
Rehearse the specimen at least once. Use
imaginary props-in this case representing
a ball and a lock. As the students rehearse,
intervene when necessary to keep the role
players' actions realistic or to improve the
timing.
Before presenting the behavior specimen,
ask the class to discuss the three types of
observation they have studied.
During the presentation your role will be
much as it was during the rehearsal. You
may need to intervene. You will want to
stop the specimen right after the significant action has taken place.
Be sure to debrief the characters at the
conclusion of the session.

Behavior SpecimenYou're So Dumb!
Characters
N I C K WELDON, age

ten

PHIL, Nick's friend and classmate
BILLY, Nick's little brother, age four
Setting
The Weldon's backyard.
Action
Nick and Phil want to play catch. Nick
says that he wilt have to lock Blackie, the
Weldon's puppy, out of the yard. Phil asks
why. Nick says that the dog is so dumb that
he tries to get the ball so he can hide under
the bushes to chew it.
Nick whistles to Blackie, puts him on the
other side of the gate, swings the gate
closed, and locks it. Phil notices the lock on
the gate and asks if it's new. Phil says that
his father just put it on last night. Both
boys check to make sure the gate is closed.
They don't want the dog to interfere.
The boys are playing catch when Nick's
little brother Billy comes up the driveway.
He yells to Nick that he can't get the lock
open. Nicks tells him to push it. Billy
pushes the gate, but it won't open. He asks
Nick to help him unlock the gate.
Nick, angry at the interruption, comes
over to open the gate. He looks at Billy
and says, "Oh, you're so dumb, Billy. Can't
you see how it works?" Then turning to
Phil, Nick says something like this: "Did
you ever see such a dumb kid? You should
have seen him yesterday. He put his shoes
on the wrong feet."
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Briefing Sheets
NICK

You are ten years old. Your friend Phil
and you want to play a game of catch in
your backyard. You tell Phil that you will
have to lock your puppy Blackie out of the
yard because he's so dumb that he grabs
the ball the first chance he gets and takes
it into the bushes to chew. You pick up the
dog and put him on the other side. You
swing the gate closed and lock it. Phil asks
you if it's a new lock. You tell him that
your father just put it on last night.
After you and Phil have been playing for
a few minutes, your little brother Billy
yells that he wants to get into the yard but
he can't get the lock open. You tell him to
push it. He pushes the gate. It won't open.
He tells you to help him open it. You are
angry because he has interrupted you. You
walk over to the gate and tell him how
dumb he is if he can't figure out how to
open it. Then you turn to Phil and ask him
if he's ever seen such a dumb kid. You tell
him that he should have seen Billy yesterday; he put his shoes on the wrong feet.
PHIL

You are a friend of Nick's. Both of you
like to play catch: You like mechanical
things, so you notice the lock on the gate
when Nick puts the dog out. You ask him
if it's new. You don't have a dog or a
younger brother, so you accept Nick's opinion that Blackie and Billy are dumb.
There's no point in arguing anyway. All
you want to do is play catch.
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You are a bright four-year-old, not at all
a baby. You like to do things for yourself.
You'd rather dress yourself than have
someone help you, even if you don't always
put your clothes on correctly. You can follow directions when you understand them.
You have not seen the new lock on the
gate. When you come up the driveway, the
gate is closed. You yell to your older brother, who is playing catch in the backyard,
that you want to get in. You ask him how
to open the lock. He tells you to push it.
You push the gate but it doesn't open. You
ask him to come over and help. The next
thing you know, he is telling you how
dumb you are if you can't figure out how to
open the lock. Then he tells Phil that yesterday you put your shoes on the wrong
feet.
Present "You're So Dumb."

Item 12

3. Why does Nick think that Billy
dumb?

is

Billy can't unlock the gate.
4. Is Billy dumb because he doesn't know
how to open the gate? Explain your
answer.
This question is repeated on all three
Observation Guides. You will want to
discuss student opinions. If students are
having difficulty, ask the class these
questions: Is Billy dumb because he can't
do things his older brother can do? Is
Nick dumb because he can't drive a car?
5. Nick was right when he said that the
dog was dumb because he hid under the
bushes with the ball. Do you agree?
This question is repeated on all three
Observation Guides. Hopefully, the pupils will realize that Blackie is probably
not dumb at all, but quite the contrary.
After all, the dog was smart enough to
keep the ball by hiding in the bushes
where the boys couldn't reach him.

Direct the class to fill in the Observation
Guides assigned them. Remind pupils that
they are free to check their inferences by
interviewing the players.

PHIL

Answers

1. What does Phil ask Nick about the
gate?

NICK

1. Why does Nick think that Blackie is
dumb?
Nick thinks Blackie is dumb because he
takes the ball and hides under the
bushes.
2. What does Nick say when Billy says he
can't get the lock open?
Nick tells him to push it

He asks if it has a new lock.
2. Why do Nick and Phil make sure the
gate is closed?
They don't want Blackie to steal the ball
and hide under the bushes.
3. What does Nick tell Phil about Billy?
He tells Phil that Billy put his shoes on
the wrong feet yesterday.
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4. Is Billy dumb because he doesn't know
how to open the gate? Explain your
answer.
See Question 4 —Observation Guide for
Nick.
5. Nick was right when he said that the
dog was dumb because he hid under the
bushes with the ball.
See Question 5—Observation
Nick.

Guide for

BILLY

1. Why does Billy want to open the gate?
He wants to get into the backyard.
2. Why can't Billy open the gate?
He doesn't know how to work the new
lock.
3. What does Nick tell Billy about the
lock?
He tells him to push it.
4. Is Billy dumb because he doesn't know
how to open the gate? Explain your
answer.
See Question 4 —Observation Guide for
Nick.
5. Nick was right when he said that the
dog was dumb because he hid under the
bushes with the ball. Do you agree?
See Question 5 —Observation Guide for
Nick.
Do "You're So Dumb —Observation
Guides for Nick, Phil, Billy" on
pages 18-20 of Project Book 4.

Item 13
"Surprise for Dinner" illustrates the fact
that children do not always have the skill
or the experience to do the things they
want to do. This often results in frustration
and disappointment.
The behavior specimen is about a girl
who wants to surprise her parents by making dinner by herself. She has never
cooked dinner before and she completely
ruins the food. Should she have attempted
to cook dinner? Could other children her
age have done it? What will her parents
say? Will she try to make dinner again
soon? Similar questions should arise for
discussion.
The action and briefing materials for
"Surprise for Dinner" are below. Go over
the materials carefully. Study the Observation Guide on page 21 of Project Book 4.
Visualize where the action can best take
place. Make name tags and use them, even
during rehearsal. Finally, decide which
students you want to play the roles.
Begin your briefing session by telling the
role players the story. Duplicate, if possible, the briefing sheet for each role. After
each role player has read his briefing
sheet, ask what the important aspects of
his role are. If he doesn't grasp something,
go over it with him.
To get the best results, it may be necessary to explain the behavior specimen in
greater detail than described in the briefing sheets. Remind the students that they
are to act out their parts in their own
words. They are not to memorize lines.
Rehearse the specimen at least once. Use
imaginary props—in this case representing
food and cooking utensils. As the students

rehearse, intervene when necessary to keep
the role players' actions realistic or to improve the timing.
Before presenting the behavior specimen,
ask the class to discuss the three types of
observation they have studied.
During the presentation your role will be
much as it was during the rehearsal. You
may need to intervene. You will want to
stop the specimen right after the significant action has taken place.
Be sure to debrief the characters at the
conclusion of the session.

Behavior Specimen
Surprise for Dinner
Characters
J I L L RANDALL, age eleven

S T U RANDALL, Jill's brother, age six
MR. RANDALL
MRS. RANDALL

Setting
The Randall kitchen.
Action
Mrs. Randall is talking on the telephone
to her older son, Mark. She tells him not to
worry, that she will get him to Westville in
time for the game. She explains to Jill and
Stu that Mark has missed the team bus to
Westville for their big game tonight. She is
going to have to drive him there. This
means dinner will be late. As she leaves,
she tells Jill to be sure to explain to her
father when he gets home and tell him
that he will have to wait for dinner.
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Jill has an idea. She tells Stu that she
wants to surprise her parents by cooking
dinner so that they won't have to wait. Stu
thinks that's a great idea and asks what
they're going to have. Jill tells him baked
potatoes, peas, and cube steaks.
Jill puts the potatoes in the oven and
frozen peas into a pan. She wonders if the
peas need water, but decides not to put
water over them. She puts the pan on the
stove and turns the burner on high. Then
she takes the cube steaks and puts them in
a frying pan with the heat up high.
Jill and Stu are setting the table when
they smell something burning. Jill looks
into the pot on the stove and finds that the
peas have burned and are stuck on the bottom of the pan. She takes them off the
stove, saying something like this: "Oh
dear, the peas are burned. 1 should have
put water in after all."
Mr. Randall comes home and greets the
children. They explain that their mother
has taken Mark to Westvi lie and Jill is
cooking dinner.
Jill takes a fork and pokes the potatoes
baking in the oven. She has seen her
mother do this many times. The potatoes
are still hard. Jill is upset again. She wonders if they'll be done in time.
Mr. Randall says that he smells something burning. They see smoke coming
from the stove. Jill' takes the lid off the
frying pan. The steaks are burnt and
curled up. Jill bursts into tears, saying,
"Oh, I'm so dumb. I can't do anything
right. Mother wouldn't have all this trouble!"
Mr. Randall turns to the audience and
thinks aloud, "Well, it looks as if this supper
108

is ruined. And I'm so hungry. Poor Jill. How
can I make her understand why everything
went wrong without making her feel worse?"

Briefing Sheets

dumb. Mother could have cooked dinner
without any trouble at all. You burst into
tears, saying the things you are feeling.
"Oh, I'm so dumb! I can't do anything
right. Mother does it so easily."

JILL

STU

You are eleven and you feel very
grownup. Your mother has gone to take
your older brother, Mark, to Westville. You
tell your younger brother, Stu, that you
are going to surprise your parents by cooking dinner while your mother is gone. You
tell him that you have never cooked a meal
before, but that you are sure you can do it.
You've watched your mother do it, and it
looks easy enough.
You put the potatoes in the oven first.
Then you put the peas on the stove, wondering out loud if they need water and deciding that they don't. Then you put the
cube steaks in the frying pan on the stove.
You can say something about turning the
burner on high so that they will cook fast.
The peas burn. You are upset. You comment to Stu that you should have put water in the pan.
Your father comes home. You explain that
your mother has taken Mark to Westville
and that you are making dinner. You open
the oven door and poke the potatoes with a
fork. They're still hard! This is upsetting.
You wonder out loud if they will be done
in time.
When your father says he smells something burning, you remember the steaks.
You see smoke rising from the pan. The
steaks are burnt and curled up.
This is the last straw. Your special dinner is ruined. You feel that you are very

You are six years old and in first grade.
You like Jill's idea of surprising your parents, and you want to help her. You ask
what you are going to have for dinner.
You're hungry and you're giad when your
father comes home.

1

MRS. RANDALL

Your son Mark calls and tells you that
he has missed the team bus to Westville
for the game. You tell him that you'll drive
him there. You explain this to Jill and Stu.
You ask Jill to tell her father where she is
and that dinner will be late.
MR. RANDALL

When you come home, Jill is busy in the
kitchen. She tells you where your wife has
gone and says that she is cooking dinner.
You are proud of Jill for wanting to cook
dinner, but you smell something burning.
You tell Jill about it. When you discover
that both the peas and steaks are burned
you realize that Jill's plan to surprise you
and her mother wasn't such a good idea
after all.
You are upset when you see that Jill is
so unhappy. You want to make her feel
better, but you also want her to learn the
lesson that this experience can teach her.
You wonder how to tell her without making her feel worse.
Face the audience when Jill cries and
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says that she is dumb. Think out loud
something like this: "Well, it looks as if
this supper is ruined. And I'm so hungry.
Poor Jill. How can I explain why things
went wrong without making her feel
worse?"
Present "Surprise for Dinner."

Item 14
Direct the class to fill in the Observation
Guide.
Answers
1. What kind of surprise does Jill plan
when her mother leaves?
Jill plans to surprise her parents by making dinner.
2. Why do the peas burn?.
Jill didn't put any water in the pan.
3. What happens to the cube steaks?
They burn because the pan is too hot.
4. Why does everything seem to go wrong
for Jill?
She doesn't have the necessary experience. She has never cooked before.
5. What do you think Jill's father will say
to her?
Discuss this with the class. Ask these
questions: Will Mr. Randall tell Jill that
she shouldn't try to do something unless
she's sure she knows how? Will he tell
Jill to practice cooking when her mother
is at home? Will he tell Jill not to worry
because all inexperienced cooks burn
things?

6. Do you think Jill will try to prepare
dinner all by herself again soon?
Discuss this with the class. Ask these
questions: Will Jill be so afraid of burning something that she won't want to
cook again? Will Jill realize when she
calms down that she can learn by her
mistakes and try again?
Do "Surprise for Dinner—Observation
Guide" on page 21 of Project Book 4.

Item 15
"The Skating Party" illustrates what
happens when one person's expectation of
another's behavior is too high. Expectation,
the process of looking forward to a certain
kind of behavior, can also be unfair if it's
too low.
This behavior specimen is about two
friends, Mary and Phyllis. Mary is the best
girl skater in her class, and Phyllis is
proud of her friend's ability. Phyllis tells
Mary that there is going to be a skating
party on Saturday with a free-for-all race.
She insists that Mary enter because she's
the only girl who can beat Sally Dearborn,
a girl from another class. Phyllis tells
Mary that the whole class is depending on
her. But Mary doesn't think she can win.
She doesn't know what to do. Should she
enter the race? Is Phyllis expecting too
much of her?
The action and briefing materials for
"The Skating Party" are below. Go over
the materials carefully. Also study the
Observation Guide on page 22 of Project
Book 4.
Visualize where the action can best take
place. Make name tags and use them, even
during the rehearsal. Finally, decide which

students you want to play the roles.
Begin your briefing session by telling the
role players the story. Duplicate, if possible, the briefing sheet for each role. After
each role player has read his briefing
sheet, ask what the important aspects of
his role are. If he doesn't grasp something,
go over it-with him.
To get the best results, it may be necessary to explain the behavior specimen in
greater detail than is described in the briefing sheets. Remind the students that they
are to act out their parts in their own words.
They are not to memorize lines.
Rehearse the specimen at least once. As
the students rehearse, intervene when necessary to keep the role players' actions realistic or to improve the timing.
Before presenting the behavior specimen,
ask the class to discuss the three types of
observation they have studied.
During the presentation your role will be
much as it was during the rehearsal. You
may need to intervene. You will want to
stop the specimen right after the significant action has taken place.
Be sure to debrief the characters at the
conclusion of the session.

Behavior SpecimenThe Skating Party
Characters
MARY, a sixth-grader, one of the best girl
skaters in her class
PHYLLIS, Mary's friend
MARY'S MOTHER
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Setting
On the way home from school, also in
Mary's house.
Action
It is Thursday afternoon after school.
Mary and Phyllis are talking about the
skating party planned for Saturday. Both
girls think it will be fun. Phyllis tells
Mary that she hopes Mary can go, because
the big event of the party will be a free-forall race. She insists that Mary is the only
one in her class who can beat Sally Dearborn, a member of the other sixth-grade
class.
Mary is surprised; she says that she
didn't know about any race. There's no
time to practice and she doesn't think she
can beat Sally anyway. Phyllis insists that
Mary can win. She tells her that the class
is counting on her.
Mary feels put on the spot. She wants to
go to the party, but she doesn't want to
race Sally. She can't decide what to do. She
wonders if she should stay home so she
won't be forced to compete in a race that
she doesn't think she can win. Then, she
wonders if she should go because the rest
of the party will be fun. She knows that
she will feel as if she's letting down the
rest of the class if she doesn't enter the
race, but she doubts if anyone will think
she's a good skater anymore if Sally wins.
Mary goes into her house. She stops in
the kitchen to talk to her mother. She tells
her that there is going to be a skating party
Saturday afternoon. Her mother thinks it
sounds like fun and asks if she'd like to have
some friends in for hot chocolate after the
party. Mary says that she doesn't think she's

no

going to go to the party. Her mother is surprised. She knows Mary loves to skate. She
asks Mary what the trouble is. Mary says
something has spoiled everything. Her
mother asks what happened, but Mary says
she doesn't want to talk about it.

she is the best girl skater in your class. If
Mary can beat Sally Dearborn, who is in
the other class, it will be almost as if you
beat her yourself. You tell Mary that she
just has to come to the party because everyone is counting on her to win.

Briefing Sheets

MARY'S MOTHER

MARY

You're a good skater, although you don't
think you're as fast as Sally Dearborn, who
is in the other sixth grade. You think you
might win a race against Sally if you had
time to practice, but you don't think you'd
win without practice.
Your friend Phyllis mentions that there
is going to be a race at the skating party
on Saturday. She says that everyone in
your class is counting on you to beat Sally.
You feel terrible.
You didn't know anything about the
race. You don't have time to practice. You
don't want to let the class down, but you
don't want to expose yourself to failure either. What should you do? Should you stay
out of the race, or enter for your class and
get beaten? You love skating, and the party
was going to be such fun. But the race has
ruined everything. You decide that the
best thing to do is stay home. When you
tell your mother about the party and she
suggests having friends over afterward for
hot chocolate, you feel even worse. You tell
your mother that you are not going to go.
You don't even want to discuss why.
PHYLLIS

You are Mary's best friend. You are
proud to have her as a best friend, because

Mary tells you about the skating party.
You ask her if she would like to have
friends in for hot chocolate after they finish
skating. You are surprised when Mary
says that she is not going to go to the
party. She loves to skate. You ask her
what is wrong, but she won't tell you. You
wish that you could help her, but you can't
unless she will tell you what is the matter.
Present "The Skating Party."

Item 16
Direct the class to fill in the Observation
Guide.
Answers
1. What does Mary learn about the party?
Mary learns that there is going to be a
free-for-all race.
2. What does Phyllis say that puts Mary
on the spot?
Phyllis insists that Mary is the only girl
in the class who can beat Sally Dearborn. She tells her that, the class is
counting on her to win.
3. Why does Mary get so upset?
Mary doesn't think she can win.
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4. Does Phyllis expect too much of Mary?
Discuss the answers given by your class.
Ask these questions: What is a fair expectation? Is Phyllis' expectation fair if
she really thinks Mary can win? Do her
classmates have a right to expect her to
compete and win, if Mary's the best skater? Should Phyllis have asked Mary if
she thought she could win?
5. What does Mary tell her mother?
She tells her mother that there is going
to be a skating party, but that she is not
going because something has spoiled
everything.
6. Can Mary's mother do anything to help
her?
Discuss the answers. Ask these questions: How can her mother help if Mary
won't tell her whafs wrong? Would her
mother's encouragement help to make
Mary more confident?
7. What do you think Mary should do?
Discuss the answers. Ask these questions: What will happen if Mary enters
the race and doesn't win? Would it be
worse not to enter than not to win?
Do "The Skating
Party—Observation
Guide" on page 22 of Project Book 4.
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LeSSOn 5

How Is Growth Related to Language Development?

Purpose of Lesson 5
• To illustrate the importance of language in the development of
intelligence.
• To compare the intelligence of a chimpanzee raised as a human
child with that of human children.
• To show that a chimpanzee raised as a child is more intelligent
than chimpanzees raised in cages.

Item 17
Your pupils will enjoy reading about Viki, the chimpanzee raised
from infancy by Dr. and Mrs. Hayes. The social scientists tried in
vain to teach Viki how to speak. Viki was very quick to learn other
things, however, and scored higher than human children the same
age on some of the intelligence tests administered. A detailed exercise accompanies this material in the Project Book.
Read "Viki —Chimp and Child" on pages
of the Resource Book.

155-61

Item 18
A careful rereading of the story and some astute predictions will
provide the correct answers to this exercise about Viki and her
scores on the various intelligence tests.

If your pupils experience difficulty, go over each question aloud
and refer to the Resource Book for clues. In general, Viki scored
higher on all items when her scores were compared with those of
chimps raised in captivity. She scored higher than human children
her age in a number of skills.

Answers
L A. Viki scored higher than the other chimpanzee. (Playing with
toys)
B. Viki scored the same as the other chimpanzee. (Performing
gymnastics)
C. Viki scored higher than the other chimpanzee. (Making friends
with people)
D. Viki scored higher than the other chimpanzee. (Using faucets,
switches, and levers)
2. A. Viki scored higher than children her age. (Performing gymnastics)
B. Viki scored lower than children her age. (Talking)
C. Viki scored the same as children her age. (Playing with toys)
D. Viki scored higher than children her age. (Imitating actions)
E . Viki scored higher than children her age. (Dressing herself)

Sequence of Materials Used in Lesson 5
urce Book
LESSON 5

T e a c h e r ' s Gui

17. Viki-Chimp and Child
pp. 155-61

18. viki Takes Intelligence
Tests . . .
ntelligence Tests
pp. 23- 27 (answers on p. 112)
19. Record Band 1, Side 1 - The
Development of Language
transcript on p. 113
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3.
4.

5.
.

F. Viki scored higher than children her age. (Turning pages
of a book)
A. Viki scored lower than children her age. (Communicating
with people)
A. Viki would pass this test after she practiced for a week. (Jigsaw puzzle)
B. Viki would pass this test after she practiced for a week. (Buttoning)
A. Viki scored higher than children her age.
B. Franz scored lower than the children.
C. Viki scored higher than Franz.
Do"Viki Takes Intelligence Tests"
on pages 23-27 of Project Book 4.

Item 19
How does language develop in humans?
How do babies learn to speak? The recorded
lesson, its transcript is below, explains how
infante learn to use language in dealing
with their environment. Because no exercise accompanies this material, a discussion
is in order. Ask pupils to give examples of
baby talk spoken by their younger brothers
or sisters. Or, ask pupils to find out from
their parents what were the first words
they spoke.

The Development of Language
NARRATOR: Dogs bark, kittens mew, horses
whinney, zebus moo. Each animal makes
its own sound.
(Sound effects—dogs, horses, cats)
Humans make sounds too. The sounds
that babies make naturally develop into
speech. Animal sounds never do. It's true
that Viki, the chimpanzee Dr. and Mrs.
Hayes raised from an infant, finally
learned to say a few words. But what
hard work it was to train her! At age
three, Viki could say only four words. At
the same age, many children know
nearly one thousand words. What's more,
they seem to learn words without even
trying.
Animals and humans have the same
equipment for making sounds—a tongue,
lips, vocal cords-and the ability to blow
air out of the mouth. Yet animals cannot
speak.
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Of course, when you hear the sound of
a newborn baby, it makes you wonder
about humans . . . .
(Sound of baby crying.)
That doesn't sound like speech. He's
probably hungry. A newborn baby thinks
about his stomach a lot. Crying gets him
what he wants. He doesn't need speech
yet. Babies make other sounds.
(Sounds of baby cooing and babbling.)
These coos and babbles are the beginning of language. The baby hears the
sounds he makes and they are pleasant.
So he makes them over and over again.
He imitates himself. The sounds bring
other rewards. His mother and father
smile and make friendly sounds back.
Soon the baby is making a da-da
sound. This pleases his father, who says
it back to him. The baby is encouraged
to make the sound over and over. The
same thing happens with ma-ima. Most
babies can say these words when they
are a year old.
A one-year-old will probably have one
or two other words at his command. He
might be able to say "go," "bye," or "hi."
And if he says "bye," he probably waves
his hand too.
He is beginning to attach meaning to
particular words now, and not to sounds
alone. That is an important step in language development.
A child at a year and a half will respond eagerly when you hold up his coat
and say "Go outside." Soon he will say
"Go outside" himself, because he has
learned the meaning of the words.
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Often only a mother can tell what her
child's words mean. Yet the garbled
words make perfect sense to the child
himself. His mispronouncing is what we
call baby talk.
Sometimes a child gets the wrong
meaning for a word. One little boy's
father often pushed him in a swing. At
first, he told the boy to "hold on tight."
Before long; whenever the boy came near
a swing he said, "Daddy, I want to
tight."
Many of the words that a child learns
at first are names of things. They want to
know what familiar things are called . . .
doll, door, spoon, bed, car, chair, and
more . . . hundreds and hundreds of
words. Their vocabularies are growing
rapidly.
Much of what a child says, of course,
has to do with what he wants . . .
CHILDREN'S VOICES: "Give me." "Take me

with." "MINE." "I can." "I won't." "Amy
hit me." "I don't wanna." "Leave me
alone." "No."
NARRATOR: At an early age, children begin
to speak in sentences, or in what passes
for sentences.
CHILDREN'S
VOICES: "Pat doggie." "Go
town." "Lift up." "Mommy readed book."
"Give karachee shop."
NARRATOR: These sentences are "I pat the
dog"; "I'm going downtown"; "Mother,
read the book to me"; "Please lift me
up"; and "I'll give you a karate chop."
Gradually the sentences get filled in
with all the proper words. By the age
of three, when most children can walk
and run, dress themselves, and feed themselves without a huge mess, they are

speaking in what is considered the proper
way. They say "went" instead of "goed,"
"I saw two teeth" instead of "I seed two
teeth," and "I cut myself" instead of "I
cutted me."
Through practice, by listening to
adults and to other children, they learn.
By trying out sentences and imitating
others, they have also learned about
grammar. At six, most children know
nearly all the rules, although they
couldn't tell you what a noun, a verb, or
an adjective is.
Not all children develop their ability
to use language at the same rate. No two
children grow at the same rate either.
With some children, the ability to learn
and to use new words seems endless.
Others seem to add to their vocabularies
very slowly.
There is a connection between mental
ability and language ability. There is
even a stronger connection between a
person's environment and his language
ability.
If children hear many different words
and much conversation as they are growing up, they will probably have large
vocabularies and use words easily. If
they heard no words at all, they would
not progress beyond the babbling state.
Remember Isabelle in Unit 2, "Discovering DifFerences'7 She didn't learn
how to talk until she was six and a half.
Her mother could not talk, so Isapelle
did not learn to either.
People learn what they need to know
to get along in their environment. Children learn the words they need to learn
—words that help them get what they

Lesson 5 - H o w Is Growth Related to Language Development?

want or help them solve problems. Children don't learn useless words. If they
hear words that do not apply to their
environment, they don't understand
them and they don't remember them either.
Some of the Hollows children didn't
understand the word ball. They had
never seen a ball. They didn't understand the word field. They had never
seen one. Those two words were not part
of their environment . . . so the words
were not part of their vocabularies.
Animals do not speak because somehow they do not have the capacity to
learn language. Viki appeared to learn
as many as four words and some animals, like parrots, can imitate human
sounds. But only humans have the capacity for language. How much a person
learns, how well he speaks depend a
great deal on his environment. A person
who wants to know a lot of words and
use them well should choose his parents
wisely.
Play Record Band 1, Side 1 -"The
Development of Language."

LeSSOn 6

What Problems Are Associated with Growing Up?

Purpose of Lesson 6
• To demonstrate some of the common problems associated with being one age and
becoming another.
• To review the learnings in the unit.

story ended? What would you have the
characters do differently?"
Read "Expectations — The Science Report"
on pages 163- 65 of the Resource Book.

Item 20

Item 21

This story is about the overly high expectations parents sometimes have for their
children. It shows how a young boy feels
when he is constantly compared with his
brother, who was very successful in academic matters.
Poor Jack, it did seem that he had been
given unfair treatment!
Initiate a value discussion about this
story by asking, "Did you like the way this

Versions of familiar problems encountered by parents and children having to do
with age appropriateness are recorded. At
the conclusion of each episode the character
asks, "Don't you agree? What can I do?
What do you think I should do? I don't know
what I'm gonna do."
In the first episode, Sandy Strauss is ten
and wants to be thirteen. In the second, Tom
Linley is fifteen and wants a driver's li-

cense. In the third, Mrs. Bowen has a
twelve-year-old daughter who seems inexperienced. In the last, Mike is fourteen and
can't decide whether to play football or
the clarinet.
Ask the class to make suggestions that
will be helpful in solving the various problems brought up by the characters.

This Is My Problem
GIRL: Ten is such an awful age. I should
know, I'm Sandy Strauss and I'm ten. I
really wish I were thirteen. Teen-agers
have it made. If you're a teen-ager, you
can be your own boss. Somebody— like

Sequence of Materials Used in Lesson 6
R e s o u r c e Book
LESSON 6

T e a c h e r ' s Guide

20. Expectations-The Science Report
pp. 163-65
21. Record Band 2. Side 1
This Is My Problem
transcript on p. 116
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Project Book

You Learned?
22 What Have You
Learned'' . . .
pp. 28 30 (answers on p. 117)

Lesson 6— What Problems Are Associated with Growing Up?

my parents or Miss Jensen, my teacher—
is always telling me what to do. You know
what I mean. (Mimicking.) "It's time for
bed, Sandy" or "Sandy, you've watched
entirely enough T V for one night."
"Sandy, stand up straight." "Sandy, you
must improve your handwriting." "Sandy
this, Sandy, that!" (Pause.) Nobody tells
teen-agers when to go to bed, or not to
watch TV. Besides, teen-agers get to
wear makeup—not just lipstick, but eye
shadow, and liner, and mascara. It's going
to be great to be a teen-ager. Being ten is
awful. Don't you agree?
BOY: My name is Tom Linley and I'm fifteen. I want to drive the family car, but
I can't get my license in this state until
next year—you've gotta be sixteen. Actually fifteen-year-olds can drive if they
get a learner's permit—that is, they can
drive as long as there's an adult in the car.
A lot of my friends drive their parents all
over. Not me! My parents won't let me
even touch the wheel. They say I'm too
young and inexperienced. I'm not inexperienced! I know how to drive. I took
Driver's Ed last semester, and some of my
friends who drive have explained lots of
things to me, like how to control a skid,
using the clutch on a hill-that kind of
stuff. In fact, I bet that I could drive better
than most adults. Besides, what I don't
understand is how my parents expect me
to get any experience if they won't let me
drive. (Pause.) What can I do? (Pause.)
How can I prove to them that I know how
to drive, and that I'm grown up enough to
make the right decision?
ADULT: I'm Mrs. Bowen, Joyce's mother.
Having a twelve-year-old daughter isn't

always easy. Right now we've got a problem. Our next-door neighbor, Mrs. Price,
wants Joyce to babysit one night a week
with her four-year-old son, Pete. Joyce
really wants to do it, but I just don't feel
I can give her my permission. She's too
young and inexperienced to take on that
kind of responsibility. Why, I'd never be
able to relax, knowing she was all alone
with a four-year-old, I've tried to explain
my feelings to Joyce, but she won't listen.
She accuses me of babying her (pause),
keeps telling me that the Prices live right
next door so she could call for help. She
insists that Mrs. Price wouldn't have
asked her to babysit if she didn't think
Joyce was old enough. I hate to see Joyce
so unhappy and mad at me. I think I'm
being fair. What do you think I should do?
BOY: My name is Mike. I'm fourteen and I'll
be a freshman in high school next year.
We're in the process right now of filling
out our freshman program cards. You've
gotta sign up for classes and extracurricular activities—like the sports you want
to go out for. Ever since we were in grade
school, I've played football. I guess I'm a
pretty good athlete—particularly in football, because I'm big. Well anyway, most
of the guys, and a lot of the girls, want me
to go out for freshman football. Football's
O.K., but I really want to play clarinet in
the school band, and maybe even start a
jazz combo. The problem is, the band practices after school. I can't play football and
be in the band too. I don't want to give up
the clarinet. But boy, would the kids
laugh if I told them I wasn't going out for
football because of the clarinet. I don't
know what I'm gonna do.

Play Record Band 2, Side 1 "This Is My Problem."

Item 22
This true-false exercise is designed to
review and reinforce concepts presented in
the unit. The most important thing is to
make sure that all pupils have the correct
statements marked T on their papers.
Answers
T
1. People go through several stages
of development as they grow up.
T
2. There are similarities and differences in the development of
boys and girls.
T
4. Social scientists apply the term
growth to all things that change
with age.
T
5. A baby who is hardly ever held,
cuddled, or loved is seriously hindered in his development.
T
12. Intelligence can be defined as the
ability to solve problems..
T 21. If a child cannot understand language, his development is retarded.
T 22. Both heredity and environment
influence intelligence.
T 24. As people grow older, they develop the skills they need to solve
the problems they encounter. Do "What Have You Learned?"
on pages 28-30 of Project Book 4.
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Ullit 5

Individuals and Groups

Introduction
This unit explores the many-sided relationship that exists between the individual and the group. It begins by posing the question
— "When do you like to be alone and when would you rather be with
others?" That question becomes a data collection project for the
class. While the major objective is to learn about group process,
pupils can quickly see the conflict arising from simultaneous desires
for solitude and company.
What is a group? How does it function? Children learn that all
groups have something in common. Members share the same goal
or purpose. Groups also have structures. Most pupils know that a
group must have a leader and followers, but not all know about the
other member categories —supporters, dependents, idea people,
dissenters. As they observe the dynamics of group action, they learn
about status, how labor is divided, and what happens when individual goals conflict with those of the group. It is hoped that these
concepts will help pupils gain insight into their own behavior
patterns.
What are the effects of different styles of leadership? An important
lesson demonstrates three types of leadership—democratic, autocratic, and laissez faire—and their effects on group behavior. How
does each affect morale, productivity, and cooperation? Group
climate and group pressure are explored in some depth.

Just as leadership roles vary so do the roles of the members.
Pupils learn to identify the different member types as mode (a
person who represents the majority viewpoint), slider (a person who
disagrees with the majority at first, but later changes to conform),
and deviant (a person who disagrees with the majority and refuses
to yield to group pressure).
Of special interest is the deviant. His power to sway a group
makes him an object for study. He is often the catalyst for group
action, either toward or away from his viewpoint. The right to dissent is an important aspect of all democratic societies.
Unit 5 is organized into five lessons. Because there are a number
of activities in each, a lesson will take several class sessions to
complete.
Lessons are described in detail in the Teacher's Guide. Explicit
goals are stated. At the beginning of each lesson there is a chart
that shows the sequence of materials to be used. Each item is explained in the body of the lesson in the same sequence. Relevant
material in the teacher training book, The Teacher's Role in Social
Science Investigation, is referred to wherever necessary.
Lesson 1—When Do You Like to Be Alone?
Lesson 2 —What Is a Group?
Lesson 3 — How Does Leadership Affect Group Members?
Lesson 4—What Roles Do Group Members Play?
Lesson 5—What Did We Learn?
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Sequence of Materials Used in Unit 5
T e a c h e r ' s Guide

R e s o u r c e Book
LESSON 1

Project Book

1. Individual-Group B e h a v i o r . , .
pp. 1 6 7 - 6 8
2. Ajone or Together? . . . pp. 1 6 9 - 7 2
3. Making Inferences . . . pp. 1 - 4
5. Jamie Alone . . . . pp. 5 - 6

4. Jamie. Alone . . . pp. 1 7 3 - 8 0

(answers on p. 122)

LESSON 2

6. The Aquarium Committee ... .
pp. 1 8 1 - 8 8
8. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s Enter a New M e m b e r . . . action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 125

7. What Is a G r o u p ? . . . pp. 7 - 10
(answers on p. 123)
9. Enter a New Member—Observation
Guide . . . p. 11 (answers on p. 126)
10. Could This Happen? . . . pp. 1 2 - 13
(answers on p. 127)

11. Record Bands 1 - 6 . Side 2 Behavior of the Leaders and Boys . . .
transcript on p. 128

LESSON 3

13. Autocracy and Democracy
pp. 1 8 9 - 9 3

...

12. Behavior of First, S e c o n d , Third Leaders
- O b s e r v a t i o n Guides . . . pp. 1 4 - 1 6
(answers on p. 132)
14. How the Boys F e l t . . . pp. 1 7 - 1 8
(answers on p. 133)
15. C h o o s e the L e a d e r . . . . pp, 1 9 - 2 2
(answers on p. 133)

Vocabulary words on p. 134

LESSON 4

16. Group P r e s s u r e - T h e Majority
Wins . . . pp. 1 9 5 - 9 8
17. The Deviant in the Group . . . pp. 1 9 9 - 203

18. C a n You Find the Deviant? . . .
pp. 2 3 - 2 6 (answers on p. 135)
19. Group Members . . . p. 27
(answers on p. 136)
Vocabulary words on p. 136

LESSON 5

20. Social S c i e n c e Crossword
Puzzle . . . pp. 2 8 - 2 9 (answers on p. 138)
21. Tell a Story . . . p. 30

LeSSOn 1

When Do You Like to Be Alone?

Purpose of L e s s o n 1
• To learn what times one likes or needs to be alone.
• To learn what times one likes or needs to be with others.

Item 1
In this brief selection, pupils are given an overview of the unit.
They are encouraged to think first of the times they like to be alone
and then of the times they like to be with others. The dilemma that
occurs when they want both simultaneously is treated later. A
discussion is in order.
Read "Individual — Group Behavior"
on pages 167-68 of the Resource Book.

Item 2
Five short episodes illustrate the conflicts that arise between the
desires to be alone and to be with others. Discuss the questions that
are raised at the conclusion of each episode.
In the first one, Allen is annoyed because he is interrupted by his
cousin when he wants to be alone. In the second, a popular girl
wants to spend an afternoon by herself. In the third, Beverly has a
conflict because she wants to be with the group and can't. In the

fourth, Erica is torn between two conflicting desires. In the fifth,
Barney has a similar problem.
You might decide to divide the class into groups of four or five.
Ask each group to list either times when people like or need to be
alone or times when they like or need to be with others. Compare
the lists and discuss them with the class.
Read "Alone or Together?" on pages
169-72 of the Resource Book.

Item 3
Provocative photographs are shown to stimulate the children's
imagination. If your class has a great many students who have poor
writing skill, discuss the pictures instead. The exercise asks pupils
to think of reasons for what's happening in the photos by making
inferences. Two pictures show a person doing something alone, and
two show groups.
This exercise could also be done as a group project. Assign one
photo to each group and ask for their inferences.
Do "Making Inferences" on pages 1 -4 of
Project Book 5.

S e q u e n c e of Materials Used in L e s s o n 1
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 1

e a c h e r ' s Guide

Project Book

1. I n d i v i d u a l - G r o u p Behavior
pp. 1 6 7 - 6 8
2 Alone or Together?
pp. 169-72
4. Jamie Alone

pp. 1 7 3 - 8 0

3. Making Inferences
pp. 1 - 4
5. Jamie Alone
pp. 5 - 6
(answers on p. 122)
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Item 4
"Jamie Alone" is a story that has to do with a boy who spends a
great deal of time by himself so that he can join the group later. He
works very hard to earn enough money to buy a bicycle and "belong"
by doing assorted spring-cleaning jobs.
Jamie had a tough decision to make. He wanted to be a member of
the group but he had to make a number of sacrifices first.
The story is relatively long, so reading it aloud might be a good
idea. There is an accompanying exercise in the Project Book, but
before assigning it ask the class, "Did you like the decision that
Jamie made to work all the time instead of spending time with his
friends? Why, or why not?"
Read "Jamie Alone" on pages 173-80
of the Resource Book.

Item 5
This exercise is based on the story about Jamie. Included in it are
questions that will serve as a review of the three ways of using
observation —by making a description, an inference, or a value
judgment.
Answers
1. Jamie is depressed because he doesn't have a bike. He is alone
much of the time because of that.
2. Things Jamie decided to do alone: (a) prepare an advertisement;
(b) ring doorbells and ask for work; (c) earn money for the bike
by doing spring-cleaning jobs in his neighborhood.
3. There is no right or wrong answer to this, but the statement
"Jamie preferred to do things alone" might provoke a lively
discussion.
4. Inference—nowhere in the story is the statement made.
5. Description
6. Value judgment
7. Inference —nowhere in the story is the statement made.
8. Jamie didn't go along because he knew he had to finish the job
he'd started.
9. The answer, if there is one, is probably yes. Jamie desperately
wanted to be with the others, but in order to do so he had to be
alone for a long time.
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This question is a matter of opinion. Ask pupils if they agree
and, if so, why. A discussion about values should ensue.
Do "Jamie Alone" on pages
of Project Book 5.

5-6

LeSSOn 2

What Is a Group?

Purpose of L e s s o n 2
• To learn that groups are made up of people who have common
interests or goals.
• To learn some of the dynamics of group process: group goals vs.
individual goals; membership roles; status structure; and division of labor.

Item 6
Here pupils will read a story that demonstrates the dynamics of
group behavior. Each character in the story represents one or more
types of membership roles. The Project Book exercise will help to
define the various aspects of group behavior. Read the story aloud
if you think your pupils will have any difficulty reading it.

The exercise has been set up so that it can be done as a group
project. One of the items, A, B, C, D, E , or F, can be assigned to each
group.
Answers
A. If you observe what is happening among the members of the
aquarium committee, you might discover something about how
groups grow and develop.
Group Findings
1. How did Phil, Rita, Ruth, and Bernie become members of
the group?
Phil, Rita, and Ruth volunteered. The teacher asked Bernie.
2. How do they seem to feel about being members?
Phil and Rita are pleased to be members. Ruth imitates
Bernie is resentful of groups and girls.

Read "The Aquarium Committee" on
pages 181 -88 of the Resource Book.

Item 7
This exercise is based on the story about the aquarium committee.
It forces pupils to pick out the different membership roles and
determine group cohesion or the lack of it.

Rita.

3. Do you think they like the group?
Phil, Rita, and Ruth enjoy the group and want to do things
together. Bernie does not.

S e q u e n c e of Materials Used in L e s s o n 2
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 2

T e a c h e r ' s Guide

The Aquarium Committee
pp. 1 8 1 - 8 8
8. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s Enter a New Member . . action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 125

>ject Book

7 What Is a Group? . pp. 7 - 1 0
(answers on p. 123)
9 Enter a New M e m b e r - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guide . . p. 11 (answers on p 126)
10. Could This Happen? . . . pp. 12
(answers on p. 127)

13
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B. In order to be a group, the members must share some of the same
interests and goals. There is something they all want that brings
them together. They have a group goal. For instance, Bernie has
a goal—he wants to get extra credit.
1. What is the group goal of the aquarium committee?
The goal is to take care of the aquarium as a science project.
2. How do the individual members seem to feel about the group
goal?
Phil and Rita feel confident about it. Ruth is scared. Bernie
wants to do it all by himself.
3. Do some of the members have different individual goals?
Phil wants to help the teacher. So does Rita. Ruth wants Rita
to like her. Bernie wants extra credit.
4. Do you think individual goals might cause trouble in the
group?
;
Bernie's goal might ruin the project.
C. Every group has leaders and followers. Sometimes a member is
a leader, and other times he is a follower. Certain people are
more often leaders than followers.
1. Is there a leader in the aquarium committee?
Phil.
2. Is there more than one leader in this group?
Rita might be given as a secondary leader.
3. Does this committee have leadership problems?
Bernie wants the group to follow him instead of Phil.
4. Who dp you think will turn out to be the leader of the group?
Either Phil or Bernie eventually could turn out to be the leader.
D. Members of groups play other roles, too. Some members are
supportive. They help each other and support each other's ideas.
Some members are idea people. They have good ideas and offer
them to the group. Sometimes a group member will argue and
disagree with what the other members want. He is called a
dissenter. Some people are withdrawn and depend on others.
They don't offer ideas or speak very often. When they do speak,
they usually agree quickly with what the group wants.
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Write the names of the members of the aquarium committee
after the roles you think they are playing. Some members might
be playing more than one, but at different times. Choose your
answers carefully.
Leader—Phil, Rita, Bernie
Supporter—Rita,R uth
Follower-Ruth, Rita
Dependent —JR uth
Dissenter—Bernie
E . Some members of groups are more important than other members. This means they have higher status. A leader usually has
higher status than other members.
1. Who has high status in this group?
Phil and Rita.
2. Who has low status in this group?
Ruth and Bernie.
3. Do you think these are the people who should have high and
low status in this group? Why?
Answers will vary, but someone might say that Bernie should
be the leader, since he knows so much. Someone might tag Ruth
as a copycat who will agree with anything Rita does in the
hope that Rita will like her. Answers and values should be
discussed openly.
F. When groups have work to do, they need to find ways of sharing
it. This is called dividing the labor. Groups usually divide the
labor according to the skills and knowledge of their members.
1. How does this group divide its labor?
The labor is not divided. Bernie assumes it.
2. Do you think that is the best way for the group to share its
work?
No, the group should try to divide the labor or there is no
reason for having a group in the first place.
3. Why do you think so?
Discuss the answers given for .Question 2.
Do "What Is a Group?" on
pages 7-10 of Project Book 5.

Lesson 2 - W h a t IB a Group?

Item 8
"Enter a New Member" is a behavior
specimen to be produced in class. It illustrates the problems that arise when a new
member enters an established group.
How should the new member act? What
should the group do? Will the group and the
new member like each other? When should
the group explain its rules and goal? What
happens if the new member refuses to accept
the rules or the goal? These questions should
arise for discussion.
Review the procedure in the Teacher's
Guide for Unit 1, Items 9, 10, 20, 21. Also
review "How to Produce Behavior Specimens
for Study" in The Teacher's Role in Social
Science Investigation, pages 38-57.
This specimen is about a new camper,
Sandy, who is assigned to Chippewa Cabin.
The first boy he meets is William, the cabin's
leader. William doesn't bother getting acquainted; he just starts off by telling Sandy
the rules of the cabin. Chippewa is trying
to win the final award for having the cleanest cabin. Each member must do certain
things to keep the cabin in perfect condition.
Sandy thinks a clean cabin award is a stupid
thing to want. The boys start to argue.
Sandy leaves the cabin angrily.
The action and briefing materials for
"Enter a New Member" are below. Go over
them carefully. Study the Observation
Guide on page 11 of Project Book 5.
Visualize where the action can best take
place. Make name tags and use them, even
during rehearsal. Finally, decide which
students you want to play the roles.
Begin your briefing session by telling the
role players the story. Duplicate, if possible,
the briefing sheet for each role. You will

want to tell the role players to be sure to
include all the action specified in their briefing sheets. This is important because the
Observation Guide is based on these aspects.
Sandy must say, for example, that Chippewa
Cabin is crazy to want such a stupid award.
After each role player has read his briefing
sheet, ask what the important aspects of his
role are. If he doesn't grasp something, go
over it with him.
To get the best results, it may be necessary to explain the behavior specimen in
greater detail than is described in the briefing sheets. Remind the students that they
are to act out their parts in their own words.
They are not to memorize lines.
Rehearse the specimen at least once. Use
imaginary props —in this case, for a bedroll.
As the students rehearse, intervene when
necessary to keep the role players' actions
realistic or to improve the timing.
Before presenting the behavior specimen,
ask the class to discuss the three types of
observation they have studied.
During the presentation your role will
be much as it was during the rehearsal.
You may need to intervene. You will want
to stop the specimen right after the significant action has taken placeBe sure, to debrief the characters at the
conclusion of the session.

Behavior S p e c i m e n Enter a New Member
Characters
WILLIAM, the leader of the boys in Chippewa cabin

VICTOR, William's friend and one of the
boys in the cabin
SANDY, a new boy who has just been assigned to Chippewa cabin
Setting
Chippewa cabin at Lakeview Camp for
Boys.
Action
William is telling Victor that Chippewa
cabin is almost sure to win the final award
for being the cleanest cabin all summer.
The whole cabin has worked hard, for this
award. Victor agrees and says they've won
the inspection flag more weeks than any
other cabin and there are only two weeks
to go.
Sandy walks in the open door carrying
his bedroll and a suitcase. He greets the
boys, telling them that he is a new camper
assigned to Chippewa cabin.
William is not very happy to see a new
boy. He wonders if Sandy will help keep
the cabin clean. He decides he'd better tell
Sandy right away about the inspection flag
and the rules they have established in order to win the final award.
Sandy listens to William and decides
right away that he doesn't like him. Sandy
doesn't care about winning, an inspection
flag or a final award for having a clean
cabin. Besides, he doesn't like another boy
telling him what to do. He is a good athlete and would much rather win something
like the swimming or rowing award. He
ignores everything that William has been
saying and asks which bunk is his.
William refuses to tell Sandy where his
bunk is. He demands to know if Sandy will
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help to keep the cabin clean. Sandy responds by dropping his bedroll and suitcase
in the middle of the floor. He tells William
the cabin is crazy to want such a stupid
award.
William is furious. He and Victor start
yelling at Sandy. Sandy picks up his bedroll and suitcase and says that he won't
stay in a cabin with a bunch of nuts like
this group. William says that they don't
want him anyway. Sandy leaves, looking
for the camp director so that he can get
another cabin assignment.

Briefing Sheets
WILLIAM

You are thirteen and the oldest boy in
Chippewa Cabin. You are also the leader of
the group. Your cabin has won the inspection flag for being'the cleanest more times
than any other cabin. You are determined
to win the final award, which is only two
weeks away. Another cabin has won almost as many times as Chippewa has, so
you have to win the next two weeks.
When Sandy comes in and announces
that he is a new camper assigned to your
cabin, it makes you unhappy. You doubt
that he knows anything about keeping a
cabin clean. You decide that you had better
tell him the rules right away.
You explain about the inspection flag
and the final award. You tell him the rules
everyone has to obey. Everyone has to
make his bed when he gets up, put his
clothes away, and keep things picked up at
all times. Each Saturday the group gives
the cabin a thorough cleaning. They scrub
the floors and windows.
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When Sandy ignores what you've been
saying, you get angry. You refuse to tell
him which bunk is his. You demand to
know if he is going to obey the rules. You
don't want him to be a member of this
cabin. You quarrel until he leaves. You tell
him you're glad he's going.
VICTOR

You are a good friend of William's and
you are glad he's the cabin leader. You like
winning the inspection flag for being the
cleanest cabin, and you are looking forward to winning the final award.
You are not very happy to see Sandy.
You wonder if he will ruin things. When
William tells him right away about the
cabin rules, you are glad. You take William's side all through the argument, and
you're glad to see Sandy leave.
SANDY

You are a good athlete. You like to swim
and row and play baseball. You've been
camping lots of times, but this is the first
time at Lakeview. You are looking forward
to two weeks of fun.
When William starts telling you about
the cabin rules, you are annoyed. You
think he ought to at least be a little polite
and show you which bunk is yours. You
don't care at all about winning the final
award for having the cleanest cabin. You
finally ask William which bunk is yours.
When he refuses to tell you and wants to
know if you're going to obey the rules, you
drop your bedroll and suitcase right in the
middle of the floor. You say you would
rather see the group win almost anything
but an inspection flag. You tell William that

the group is crazy to want such a stupid
award.
You think this is a lousy cabin, and after
arguing for a while you decide that you
don't want to stay in Chippewa Cabin. You
pick up your things and leave, looking for
the camp director in order to get a new
cabin assignment.
Present "Enter a New Member."

Item 9
Direct the groups to fill in their Observation Guides.
Answers
1. What is the group goal of Chippewa
Cabin?
They want, to win the final award for the
cleanest cabin.
2. What is the first thing that William
says to Sandy?
He tells Sandy about the inspection flag
and the award.
3. How does Sandy react to the group's
goal?
He is annoyed.
4. What does William say when Sandy
says he wants to find the camp director?
William says that he's glad that
is going.

Sandy

5. William was right in telling Sandy
about the cabin's goal right at the beginning. Do you agree with this value
judgment?
Answers will vary. If the group

thought
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the award was important, didn't William
have to make sure that Sandy knew
about it immediately? If William had
waited until after Sandy got settled to
tell him, would things have been different?
6. Sandy was right in saying that Chippewa Cabin was crazy to want such a
stupid award. Do you agree with this
value judgment?
Answers will vary. Was Chippewa Cabin
crazy just because Sandy didn't agree
with them? Should boys be interested in
anything except sports awards?
7. How should a group treat a new member?
Discuss the answers. Shouldn't the group
try to get acquainted before discussing
the goals and rules? If the new member
doesn't agree with something or has a
question, shouldn't the group be willing
to discuss why they have certain rules or
why they think their goal is important?
8. How should a person act when he enters
a new group?
Discuss the answers. How can a new
member get acquainted with the group?
How can he get to know the group's rules
and goals? He should develop his own
role within the group.
After the students have observed the
behavior specimen and filled in the Observation Guide, you may ask them whether
they liked the way the specimen ended.
Should any of the characters have acted
differently? In order to answer this ques-

tion, your students will have to make
value judgments. This value discussion is
an important adjunct to all the behavior
specimens.
Now divide the class into three groups.
Instruct each group to decide how it would
change the behavior specimen to make it
end differently. There are many possibilities.
Examples of suggested changes: (a) William could introduce Sandy to the rest of
the group, show him his bunk, and get
acquainted before talking about cabin
rules. Sandy might be more amenable to
helping achieve the group goal; (b) Sandy
might realize that the clean cabin award is
really important to the group and agree to
obey the rules; (c) William and Sandy
might make an agreement. Sandy would
follow the rules and William would get the
other boys to help Sandy try to win the
canoeing award.
Direct the groups to present their revised
behavior specimens to the class. Conduct
another value inquiry. Begin this with
such questions as these: Why was this ending better? Which of these two endings is
better? Why?

Her comments are out of order and make
no sense. One possible ending would be to
have her say, "Yes, I guess we really should
have some kind of plan."
In the second, a group of boys are climbing a tree when a girl yells, "Hey, get out
of my yard. That's my apple tree you're
climbing!" The boys throw an apple. No
one intends to leave.
Then Bill scrambles down from the tree
and says, "Come on down, you two. You
know you shouldn't be there in the first
place. What's the matter with you anyway?"
Bill's remarks don't make sense either.
One possible ending would be to have him
say, "Heck, no! Get lost, Doris, will ya?"
Do "Gould This Happen?" on pages
12-13 of Project Book 5.

Do "Enter a New Member—Observation
Guide" on page 11 of Project Book 5.

Item 10
Pupils are asked to read two short behavior specimens, find the illogical parts,
and write or suggest new endings. Both are
about group behavior.
In the first, after a frustrating and unproductive meeting, EUie shouts, "Hooray,
let's do it now! That's a great idea. This is
the best committee I've ever worked on!"
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How Does Leadership Affect Group Members?

Purpose of L e s s o n 3
• To demonstrate three styles of leadership
— democratic, autocratic, and laissez faire.
• To show how the behavior of leaders affects the behavior of group members.

Item 11
The six record bands that go with this unit
demonstrate three kinds of leadership
(democratic, autocratic, laissez faire) and
their effects on groups of boys attending
afterschool clubs. The transcript is below.
The types of leadership are not identified
until Item 13, a reading selection in the
Resource Book, "Autocracy and Democracy."
In each record band, the boys are introduced to and work with their leader. Then
he leaves the boys alone and a stranger
enters. He criticizes the boys, their work,
and the club. Finally, the stranger leaves
and the leader returns. What happens? How

do the boys feel about the club, their
leader, the work, one another?
Their behavior is distinctly different
under each of the three leaders. The recording is based on an experiment conducted
by the author of this program, Ronald
Lippitt, in conjunction with Kurt Lewin and
Ralph White.
It might be necessary to play the record
bands more than once so that pupils distinguish all the nuances.
For each type of leadership, there is a
corresponding Observation Guide in the
Project Book. Instruct pupils to fill in their
guides after each type of leadership has been
presented.

Behavior of the First Leader
NARRATOR: We are about to listen in on a

few meetings of a club for fifth-grade boys.
In the club, the boys make masks and
models, do woodcarving, and play games.
The boys meet with their club leader in
a large attic. There are workbenches and
tools for making things out of wood. And
there is a supply of paint, crayons, paper,
clay, and things like that.
All the boys joined the club because they
wanted to have fun. The club was a chance
for them to do things they like to do.
The club is called the Secret Agents.
This is the first meeting of the Secret
Agents. The leader, Mr. Lippitt, is already in the clubroom when the boys
come in. . . .
BOY 1: Hiya, Mr. Lippitt.
LEADER: Hello fellas, are you ready to get
started?
A L L BOYS: Sure. Yeah. Come on.
LEADER: Well now, what's your idea of

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 3
R e s o u r c e Boc

LESSON 3

T e a c h e r ' s Guic

>roject B<

11. Record Bands 1-6, Side 2 Behavior of the Leaders
and Boys . . . transcript on p. 128

12. Behavior of First. S e c o n d .
Third L e a d e r s - O b s e r v a t i o n
Guides . . . pp. 1 4 - 1 6 (answers on p. 132)

13. Autocracy and Democracy
pp. 189-93

14. How the Boys Fell . . . pp. 1 7 - 1 8
(answers on p. 133)
15. C h o o s e the L e a d e r . . . pp. 1 9 - 2 2
(answers on p. 133)
Vocabulary words on p. 134
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what our club ought to do?
BOY 2: Well, I kind of thought we could
make masks:
LEADER: Any special kind?
BOY 3: How about an Indian mask?
BOY 4: Or maybe a skull and crossbones?
BOY 5: Yeah, that would make a swell mask.
BOY 3: How big would that be?
BOY 4: Or a pirate, huh?
BOY 1: How big would that be?
BOY 4: Are they made out of clay, or what?
LEADER: Well, would you like me to give
you an idea of how they're generally
made?
A L L BOYS: Yeah. Come on. Sure.
LEADER: Well, first you blow up a balloon.
And then you cover it with papier-mache.
BOY 1: Oh, I see.
LEADER: And then when that gets hard,,
you cut your eyes and mouth in it—and
if you want you can shape a nose and
ears with more papier-mache.
BOY 1: Is that all?
LEADER: That's about all there is to it.
Now, we've had three suggestions so far.
Shall we decide which one we're going to
work on?
BOY 3: Let's vote.
LEADER: All right. Ah, how about the Indian? (Silence.) The skull and crossbones?
BOY 4: I want to do that.
BOY 1: Aw, come on Henry. Put your hand
down.
LEADER: The pirate? (Sounds of agreement.)
LEADER: Well, that's settled then. Maybe
we all better start sketching a design for
the face.
BOY 2: Hey, I need a pencil.

BOY 1: Here's one, let's do one together.
BOY 3: Hey, anybody got another pencil?
A L L BOYS: Yeah. Hey, come on.
NARRATOR: Take a minute to mark your
observations. Then see if you can make
some predictions about what is going to
happen in this club.

Behavior of the Boys
NARRATOR: The Secret Agents have decided to make pirate masks. They spend
a couple of afternoons working on them.
Then, one afternoon, the leader has to
leave the room for a few minutes.
Observe the boys carefully to see how
they act when the leader leaves.
After the leader leaves, a janitor comes
in. He wants to put up some new light
bulbs.
JANITOR: Look out there, you kids. I'm
going to put up a new light in here.
BOY 1: Hey, that's a good idea. We'll be able
to work better.
JANITOR: Hey, what's that you fellas are
doing?
BOY 3: Making a pirate mask.
JANITOR: Huh! Who ever told you you
could draw?
BOY 5: Aw, go sit on a tack.
BOY 2: Hey, what's wrong with you, huh?
JANITOR: I have a five-year-old daughter
who draws better than that.
BOY 1: Sez you.
BOY 2: Don't you see we're working? Stop
bothering us.
BOY 5: Yeah, we like it. We're doing it and
we like it. So who cares what you think,
anyway?

JANITOR: It's a pretty messy job.
BOY 5: It's O.K., Jerry. He's a dope.
BOY 1: Let's keep on drawing.
BOY 4: We won't be able to finish if we
waste time talking to him.
BOY 2: Yeah.
JANITOR: I still say it's a pretty messy job.
BOY 1: You did a pretty messy job of lighting up this place.
BOY 3: Now get lost so we can finish our
job.
NARRATOR: NOW let's skip some time. The
boys spend a few more meetings on their
masks. As we look in on them again,
they are almost finished. And it's almost
time for the day's meeting to end.
BOY 2: Hey, look. How's that for a pirate
face?
BOY 5: Just like you.
LEADER: That's an excellent job, fellas.
Very neat and carefully painted. Say, the
clock says it's time to clean up. We'd better save those sketches, hadn't we?
BOY 1: You better save mine.
BOY 4: You mean ours.
BOY 5: I'll sweep.
BOY 1: Hey, Mr. Lippitt, I hope I can be in
next year's club.
BOY 3: We ought to have a sixth-grade
club.
BOY 2: Hey, how about that, guys?
A L L BOYS: Yeah! That's a swell idea, yeah!

Behavior of the Second Leader
NARRATOR: The next time the Secret Agents
come to a meeting, they find a different
leader.
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Observe the behavior of this new leader
carefully.
BOY 1: Hey look! It isn't Mr. Lippitt.
BOY 3: Where's Mr. Lippitt? He's our leader.
LEADER: Look fellas, we're changing leaders today. My name's Mr. Kellogg. First,
I want you all to sit down.
A L L BOYS: (Quiet surprise.) O.K. . . .
LEADER: We're going to do things differently now. First, some rules for the club.
Good rules. And I'm going to see that
you follow them. Now rule one. We clean
up everything after every meeting,
right?
A L L BOYS (not too enthusiastically):

Yes.

0:K. Yeah.
LEADER: Now rule two. This is a secret
club.
BOY 1: Oh, hey, sure.
LEADER: Now rule three. No going behind
that curtain over there.
A L L BOYS: Why? What's behind it? Oh,
O.K.
LEADER: Now, does everybody understand
the way I want things done?
A L L BOYS: Yeah. Sure. Yeah..
LEADER: Well, that's fine. That way we can
have a good club.
A L L BOYS: Yeah.

LEADER: O.K., now everybody stand up and
repeat after me . . .
BOY 2: What are we going to do that for?
A L L BOYS: I don't know. What are we
going to do?
LEADER: We pledge ourselves . . .
A L L BOYS: We pledge ourselves . . .
LEADER: . . . to obey . • .
A L L BOYS: . . . to obey . . .

LEADER: . . . and execute the laws.
A L L BOYS: . . . and execute the laws.
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LEADER: Well, that's our code, fellas. Now sit
down, please. Today we're going to make a
plaster-of-paris footprint impression.
BOY 5: How do you do that?
LEADER: Well, the first thing is to get some
water and wet down this sand.
BOY 2: Jerry and I will get it.
LEADER: No, no. George and Larry will get
it.
BOY 5: Come on, Larry. Let's get it.
LEADER: Henry, you start packing down
the sand.
BOY 2 (unwillingly): O.K. . . .
LEADER: Peter and Jerry, get the plaster
from the chest.
BOY 4: Say, what do we do with this plaster, anyway?
LEADER: I'll explain that when we get to it.
NARRATOR: Take a minute to mark your
Observation Guides. Then see if you can
make some predictions about what will
happen in this club, now that it has a
new leader.

Behavior of the Boys
NARRATOR: The boys have been working on
plaster footprints for a couple of meetings. Then one afternoon the leader has
to leave for a few minutes.
When the leader leaves, a stranger
comes in. He starts to make fun of the
way the boys are working.
Observe the boys carefully to see how
they act this time. Let's see what happens when this leader leaves. . . .
LEADER: All right, fellas. I've got to leave
for a few minutes. You kids keep right
on working.

A L L BOYS: Yes, sir. Yeah. Sure. O.K.
(Burst of noise and conversation as leader
leaves.)
BOY 2: Hey, that's a lousy way to mix plaster.
BOY 4: Mind your own business.
STRANGER: Hello.

BOY 5: Hey, who are you? What do you
want?
STRANGER: Oh, I'm just looking around. Is
this a regular club that meets here?
BOY 2: Uh-huh.
STRANGER: Say, what's that you're doing,
anyway?
BOY 1: Making plaster footprints.
STRANGER: Yeah? What for?
BOY 3: Don't ask me.
STRANGER: Pretty messy job, if you ask me.
BOY 1: Well, I didn't do most if it. He did.
BOY 4: I did not!
BOY 1: You did too!
BOY 4: I did not!
STRANGER: Kindergarten kids could do
better.
BOY 5: Well, I don't brag. But this part I
did is good. The only good thing is this
part of mine. It's the best of all.
BOY 4: What a liar!
BOY 5: Who's a liar? I'll knock you flat if
you say that!
BOY 3: Aw, he belongs in a zoo. He's nuts.
BOY 4: You think you're smart.
BOY 3: We're all smarter than you, ya
dumb dope.
BOY 5: Boy oh boy! Can I brag!
BOY 3: Yeah, you always spoil everything.
Everything's your fault.
BOY 4: Why don't you lay off me?
BOY 3: You're just a fat sissy.
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BOY 2 (mocking): Why don't you lay off
me?
BOY 3: Yeah. I'd like to lay into ya. . . .
I'd like to sock ya one.
BOY 4: I'll tell Mr. Kellogg.
BOY 5: Mamma's boy. Look at mamma's
boy.
BOY 3: Come on, boys. Let's get him.
BOY 4: Get off me, will ya? I didn't do anything.
NARRATOR: Now let's skip some time. A
couple of meetings later, the boys are
just about finished with their plaster
footprints.
The leader notices that there's only a
little time left. He reminds the boys that
it's time to clean up things.
LEADER: O.K. That's all for today, fellas.
George, you're in charge of the cleanup.
BOY 1: Put the plaster away now.
BOY 3: Aw, put it away yourself. You used
it.
LEADER: Go on, Jerry. Put it away.
BOY 3: Ah, nuts.
BOY4: Mr. Kellogg, I don't think I can
come to any more of the meetings.
LEADER: Why not? ,

BOY 4: Well, my mother says I have to
play outdoors.
BOY 3: I don't want to come to meetings,
either.
LEADER: I'll talk to you later:
BOY 2: Say, what do we do with this footprint? Is it any good?
LEADER: Hey! That's not bad. I like it
pretty well.
BOY 2: Who does it belong to?
BOY 4: It's my foot.
BOY 1: Oh yeah? Well how do you like
this? (Crash.)

A L L BOYS: How do you
(Laughter.)

like

it now?

Behavior of the Third Leader
NARRATOR: The next time the Secret
Agents come to the clubroom, they find a
different leader again. Observe the behavior of this third leader carefully.
Now, let's see what happens when the
boys meet Al, their new leader. . . .
BOY 2: Hey, look, we got a new leader
again.
BOY 1: Oh boy, that's good.
LEADER: Hello, fellas. My name is Al. Are
you the Secret Agents?
BOY 5: Yeah.
LEADER: What's on the program today?
BOY 1: Well, can I make a sign for the
club?
LEADER: Well, I'll try to get the stuff to
make anything you fellas want, and
answer any questions.
BOY 1: O.K., I'll make a sign.
BOY 4: Gosh, I don't know what to do.
BOY 2: Hey, I'm going to make a gun, a
red gun.
BOY 5: Who ever heard of a red gun?
BOY 2: Well, I have.
BOY 1: What shall I put on the sign, Al?,
LEADER: Oh, whatever you like, George.
It's your sign.
BOY 1: I haven't got any ideas, though.
BOY 3: Hey, put "Law and Order"! How
about that, huh?
BOY 1: O.K.
BOY 4: What should I do?
LEADER: Whatever you find most interesting, I guess.

BOY 5: Hey, you can do anything you want
with this guy.
BOY 2: You bet, any old thing you want.
NARRATOR: Take a minute to finish marking your observations. Then see if you
have any ideas about what will happen
with the new leader.

Behavior of the Boys
let's find out what happens. One afternoon the leader has to
leave the room for a few minutes. After
he leaves, a stranger comes in.
Observe what happens when the
stranger makes fun of the boys' work.

NARRATOR: NOW

(General noise as stranger
calls to get their attention.)

enters. He

STRANGER: Hey, you guys. Hey! This is a
regular club you guys have here, isn't it?
BOY 1:. Sure.
BOY 2: Yeah, this is a club.
STRANGER: DO you have regular meetings
up here?
BOY 3: Yeah, but they don't always turn
out good.
BOY 5: Sometimes you just sit around and
do nothing.
BOY 2: Hey, you! Hands up! I got a machine gun.
STRANGER: Hey, tell me. Do you guys have
a good time?
BOY 5: Yeah. Sure. Sort of.
STRANGER: That's a pretty sloppy job
you're doing.
BOY 5: Ah, who cares?
BOY 4: Nobody tells me what to do. I like
somebody who tells me things.
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STRANGER: I wouldn't want to belong to
your club if you couldn't do better work
than that.
BOY 2: We're secret agents. We're only disguised as painters.
BOY 1: Yeah. We aren't workers. We don't
really care about painting.
BOY 4: Yeah.
BOY 2: Hey, I shot you all dead. You're all
dead from a . . .
BOY 4: Nobody tells us what to do.
NARRATOR: NOW let's skip some time and
look in on the club after a few more
meetings.
BOY 1: Hey, who wants to wrestle? I'll
wrestle anyone.
BOY 2: G-men don't wrestle. They use
machine guns.
BOY 4: I don't see why we don't get down
to business. If we don't, there won't be
any club anymore.
BOY 5: You said it.
LEADER: Oh fellas, it's time to clean up.
B O Y I : Can't we leave now? Come on,
Jerry.
BOY 3: Are you goin'?
BOY 4: But who's gonna clean up? We gotta
sweep.
BOY 3: Hey guys. Wait for me!
BOY 4: This is some club. Some rotten club.
Play Record Bands 1-6, Side
2-"Behavior
of the Leaders and the Boys."

Item 12
Pupils will be drawing profiles of the different styles of leadership as they mark the
questions on their Observation Guides. They
are also asked to make predictions about
how the boys felt.
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Answers
Behavior of the First Leader
A. In working with the boys, the first leader
1. asks for their ideas
2. explains things as they go along
3. helps the boys do the thingstkey want
to do
4. (Pupils are asked to make a prediction
about how much the boys will like the
club. Answers will vary, but most will
fall in the "Like it" category.)
5. (Pupils are asked to make another prediction about how much work will get
done. Answers will vary.)
6. (This can be a discussion question.)
B. When the leader leaves, most of the boys
1. keep on working
2. are proud of their work
3. get mad at the stranger
C. At the end of the meeting, most of the
boys
1. save'their work
2. help each other
3. want more clubs
Behavior of the Second Leader
A. In working with the boys, the second
leader
1. makes rules and gives orders
2. explains things in the beginning
3. makes the boys do things his way
4 . (Pupils are asked to make another prediction about how the boys will like
the club.)
5. (Pupils are asked to make a prediction
about how muck work will get done.)
6. (This can be a discussion question.)
B. When the leader leaves, most of the boys
1. stop working
2. are critical of their work

3. get mod at each other
C. At the end of the meeting, most of the
boys
1. break their work
2. fight each other
3. ' want to quit the club
Behavior of the Third Leader
A. In working with the boys, the third
leader
1. says they can do whatever they want
to do
2. doesn't explain anything
3. doesn't take part in what the boys
are doing
4. (Pupils are asked to make a prediction
about how the boys will like the club.)
5. (Pupils are asked to make a prediction
about how much work will get done.)
6. (This can be a discussion question.)
B. When the leader leaves, most of the boys
1. keep on fooling around
2. don't care about their work
3. agree with the stranger
C. At the end of the meeting, most of the
boys
1. don't care about their work
2. walk out without helping
3. don't think the club is any good
Do "Behavior of the First, Second,
Third Leaders — Observation Guides"
on pages 14-16 of Project Book 5.
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Item 13
This reading selection is based on the same experiment that
pupils have been listening to on the record bands. After filling in
their Observation Guides, they should have a good idea of how each
leader differed and how the boys felt. Now they learn that the
leadership styles were democratic, autocratic, and laissez faire.
They realize that each group climate produced by these leaders had
striking characteristics. The scientists who set up this experiment
wanted to observe the effects of different leadership styles on group
behavior. How would they differ?
If the teacher has time, a discussion of the types of leaders and
governments in different countries could prove enlightening.
Read "Autocracy and Democracy" on pages
189-93 of the Resource Book.

Item 14
This exercise also is based on the experiment about the group
climates produced by different styles of leadership. Pupils should
be able to identify the kind of leader by the remarks made by one
of the boys.
Answers
D, A, A, D, L, L
Do "How the Boys Felf on pages
17-18 of Project Book 5.

Item 15
This exercise asks pupils to use what they have learned about
autocratic, democratic, and laissez faire leadership in other situations.
Answers
1. Phil and Bob are fighting. They are brothers. Phil asks their
father to settle the argument.
a) If the boys' father were autocratic, how would he settle the
argument? He would tell the boys to stop fighting immediately
or they'd be punished.
b) If the boys' father were democratic, how would he settle the
argument? He would listen to both sides and try to help them
settle the argument themselves.

c) If the boys' father were laissez faire, how would he settle the
argument? He would say it was up to the boys.
d) Which type of behavior do you think is most effective? Why?
Answers will vary and should be discussed in class. The values
should be talked over also.
2. There is a small fire in a closet at school. Your teacher can act in
several different ways in order to empty the classroom.
a) If your teacher were autocratic, how would she act? She would
tell the class to line up and march into the hall.
b) If your teacher were democratic, how would she act? She
would tell the class about the fire and ask for suggestions as to
the best way to clear the classroom. She would help the class
decide.
c) If your teacher were laissez faire, how would she act? She
would tell the class about the fire and let them leave the classroom in any way they wanted to.
d) Which action do you think is the most effective? Why? There's
little variance in answer possibilities here. Autocratic is the
answer. Ask pupils why.
3. Your family wants to take a summer vacation, but nobody wants
to go to the same place. Your parents will make the final decision.
a) If your parents were autocratic, how would they decide? They
would announce to the family the place where everyone was
going.
b) If your parents were democratic, how would they decide?
They would ask the family for ideas and suggestions and they
might take a vote.
c) If your parents were laissez faire, how would they decide?
They would let everyone in the family decide to do what he
wanted to do.
d) Which method of deciding do you think is the most effective?
Answers will vary, but you might find that someone will be able
to support laissez faire in this case.
4. A company comander is leading his soldiers into battle. He sees
an ambush ahead and must protect the lives of his men.
a) If the captain were autocratic, how would he act to protect
his men?
He would order them to take cover.
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b) If the captain were democratic, how would he act to protect
his men? He would tell them about the ambush and help them
to decide what, they wanted to do.
c) If the captain were laissez faire, how would he act to protect
his men? He would tell them about the ambush and let them do
what they wanted.
d) Which type of action do you think is most effective? Why?
It would be hard to imagine an army officer being anything but
autocratic, but your pupils may have some interesting ideas
about this. Discuss them.
Do "Choose the Leader" on pages 19-22 of Project Book 5.

Vocabulary
AUTOCRATIC—Description of a leader who makes all the decisions
for the group.
DEMOCRATIC—Description of a leader who helps the group make
decisions:
GROUP C L I M A T E — T h e attitude and behaviors of a group.
LAISSEZ FAIRE—Description of a leader who lets a group do whatever
it wants to do.
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Lesson 4

What Roles Do Group Members Play?

Purpose of L e s s o n 4

Item 17

• To learn that individuals within a group assume roles such as
deviant, slider, and mode.
• To observe how the group reacts to individuals who represent
the deviant.

This selection describes the different roles that are assumed by
members of most groups — mode, slider, deviant. It is based on an
experiment conducted by Stanley Schachter. He wanted to find out
how groups treat deviants, individuals who strongly disagree with
the majority and refuse to change their minds even under pressure.
What does happen? The deviant is almost always ostracized. An
exercise in the Project Book provides additional practice in identifying the three roles.

Item 16
It's no secret to children that the majority wins. They observe the
role and rule of the majority every day. This reading selection,
however, goes a step further. It tells about an experiment conducted
for the purpose of determining the strength of the majority as an
influence on the minority.
It attempts to show that group pressure can cause an individual to
modify his judgments even when he is right and the majority are
wrong. It shows that the individual who speaks out against the
majority becomes a deviant.
A discussion is in order after the class has read or has been read
the selection.
Read "Group Pressure —The Majority Wins"
on pages 195-98 of the Resource Book.

Read "The Deviant in the Group" on
pages 199-203 of the Resource Book.

Item 18
In this exercise, pupils are asked to read a story about a community meeting in which members argue for and against a proposal
to build an expressway through the middle of town. The participants portray the roles of deviant, slider, and mode.
Answers
I. David Jaffa changed his mind during the meeting. He was the
slider.

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 4
Resource Book
SSON 4
LESSON

Teacher's Guide

16. Group Pressure-The Majority
pp. 195-98
Wins
17. The Deviant In the Group
pp. 199-203

Project Book

18. Can You Find the Deviant
pp 23-26 (answers on p 135)
19. Group Members
p. 27 (answers on
p 136)
7

Vocabulary words on p. 136
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2. Marion Levinson agreed with the majority of the people at the
meeting. She was the mode.
3. Ben Erickson refused to sign the letter to the City Council. He
was the deviant.
4. Marion Levinson always agrees with the majority of the group.
This statement is an inference.
5. The new expressway will have crosswalks. This statement is a
description.
6. David Jaffe changed his mind because people were staring at
him. This statement is an inference.
7. Some people wanted the expressway because they expected
business to improve. This statement is a description.
8. Ben Erickson is against progress. Do you agree? Why? Answers
will vary. Discuss them.
9. Which person do you think might not be asked to come to other
meetings? Ben Erickson. In the Schachter experiment the deviant was not listed as a person the others wanted to work with.
10. Which person do you think would be least likely to be on a
committee? Ben Erickson. In the Schachter experiment the
deviant's name did not appear as a person the others thought
should be appointed to an important committee.
Do "Can You Find the Deviant?" on
pages 23-26 of Project Book 5.

Item 19
Two short behavior specimens are to be read and the questions
that follow answered. Pupils are asked to find the deviant in each
specimen.
Answers
A 1. Betsy
2. Pupils must make an inference.
3. Answers will vary. They should be discussed and values
probed.
B. 1. Don
2. Pupils must make an inference.
3. Answers will vary. They should be discussed and values
probed.
Do-'Group Members" on page 27 of Project Book 5.
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Vocabulary
DEVIANT—A

person who disagrees with the majority of persons in

a group.
GROUP PRESSURE-Influence of the group on individual members.
MODE — A person who agrees with the majority of persons in a group.
SLIDER —A person who originally disagrees with the majority of
persons in a group but later changes his mind.

LeSSOn 5

What D i d We Learn?

Purpose of L e s s o n 5
• To review the various concepts and vocabulary words presented.

Item 20
A crossword puzzle designed to provide review of vocabulary and
concepts can be assigned as homework or as classwork, or can be
done by small groups. The puzzle is reproduced on page 138.
Do "Social Science Crossword Puzzle" on
pages 28-29 of Project Book 5.

Item 21
This exercise should be done in small groups. Appoint one observer to see if he can tell who the sliders, norms, and deviants are,
if any. The groups will have to agree on the best story among themselves, and this should provide an excellent opportunity to observe
what happens.
Do "Tell a Story" on page 30 of Project Book 5.

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 5

LESSON 5

20. Social Science Crossword Puzzle . . .
pp. 28- 29 (answers on p 138)
21 Tell a Story . . . p. 30
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Social Science Crossword Puzzle
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Across

Down

1. Tools used by social scientists to
make discoveries about human behavior.

2. Not two much, or to much, but
much.
3.
what?
4. Somebody has to be
in a game of
tag.
5.
or more persons form a group.
7. Groups have to learn how to
.and
play together.
8. There are usually several
to act
out in a behavior specimen.

5. Comes after nine.
6. There is never just one right
questions about behavior..
9. Three strikes and you're

to

12. A person who agrees with the majority in a group.
14. A person who carefully watches behavior.

Lesson 5-What Did We Learn?
Across
15. A baseball team must have the
highest score to
17. "
what you're told to do!" said
the autocratic leader.
18. The member of a group who takes
charge.

Down
10. What social scientists study is

.

11. When a person decides a behavior is
good or bad, he is making a value
13. In order to test their ideas, scientists
usually must conduct an

20. The person in a group who at first
disagrees with the majority, but
later agrees.

16. When you try to guess the reason for
another person's behavior, you are
making an

21. AH for one, one

19. When groups don't like a certain
member, they frequently leave him
out or
him.

24. Give

all.

liberty, or give me death.

25. Almost everyone wants to
some
group.
26. When two or more people behave toward one another, it is called
.
28. Abbreviation of number.

22. Competition in some groups is like
running a.
23. "I
with all of you," said the
deviant.

to

27. When two teams have the same score
at the end of the game, it is called a

35. The member of a group who thinks
very differently from the others.

30. The first four letters of a word describing a leader who lets people do
as they please.

36. When you make a guess about something that will happen in the future,
you are making a
.

31
behavior is studied in this unit.
33. Someone who belongs to a group is
called a

39. Role playing in a behavior specimen
is similar to acting a part in a
.

34. A group that likes to
a glee club.

44. When individual members feel free
to join in discussions and to help
make decisions, the group is

37. If a scientist wants to check his ideas
in an experiment, he will
and retest them.

45. Each member of one boys club the
social scientists organized was called
a Secret

38. The Greek root word meaning "self."

46. "Sink
swim" describes the attitude of a laisBez faire leader.
47. The reverse of no.

41. Each year on your birthday, your
changes.

48. When you
someone and want to
help him, you have friendly intentions.

43. The boys were so hungry they almost
the plates.

29. Some people prefer being
being with others.
32. A green light means

49. Football and other
teams.

.

require two

is called

40. After the robbery, the crook was on
the
from the police.

42. JVo is to false as

is to true.

44. Same as 17. Across.
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Ullit 6

Deciding and Doing

Introduction
Who makes decisions? Do children make them? The first important goal of this unit is to help children discover that they are very
much involved in the decision-making process. Many think decisions are something only adults can make. A number of activities
and a recording demonstrate the kinds of decisions made by children
of this age.
Pupils observe examples of decision making by individuals and
groups: By comparing two versions of the same decision—one successful, the other not—they can make generalizations about the
reasons.
Decision making is treated as a two-part behavior—deciding and
doing. Pupils realize that much can happen between the two. While
many decisions children make simply are matters of preference,
others involve long-range goals. When goals are involved, decidingand-doing behavior is pictured as a continuous process. The making
of decisions and taking actions are called linking steps. The actions
in turn provide opportunities for more decisions. To reach some
goals, therefore, an individual or group must make a number of
decisions after initial action has been taken.
What are some of the common problems people experience in this
process? Pupils begin to see the complex nature of this behavior as
they learn of the factors that prohibit or inhibit successful outcomes.
The problem-solving process—the reasoning and planning that
are necessary to implement decisions—is also presented. Eventually
pupils learn that successful decisions usually include these steps:
(1) recognizing the need to make a choice or a decision; (2) seeking
information for clarification; (3) evaluating alternatives by explor-

ing consequences; (4) choosing from alternatives; (5) mobilizing
resources needed; (6) dividing the labor; (7) taking action.
One important factor not mentioned is called commitment to
action or determination. Without it, of course, all other steps are
meaningless.
A concluding activity has to do with major decisions that have farreaching effects for many people and nations. If the teacher wishes,
almost any historical event can be presented in this context.
Many opportunities are provided for observing successful and unsuccessful decision making. These are followed by discussions of
values. Pupils are thus exposed to the values of others and also gain
insight into their own.
Unit 6 is organized into six lessons. Because each contains a number of activities, a lesson will take several class sessions to complete.
Lessons are described in detail in the Teacher's Guide. Explicit
goals are stated. At the beginning of each lesson there is a chart that
shows the sequence of materials to be used. Each item is explained
in the body of the lesson in the same sequence. Relevant material
in the teacher training book, The Teacher's Role in Social Science
Investigation, is referred to wherever necessary.
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

1 — Do Children Make Decisions?
2—What Decisions, Do You Make?
3 —How Do Individuals Help or Hinder Group Decisions?
4 —How Do Individuals and Groups Make Decisions?
5—Why Are Some Decisions More Successful than Others?
6—What Far-Reaching Effects Can Decisions Have?
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Unit 6 —Deciding and Doing

Sequence of Materials Used in Unit 6
Resource Book
LESSON 1

Teacher's Guide

1. Who Makes Decisions? . . . pp. 205-6
2. Record Band 1, Side 1 - A Day
in Jessica's Life . . . transcript on p. 143
4. What Happened? . . . pp. 207-12

7. Record Band 2. Side 1-The
Mural Committee . . . transcript
on p. 147

LESSON 3

10. Lingon's Lake I . . . pp. 213-18
11. Lingon's Lake I I . . . pp. 219-23

15. What Links Deciding to Doing? . . .
pp. 229-31
16. What's the Problem? . . . pp. 233-39
18. Behavior Specimen in Class-Mother, Let
Me Do It Myself! Betty . . . action, players.
briefing sheets on p. 156
20. Behavior Specimen in Class-Mother, Let
Me Do It Myself! Lucy . . . action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 157

LESSON 6
23, Solving Problems . . . pp. 241-43

8. The Mural.Committee-Observation
Guides for Hazel, Art, Lois, Jeff.
Doug . . . pp. 7 - 11 (answers on p. 148)
9. Different Kinds of Decisions . . .
pp. 12-14

12. Lingon's Lake.with Danny and
Gary ... . pp. 15-19 (answers on p. 151)
14. Making aPoster . . . pp. 20-21
(answers on p. 153)

13. Making a P o s t e r . . . pp. 225-28

LESSON 5

3. Jessica-Observation Guide I . . .
p. 1 (answers on p. 144)
5. Jessica-Observation Guide I I . . .
p..2 (answers on p. 145)

6. What Decisions DoYou Make? . . .
pp. 3 - 6

LESSON 2

LESSON 4

Project Book

17. What Are the Problems? . . . pp. 22- 25
(answers on p. 155)
19. Mother. Let Me Do It Myself! Observation Guide for Betty . . . p. 26
(answers on p. 157)
21. Mother, Let Me Do It Myself! Observation Guide for Lucy . . . p. 27
(answers on p. 158)

22. World Decision Making . . . p. 28
(answers on p. 160)
24. Solving Problems . . . pp.,29-30

LeSSOn 1

Do Children Make Decisions?

Purpose of L e s s o n 1

Item 2

• To show that children are involved in the
decision-making process.
• To demonstrate that everyone makes
many decisions every day.

This recording is about a conversation
between Jessica and her mother. The transcript is below. As Jessica describes the
events, it becomes obvious that one of her
objectives is to draw her mother's attention
away from her baby brother Timmy.
Jessica describes each episode in a way
that makes her seem a helpless victim of
circumstances. She made no decisions for
herself . . . or did she? Ask the pupils to
make a prediction. A n Observation Guide
in the Project Book accompanies the recording. A story in the Resource Book —
"What Happened?" —is the realistic version
of what happened to Jessica that day.

Item 1
The topic for investigation, deciding and
doing, is briefly described in the first reading selection. I t attempts to demonstrate to
children that decision making is an activity
they are engaged in daily.
It became apparent during the field test of
these materials that intermediate-grade
pupils were not aware of the fact that they
made decisions. They connected decision
making with the adult world. This material
should broaden their viewpoint.

A Day in J e s s i c a ' s Life

Read "Who Makes Decisions?" on
pages 205-6 of the Resource Book.

NARRATOR: Jessica walked slowly up the

stairs to her front door. She could hear
her mother playing with the baby. She
spends all of her time with him, Jessica
thought, wondering what she could do to
attract her mother's attention. " I ' l l act
sad," she said to herself, "and a little bit
cross. That always does it." Her shoulders
slumped and she frowned before she
opened the door. She walked into the living room where her mother was holding
seven-month-old Timmy on her lap. Jessica sighed and dropped down on the sofa.
She sat there looking at the floor with a
forlorn expression. After a while, her
mother spoke.
MOTHER: Jessica, what in the world is the
matter with you?
JESSICA (mumbling): Nothing.
MOTHER: DO you feel all right?
JESSICA (sharply): Of course.
MOTHER: Well, you don't look it. Let's have

S e q u e n c e of Materials Used in L e s s o n 1
Teacher's Guide

source Book
LESSON 1

1. Who Makes Decisions?

pp. 205-6
2. Record Band 1. Side 1 - A Day in
Jessica's Life
transcript on p. 143

4 What Happened?

Project Book

pp. 207-12

3. Jessica-Observation Guide I
p. 1 (answers on p. 144)
5 Jessica-Observation Guide II
p. 2 (answers on p. 145)
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a talk. I'll put Tim my in his playpen.
JESSICA: Oh, if you really want to . . . I
don't care.
MOTHER: What happened in school today?
JESSICA: Nothing much.
MOTHER: Oh, come on now —something
happened.
JESSICA: Well, I studied, as usual.
MOTHER: Jessica, you're not being very
cooperative. We haven't talked much
lately. I guess that's because Timmy
keeps me so busy.
NARRATOR: Well, of course, this was exactly the kind of reaction Jessica was
hoping for from her mother. She was
overjoyed, but she was very careful not
to show it.
JESSICA: I'm sorry you're usually so busy,
Mother—but right now, I just can't think
of anything to talk about. Well, let's see,
what did I do today? (Pause.)
JESSICA: Well, I went to school—not much
I could do about that. I had to go. I got a
lousy grade in math because I couldn't
understand a word Miss Willis was saying. She didn't explain it very well.
MOTHER: Why didn't you tell her you
couldn't understand?
JESSICA: She just gets mad.
MOTHER: I can't believe that she gets mad
when you ask her questions. Did you ask
her for help?
JESSICA: Oh, Mother, I couldn't do that.
MOTHER (sigh): I don't understand why
not. That's what teachers are for.
(Pause.)
MOTHER (sigh): What else happened today?
JESSICA: During gym everyone wanted to
play tetherball, so we did. And at noon I
got stuck eating with Pat again. I can't
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stand that girl.
MOTHER: Why didn't you sit with someone
else?
JESSICA: I didn't have a choice. Pat was
practically waiting for me at the door.
There was nothing I could do but sit
with her. (Pause:)
JESSICA: Oh, guess what? I got all of my
spelling words right this afternoon.
MOTHER: Well, that's good.
JESSICA: Well, it's O.K., but I do have to be
careful not to be a brain.
MOTHER (loudly): What!?
JESSICA: Brains are not popular, so I have
to be careful. I don't want to get too
many A's—asking questions is out.
MOTHER: Why, Jessica, I've never heard of
such a thing. What do you think you're
going to school for?
JESSICA (giggling): To have fun.
MOTHER: Well, that's not the way I heard
it. You're in school to learn.
JESSICA (overly patient): We learn things,
Mother—the things we want to learn.
MOTHER (sighs): What else did you do
today?
JESSICA: I walked home with Beth and
Robin. Beth had a quarter and I had a
nickel, so we stopped for a drink.
MOTHER: Didn't anything else happen?
JESSICA: No, nothing.

MOTHER: Well, why were you looking so
sad when you came in?
JESSICA: Did I look sad? I wasn't.
MOTHER: Y O U mean nothing happened today to make you unhappy?
JESSICA (laughing):
No, not a thing. In
fact, I'm very happy. Well, I think I'll
run over to Beth's. Bye.
MOTHER (to the baby): Timmy, that girl cer-

tainly is a mystery. When she came in
the front door, I was sure she was unhappy.
Play Record Band 1, Side 1 -"A Day in
Jessica's Life."

Item 3
This exercise will reinforce the ways in
which Jessica described her day at school
to her mother. It will also serve as a
review of the three ways to use observation
—through description, inference, and value
judgment.
Answers
1. Jessica sat in the living room with a forlorn expression.
This statement is a description.
2. Jessica shouldn't have acted so sad just
to attract her mother's attention. Do
you agree?
The question is one of values. After pupils have marked their scales, discuss their
answers.
3. It wasn't right for Timmy to take up so
much of his mother's time.
This statement is a value

judgment.

4. Jessica's mother enjoyed talking to her.
This statement is a description.
5. Pat didn't have many friends.
This statement is an inference.
6. Brains are unpopular with classmates.
Do you agree?
The question is one of values. After pu-

Lesson 1-Do Children Make Decisions?

pils have marked
their answers.

their scales,

discuss

7. Jessica makes it sound as if she had no
control over the things that happened to
her during the day. Do you think everything happened just the way Jessica
described it? Why?
It will be interesting to see if any of your
pupils detect the slant that Jessica gave
to each of her descriptions. Discuss.
Do "Jessica-Observation
Guide"
on Page 1 of Project Book 6.

Item 4
As pupils read the true account of the events that took place in
Jessica's day, they will realize how many decisions she made. If
your class has studied Unit 5, ask them to identify the type of leadership—autocratic—that Jessica represented, A second Observation
Guide accompanies this material.
Read "What Happened?" on pages
of the Resource Book.

207-12

Item 5
Now instruct pupils to fill in, or discuss in class, the answers to
questions about Jessica asked in the second Observation Guide.
Suggested Answers
1. Jessica's choice, or the decision she made during math class, was
to daydream rather than pay attention to Miss Willis.
2. Pupils will have to make an inference. One suggestion is that
Jessica didn't want her mother to know that Miss Willis was
annoyed at her because she wasn't paying attention in class.
3. Jessica's decision was to play tetherball. She carried out her decision by announcing in an autocratic mariner that everyone
wanted to play. Even though there was Borne dissent at first,
Jessica convinced the others to do what she wanted.
4. Answers will vary. Values should come up for discussion. Everyone should have an opportunity to state his value position.
5. Pupils will have to make an inference. One suggestion is that
Jessica either was afraid or didn't have the nerve to walk over, to
Diane Whitney's table and introduce herself.
6. Again an inference must be made. It would seem that Jessica
spied Steve Rossi in the window and wanted to go inside so that
he might notice her.
7. Jessica made all the decisions.
8. Jessica probably was not aware of the fact that she had so many
choices or that she made all the decisions in the episodes that she
described to her mother.
Do "Jessica—Observation Guide II"
on page 2 of Project Book 6.
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LeSSOn 2

What Decisions Do You Make?

Purpose of Lesson 2
• To collect data about the kinds of decisions pupils in this class
make.

Item 6
This data collection project serves a number of purposes. First, it
gives pupils additional practice in conducting interviews. (For a
thorough review of interviewing techniques, play the record bands
for Unit 1.) Second, it forces children to realize that they do indeed
make decisions. Finally, practice is provided in collecting, organizing, tabulating, and analyzing data. Teachers might want to review
the section on "Questions and Questionnaires" on pages 74-92 in
The Teacher's Role in Social Science Investigation.
This activity can be implemented by dividing the class into two
teams. One team represents the interviewers and the other the persons to be interviewed. If there is time, the roles can be reversed and
those interviewed can become the interviewers. Divide the teams,
however, so that pairs are different the second time.
If the teacher prefers, the activity can be assigned as a questionnaire. Each pupil writes his answers in the spaces provided, and the
results can be tabulated in class.
There are five questions that pertain to kinds of decision making
common to this age group. The first asks pupils i f they are allowed
to decide the clothes they wear during the week and on weekends.

Second, what TV programs do they decide to watch in late afternoon
and what are their two favorite shows? Third, do pupils make decisions about how to spend their own money? What two things do they
usually buy? Fourth, what books and magazines do they decide to
read for pleasure? What are their favorites? Finally, what radio stations do they listen to?
Part B includes the Class Summary Sheet. After all the yes and
no answers have been tabulated, the results can be converted into
percentages.
Part C includes a second Summary Sheet. I t is an optional project
in organizing data. Favorite TV show (or favorite anything) as
designated in the interview could be presented in the same way. The
names of all the TV shows mentioned as favorites should be written
on the blackboard or on a large sheet of paper taped to the board or
a wall.
Place a small check next to the name of a show each time i t is
mentioned as a favorite. When all information has been collected
from class members, count the number of times a show was mentioned and enter it in the Project Book. Then add up the number of
persons interviewed and put that figure in the proper place on the
Summary Sheet.
Do "What Decisions Do You Make?" on pages
3-6 of Project Book 6.

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 2
Resource Book
LESSON 2
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Teacher's Guide

Project Book
6. What Decisions Do You Make? . . .
pp. 3 - 6

LeSSOn 3

How Do Individuals Help or Hinder Group Decisions?

Purpose of L e s s o n 3
• To listen to a recording about a committee
making a decision.
• To describe and categorize different kinds
of decisions.

Item 7
This recording is entertaining as well as
informative. The transcript is below. I t is
about a group going through the process of
making a decision. Five children who have
been appointed to the mural committee are
having a meeting.
I t might be difficult for your pupils to distinguish the voices of the five characters, so
it would be a good idea to play the recording
several times. Also, be sure to tell the class
that the first person to speak is Art. Those
pupils who have been assigned A r t to observe must listen carefully. The second voice
is Hazel, the third is Jeff, the fourth Lois,

and the fifth Doug. Observation Guides for
each character are included in the Project
Book.
Another way of making the character
identification easier is to tell pupils that A r t
and Hazel consider drawing a mural very
hard work. All Art wants to do is draw grass.
Jeff has some good ideas, but feels that drawing the sky is the best he can do. Both Lois
and Doug are artists and offer to do much of
the drawing.

The Mural Committee
NARRATOR: Mrs. Bogan has divided her sixthgrade class into several committees. Each
one is responsible for a special task in decorating the room for Visitors' Day. They
are meeting now in various places around
the room.

Let's look in on one of these committees,
and find out what kind of progress it's
making.
ART: Gosh, don't you think doing a mural is
kind of hard?
HAZEL: I'm not even sure what a mural is.
J E F F : It's a kind of wall painting —a picture
on a wall.
ART: See what I mean; it's too hard. How
can we draw a picture as big as that chalkboard? I t covers one whole side of the
room.
Lois: We can do it. Let's draw a picture of
the Lewis and Clark expedition. We could
show the old Oregon Trail through mountains and deserts, and draw in the Columbia River —even add some Indians. That
would be fun.
ART: That's too hard.
HAZEL: I agree with Art; it sounds too
hard.

S e q u e n c e of Materials Used in L e s s o n 3
Resource Book
LESSON 3

Teacher's Guide
7 Record Band 2. Side 1 - The
Mural Committee . . . transcript
on p. 147

Project Book
The Mural Committee-Observation
Guides for Hazel. Art, Lois. Jeff.
Doug . . . pp. 7 11 (answers on p. 148)
Different Kinds of Decisions . . .
pp. 12-14
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about a huge map of the
United States?
NARRATOR: What problems do you think
the group is having?
Lois: I don't see why you keep saying everything's too hard. Seems easy enough to me.
ART: That's all right for you to say, Lois.
You can draw, but I can't. I hate drawing, and that's a pretty big wall.
HAZEL: Art's got a point. I kind of like to
draw but, gee, that chalkboard is big.
DOUG: Yeah, it is, I wouldn't want to try to
draw a mural on it all alone. But, , after
all, there are five of us. (Silence.) What
do you think, Jeff? You haven't said a
word.
J E F F : Well, there are five of us. That'll
make it easier. But if there are going to
be people in the mural, Lois and Doug
will have to draw them. I suppose I could
make a blue sky with blue chalk.
HAZEL: Well, I guess you're right. Five
people drawing will make it easier. I
could probably make some white clouds
in the sky.
ART: I still think it's a crummy idea —
drawing a mural—but I guess I could
draw some blades of grass sticking up
someplace.
NARRATOR: Well, this seems like another
good place to ask a question. What do
you think needs to happen in the group
now? If you were a member, what would
you say?
Lois: Well, come on, let's draw the Lewis
and Clark expedition.
HAZEL: But Art and I said we think that's
too hard. Let's think of something else.
J E F F : Doug suggested a big map of the
United States.
DOUG: HOW
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ART: / don't like that one. I could hardly
draw grass on a map.
DOUG: Why not? (Pause.) Or you could
draw in little lines to show mountains.
J E F F : HOW about a map of the sky? We
could draw the solar system and then
show the Milky Way.
Lois: That's too easy. Anyway, let's do
something with people in it. How about a
picture of our classroom?
ART (loud groan): There goes my grass.
HAZEL: You're just trying to make it as
hard as possible. How can we draw all
the kids in the class?
J E F F : Sounds silly to me—who wants to
draw a picture of this class!
DOUG: It ought to be about something
we've studied.
HAZEL: Let's see, what have we studied?
Lois: The Lewis and Clark expedition.
DOUG: Can't you think of anything else!
How about maps of the world and the
United States?
Lois: Maps aren't very original.
J E F F : What about the solar system?
HAZEL: Or current events, maybe?
J E F F : Current events! That's no help.
ART: I've got it — a race riot!
DOUG: Come on, Art, get serious. How
about pictures of an election?
J E F F : Or meetings of a city council?
HAZEL: Oh, they're all too hard!
NARRATOR: Let's think a minute. Decide
what you would do now to help the
group.
DOUG: I guess the ideas we've had so far
are pretty hard to do. Maybe we ought to
think about what would look the best
after it's done, and what would be the
easiest to do.

Lois: Yeah, but we don't want it to be too
easy, or it won't be any fun.
DOUG: That's right.
ART: It's gotta be something that we can
all work on—with both easy and hard
things to draw.
J E F F : I guess the Lewis and Clark expedition would give us that. Lois, and maybe
Doug, could draw the people.
DOUG: I'd rather do the mountains and
rivers.
J E F F : And I can do the

sky.

HAZEL: And I'll draw the clouds.
ART: Oh boy, I've got my grass back.
DOUG: I bet you could do the sagebrush
too, Art.
ART: I don't know about that.
DOUG: Oh sure, I can show you how. It's
real easy. You just draw some lines like
half circles that face each other.
Lois: Great, we can use lots of colors. I
know the parents will like it.
J E F F : Well, it looks as if we've almost decided. How about it, are we agreed to do
a mural of the Lewis and Clark expedition?
ALL: Yeah!
Play Record Band 2, Side 1 "The Mural Committee"

Item 8
Assign the various observation guides to
different groups of pupils. Describe the
voices and characters. Ask each group to
agree on the best answers and report them
to the class.
Answers
HAZEL

1. Hazel probably doesn't enjoy being a

Lesson 3—How Do Individuals Help or Hinder Group Decisions?

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

member of the mural committee because
she thinks drawing is too hard.
clouds
current events
They say that her idea is no help.
Answers will vary. Discuss them.
Answers will vary. It is true, however,
that Hazel might be good at things
other than drawing.
Answers will vary. Discuss them.

3. Hazel says it's fine. Art is negative. Lois
says it's too easy.
4. It has both easy and hard things to
draw and is something that the class
has studied.
5. Answers will vary. Discuss them.
6. Answers will vary. Jeff does appear to
be a leader and is probably a valuable
person on other committees.
7. Answers will vary. Discuss them.

ART

DOUG

1. Art thinks drawing is too hard. He says
he can't draw and that he hates it.
2. grass
3. race riot
4. They tell him to be more serious:
5. Answers will vary. Discuss them.
6. Answers will vary. It is true, however,
that Art might be good at things other
than drawing.
7. Answers will vary. Discuss them.

1. Doug probably enjoys it because he is
considered a good artist.
2. map of the United States
3. They say the idea is not very original.
4. It has both easy and hard things to
draw and is something that the class
has studied.
5. Answers will vary. Doug did appear
very helpful toward the end. He volunteered to show Art how to make sagebrush.
6. Answers will vary. Doug was more helpful than either Art or Hazel, however.
He was also considered a good artist.
7. Answers will vary. Discuss them.

Lois
1. She thinks it's fun and says so.
2. the Lewis and Clark expedition
3. At first, they are against it; in the end
they accept it.
4. It has both easy and hard things to draw.
It'is something the class has studied.
5. Answers will vary. Discuss them.
6. Answers will vary. It is true, however,
that Lois is considered a good artist. She
might or might not have other abilities.
7. Answers will vary. Discuss them.
JEFF

1. He appears to be cooperative, and one
would assume he is enjoying himself.
2. solar system

are asked to select one decision from each
of the above categories and decide whether
that particular decision was made by other
people, made alone, or made with other
people. A class discussion and value inquiry should follow.
Do "Different Kinds of Decisions"
on pages 12-14 of Project Book 6.

Do "The Mural Committee —Observation
Guides for Hazel, Art, Lois, Jeff, and Doug"
on pages 7-11 of Project Book 6.

Item 9
This exercise can be done by the entire
class at school, or it can be assigned as
homework. Because pupils are forced to
classify their decisions as those that make
them happy or unhappy, are easy or hard
to make, or are not carried out, insight
into behavior can result.
In the second part of the exercise, pupils
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How Do Individuals and Groups Make Decisions?

Purpose of L e s s o n 4
• To show how two groups arrive at the same decision in different
ways.
• To show how two individuals make the same decision in different
ways.

Item 10
This is one of two versions of how class committees arrived at the
same decision in different ways. You may want to read the story
aloud or have some of the better readers read sections aloud.
You will recognize a leader, supporters, followers, and a dissenter
in Danny's committee. If your pupils have studied Unit 5, ask them
who the dissenter is (Warren). Also ask them what kind of leadership Danny represents (autocratic).
In the middle of the story, ask pupils to make a prediction. Will
Danny's group make it to Lingon's Lake? Why do you think so?
What should Danny do? What should Warren do?
Read "Lingon's Lake I" on pages
of the Resource Book.

213-18

order to arrive at a successful decision and implement it. Danny's
group failed primarily because it did not plan and because its leader
deserted them.
Gary was a democratic leader who wanted to hear everyone's
ideas. He reminded the group of the need to divide the work before
the end of the first meeting.. The committee members talked about
different ways to do things and made plans. Each member took responsibility for doing what he and the group thought he could do
best. Everyone on Gary's committee appeared to be committed to
action.
Again, read this aloud or have the better readers read sections of
it aloud.
An exercise based on both committees appears in the Project Book.
Read "Lingon's Lake If on pages
of the Resource Book.

219-24

Item 12

Item 11
This second version of how a class committee planned where to
have their picnic illustrates most.of the things a group must do in

This exercise has three parts. The first part can be answered by a
class discussion. The second part provides a review of description,
inference, and value judgment and can be done at pupils' desks or as
homework. The third part presents a series of value judgments and

S e q u e n c e of Materials Used in L e s s o n 4
Resource Booh
LESSON 4

10. Lingon's Lake 1 . . . pp. 213-18
11. Lingon's Lake I I . . . pp. 219-23
13. Making A Poster . . . pp. 225-26
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Teacher's Guide

Project Book

12. Lingon's Lake with Danny and
Gary . . . pp. 15-19 (answers on p. 151)
14. Making A Poster . . . pp. 20-21
(answers on p. 153)
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rating scales. These scales can be marked and discussed by the class
as a whole or by groups who report their findings in a class discussion later.
Answers
A. 1. Danny simply announced, "I'll be chairman."
2. Gary's group had chosen him.
3. Warren thought Lingon's Lake was too far away.
4. Bill thought it would be neat to have the class picnic at
Lingon's Lake, and he also said that Valley Park wouldn't be
bad either. He suggested that the committee have a first
and second choice.
5. As stated above, Bill suggested Valley Park. Gary suggested
that they ask Mrs. Brown for advice.
6. No other suggestions were made. Warren said that they
should think of one other place, but no one suggested another.
7. Danny asked for a vote very early in the meeting.
8. Gary's group took longer because it planned, considered alternatives, pooled resources, divided the work. This is of
course the important learning.
B. 1. Danny is the kind of person who always insists on having
his own way —inference.
2. Gary asked the committee members for their ideas and opinions — description.
3. Danny should have listened to Warren—value judgment.
4. Linda's mother was very strict and didn't allow her to go to
very many places—inference.
5. Danny figured that the Little League was more important
than the committee—inference.
6. Danny's group didn't deserve to go to Lingon's Lake — value
judgment.
7. Warren thought that station wagons were stupid — description.
8. Lingon's Lake had a haunted house — description.
9. Gary's group deserved to go to Lingon's hake—value judgment.
10. If Danny had gone to see Mr. Morley in the beginning, the
class could have had their picnic at Lingon's Lake—inference.
C. 1. Discuss: Danny should have listened to Warren. Do you
agree?

2. Discuss: When you are chairman of a committee, the only
sure way to get things done is to do them all by yourself.
Do you agree?
3: Discuss: When individual members of a committee help in
making a decision, they are more willing to take the responsibility of doing the work to carry it out. Do you agree?
4. Discuss: If a certain committee has been selected to make a
decision, they should make it themselves and not seek information or help from other people. Do you agree?
5. Discuss: It's a waste of time for someone to make a list of all
the jobs that have to be done and the persons responsible for
doing them. Do you agree?
6. Discuss: Without the cooperation of a majority of the members, a committee chairman will have a difficult job getting
anything done. Do you agree?
7. Discuss: When you are outnumbered, you should go along
with what the other members of a committee want to do.
Do you agree?
8. Discuss: After a decision has been made by voting, it should
not be brought up again for discussion. Do you agree?
9. Discuss: In a very successful committee or group, all the
members are in agreement with one another. Do you agree?
10. List the reasons offered on the board and leave them there
for several days.
Do "Lingon's Lake with Danny and Gary" on
pages 15-19 of Project Book 6.

Item 13
Just as Danny's group differed from Gary's, so does Ricky's campaign poster differ from Paul's. This reading selection is about decision making by individuals: It is not as complicated as that done
by groups. Each boy in this story thinks up a good campaign slogan
to promote his favorite candidate for class president. But Ricky is
easily discouraged when he does a messy job. Paul knows he can't
draw and enlists the help of a friend who can.
Read "Making a Poster" on pages
of the Resource Book.

225-28
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Planned and
Reasoned

Considered
Alternatives

Sought
Help When
Necessary

Wanted
to Do What
Was Decided

1

Ricky
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Paul

Ricky

Paul

Ricky

Paul

Ricky

Paul
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Item 14
This exercise attempts to isolate the various points in the story "Making a Poster."
Question 7 is a series of rating scales that
are vertical rather than the horizontal ones
contained in so many of the exercises. The
scale is reproduced at left. Other answers
are below.
Answers
1. Paul was able to carry out his decision
because he had the best slogan. Do you
agree? Answers will vary. However, the
teacher will want to make sure the class
understands that Paul and Ricky both
had good slogans.
2. Ricky was unable to carry out his decision because he couldn't letter or draw.
Do you agree? Answers will vary. However, the teacher will want to make sure
the class understands that Paul realized
he wasn't good at lettering and asked another boy to help him. Ricky did not.
3. Both boyB had good slogans. Do you
agree? The answer is yes.
4. When you decide to carry out a decision,
it's a good idea to ask for outside help if
you can't handle the job yourself. Do you
agree? The answer is yes, that is, if you
really want to carry it out.
5. Do you think Ricky will try to make
his poster again when he returns from
playing baseball? Make a prediction and
explain why. Answers will vary. Perhaps
some pupils will give Ricky a better
chance than others.
6. Ricky's mother should have given him

more encouragement. Do you
Answers
will vary. However,
mother did encourage him by
menting him on the slogan and
the paper.

agree?
Ricky's
compligetting

7. Success or failure in carrying out a decision is usually related to four general
areas. Each of these areas is labeled
above the bars below. Each boy's bar is
numbered from 0 to 5. Rate Ricky and
Paul separately by shading the bars upward. For example, if you think Paul
Planned and Reasoned extremely well,
you would shade that bar all the way up
to 5. The four points that are present in
most successful decisions are planning
and reasoning; considering
alternatives;
seeking help, if needed; commitment to
action. The graph should be shaded something like the one reproduced here.
Do "Making a Poster" on pages 20-21
of Project Book 6.

LeSSOn 5

Why Are Some Decisions More Successful than Others?
Item 16

Purpose of Lesson 5
• To learn about the various steps that link decisions to actions.
• To discuss the various problems connected with the decisionmaking process.

Item 15
This reading selection attempts to show pupils how a decision is
carried out in a series of linking steps. One must plan the action.
Sometimes more information is needed and a particular skill is
called for to link the decision to action. Things that help you reach
your goal are called resources. When you get together all the
things you need to put your decision into action, you are pooling
your resources. The next step that connects decision to action is
dividing the labor. Last, and really the most important point, is
being committed to action, or determined. You must want to carry
out the decision regardless of obstacles.
Read "What Links Deciding to Doing?"
on pages 229-31 of the Resource Book.

What keeps people from making decisions and what keeps them
from doing what they have decided? There are a number of problems
connected with the deciding-doing process that most people experience.
Before assigning this reading selection, you might want to discuss some of the problems familiar to children. For example, ask
them if they've ever made a decision, only to discover that their
parents or some other authority forbade it. Children and adults
often find it difficult to choose among alternatives. There are other
times when they are afraid to do what was decided. There's always
the problem of ambivalence, or simultaneously wanting and not
wanting to do something. For children in particular, not having the
skill to carry out a decision is frequently a block.
In "Multiple Loyalty," Shelly is annoyed because she promised
her brother she'd help sell tickets. In "Lack of Skill," Tommy wanted
to beat up a bully, but didn't know how to fight. In "A Change of
Mind," Joe was afraid he'd lose friends if he didn't buy candy for
them. That prevented him from saving money, a decision he'd made

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 5
ok
LESSON 5
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T e a c h e r ' s Guide

Proiect Book

18. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s - M o t h e r , Let
Me Do It Myself! Betty . . . action.
players, briefing sheets on p. 156
20 Behavior Specimen in C l a s s - M o t h e r . Let
Me Do It Myself! Lucy . . action, players.
briefing sheets on p. 157

17 What Are the Problems? . . .
pp. 2 2 - 2 5 (answers on p 155)
19 Mother. Let Me Do It Myself Observation Guide for Betty
. . . p. 26 (answers on p. 157)
21. Mother. Let Me Do It M y s e l f ! Observation Guide for Lucy .
(answers on p 158)

15 What Links Deciding to Doing? . . .
pp 229-31
16 What's the Problem? . . pp 233-39

•
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earlier. In "Unable to Decide," two boys argue and criticize each
other's suggestions about how to build a cage. They never do reach a
decision. In "Exploring Alternatives " Fran decides to swim in a
meet even though she has a bad cold. She regrets her decision.
An exercise that utilizes some of these ideas is included in the
Project Book.
Read "What's the Problem?" on pages
of the Resource Book.

233-39

Item 17
This exercise contains four short behavior specimens that deal
with one or more of the problems associated with deciding and
doing. The questions that are asked at the conclusion of each episode can be discussed by the class as a whole, or the teacher can
divide the class into four groups and assign one specimen to each
group. Later, group ideas can be discussed by the entire class,
Suggested Answers
1. One prediction that could be made about Nancy's decision is
that she'll probably be sorry because she'll be in trouble with a
number of people. She will probably wish she hadn't played
hooky when she realizes the consequences.
2. The puppet show will probably be successful because the work
was divided and shared by all members. The girls had done a
great deal of planning. They were determined to make the
show a success.
3. Ralph may or may not hesitate the next time he must choose
among several items on a menu. There is no way of knowing,
really. The effect of his inability to decide is fairly obvious: he
didn't get what he wanted.
4. Kathy may or may not come home faithfully to feed her kitten.
She certainly doesn't give the impression that she was aware of
the sacrifices she might have to make in terms of coming home
in the afternoons, instead of being with her friends. It's true,
however, that she did not take care of Snowflake, the bird she
had wanted so much. It would be hard to say whether Kathy's
mother was right or wrong. It will be interesting to see how
pupils answer this question.
Do "What Are the Problems?" on pages
22-25 of Project Book 6.

Item 18
"Mother, Let Me Do It Myself!-Betty" is
the first behavior specimen to be produced
in Unit 6. It illustrates some of the reasons
why some people are more successful than
others in carrying out their decisions. Discovering why a particular person is successful might help students gain insight
into their own decisions. Review the procedure given in the Teacher's Guide for Unit
1, Items 9, 10, 20, and 21. Also review
"How to Produce Behavior Specimens for
Study" in The Teacher's Role in Social Science Investigation, pages 38-57.
The behavior specimen is about a girl
who asks her mother if she can get up an
hour earlier in the morning to dp her
homework. She says that she's too tired to
do it after dinner. Her mother hesitates.
She doesn't want to have to get up earlier
to awaken her daughter, Betty. But when
Betty says that she'll borrow her brother's
alarm and insists that she will get up by
herself, her mother agrees. Betty borrows
the clock and promises to awaken her
brother in time for his paper route. She
gets her clothes ready for the next morning
and sets the alarm. When the alarm rings,
Betty gets up. Why was Betty successful in
carrying out her decision? Did she consider
the alternatives? Was she determined?
The action and briefing materials for
"Mother, Let Me Do It Myself!-Betty" are
below. Go over the materials carefully.
Study the Observation Guide on page 26 of
Project Book 6.
Visualize where the action can best take
place. Make name tags and use them, even
during rehearsal. Finally, decide which
students you want to play the roles.
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Begin your briefing session by telling the
role players the story. Duplicate, if possible, the briefing sheet for each role. You
will want to tell the role players to be sure
to include all of the action specified in
their briefing sheets. For example, Bruce
must tell Betty that she has to wake him
up for his paper route. After each role
player has read his briefing sheet, ask
what the important aspects of his role are.
If he doesn't grasp something, go over it
with him.
To get the best results, it may be necessary to explain the behavior specimen in
greater detail than is described in the briefing sheets. Remind the students that they
are to act out their parts in their own words.
They are not to memorize lines.
Rehearse the specimen at least once. Use
imaginary props —in this case, for an
alarm clock and clothes. As the students
rehearse, intervene when necessary to keep
the role players' actions realistic or to improve the timing.
Before presenting the behavior specimen,
ask the class to discuss the three types of
observation they have studied.
During the presentation your role will be
much as it was during the rehearsal. You
may need to intervene. You will want to
stop the specimen right after the significant action has taken place.
Be sure to debrief the characters at the
conclusion of the session.
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Behavior Specimen
Mother, Let Me Do It M y s e l f ! Betty
Characters

When the alarm goes off, Betty doesn't
want to get up, but she thinks about her
homework and Bruce. She forces herself
out of bed and starts to dress.

BETTY, age twelve

Briefing Sheets

MRS. NICHOLS, Betty's mother
BRUCE, Betty's brother, age fifteen

BETTY

Setting
The Nichols house; also Betty's bedroom.
Action
Betty has been doing her homework and
thinking about how tired she feels every
night. She tells her mother that she has
decided that it would be much better if she
got up an hour earlier in the morning to do
her homework. Mrs. Nichols doesn't think
that's a very good idea. She doesn't want to
have to get up an hour earlier in order to
get Betty up.
- Betty asks if it would be O.K. if she
could get herself up. Mrs. Nichols agrees it
would, as long as she can be sure that
Betty will get up by herself and finish the
homework. Betty tells her mother that
she's going to get her brother Bruce to lend
her his. alarm.
At first Bruce doesn't want to lend Betty
the alarm. He says that he needs it himself
to get up for his paper route. When Betty
tells him that she'll be up before he has to
get up so she'll wake him, he agrees to give
her the clock.
Betty puts the alarm on the side of the
room farthest from her bed. She decides to
lay out all her clothes for the next morning. That will make things easier. Then
she goes to bed.

You are twelve years old and have been
having trouble getting your homework
done in the evenings. You are always so
tired after dinner. You decide that you'd
rather get up an hour earlier in the morning to do your homework. You tell your
mother your idea. She doesn't like it at
first, because she doesn't want to get up an
hour earlier in order to get you up. You
ask if it would be O.K. if you got up by
yourself: She agrees it would. You decide
to get up an hour earlier and to ask your
brother Bruce to lend you his alarm.
Bruce doesn't want to give you his alarm
because he needs to get up early for his
paper route. You tell him that you will be
up by then and you'll wake him. He gives
you the clock. You put the alarm on the
side of your room farthest from your bed.
You also decide to lay out your clothes for
the next morning.
When it's time to get up you don't really
want to, but you remember your homework
and Bruce. You get out of bed and start
dressing. You are pleased with yourself for
being able to carry out your decision.
MRS.

NICHOLS

When your daughter Betty asks if it
would be O.K. if she got up earlier in the
morning to do her homework, you don't
think it's a very good idea. You don't want

Lesson 5—Why Are Some Decisions More. Successful than Others?

to have to get up an hour earlier in order
to wake her. But when she says that she'll
get up herself, you-agree. She usually does
what she says, so you trust her.

5. How determined was Betty to carry out
her decision?
She was very

determined.

6. Why was Betty successful in carrying
out her decision?

BRUCE

When Betty asks if she can borrow your
alarm clock, you say you don't want to lend
it to her because you have to get up for your
paper route. When she says that she'll promise to get you up, you give it to her.
Present "Mother, Let Me
Do It Myself-BeUy."

Item 19
Direct the class to fill in their Observation Guides.
Answers
1. Why did Betty want to get up earlier in
the morning?
She wanted to do her homework in the
morning, because she was too tired at
night
2. How did Betty's mother react to her decision?
She didn't want to have to get up herself,
but agreed when Betty insisted she could
get herself up.
3. How did Betty go about getting an
alarm clock?
She borrowed the clock from her brother.
4. What happened to Betty the next morning?
She managed to get up when the alarm
rang.

She made plans, she laid out her clothes
beforehand, and she knew that she had
to wake up her brother.
7. What other people were affected by Betty's decision?
Betty's brother was affected. She awakened him in time.
8. It was easy for Betty to get up in the
morning because she knew she had to
wake up her brother. Do you agree?
Make a check on the rating scale.
A discussion of the way in which pupils
marked their scales is in order. How
many agreed with the statement for the
most part? How many disagreed? Why?
Do "Mother, Let Me Do It MyselfObservationGuide for Betty" on
page 26 of Project Book 6.

Item 20
"Mother, Let Me Do It Myself!-Lucy"
provides a contrast to the behavior specimen about Betty. It demonstrates some of
the reasons why people fail to carry out
their decisions.
This behavior specimen is about Lucy, a
girl who has a difficult time getting up in
the morning. Her mother insists that Lucy
will have to start getting up earlier. Lucy
answers that she'd be able to get up on
time easily if she only had her own alarm

clock. Her mother buys her one. When the
alarm rings the next morning, Lucy still
isn't able to get up. Why did Lucy fail to
carry out her decision? Had she considered
all the alternatives? Was she determined?
These questions will arise for discussion.
The action and briefing materials are
below. Go over the materials carefully.
To get the best results, it may be necessary to explain the behavior specimen in
greater detail than is described in the
briefing sheets. Remind the students that
they are to act out their parts in their own
words. They are not to memorize lines.
Rehearse the specimen at least once. Use
imaginary props—in this case, for an
alarm clock.
Be sure to debrief the characters at the
conclusion of the session.

Behavior Specimen
Mother, Let Me Do It Myself!—Lucy
Characters
L U C Y , age twelve

MRS. DOUGLAS, Lucy's mother
Setting
The Douglas kitchen; also Lucy's bedroom.
Action
Lucy is standing in the kitchen gulping
her juice. She grabs a piece of toast and
starts gathering up her books. The school
bus is due at the corner in four minutes.
Mrs. Douglas looks at Lucy and sighs.
She is tired of having Lucy rush around
every morning. She tells Lucy that she will
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have to get up in the mornings when she is
called.
Lucy tells her mother that she'd get up
easier if her mother would just get her an
alarm clock. Mrs. Douglas is skeptical. She
asks Lucy if she is sure that she'd get up.
When Lucy insists that she'd get up, Mrs.
Douglas says that she'll get her an alarm
clock.
When Lucy gets home from school that
afternoon, her mother gives her an alarm
clock. Lucy is pleased. She thanks her
mother and tells her to be sure she doesn't
call her the next morning. Lucy wants to
prove that she can get up by herself.
That night when Lucy hops into bed, she
forgets about the alarm. Just before she
falls asleep she remembers and sets it for
seven o'clock.
The alarm rings the next morning and
Lucy groans. She reaches over and turns it
off. She decides to close her eyes for just a
few minutes more.
The next thing Lucy knows, her mother
is standing over her bed shaking her. Mrs.
Douglas tells Lucy that she is impossible.
It is seven thirty! Lucy is disappointed in
herself.

Briefing Sheets
LUCY

You are twelve and you hate to get up in
the morning: Every morning you have to
rush to make the bus. Right now you are
standing in the kitchen gulping your juice
and grabbing a piece of toast. The bus will
be at the corner in four minutes.
Your mother is angry. When she tells
you that you will have to get up earlier,
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you say the.first thing that comes into your
mind. You tell her that it would be easier
if she'd just get you an alarm clock. Your
mother doesn't seem to think you will be
able to get up. But when you insist that
you will, she says that she will buy you an
alarm.
Your mother gives you the alarm when
you get home from school. You are pleased
and tell her not to call you in the morning.
You want to prove that you can get up by
yourself.
You almost forget to set the alarm when
you go to bed. Just before you fall asleep
you remember and set it for seven o'clock.
When the alarm rings, you don't want to
get up. You turn the clock off, but decide to
stay in bed with your eyes closed for a few
more minutes.
The next thing you know your mother is
shaking you. She says that you are impossible. It is seven thirty. You are disappointed in yourself.
MRS. DOUGLAS

Every morning you call your daughter to
wake her up. Since she never gets up right
away, she is always late. You are tired of
her rushing around every morning. You
tell her that she will have to get up right
away when she's called. She tells you that
she'd get up by herself if you'd just get her
an alarm clock. You are skeptical but she
insists, so you tell her that you will get her
one.
You buy the alarm clock and give it to
Lucy when she gets home from school. You
wonder what will happen.
The next morning you hear the alarm go
off. You wait for half an hour before going

upstairs. Lucy is sound asleep. You shake
her and tell her that she is impossible. It is
seven thirty. You think that this is just
another example of her irresponsibility.
Present "Mother, Let Me Do
It Myself!-Lucy."

Item 21
Direct the class to fill in their Observation Guides.
Answers
1. Why did Lucy want to get up earlier in
the morning?
She wanted to get up earlier because her
mother told her she had to.
2. How did Lucy's mother react to her decision?
She was skeptical.
3. How did Lucy go about getting an alarm
clock?
She asked
bought it.

for one and her

mother

4. What happened to Lucy the next morning?
She went back to sleep after turning the
alarm off and her mother had to wake
her up.
5. How determined was Lucy to carry out
her decision?
Lucy was not very

determined.

6. Why was Lucy unsuccessful in carrying
out her decision?
She had not considered the consequences
of her decision.

Lesson 5 - W h y Are Some Decisions More Successful than Others?

7. What other people were affected by
Lucy's decision?
Her mother.
8. Lucy shouldn't have made a decision if
she couldn't carry it out. Do you agree?
Make a check on the rating scale below.
A discussion of the way in which pupils
marked their scales is in order. How many
agreed with the statement? How many disagreed? This is an opportunity for value
inquiry discussion.
Do "Mother, Let Me Do It MyselfObservation Guide for Lucy " on page
27 of Project Book 6.

LeSSOn 6

What Far-Reaching Effects Can Decisions Have?

Purpose of L e s s o n 6
• To apply some of the concepts studied to current affairs.
• To become aware of the reasoning process in problem solving.

Item 22
This exercise is an attempt to apply some concepts of decision
making to current affairs. Pupils are asked to select an item from
the newspaper about a recent decision and answer questions
about it.
Actually, any historical event could be analyzed in much the
same way. Deciding and doing occur on all levels of human behavior—individual, small group, community, state, nation, groups
of nations, and the world. A single event can involve several systems. For example, the decision of Christopher Columbus to find a
new route to the East Indies had consequences for the entire world
of nations at that time, and indirectly affects all of us even now.
Suggested Answers
1. Assume, for purposes of illustration, that the clipping is an announcement of a newly elected public official.
2. The decision was made by a group.

3. Many other people.
4. Depending on whether you are for or against the winner, the
decision was a good or bad one.
5. The decision was made because it seemed to be the best thing for
many people.
Do "World Decision Making" on page 28
of Project Book 6.

Item 23
This material is included to give pupils an idea of the planning
and reasoning processes involved in solving problems. More importantly, it stresses the fact that an individual must be able to
see the nature of his problem clearly before he can do anything
toward solving it.
Read "Solving Problems" on pages 241 -43
of the Resource Book.

Item 24
In this exercise six alternative solutions to Herb's problems are
presented. Pupils are asked to rank them by assigning a 1 to the
best solution in their opinion, a 2 to the second best, and so forth.

Sequence of Materials Used in L e s s o n 6
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 6
23. Solving Problems . . . pp. 2 4 1 - 4 3
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T e a c h e r ' s Guide

Project Book

22. World Decision Making . . . p. 28
(answers on p. 160)
24. Solving Problems . . . pp. 2 9 - 3 0

Lesson 6—What Far-Reaching Effects Can Decisions Have?

There are no right or wrong answers. Pupils are asked to defend the
ranks given each time by completing this sentence: 'This solution
would be good or bad for Herb because . . . "
A discussion of values should ensue. Ask pupils to explain why
they decided something was good or bad for Herb.
Do "Solving Problems" on pages
of Project Book 6*.

29-30

Unit 7

Influencing Each Other

Introduction
This unit explores the many facets of influence as causes and
effects of human behavior. Influence is defined as social power or the
power one person has that causes another person to do something.
Sometimes a person influences another unintentionally. However,
most influence attempts are intentional.
It is important to recognize that neither social power nor influence
is good or bad by itself. Both are appropriate subjects for the social
scientist to study because he wants to learn more about human
behavior. There are of course valid reasons for believing the results
of some influence attempts are better than others. But influence
itself cannot be given a value judgment.
What are the conventional kinds of influence? Pupils are given
practice in identifying these five bases of power: reward (causes a
person to behave in a certain way because he expects to gain something); threat (causes a person to behave in a certain way because he
fears the consequences if he does not); authority (causes a person to
behave in a certain way because he believes another person has
Bpecial power); expertness (causes a person to behave in a certain
way because he believes another person has special ability); identity
(causes a person to behave in a certain way because he admires and
wants to be like another person).
Power relationships that exist between children and adults are
explored. Pupils learn why some influence attempts are more successful than others by observing behavior specimens in class and by
listening to recordings.
Of special interest is the section entitled "Children with Influence." It is based on the results of an experiment conducted among a
large number of intermediate-grade children. The scientists were
attempting to find out from the children the reasons why they accepted or rejected influence attempts from one another. A data

collection project is based on the identical questions so that the class
results can be compared with those of the experiment. Thus pupils
discover why some children have more potential for influencing than
others. They also learn that a person's ability to influence doesn't
change much, especially if it's very high or very low.
Group or pluralistic ignorance is explored in some depth. Pupils
learn about group norms or standards of behavior the group holds
for its members. Do these norms always reflect the thoughts of
individual members? A data collection project answers that question
for each class.
Many opportunities for value inquiry are provided throughout the
unit. Pupils have ample time to explore their own values and those
of others.
Unit 7'is organized into seven lessons. Because there are a number of activities in each, one lesson will take several class sessions
to complete.
Lessons are described in detail in the Teacher's Guide. Explicit
goals are stated. At the beginning of each lesson there is a chart that
shows the sequence of materials to be used. Each item is explained
in the body of the lesson in the same sequence. Relevant material
in the teacher training book, The Teacher's Role in Social Science
Investigation, is referred to wherever necessary.

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

1 —What Is Influence?
2 - C a n You Identify the Five Kinds of Influence?
3 —Do Children and Adults Influence Each Other?
4 —How Do Children Influence Other Children?
5 —Why Are Some Influence Attempts More Successful
than Others?
Lesson 6—What Are Group Norms?
Lesson 7 — What Have You Learned?
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Sequence of Materials Used in Unit 7
R e s o u r c e Book

Teacher's Guide

Project Book
1. Social Scientists Study B e h a v i o r . . .
pp. 1 - 2 (answers on p. 165)

LESSON 1
2 What Is Influence? . . . pp. 2 4 5 - 4 6
3. Five Kinds of Influence . . . pp. 2 4 7 - 5 4
4. Behavior S p e c i m e n s in C l a s s —Energy
Meal Is the Greatest!; The R u s h Hour;
The Big Question; There's a Dance
Tonight! . . . action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 166
LESSON 2
7. Record B a n d s 1. 2, 3.
Side 2 - I Need a Dry Rag I.
11. Ill . . . transcript on p. 171
LESSON 3

9. Influencers in J o h n ' s Morning . . .
pp. 2 5 5 - 5 9
Vocabulary words on p. 174

LESSON 4

5. influencing—Observation
Guide . . . pp. 3 - 4
(answers on p. 167)

6. What Would You D o ? . . .
pp. 5 - 8 (answers on p. 170}
8. I Need a Dry R a g - O b s e r v a t i o n Guides
I; It, III . . . pp. 9 - 1 1
(answers on p. 172)
10. Influencers in J o h n ' s Morning . . pp. 1 2 - 1 3 (answers on p. 173)
11. Do Children Influence Adults? . . .
pp. 1 4 - 1 7 (answers on p. 174)
12. R e a s o n s for Accepting Influence . . .
pp. 1 8 - 1 9

13. Children with Influence . . . pp. 2 6 1 - 6 7
14. The Halo E f f e c t . . . . pp. 2 6 9 - 7 0
15. Behavior Specimen in C l a s s - T a k e
Us to the Movies! . . . action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 177
17. Record Band 4, Side 2 - W h o Wants
to Shovel S i d e w a l k s ? . • . transcript
on p. 180

LESSON 5

LESSON 6

19. Group Ignorance . . .
pp. 271 - 7 8
Vocabulary words on p. 183

LESSON 7
Glossary . . . pp. 2 7 9 - 2 8 2

16. Take U s to the Movies! Observation Guide . . . pp. 2 0 - 2 1
(answers on p. 179)
18. Who Wants to Shovel S i d e w a l k s ? - O b servation Guide . . . p. 22 (answers on
p. 181)
20. What I Think the C l a s s
Thinks . . . pp. 2 3 - 2 4
21. What 1 Think 1 Think . . . pp. 2 5 - 2 6

22. Find the Picture . . . pp. 2 7 - 2 9
(answers on p. 184)
23. What Do You Predict? . . . p. 30

LeSSOn 1

What Is Influence?

Purpose of L e s s o n 1
• To demonstrate the importance of influence on human behavior.
• To observe and learn the five kinds of influence.

Item 1
The first activity in this unit is an exercise in the Project Book.
Part of the exercise is in the form of a word game. Another part
asks pupils to determine whether or not a sentence is an example
of influence.
Because pupils have not been exposed to the topic of influence
before, they should not be expected to answer Question 4 with any
degree of accuracy. The question is included to stimulate their
interest and to find out if they can detect influence as a behavior.
Answers
1. These words should be crossed out: (b) jump; (d) run a race;
(g) walk home;(h) sleep; ( j ) sing; (m) dance; (o) eat lunch.

2. E , I, F , U, N,
3. I N F L U E N C E

L , E , C, N

4. Sentences that are not examples of influence and should be
marked F:
F
a) Five boys were practicing basketball at a summer camp.
F
b) Jack, the tallest boy, jumped high and grabbed the
rebound.
F
d) Paul landed on Bill's foot when he came down from his
rebound shot.
F
f ) If Jack's team wins tonight, they will play in the championship game tomorrow.
Do "Social Scientists Study Behavior"
on pages 1-2 of Project Book 7.

Item 2
This brief reading selection provides a simple definition of the
unit's topic. It states that influence is power. It is the power one

S e q u e n c e of Materials Used in L e s s o n 1
source Boo

T e a c h e r ' s Guid

LESSON 1

Project Bo

1. Social Scientists Study
Behavior
2. What Is Influence"
pp. 2 4 5 - 4 6
3. Five Kinds of Influence
7

pp. 2 4 7 - 5 4
4. Behavior Specimens in C l a s s - E n e r g y
Meal Is the Greatest'; The Rush Hour,
The Big Question; There's a Dance
Tonight!
action, players, briefing
sheets on p. 166

5. Influencing-Observation
Guide
pp. 3 - 4
(answers on p. 167)
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person has that causes another person to do something the first
person wants. Sometimes, however, the influence is unintentional.
Remind the class that influence is a behavior that social scientists
have studied and continue to study. Influence is neither good nor
bad by itself. The effects of it might be good or bad, however, according to one's values.
Read "What Is Influence?" on pages
of the Resource Book.

245-46

Item 3
This material defines and gives examples of the five kinds of
influence. It is important that pupils understand them, for much of
what follows in this unit is based on the definitions. The five kinds
of influence are reward, threat, authority, expertness, and identity.
The first four are relatively easy to understand, but identity could
prove difficult Influence by identity is passive. The person who
has it doesn't always intend to use it. Identity as an influence is
powerful.
Read "Five Kinds of Influence" on
pages 247-54 of the Resource Book.

Item 4
"Influencing" includes four short behavior
specimens—A, B, G, and D—to be produced
in class. Each illustrates a type of influence.
You will probably want to allow some time
after each presentation so that your students can fill in their Observation Guides.
A. "Energy Meal Is the Greatest" is the
first behavior specimen. It illustrates influence based on expertness. Review the
procedure given in the Teacher's Guide for
Unit 1, Items 9, 10, 20, and 21. Also review
"How to Produce Behavior Specimens for
Study" in The Teacher's Role in Social
Science Investigation, pages 38-57.
The behavior specimen is about two boys,
David and Allen. Allen has: a new dog.
David, a dog owner for two years, tells Allen
that he should feed his dog Energy Meal
because his dog eats it and Dr. Finch, the
vet, highly recommends it. Allen decides
to get some Energy Meal because Dr. Finch
said it was good. The action and briefing
materials are below. Go over them carefully.
Study the Observation Guide on page 3 of
Project Book 7.
Visualize where the action can best take
place. Make name tags and use them, even
during rehearsal. Finally, decide which
students you want to play the roles.
Begin your briefing session by telling the
role players the story. If possible, duplicate
the briefing sheet for each role. You will
want to tell the role players to be sure to
include all the action specified in their
briefing sheets. For example, David must
say that Dr. Finch recommends Energy
Meal. After each role player has read his
briefing sheet, ask what the important
aspects of his role are. If he doesn't grasp
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something, go over it with him.
To get the best results, it may be necessary to explain the behavior specimen in
greater detail than is described in the
briefing sheets. Remind the students that
they are to act out their parts in their own
words. They are not to memorize lines.
Rehearse the specimen at least once. As
the students rehearse, intervene when necessary to keep the role players' actions realistic or to improve the timing.
Before presenting the behavior specimen,
ask the class to discuss the three types of
observation they have studied.
During the presentation your role will be
much as it was during the rehearsal. You
may need to intervene. You will want to
stop the specimen right after the significant action has taken place.
Be sure to debrief the characters at the
conclusion of the session.

know, because they just got it.
David suggests that they feed it Energy
Meal. He says that'B what his family uses
for their dog because Dr. Finch, the vet,
says it's the best dog food.
Allen says it must be good if Dr. Finch
recommends it, since he's the best vet in
town. He says he'll ask his mom to get
some Energy Meal for their dog.

Characters
DAVID, a sixth-grader who has had a dog

for two years
A L L E N , David's friend and classmate who
has just gotten a dbg
Setting
David's backyard.
Action
Allen is telling David about his family's
new dog. He says that David will have to
come and see it. David asks what they are
going to feed the dog. Allen says he doesn't

David suggests
Energy Meal.

that Allen feed his dog

3. Why does Allen follow David's suggestion?
Allen follows David's suggestion because
he thinks Dr. Finch is a good vet.
4. Did Allen influence David?

Briefing Sheets
DAVID

You are eleven and you've had your dog
for a couple of years. You are glad that
Allen has a dog now. You wonder if Allen's
family knows about what to feed dogs,
since they haven't had one before. You ask
what they are going to feed their dog. You
suggest Energy Meal because your vet, Dr.
Finch, thinks it's the best dog food.
ALLEN

Behavior Specimen A
Energy Meal Is the Greatest!

2. What does David suggest to Allen?

You are a friend of David's. You have
just gotten a dog. You are thrilled. It's the
first pet your family has had. You tell
David all about the dog and that he'll have
to come over and see it. When he asks
what you are going to feed it, you say you
don't know. When David suggests the food
his vet recommends, you think it would be
a good idea to get some, because Dr. Finch
is the best vet in town and David's dog is
so healthy.
Present "Energy Meal
Is the Greatest."
Answers
1. What did Allen's family just get?
A dog.

Yes, by relating Dr. Finch's recommendation. Ask your students what kind of
influence the behavior specimen illustrates (expertness).
Do "Energy Meal Is the Greatest —Observation Guide" on page 3 of Project Book 7.
B. "The Rush Hour" illustrates influence
based on authority. The action and briefing
materials are below. Molly Kaiser, the
main character, is torn between two types
of authority —her mother's and the school's.
She doesn't want to eat breakfast because
she's late and afraid she'll miss the school
bus. Her mother tells Molly to eat something, but she is more influenced by the
authority of the school. She runs off to
catch the bus without eating. Review the
procedure given for production of the first
behavior specimen, "Energy Meal Is the
Greatest!"

Behavior Specimen B—
The Rush Hour
Characters
MOLLY, a sixth-grader
MRS. KAISER, her mother
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Setting
The Kaiser kitchen.
Action
Molly comes down late for breakfast. She
drinks her juice. Her mother brings her
some toast and eggs. Molly says she isn't
hungry and she's in a hurry. Her mother
says she should eat a good breakfast before
going to school. Molly tells her mother
she's had enough and she has to hurry to
catch the bus. She runs out without eating
the rest of her breakfast.

Briefing Sheets
MOLLY

You are a sixth-grader. You come down
late for breakfast. You drink your juice
because you are thirsty and it doesn't take
long. Your mother gives you toast and
eggs. You don't really want them. You're
in a hurry and afraid you'll miss the bus.
You tell your mother that you are hot
hungry. You rush off without eating.
MRS. K A I S E R

You would like Molly to eat her toast
and eggs. .You tell her that she should
have a good breakfast before going to
school. She says she is not hungry. You try
to persuade her, but she goes off without
eating.
Present "The Rush Hour."
Answers
1. What did Mrs. Kaiser want Molly to do?
She wanted Molly to eat some eggs and
bacon for breakfast.
168

2. What is Molly's reaction?
She tells her mother that she is not hungry3. What does Molly do?
She rushes off without

Behavior Specimen C - T h e Big
Question
Characters
MYRA, a ninth-grader

K I T T Y , a friend and classmate
eating.

4. Did Mrs. Kaiser.influence Molly?
No. You will want to ask your class why
Mrs. Kaiser was unable to influence
Molly. Didn't Mrs. Kaiser represent authority? Why? You may want to start a
value discussion by asking the students
if they think it was wrong for Molly to
disobey her mother.
Review "Conducting Value Inquiry in
Class" on pages 21-37 of The Teacher's
Role in Social Science Investigation.
Do "The Rush Hour—Observation Guide"
on page 3 of Project Book 7.
C.'The Big Question" illustrates influence
based on identity. The action and briefing
materials are below. Kitty asks Myra what
she is going to wear for choral singing in
the school assembly. Myra says she's going
to wear a plaid skirt and white sweater.
Kitty admires Myra and decides to wear
the same thing. Myra does not intentionally influence Kitty. Review the procedure
given for production of the first behavior
specimen in this unit, "Energy Meal Is the
Greatest!"

Setting
A telephone conversation.
Action
Myra and Kitty are both in the school
chorus. The chorus is going to sing at the
assembly on Friday. The girls are talking
about the assembly on the phone. Kitty asks
Myra what she is going to wear. Myra says
she is going to wear her plaid skirt and a
white sweater. Kitty says she thinks she'll
wear her plaid skirt and a white sweater too.

Briefing Sheets
MYRA

You are a ninth-grader. You area member
of the school chorus. The chorus is going to
sing at the school assembly on Friday. You
are talking to your friend Kitty about the
assembly. When she asks you what you are
going to wear, you tell her your plaid skirt
and white sweater. You don't necessarily
want to influence her to wear the same sort
of thing, but you don't mind if she does.
KITTY

You are in the school chorus. The chorus is
going to sing in the school assembly on
Friday. You are talking on the phone about
the assembly with your friend Myra. You
ask her what she is going to wear because
she has good taste and always looks nice.
When she tells you that she is going to wear

Lesson 1 — What Is Influence?

her plaid skirt and a white sweater, you
decide to wear the same sort of thing.

duction of the first behavior specimen in
this unit, "Energy Meal Is the Greatest!"

Present "The Big Question."
Answers
1. What does Kitty ask Myra?
Kitty asks Myra what she is going to
wear to the school assembly.
2. What does Kitty decide to do?
She decides to wear her plaid skirt and
a white sweater.
3. In what ways did Myra try to influence
Kitty?
Myra didn't try to influence Kitty. Ask
your students how Myra influenced Kitty
without trying.
4. Did Myra influence Kitty?
Y"es. Her influence was
unintentional,
however. Kitty wanted to be like Myra
because she admired her. You might
want to initiate a value discussion by
asking your students
whether
Kitty
should have copied Myra.
Do Observation Guide for "The Big
Question"-on page 4 of Project
Book 7.
D. "There's a Dance Tonight" illustrates
influence based on reward. Ned wants to
use the family car to go to a dance. He
tries to influence his father by making certain promises. His father agrees to let him
use the car if he doesn't speed, is home by
midnight, and takes his parents to a party
first. Review the procedure given for pro-

Behavior Specimen-D
There's a Dance Tonight!
Characters
NED, age sixteen
MR. OHLEN, Ned's father
Setting
. The Ohlen living room.
Action
Ned is in the living room talking to his
father. He tells his dad that there's going
to be a dance tonight. He had invited
Nancy and he would like to use the family
car. He says he will be careful, buy his
own .gas, and not be late. His father says
that he may have the car if he doesn't
speed, is home by midnight, and takes his
parents to a party first.

Briefing Sheets
NED

You are sixteen. You took driver's ed at
school, and you've had your license for
about two months. You get along well with
your father. You have taken the family car
on a few errands, but you haven't had it
out at night very often. There is a dance
tonight at school. You have invited Nancy
and you would like to use the car.
You tell your dad about the dance and
your date. You ask him if you may use the
car if you buy your own gas, are careful,
and aren't late.

Your dad agrees if you promise not to
speed, are home by midnight, and take
your parents to a party first.
MR. O H L E N

You are Ned's dad. You and Ned get
along well. You think he is a good driver.
You don't mind if he uses the car as long
as he is careful and your wife doesn't need
it. You make an agreement with Ned. You
say that he may use the car tonight for the
dance as long as he doesn't speed, is home
by midnight, and takes you and your wife
to a party first.
Present "There's a Dance Tonight."

Answers
1. What does Ned ask his father?
He asks his father if he may use the
family car.
2. What is Mr. Ohlen's reaction?
He tells , Ned that he may use the car if he
doesn't speed, is home by midnight, and
takes his parents to a party first.
3. What reasons does Ned use on his father?
He says that he'll be careful, buy his own
gas, and not be late:
4. Did Ned influence Mr. Ohlen?
Yes. Ask your class what kind of influence this behavior specimen
illustrates
( reward).
Do "There's a Dance Tonight—Observation.
Guide" on page 4 of Project Book 7.
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LeSSOn 2

Can You Identify Five Kinds of Influence?

Purpose of Lesson 2
• To provide practice in identifying the five kinds of influence.
2.

Item 6
This exercise is intended to give pupils practice in identifying
the kinds of influence by suggesting various things the main character in four dissimilar situations might do. In A, for example, a
swimming instructor wants to get all beginning swimmers to float,
even though some are afraid of the water and others don't want to
bother learning. Pupils are asked to suggest two things the instructor might do and to identify the kind of influence suggested.

3.
C. 1.

2.
3.
D. 1.

Suggested Answers
A. 1. a) The instructor might promise a reward to each of the boys
if he makes an attempt to float.
b) The instructor might first explain why the boys must learn
how to float, and then he can order them to do it.
2. a) reward
b) authority
3. Answers will vary. Discuss.
B. 1. a) Mrs. Brown might tell the girls to stop talking and socializing right away or she will give them a bad mark on
the project.

2.
3.

b) Mrs. Brown might tell the girls that good cooks always
clean up right after they have put something in the oven.
a) threat
b) expertness
Answers will vary. Discuss.
a) Mr. Markey might offer the boys extra credit or some other
privilege.
b) Mr. Markey might assign several boys to the patrol.
a) reward
b) authority
Answers will vary. Discuss.
a) Ralph might tell his classmates that he'll make a good
treasurer because he always gets good grades in math.
b) Ralph might be a bully and threaten some of the kids with
punishment if they don't vote for him.
a) expertness
b) threat
Answers will vary. Discuss. Although using a threat is not
the most pleasant way to influence people, it might have
worked for Ralph.
Do "What Would You Do?" on pages 5-8 of
Project Book 7.

Sequence of Materials Used in Lesson 2
R e s o u r c e Book

T e a c h e r ' s Guide

LESSON 2

Project Book

6. What Would You D o
pp. 5 - 8 (answers on p. 170)
8. I Need a Dry R a g Observation Guides 1. II. Ill . . .
pp. 9 - 11 (answers on p. 172)
7

7. Record Bands 1. 2, 3. Side 2 I Need a Dry Rag I. II. Ill . . .
transcript on p. 171

Lesson 2 - C a n You Identify the Five Kinds.of Influence?

Item 7
Three versions of the same episode—an
older brother asks his younger brother to go
into the kitchen and get him a dry rag so
that he can finish washing the car—have
been recorded. Observation Guides for all
three are in the Project Book. Listen to the
bands one at a time and direct the class to
record their observations after each band. It
might be necessary to play the bands more
than once.

I Need a Dry R a g - B a n d 1
NARRATOR: It's a warm Saturday afternoon
in June. Joe is washing the family car
while Pat, his younger brother, is playing nearby in the yard. No one else is at
home. Their parents won't be back until
dinnertime. Joe has almost finished the
car, but the rag he's been using is wet.
He needs a dry rag for polishing, but the
rags are in the kitchen. He knows his
mother will be angry if he tracks mud on
the floor, especially when it has just been
waxed. So he asks his younger brother to
go into the kitchen and get a dry rag for
him.
JOE: Hey, Pat, c'mere a minute. I need a
dry rag. Will you go inside and get one
for me? You know where they are, don't
ya? In that drawer near the icebox.
PAT: I can't now . . . see, my plane's coming in for a landing and . . . zoom . . .
zoom . . . look out!
JOE: C'mon, Pat, please! You don't have to
do that now. I need a dry rag and you
know I can't go into the house with
muddy feet. Mom would kill me.

PAT: Gee, not now. I'm busy . . . why
don't ya leave me alone? You never talk
to me . . . just when you want me to do
something.
NARRATOR: Joe realizes he's getting nowhere with Pat, so he tries a different
approach now. Listen carefully so, you
will be able to record your observations
accurately.
JOE: NOW listen, Pat. I need a dry rag and
you're going to get it for me . . . (threateningly) and if you don't get going, you'll
be sorry.
PAT: AW, you're nothing but a bully!
JOE: Remember what I told you I'd do yesterday? I told you I wasn't gonna tell
Mom where you were . . . but if she
finds out, you're really going to get it!
PAT: But you promised! You promised you
wouldn't tell!
JOE: Well . . . maybe I won't . . . if you
get me a dry rag.
PAT: Boy, you're not fair. I'm always doing
stuff for you. Why don't you just leave
me alone?
JOE: O.K., Pat, if that's what you want.
But when I tell Ma . . .
PAT: Don't, Joe, please don't. I'll get the
dumb old rag, but don't tell.
NARRATOR: Pat walks slowly in the direction of the back door, mumbling to himself. . . .
PAT: Boy, I always do things for him. Why
is he such a bully? He promised not to
tell . . .he's not fair at all . . .
NARRATOR: Well, Joe certainly succeeded
in making Pat do what he wanted. Can
you name the kind of influence that he
used on his younger brother? Your
teacher will turn off the phonograph now

so you can record your observations in
your Project Book.

I Need a Dry R a g - B a n d 2
NARRATOR: Once again, two brothers are
outside on a warm afternoon in June.
Jack is washing the car while Brian, his
younger brother, is playing in the yard.
No one else is at home. Jack needs another rag from the kitchen so he can
finish polishing the car. He doesn't want
to get it himself because he doesn't want
to get dirt on the kitchen floor. So he
asks Brian to go instead.
JACK: Hey, Brian, get me a rag from the
kitchen drawer, will ya? I can't finish
until I have a dry rag. O.K.?
BRIAN: Not now, Jack. I'm right in the
middle of a battle.
JACK: Listen, my feet are dirty and my
clothes are wet.
BRIAN: The battle isn't over yet . . . can't
you see the blue soldiers?
JACK: Listen, Brian, you know I'm in
charge here now. You heard what Mom
and Dad said before they went. So, get
going . . . now!
BRIAN: Just 'cause you're older, you think
you can order me around. Why don't, you
try to be nice about it?
JACK: Just get going, kid, will ya?
BRIAN: What if I don't? Gosh, you never
even say "please."
JACK: Brian, get me a dry rag and NOW!
BRIAN: Y O U act

like I never do anything
for you . . .
JACK: Look, Brian, you'd better do what I
tell you to do before I really get mad.
BRIAN: Oh, all right, all right.
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BRIAN: Gee, do I have to bow and scrape,
too? Big deal . . . (mimics) Mom and Dad
said you're in charge . . . phooey!
NARRATOR: Brian also has gone to get a
dry rag for his brother. Is Jack's influence attempt any different from Joe's?
The teacher will turn off the phonograph
now so you can record your observations
of Brian and Jack.

I Need a Dry R a g - B a n d 3
NARRATOR: Now, Allen wants Eddie to get
a dry rag from the kitchen. He's in a
hurry and doesn't even want to take the
time to kick off his shoes to run in the
house. Let's see how he asks Eddie to get
a rag.
ALLEN: Hey, Eddie. I need some help, kid.
Get me a dry rag from the kitchen, will
ya?
EDDIE: AW, Allen, I'm busy. Can't you see
I'm trying to line up my trucks?
ALLEN: Oh, come on! It won't take you any
time at all. You can see why I can't go in
myself—my feet are muddy.
EDDIE: Can't you wait a sec—just until I
finish the race?
A L L E N : I'm in a hurry, Eddie. But . . . I'll
tell you what. I'll make a deal. Dad's
paying me to wash the car. How 'bout if I
pay you five cents to get me a rag? How's
that-fair enough? Only you have to get
it now!
EDDIE: Do you really mean it? Five cents if
I get you a rag?
ALLEN: S u r e - i f you help me now, I'll pay
you. So, get moving.
EDDIE: Hey, that's great. Sure I'll get a
rag. You said five cents! Boy, that's a
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good deal. (Pause as he runs to the
kitchen.) Just one rag? Boy, if you do this
more often, I'll do lots of things for you.
Five cents to get a rag!
NARRATOR: What kind of influence did Allen use on Eddie? The teacher will turn
off the phonograph so you can record
your observations. Then, take a few
minutes to compare this with the other
two. In what ways are the attempts the
same? In what ways are they different?
Play Record Bands 1,2,3, Side 2"I Need a Dry Rag I, II, III."

Item 8
Direct the class to record their observations.
Answers
PAT and J O E
1. He is playing. One of his planes is coming in for a landing.
2. The rag is in the kitchen and he doesn't
want to go inside with muddy feet.
3. He says he'll tell their mother where
Pat was yesterday.
4. He begs Joe not to tell. He sayB he'll get
the rag, all right.
5. Answers will vary. Discuss.
6. Answers will vary. Discuss.
7. Answers will vary. Discuss.
8. Answers will vary. Discuss.
9. threat
BRIAN and J A C K

1. He says he's right in the middle of a
battle with the blue soldiers.
2. He doesn't want to get dirt on the floor.
3. He tells Brian that he's in charge, since
their parents are not at home.

4. "Just because you're older, you think
you can order me around. Why don't
you try to be nice about it?"
5. Answers will vary. Discuss.
6. Answers will vary. Discuss.
7. Answers will vary. Discuss.
8. Answers will vary. Discuss.
9. authority
EDDIE and A L L E N

1. He is trying to line up his trucks,
2. His feet are too muddy.
3. He says he'll make a deal and offers to
pay him five cents.
4. He says that Allen is great and that five
cents is a good deal.
5. Answers will vary. Discuss.
6. Answers will vary. Discuss.
7. Answers will vary. Discuss.
8. Answers will vary. Discuss.
9. reward
Do "I Need a Dry Rag— Observation Guides
I, II, III" on pages 9-11 of Project Book 7.
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Do Children and Adults Influence Each Other?

Purpose of Lesson 3
• To show the various influences one boy comes into contact with
on a typical school morning.
• To demonstrate that children can influence adults.

Answers
1. Find one example in the story of an influence attempt based on
the five reasons for influence you have studied.

Item 9
As an optional activity, ask the class to make a list of all the
influences they came in contact with from the time they awakened
until this moment. Few pupils will be able to recall many, yet undoubtedly they were being influenced in a number of ways. This
story is about all the influences that John Ellis received one school
morning. An exercise in the Project Book asks questions about them.
Read "Influence™ in John's Morning"
on pages 255-59 of the Resource Book.

Item 10
This exercise serves to reinforce the five kinds of influence presented earlier in the unit and also provides a review of description,
inference, and value judgment. The first question might prove difficult for some children. If so, do it orally with the class.

a) Reward—John asks his mother if he can have Zippy flakes
and she says he may as soon as he finishes the half-eaten boxes
of cereal. John asks his father for money for a pen and his
father says he will give it to him if John gets the wallet. Mrs.
Comstock, the teacher, says that John may copy his paper over
if he can do that and his reading by nine.
b) Threat—John's
mother told him she'd have to call him
earlier if he didn't stop fooling around in the morning. Mr.
Otis, the assistant principal, told John he'd have to stay after
school if he were caught running in the halls again.
c) Authority—John's
mother telling him to get up; his father
telling him not to run on the stairs; the policeman motioning
and telling him not to walk against the light. His mother's
and teacher's reminders to say "May I?" instead of "Can I?"
d) Expertness —John's asking for Zippy flakes was based on

Sequence of Materials Used in Lesson 3
R e s o u r c e Book

.ESSON 3

T e a c h e r ' s Guide

Project Book

Vocabulary words on p. 174

10. Influencers in John's Morning .
pp. 1 2 - 13 (answers on p. 173)
11. Do Children Influence Adults?
pp. 1 4 - 1 7 (answers on p. 174)

9. Influencers in John's Morning
pp. 2 5 5 - 5 9
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what the announcer said about them and how doctors liked
the vitamins in Zippy flakes. When he needed to find out about
a model, he would be influenced by what Barney Laski, the
expert at model building, would have to tell him.
e) Identity—John bought a green pen just like the one bought
by Greg Watson, the football player. John started reading the
newspaper at breakfast just as his father did.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

inference
description
inference
value judgment
inference
inference
description
inference
value judgment
inference
inference
value judgment
value judgment
description
Mrs. Brown's and Mrs. Comstock's reminders to say "May I?"
John's running down the stairs. Mr. Otis' warning not to run
in halls.
Do "Influencers in John's Morning" on
pages 12-13 of Project Book 7.

Item 11
Two behavior specimens are to be read and the questions that
follow answered. They have been included to show pupils that influence is not the exclusive province of adults. Children are also
able to exert influence on adults. They are not always successful in
their attempts, but neither are adults. Refer pupils to "Influencers
in John's Morning" for examples of unsuccessful influence attempts.
Answers
1. Hank wants his mother to get Tiny's food.
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2. He told her that he was tired and reminded her that she had to go
downstairs anyway.
3. Answers will vary. Discuss.
4. inference
5. value judgment
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Put turkey TV dinners into the oven at five thirty.
authority
inference
To reward her and surprise her by cutting out her dress pattern
The answer is part of a circular process, because June surprised
and rewarded her mother by cooking dinner. Her mother responded in a similar way.
Do "Do Children Influence Adults?" on pages
of Project Book 7.

14-17

Vocabulary
A U T H O R I T Y — A form of influence that causes a person to behave in a
certain way because he believes another has the power to make
him obey.
E X P E R T N E S S — A form of influence based on a person's ability to do
something well.
I D E N T I T Y — A form of influence that causes a person to want to be
like another.
I N F L U E N C E — T h e power a person or a group has to get another
person or group to do something.
R E W A R D — A form of influence that causes a person to behave in a
certain way because he expects to gain something from it.
T H R E A T — A form of influence that causes a person to behave in a
certain way because he believes that the consequences of not behaving that way would be unpleasant.

LeSSOn

4

How Do Children Influence Other Children?

Purpose of Lesson 4
• To learn why some children have the ability to influence other
children.
• To discover that the halo effect can work in two ways.

Item 12
How do children influence each other? What are the qualities that
seem to make one child more influential than his peers? Seventeen
items are listed in the Project Book which pupils are asked to reaa
and rank in order of importance. Assign this part first.
The items were selected by social scientists in a study made about
how children influence each other. The items are the actual words
children used to describe their reasons for accepting influence from
other children. Some of the items proved more powerful influences
than others. Which ones were they? A reading selection in the Resource Book is based on the study of the same seventeen items.
Because it would take too much time to tabulate all the items in
class, it is suggested that you ask pupils to rank-order only the

following six items the second time. Instruct them to put their ranks
on a separate sheet of paper or in the margin of the Project Book:
Asks you to do things in a nice way
Acts friendly
Knows how to fight
Does things for you
Likes to do the same things you like to do
Knows how to act so people will like him
These six items are given special attention on page 266 of the
Resource Book, and you will want to compare the results of your
class with them. In order to arrive at a comparison, it is necessary
to tabulate the six ranks. It can be done as a class project or several
of the better students can do it. You might want to review "Analyzing Data from Questionnaires" on pages 81-84 of The Teacher's
Role in Social Science Investigation.
Proceed as follows i f you are tabulating the entire class at once.
Count the number of hands raised when you ask how many gave a

Sequence of Materials Used in Lesson 4

LESSON 4

13. Children with Influence
14 The Halo Effect

pp 2 6 1 - 6 7

12 Reasons for Accepting Influence
pp 18 19

pp. 2 6 9 - 7 0
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1

1 rank to "Asks you to do things in a nice way," how many gave a 2
rank, and so on. Enter the totals in the columns below.

Rank

A s k s you to
do things
In a nice w a y

Acts
friendly

K n o w s how
to fight

Does
things
for you

L i k e s to
do t h e
s a m e things

Knows
how
to a c t

1
2
3
4
5
6
Rank

As an optional project, assign several students another tabulation
to determine how the girls' rankings differedfromthe boys'. Initiate
a value discussion about your class ranks.
Do "Reasons for Accepting Influence" on pages
of Project Book 7.

18-29

Item 13
It should prove interesting to pupils to read about an experiment
that was conducted in an elementary school at the University of
Michigan. Pupils can compare the ranks they gave on their questionnaires with the composite scores given in the reading. The
scientists discovered that the most important reasons for accepting
influence were "Asks you to do things in a nice way" and "Acts
friendly." Friendliness is a powerful influence.
Read "Children with Influence" on pages
261 -67 of the Resource Book.

Item 14
This selection also is based on a behavioral experiment. It was
conducted among boys attending summer camps. There, scientists
discovered that the boys liked or looked up to by the other boys
were .given a halo. In other words, these boys were named as being
176

the best at a number of activities regardless of whether they had
any ability. The halo effect also works to the detriment of a person
who is not liked or looked up to.
Read "The Halo Effect" on pages
of the Resource Book.

269-70

LeSSOn 5

Why Are Some Influences More Successful than Others?

Purpose of Lesson 5
• To demonstrate the reasons why some
influence attempts are more successful
than others.

Item 15
"Take Us to the Movies!" includes two
behavior specimens illustrating a successful and an unsuccessful influence
attempt. Why do children's influence attempts sometimes fail? Intentions, timing,
and manner of approach are important
factors in their success or failure.
"Take Us to the Movies! — Libby and
Kate" is about two sisters who interrupt
their mother while she is working and insist
that they be taken to the movies. When
their mother hesitates, they snatch the cake
pans she is working with and tell her that
they won't give them back until she says
she'll take them. Libby and Kate are not

able to influence their mother. She is annoyed and tells them that they should be
playing outdoors instead of sitting in a
theater.
"Take Us to the Movies! —Mamie and
Val" is about two sisters who also want to
go to the movies. They ask their mother
which show would be the most convenient
for her and offer to do something for her if
she'll take them. Mamie and Val are able
to influence their mother. She says that
she'll take the girls to the movie if they'll
help her make lunch.
The action and briefing materials for
both behavior specimens are below. Go over
the materials carefully. Study the Observation Guides on pages 20-21 of Project Book
7. Present both behavior specimens before
directing the class to fill in the Observation Guide.
Visualize where the action can best take

place. Make name tags and use them, even
during rehearsal. Finally, decide which
students you want to play the roles.
Begin your briefing session by telling the
role players the story. If possible, duplicate
the briefing sheet for each role. You will
want to tell the role players to be sure to
include all the action specified in briefing
sheets. For example, Mamie and Val must
ask their mother which show is the best for
her. After each role player has read her
briefing sheet, ask what the important
aspects of her role are. If she doesn't grasp
something, go over it with her.
To get the best results, it may be necessary to explain the behavior specimen in
greater detail than is described in the briefing sheets. Remind the students that they
are to act out their parts in their own words.
They are not to memorize lines.
Rehearse the specimen at least once. Use

Sequence of Materials Used in Lesson 5
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 5

T e a c h e r ' s Guide

Project Book

Behavior Specimen in C l a s s - T a k e
Us to the Movies! . . action, players,
briefing sheets on p. 177
17. Record Band 4. Side 2 - W h o Wants
to Shovel Sidewalks? . . transcript
on p. 180

Take Us to the Movies! Observation Guide
pp
2 0 - 2 1 (answers on p. 179)
18. Who Wants to Shovel S i d e w a l k s ? - O b servation Guide . . . p. 22 (answers on
P 181)
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imaginary props —in this case, for cake
pans and a newspaper.
Before presenting the behavior specimen,
ask the class to discuss the three types of
observation they have studied.
During the presentation your role will
be much as it was during the rehearsal. You
may need to intervene. You will want to
stop the specimen right after the significant
action has taken place.
Be sure to debrief the characters at the
conclusion of the session.

Behavior Specimen —
Take Us to the Movies!—
Libby and Kate
Characters,
LIBBY

K A T E , Libby s sister
MRS. ARMSTRONG,, their mother

Briefing Sheets
LIBBY and

KATE

You are sisters and have just heard that
a good movie is playing at the local theater. It starts in an hour. You want your
mother to take you. You also want her to
make lunch fast so that you can get there
in time. You don't plan any particular way
to influence her. You just rush into the
kitchen and tell her that you've got to go
to the movies. You ask her to hurry and
make lunch so that you won't be late.
When she doesn't say anything, you snatch
the cake pans from the counter and tell her
that you won't give them back until she
says she'll take you. You tell her that
you've got to go right now. You are surprised when she turns and tells you to stop
it and to go outside and play.

?

Setting
The Armstrong kitchen.
Action
Libby and Kate dash into the kitchen,
where their mother is making a cake. They
tell their mother that they've just got to go
to the movies. They ask her to hurry and
make lunch or they'll be late. When Mrs.
Armstrong doesn't say anything, the girls
snatch the cake pans from the counter and
say that they won't give them back until
she says she'll take them to the movies.
Mrs. Armstrong turns to the girls and tells
them to stop it. She says that it's a beautiful day and they should be playing outdoors instead of sitting in a stuffy theater.
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MRS. ARMSTRONG

You are busy making a cake when your
daughters Libby and Kate rush into the
kitchen. They tell you that they've just got
to go to the movies. They ask you to hurry
and make lunch or they'll be late. Then
they snatch your cake pans and say that
they won't give them back until you say
that you'll take them. You like to do things
for your children, but you don't enjoy being
interrupted like this. You wouldn't have
minded taking them to the movies if they
hadn't made you angry by the way they
asked. You tell them that it's a beautiful
day and they should be playing outdoors.

Behavior Specimen
Take Us to the Movies Marnie and Val
Characters
MARNIE

V A L , Mamie's sister
MRS. BENNETT, their mother
Setting.
The Bennett house.
Action
It's Saturday morning. Marnie and Val
are in their room looking at the entertainment section of the paper. Marnie spots a
movie that they have been wanting to see.
It's playing at the local theater. They decide to ask their mother to let them go and
to drive them there. Val asks when the
movie begins. Marnie says that there is a
movie that starts at twelve forty-five and
another that starts at three. They decide
that they would rather go to the twelve
forty-five,, but it doesn't really make a difference. If the three is more convenient for
their mother, that will be all right with
them.
Marnie reminds Val that their mother is
really busy. Since it would take her about
forty minutes to drive to the theater and
back again, she thinks they ought to offer
to do something for her.
The girls go into the kitchen, where
their mother is just finishing frosting a
cake. They ask their, mother if she has
time to talk to them. When she says yes,
they tell her about the movie. They ask if
there is anything they can do to help her.
She asks them what time the features
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start. They tell her, and say that she
should pick the best time for her. She says
that the twelve forty-five is O.K. i f they'll
help her make lunch.

than Others?

them that and you will take them to the
twelve forty-five i f they help you with
lunch.
Present "Take Us to the Movies!"

Briefing Sheets
M A R N I E and

VAL

You are sisters, and in your bedroom
Marnie notices in the paper that a movie
you've wanted to see is playing at the local
theater. You decide to go i f your mother
says yes and she'll take you. Val asks
when the movies begin. You tell her that
one movie starts at twelve forty-five and
the other at three. You both decide that
you'd rather go to the twelve forty-five, but
it depends on which time is more convenient for your mother. Marnie reminds Val
that your mother is busy. Since it would
take her forty minutes to drive you and
come back, you say that you think you
should offer to do something for her.
The two of you go into the kitchen. You
tell your mother about the movie. You ask
if there is anything you can do to help. She
asks when the shows are. She says that the
twelve forty-five is O.K. i f you help her
make lunch.
MRS. BENNETT

You are glad to help your children do
what they want, provided that it seems
reasonable. You are glad that they offer to
help you in exchange for the time it will
take you to take them to the movie. You
feel that they have taken you into consideration. You want to cooperate and you tell

Thoughts Inside
Marnie and Val
1. Want to go to the movies.
2. Want to cooperate with
their mother.
3. Think of w a y s to offer help.

Behavior
of Mrs. Bennett

Behavior
of Marnie and Val

1. A g r e e s to drive
to the movies.
2. A s k s the girls
to help with lunch.
3. S a y s she'll pick them up
at 3 p.m.

1. Ask their mother
if s h e ' s busy.
2. Tell her about the movie.
3. Ask their mother if
they c a n help her.

Thoughts
Inside
Mrs. Bennett
1. Is p l e a s e d that her
children a r e considerate.
2. Thinks going to the movies
is a good idea.
3. N e e d s help with lunch.
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Item 16

Item 17

Direct the class to fill in their Observation Guides for "Take Us to the Movies!"

Two influence attempts are made on this
recording. One is not successful. An Observation Guide is included in the Project
Book.

Answers
1. (a) M; (b) L; (c) L; (d) M; (e) M; ( f ) M;
(g) L; fAJ M; (i) L; (jj M.
2. Answers will vary. You will want to
record the statements that successful
students marked as true on the blackboard. Which statements did students
who were unsuccessful mark as true?
Did students who were successful tend
to mark the same statements true?
Why? Did those who were unsuccessful
mark the same statements true? Why?
Ask those students who were unsuccessful if they made the same mistakes that
Libby and Kate made.
3. Answers will vary. You will want to ask
some of your students to describe their
influence attempts.
4. Your students may find the circular process chart too difficult to fill in without
your help. If so, discuss their observations with them, summarizing them
yourself and explaining which items
should be included in the chart. For
example, ask your students what Marnie and Val said to their mother when
they walked into the kitchen. (They
asked if she was busy.) Continue your
questioning until the chart is completed.
After the chart has been filled in, ask
your students what they think will happen the next time Marnie and Val ask
their mother to do something for them.
• The chart is reproduced on page 179.
Do "Take Us to the Movies —Observation
Guide" on pages 20-21 of Project Book 7.
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Who Wants to Shovel Sidewalks?
NARRATOR: You are now going to hear
about two influence attempts. Both attempts begin in the same way, but they
end differently. While you are listening,
think about how you might answer this
question: Why was the one attempt successful and the other one a failure? Let's
see what happened.
One day after school, Billy was running home with a new science fiction
book he'd taken out of the library. He
could hardly wait to start reading. He'd
read another book by the same author
and thought it was the greatest. Snowflakes the size of nickels had been falling
since noon. It was a good day for Billy
and he started to whistle. Just as he cut
across his front lawn, Mr. Sargent, a
neighbor, called out to him.
MR. SARGENT: Hey, Billy! How'd you like
to shovel my sidewalk this afternoon?
BILLY: Ah . . . I don't know. I've got a
new book and . . .
MR. SARGENT: I'd really appreciate it,
Billy. Give you a dollar for the job.
BILLY: Well, O.K. I'll come back just as
soon as I change my clothes.
NARRATOR: Mr. Sargent's influence attempt
on Billy was certainly a successful one.
He was able to get Billy to do what he
wanted. Billy changed his behavior from

reading to shoveling snow. But let's see
what might have happened if Mr. Harris,
another neighbor, had attempted to get
Billy to shovel his sidewalk on that same
afternoon.
Billy is walking rapidly toward his
door. He hears Mr. Harris calling his
name.
MR. HARRIS: Hey, Billy! How'd you like to
shovel my. drive way?
BILLY: Sorry, Mr. Harris, but I'm awfully
busy today.
MR. HARRIS: Aw . . . come on. I'll give
you a dollar.
BILLY: Thanks anyway, Mr. Harris, but I
can't this afternoon. I've got something
else I just have to do.
NARRATOR: Mr. Sargent and Mr. Harris
both tried to influence Billy, yet he was
willing to shovel snow for Mr. Sargent
but not for Mr. Harris. What made the
difference? Let's interview Billy to find
out why.
Billy, what made you decide to work
for Mr. Sargent when you really wanted
to read that new science fiction story?
BILLY: Well, I figured 1 could read my book
later tonight.
NARRATOR: But wouldn't you much rather
have read your book?
BILLY: Yeah, but Mr. Sargent's great. He
always stays around and talks to you for
awhile . . . Txmt sports and stuff.
NARRATOR: Oh, then you've worked for him
before?
BILLY: Yeah. I've done jobs around the
house for him. When I finish, he always
tells me what a good job I did.
NARRATOR: He sounds like a nice guy.
BILLY: He sure is. I guess I really like to
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work for him.
NARRATOR: Then
again?

you'd

work

for

him

B I L L Y : Sure.

NARRATOR: Thanks for telling us how you
feel about Mr. Sargent and why you accepted his job offer.
BILLY: Oh, you're welcome.
NARRATOR: NOW let's ask Billy some more
questions and find out why he didn't
want to work for Mr. Harris. Billy, what
made you decide not to do that job?
BILLY: I don't like working for him.
NARRATOR: Why?

BILLY: Oh, while you're doing the one job
he asked you to do, he keeps throwing in
other jobs, too.
NARRATOR: Doesn't he pay you extra?
B I L L Y : NO. When you finally finish, he gives
you the dollar but he grumbles about it.
NARRATOR: What do you mean "grumbles
about it"?
BILLY: Well, he says you didn't do a good
enough job. (Pause.) Working for him is a
pain. The dollar's not worth it. Why spoil
a good day?
NARRATOR: Thanks, Billy, for telling us how
you feel about Mr. Harris.
Play Record Band 4, Side 2"Who Wants to Shovel Sidewalks?"

Item 18
Instruct pupils to answer the questions
about the influence attempts they listened
to on the recording. It might be necessary
to play the band more than once.
Answers
1. Billy was in a hurry to get home so he
could read his new science fiction book.

than Others?

2. shovel snow
3. one.dollar
4. Mr. Sargent rewards Billy by telling him
he did a good job. He stays around and
talks and jokes. Mr. Harris grumbled
about the work and about paying.
5. Answers will vary. Discuss.
6. Answers will vary. Discuss.
Do "Who Wants to Shovel Sidewalks?
Observation Guide" on page 22
of Project Book 7.

-

Lesson 6

What Are Group Norms?

Purpose of Lesson 6

The scientists asked each pupil in one experiment to answer for
the rest of the class and then to answer for himself. The results are
given on page 275. The scientists asked another group of pupils the
same questions, but their answers did not vary as much.

• To define the concepts of standards or norms in behavior.
• To demonstrate how individuals can misinterpret the group
norms.

Read "Group Ignorance" on pages
of the Resource Book.

Item 19
The title of this selection, "Group Ignorance," produces an intriguing image. What does group ignorance mean? Sometimes
members of a group assume that the group as a whole has certain
norms which, in effect, they do not have as individuals. Each assumes the other person thinks in a certain way that the other
person does not. Pluralistic ignorance is another term used to
describe the phenomenon.
Read the opening verses to the class and then ask them to guess
what the verses mean. You might ask this: "What do you think the
writer meant by the statement'But my! how the data did vary!'"
Make sure the pupils understand what is meant by a group norm
— the standard by which a group judges the behavior of its members.
It's what the majority thinks is right or wrong. The norm acts as
an influence on the behavior of each individual in a group.
Pupils can read or be read the rest of the material. It relates a
study made by the authors of this program. Two statements were
given to pupils: "Taking part in classroom work is a good idea"
and "Asking the teacher for help is a good thing to do."

271-78

Item 20
A questionnaire similar to that administered in the experiment
discussed in the Resource Book is included in the Project Book.
Pupils will discover their own class norms.
In the first part, each individual in your class is asked how much
he thinks the class agrees with these three statements: (1) I t is good
to help other pupils with their schoolwork except during tests. (2)
School work is more often enjoyable than not enjoyable. (3) Going to
school part of each day during the summer is a good idea.
When the class has finished marking the questionnaire, record
all the responses on the blackboard or on a large sheet of paper.
Total them. Ask pupils to copy the figures onto the table at the
bottom of page 23. On the next page the results, or what the class
thinks the class norms are, can be shown in another way.
Do "What I Think the Class Thinks' on
pages 23-24 of Project Book 7.

Sequence of Materials Used in Lesson 6
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 6

T e a c h e r ' s Guide

19. Group Ignorance
pp. 2 7 1 - 7 8

20. What I Think the C l a s s
Thinks . . . p. 2 3 - 2 4
21. What I Think I Think . . . pp. 25
Vocabulary words on p. 183

182

Project Book

26
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Item 21
The second part of the experiment in establishing group norms
and comparing data should be undertaken now. The identical statements are aligned in the same way and pupils are asked to mark
what best describes what "you yourself think about these three
statements. Collect the ratings made by the entire class and instruct
the pupils to enter them on the bottom of page 25.
Because the information collected from the class has to do with
what individuals think and not with what individuals think the
group thinks, it represents the true class norms.
Ask pupils to mark the scales on page 26 with the information
that was collected from the class about the three statements.
The scales at the bottom of the page will show how well your
class knows its own norms. Use an 0 to show what pupils thought
the norms were and an X to show what the real norms are. Does
your class display group ignorance?
Do "What I Think I Think" on pages
of Project Book 7.

25-26

Vocabulary
—The result of exaggerating the qualities of an individual you like or dislike very much.
NORM—The attitudes and behaviors a group expects of all its
members.
R A N K ORDER — A list beginning with the most important item and
continuing to the least important.
HALO E F F E C T

183

LeSSOn 7

What Have You Learned?
F

Purpose of Lesson 7
• To review the major concepts presented in the unit.

F
F

Item 22
Pupils will enjoy finding out what the picture is on page 29. I f
they answered all the questions correctly — that is, marked only the
false statements with an F —they will have the pleasant task of
shading the spaces with those same numbers on page 29 to discover a clown face.
Answers
F
2. Behavior caused by influence is almost always good.
F
3. One type of influence is better than another.
F
7. The effects of identity influence usually do not last very
long.
F
8. Movie stars don't usually have much influence.
F
9. All influence attempts are successful.
F
10. Young people almost never influence adults.
F
11. Knowing how to fight is one of the more important reasons for influence.

14. The term group ignorance refers to students with bad
grades.
16. Smart students are usually the most influential.
19. Not many influence attempts occur at school.
The numbers of the false statements are 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
14, 16, 19.
Do "Find the Picture" on pages
of Project Book 7.

27-29

Item 23
In this exercise, pupils are asked to make a suggestion that will
favorably influence Dan's father to go over the math once more,
even though he has been looking forward to watching television.
You might want to ask several pairs of pupils to meet and then to
role-play their answers to the questions.
Do "What Do You Predict?" on page 30
of Project Book 7.

Sequence of Materials Used in Lesson 7
R e s o u r c e Book

LESSON 7

Project Book

22. Find the Picture . . . pp. 2 7 - 2 9
(answers on p. 184)
23. What Do You Predict? . . . p. 30
Glossary . . . pp. 2 7 9 - 282

184

T e a c h e r ' s Guide
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